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The Oncological Potential of
CRISPR-Cas9 in the

pre-transcriptional Cleavage of the
Baculoviral IAP Repeat Containing

2 (BIRC2) gene

Hoyong Lee
Sion Park

Abstract

Genome editing technologies have evolved. Among the genome editing
technologies, CRISPR-Cas9, which is a defense system of prokaryotes, becomes
a well-known technique. In this study, by using CRISPR-Cas9, cleaving the
Baculoviral IAP Repeat Containing 2 (BIRC2) gene, which impairs the
immune response of cancer by inhibition of apoptosis, to treat cancer. Since
BIRC2 inhibits CXCL9 mRNA and protein expression in breast cancer cells
and increases breast tumor growth in immunocompetent, we set the
experimental group as breast cancer patients to observe certain eects of
BIRC2. Firstly, by using the ex-vivo method, each patient’s stem cell and
blood must be separated via an apheresis machine. Secondly, experimenters
analyze DNA in stem cells and discover the BIRC2 gene. After discovering the
BIRC2 gene, by using its sequence, design sgRNA. With the Cas9-sgRNA
complex, the target sequence of the BIRC2 gene is cleaved. After these
procedures, the blood and stem cells should be returned. For the last step, the
size of the tumor should be measured.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background
Genes are the unit of heredity. Genes consist of a sequence of the nucleotide

of DNA, which are Adenine(A), Cytosine(C), Guanine (G), and Thymine (T)
by forming a double helix structure.

As technology advances, in the 1990s, through Human Genome Project(HGP),
humans discovered the human genome contains approximately three billion base
pairs of DNA. Currently, as the technology of human genome analysis advances
further, humans could cut the DNA and insert DNA that they want by using
gene scissors called CRISPR-Cas9. By using this technique, there have been
many research and successful cases for treating diseases, such as Alzheimer’s
disease, obesity, diabetes, and Cancer.

Cancer has always been a concern for everyone in the world. It is a disease
that is caused by uncontrollable cell growth and spread in the human body. Can-
cer could cause nearly everywhere the human body, which is an estimated 724
trillion cells. In 2020, Cancer discovered approximately 19.3 million new cancer
and 10.0 million Cancer patients died. To treat cancer, surgery, chemother-
apy, and radiation therapy are commonly used these days. However, treating
Cancer takes much time and requires painful circumstances to patients. There-
fore, scientists have tried to overcome those situations and find more ecient and
innovative ways to treat genetic diseases including Cancer.

Thanks to interest regarding new treatment for Cancer, scientists have been
dealing with DNA. A representative treatment is CRISPR-Cas9 that utilizes a
gene-editing technique.

1.2 Purpose
In the past, many people have been suering from genetic disorders such as

Cancer, Angelman syndrome, Down syndrome, and Apert syndrome. Many
researchers and scientists study the treatment of genetic disorders. However,
there were only a few ways to treat them and each of them was not eective.
Cancer that is the subject of this research usually has three main treatments:
surgery, chemotherapy, and radiation therapy. The common aspect of these
treatments is that there are any possibilities to relapse and the tumor grows
again. The ultimate goal of our research is to find potential results of gene
editing to treat Cancer and to give expectations to patients who are suering
from Cancer.

2 Background Information

2.1 History of Gene-editing Technologies
As gene-editing technologies advance, scientists and researchers could devise

dierent types of gene-editing technologies. Even though each technology has
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deadly risks to the human body, they kept studying how to cleave genes in
ecient ways.

The first one that was introduced to people and utilized for treatment is Zinc
Finger Nucleases which are also called ZFNs. Zinc Finger Nucleases consist of
Zinc finger protein and FokI restriction endonuclease domain. FokI is treated
as one type II restriction enzyme. Compared to other enzymes, FokI has a
distinct dierence in that it having both binding and cleaving sites. To be more
specific, there are DNA binding domains and DNA cleavage domains. In the
DNA binding domain, it indicates a specific target DNA. Regarding the process
of ZFNs’ editing genome, one zinc finger recognizes three DNA base pairs (one
amino acid). ZFN is created to make zinc finger protein recognize at least three
to at most six zinc fingers, which means that nine to eighteen base pairs or
three to six amino acids are recognized. A noticeable point of the FokI nuclease
domain is that it cannot cut out DNA if it exists in the form of a monomer,
which indicates that it should be the form of the dimer. That is because based
on the structure of ZFN, zinc fingers are placed on each side of DNA’s double
helix structure. As a result, if there are three cleave sites, it might require six
Zinc Finger Nucleases. After the site of target DNA is cleaved, another gene of
interest is inserted or DNA repairs its site itself.

Figure 1: ZFN Structure

The second one is called Transcription Activator Like Eector Nucleases that
is also known as TALENs. TALENs are considered as the fusion between pro-
tein and DNA. TALENs have some similar aspects to Zinc Finger Nucleases.
It is composed of a DNA binding domain and FokI nuclease domain. In TAL-
ENs, transcription activator-like eector protein (TALE protein) is used to find
a particular site of target DNA. Regarding TALE protein, it is originated from
Xanthomonas that is a genus of Proteobacteria and it usually causes plant dis-
eases. TALE protein recognizes DNA in a similar way to zinger finger protein
by attaching to specific types of nucleotides. However, the main dierence while
detecting DNA is that transcription each activator-like eector protein (TALE
protein) recognizes one nucleotide, whereas each zinc finger protein recognizes
various nucleotide triplets (one amino acid). Regarding TALE protein, in TAL

3
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targeting domain, it is composed of 33 to 35 amino acid repeats. Each of the
repeats’ specificity is determined by the 12th and 13th amino acids that are also
called repeat-variable di-residues(DVDs).

As ZFNs do, it has the same process to cleave the target DNA. If TALE
protein recognizes a particular nucleotide and it matches the target DNA’s nu-
cleotide, FokI endonuclease can cleave the DNA. Also, before Fok1 endonuclease
cleaves DNA successfully, it requires dimerization.

Figure 2: TALEN structure

2.2 CRISPR-Cas9
CRISPR-Cas9 is a gene-editing technology that can cut specific DNA and

modify the gene. It is considered a gene scissor and molecular scalpel. It has
a basic function. First of all, Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palin-
dromic Repeats(CRISPR) and CRISPR associated protein(Cas), which unwind
and cut the DNA, is a defense system of prokaryotes, such as bacteria and
archaea. CRISPR-Cas system is discovered in approximately 40 percent of bac-
teria genome and 90 percent of archaea. When Bacteriophage or virus attacks
the prokaryotic cell, it injects its DNA into the host prokaryotic cell. Cas nu-
clease breaks down the DNA into small pieces, and then a small piece of DNA
stored in the CRISPR locus as the spacer, which is the history of foreign DNA.
When Bacteriophage or virus attacks the cell again, by using spacer DNA, it
produces crRNA, which stands for CRISPR RNA, by transcription.

In the CRISPR-Cas system, there are three main types of CRISPR-Cas sys-
tem, which are Type I, Type II, and Type III. These three types of CRISPR-Cas
systems are divided by unique genes. For type I, the unique gene is Cas3. For
type II, the unique gene is Cas9. For type III, the unique gene is Cas10. Re-
cently, Cas9, which was found in type II of the CRISPR-Cas9 system, developed
as a genome-editing technique. Cas9, which cleaves double-stranded DNA, con-
tains the cleaving of the target strand of DNA called the HNH domain and cleav-
ing the non-target strand of DNA called the RuvC domain. When Cas9 binds
at the target site to cleave target DNA, it requires guide RNA (gRNA) and a
short protospacer adjacent motif (PAM). Guide RNA(gRNA), more specifically,

4
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single-molecule guide RNA (sgRNA), is the complex of crRNA and transacti-
vating CRISPR RNA(tracrRNA). Also, It is a particular RNA sequence that
guides Cas9 to target DNA. After sgRNA is formed, the Cas9-sgRNA complex
finds the target DNA site. To find the target DNA site, a short PAM sequence
is required. The sequence of the PAM is NGG, where N can be any nucleotide.
Depending on which Cas protein is used, the PAM sequence is dierent for each
Cas protein. When the presence of a particular PAM sequence in the target
DNA, the Cas9-sgRNA complex binds to the target site. After binding, guide
RNA in the Cas9-sgRNA complex and single-stranded of double-stranded of
target DNA complementary binds each other, which called R-loop. As a result,
the HNH domain and RuvC domain cleave the target DNA that binds with
guide RNA and opposite stranded of binds with guide RNA.

Figure 3: CRISPR-Cas9 system structure

After cleaving the target DNA, there are two main pathways for repairing
DNA double-strand breaks(DSBs) in eukaryotes, which are non-homologous end
joining (NHEJ) and homologous directed repair(HDR) pathway. DSBs are fatal
for cell because it causes the cell death. Firstly, NHEj is the repair pathway
that has high eciency, but low precision and proceeds during the G1, S, and G2
phases of the cell cycle. It causes the insertion and deletion during the repair.
Secondly, HDR is the repair pathway that precise pathway, but has low eciency.
When there is a homologous DNA template to the DSBs region, HDR would
occur by insertion of homologous DNA template from sister chromatids as donor
DNA template. To use the sister chromatids, HDR could occur in the S and G2
phase only.
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2.3 Baculoviral IAP Repeat Containing 2 (BIRC2) gene
There are inhibitors of apoptotic proteins that are considered as new targets

for anti-cancer therapy. There are eight proteins in the family. One of them
is Baculoviral IAP Repeat Containing protein 2. Baculoviral IAP Repeat Con-
taining 2 gene has other names: BIRC2, C-IAP1, IAP homolog B, RING-Type
E3 Ubiquitin Transferase BIRC2, and so on. Also, a particular protein that
is encoded by the BIRC2 gene is Baculoviral IAP repeat-containing protein 2.
Baculoviral IAP Repeat Containing 2 gene is a member of the family that in-
hibits apoptosis. BIRC2 gene usually is related to diseases as Breast Cancer,
Lung Cancer, and Lymphoma, Mucosa-Associated Lymphoid Type. The exis-
tence of the BIRC2 gene interacts with cancer which is related to apoptosis.
Simply, without the BIRC2 gene, the speed of tumor growth is reduced so it
brings positive results. A reason why apoptosis is essential to cancer is that
loss of apoptosis leads cancer to survive longer and gives more possibilities of
mutations that cause tumor growth. That is, apoptosis can prevent cancer by
culling uncontrolled cells that cause DNA damage. To be more specific, BIRC2
protein that inhibits apoptosis exerts negative eects on a caspase which is a
family of protease enzymes playing important roles in programmed cell death.
In addition, the BIRC2 gene inhibits intratumoral activated CD8+ T cells and
NK cells that generate an adaptive immune response.

Concerning the BIRC2 gene’s functions, it helps inflammatory situations as
well as immunity, cell proliferation, cell invasion, and metastasis. BIRC2 gene
regulates NF-kappa-B signaling via canonical and non-canonical ways. with
E3 ubiquitin-protein-ligase that is interacted with TRAF2, RIPK1, RIPK2,
CASP3, CASP7, CASP8, and DIABLO.

Figure 4: BIRC2 gene structure
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3 Methodology

3.1 Overall Approach
In identifying scientific data for this research, various databases are utilized.

This research is based on the experiment and theories regarding the particular
topic which is CRISPR-Cas9. Therefore, both quantitative and qualitative data
were targeted. Also, it is required to use secondary data that is already collected
by someone else. Diering from other experimental research, this research con-
tains assumed statistical data. We aimed to gain potential results after cleaving
the BIRC2 gene via CRISPR-Cas9. Appropriate condition to progress this ex-
periment was not provided to us. We predicted specific procedures and results
of the data.

3.2 Experimental Design
In this research, by using the CRISPR-Cas9 gene-editing technique, exper-

imenters cut the BIRC2 gene in the human DNA. Since the BIRC2 gene in-
hibits apoptosis, it causes cancer and tumor growth. Generally, BIRC2 inhibits
CXCL9 mRNA and protein expression in breast cancer cells. Also, BIRC2 in-
creases breast tumor growth in immunocompetent. That is, the BIRC2 gene
is significantly associated with breast cancer patients than other cancer pa-
tients. Thus, this experiment uses breast cancer patients to analyze the eects
of the cleaving BIRC2 gene. In this experiment, there are both experimental
and control groups. The experimental group should receive treatment, whereas
the control group does not. Therefore, treatment is cleaving the BIRC2 gene.
Regarding this experiment, an experimental group is a group of breast can-
cer patients who are treated by the CRISPR-Cas9 technique. On the other
hand, a control group is a group of breast cancer patients who are not treated.
Also, to identify the effects of cleaving the BIRC2 gene, the dependent variable
will be the size of the tumor. Based on the change of size of the tumor, it
shows how eective the CRISPR-Cas9 technique is for breast cancer patients.
If CRISPRCas9 cleaves the normal sequence of DNA rather than target DNA,
off-target will occurs. It would cause mutation, so it will be a confounding
variable.

Experimental Group Breast cancer patients who are treated by
CRISPR-Cas9

Control Group Breast cancer patients
Dependent Variable Size of tumor
Independent Variable Existence and nonexistence of using CRISPR-

Cas9
Confouding Variable Off-target

7
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For the process of this experiment, first of all, the size of each patient in the
experimental group should be measured. Secondly, the BIRC2 gene from each
patient has to be cleaved. For that, Ex-vivo is chosen for this gene therapy. By
using an ex-vivo method, our targeted cells are removed from patients in the
experimental group and gene therapy is administered to the cells before they
are returned to each patient’s body. To find the BIRC2 gene, experimenters
should primarily draw patients’ blood. Then, via an apheresis machine, stem
cells and blood must be separated. It might take about two to four hours.
Next, by analyzing each patient’s DNA in their stem cell, the BIRC2 gene has
to be found. After finding the target site of BIRC2, through in vitro tran-
scription(IVT), sgRNA is produced. Also, while IVT, PCR generates a sgRNA
encoding template. After producing sgRNA, it should be purified, and then
create the cleavage template of DNA by using PCR. For the last step, the Cas9-
sgRNA system cleaves the target DNA. However, for this research, it was not
available to generate sgRNA from the target DNA because it was not affordable
to gain experimental conditions: tools and a laboratory. Therefore, in the case
of this experiment, using software that recognizes the nucleotide sequence of
target DNA, the target sequence is identified and it is expected that gRNAs are
transcribed from the target sequence. Then, the BIRC2 gene is cleaved by PAM
code,gRNAs, and nuclease. After cleaving the BIRC2 gene, stem cells that were
separated by apheresis must return to each patient’s body

3.3 Hypothesis
After the cleavage of the BIRC2 gene from breast cancer patients, the tumor

growth will be suppressed so the size of the tumor will be gradually decreasing.

3.4 Analysis
As mentioned above, to create gRNA, the target sequence should be analyzed

and software that recognizes the nucleotide sequence of target DNA is used. As
a result, via the software, the target sequence of the BIRC2 gene is the following:

Table 1: BIRC2 gene
Gene
ID

Target Sequence PAM Location

329 ACATATTCAACTTTCCCCGC CGG ch11:102350009..102350031
329 TGGTCATCTGGTAGTATGCC AGG ch11:102378085..102378107
329 TTCTGAGACAGGCACCCCGG CGG ch11:102350025..102350047
329 TCCAAGGCAGATTTAACCAC AGG ch11;102368363..102368385

Table 1 shows four parts of the BIRC2 gene’s target sequence. Based on
Table 1, it is known gRNA that guides nuclease a way to cleave BIRC2 gene is
created. All gRNAs do belong to the HNH domain which is the site of cleavage.
Following Table 2 shows gRNAs from BIRC2’s target sequence:

8
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Table 2: sgRNAs of BIRC2 gene
Gene
ID

Target Sequence sgRNA

329 ACATATTCAACTTTCCCCGC UGUAUAAGUUGAAAGGGGCG
329 TGGTCATCTGGTAGTATGCC ACCAGUAGACCAUCAUACGG
329 TTCTGAGACAGGCACCCCGG AAGACUCUGUCCGUGGGGCC
329 TCCAAGGCAGATTTAACCAC AGGUUCCGUCUAAAUUGGUG

This experiment’s results are based on the size of breast cancer tumors. Both
before and after the experiment, the size of the tumor has to be measured and
compared. Through a mammogram that is simply the x-ray of the breast, the
size of the tumor is shown and the seriousness is also identified. Tumor size is
an essential factor in breast cancer staging. Depending on each patient’s tumor
size, experimenters evaluate each patient’s breast cancer stage. According to
the American Cancer Society (ACS), the following table is used to determine
the tumor size and its stage:

Table 3: System of Tumor Size
Stage Status
TX The doctor is unable to assess the primary tumor.
T0 The doctor has not found evidence of a primary tu-

mor
T1 The tumor is 2 cm (0.79 inches (in)) or less in diam-

eter
T2 The tumor is more than 2 cm (0.79 in) but less than

5 cm (1.97 in) across.
T3 The tumor is larger than 5 cm (1.97 in) wide.
T4 The tumor can be of any size, but it is growing into

the chest wall or skin. This category includes inflam-
matory breast cancer.

4 Results

4.1 Potential Results
Table 4: Before Experiment

Patient NO. Tumor Size Stage
1 2cm T1
2 4cm T2
3 2.5cm T2
4 3cm T2
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Table 5: After One Month
Patient NO. Tumor Size Stage
1 1.5cm T1
2 3cm T2
3 2.5cm T2
4 2cm T1

Table 6: After Two Months
Patient NO. Tumor Size Stage
1 0.2cm T0
2 2cm T1
3 2.6cm T2
4 1.2cm T1

Compared to Table 4, Table 5 and Table 6 show some changes. The size
of patient 1’s tumor keeps decreasing. On Table 6, it is shown that patient
1’s tumor stage changes into T0. For patient 2 and 4, they show the same
tendency as patient 1 do. Tumor size of both patient 2 and 4 is reduced.
The consequences prove that CRISPR-Cas9 works in the right way and there
is no o-target mutations. On the other hand, patient 2 shows dierent results.
According to patient 2’s tumor size, it increases. Also, patient 2 suffers more
from complications that come from breast cancer, which contain temporary
swelling of the breast, breast tenderness, hardness due to scar tissue that can
form at the site of the incision, and phantom breast pain.

Based on these consequences, there might be two dierent views in terms of
CRISPR-Cas9 in the cleavage of BIRC2. In the positive perspective, if breast
cancer patients are getting other types of treatment for their cancer and their
target BIRC2 sequences are cleaved successfully, CRISPR-Cas9 will be a helpful
treatment that can give additional aid to immunization. However, in the neg-
ative perspective, there might be possibilities that lead to negative eects. For
example, if mutations are occurred due to o-target, it shows that cleavage of
BIRC2 causes mutations and is not eective.

4.2 Limitations
Tumor protein, TP53, also known as p53 is a tumor suppress gene located

in the nucleus of the cell. It controls cell division by maintaining the cells
that dividing uncontrollably. When CRISPR-Cas9 worked in the human body,
p53 aects the CRISPR-Cas9. p53 disturbs the working of CRISPR-Cas9 in
the human body. Thus, when the cell contains an insucient amount of p53
because of the mutation of the p53 gene, CRISPR-Cas9 could edit the gene
more precisely. However, if the p53 gene in the cell is insucient amount and
mutation of the p53 gene occurs, it will be a direct cause of cancer. Since p53
regulates the cell division and suppress tumor, so inactivate of p53 will cause
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cancer. In addition, the p53 gene is related to DNA repair, cell-cycle arrest, and
apoptosis when DNA is damaged. Thus, this study cannot edit gene precisely
by using CRISPR-Cas9, level of p53 should be reduced, but p53 is essential
for the cells to normally work, such as suppress tumor, DNA repair, cell-cycle
arrest, and apoptosis, so the gene-editing technique that not aected by p53 is
required.

Another limitation is the o-target eect. As referred to in methodology, the
confounding variable should be handled. O-target in CRISPR is still a problem
that has to be resolved. Thus, a lot of researchers and scientists are studying
and put all their eort to figure out how to minimize o-target in CRISPR. One
of the resolutions is light-activated CRISPR that is recently discovered. To
be more specific, scientists at Johns Hopkins have successfully utilized light
as a trigger to cut target DNA sequence precisely by reducing o-target. The
scientists modified the CRISPR-Cas9 complex by engineering a light-sensitive
RNA molecule that allows the CRISPR complex to cut genomic DNA in living
cells only when exposed to a particular wavelength of light. In eect, scientists
delivered an electric pulse to cultures of human embryonic kidney cells and bone
cancer cells, which opened pores in the cell membrane and allowed the CRISPR
complex with the light-activated RNA molecule to slide into the cells. Then,
the scientists waited 12 hours for the CRISPR complex to bind to a targeted
spot on the genomic DNA.

5 Discussion
CRISPR-Cas9 is an emerging technique today. By using it, humans are trying

to edit the genome. In this study, using CRISPR-Cas9, cleaved BIRC2, which
inhibits apoptosis of the cell. This technique provides many benefits in hu-
man life, such as treating diseases. However, according to the National Human
Genome Research Institute CRISPR-Cas9 technique has some ethical problems.

Firstly, the safety of genome editing is considered a controversial issue. Be-
cause of the chance of o-target eects during genome editing, safety is a major
concern. Despite minimization of o-target eects, there could be o-target. Due
to o-target, mutations might happen and it would lead to other serious diseases
including cancer.

Secondly, there are moral issues regarding the use of embryos for gene-editing
research in society. That is, genome editing for reproductive purposes is prohib-
ited. Many countries have dierent regulations towards gene editing for embryos.
Some countries that have opposing opinions toward gene-editing for fetuses as-
sert that embryos are regarded as human beings so it should be prohibited.
Although genome editing in embryos provides many benefits, the risk of it is
bigger than the benefits. For instance, if an embryo’s DNA is treated by the
CRISPR-Cas9 technique, an embryo might be treated in the right way but there
are possibilities of suering from mutations, which lead to other serious diseases.
Therefore, if an embryo is suering from deadly disorders before it becomes a
baby, it would be eventually dead. Therefore, only genome editing of somatic
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cells is possible under strict screening.
Thirdly, genome editing causes the gap between the rich and poor. To get

gene-editing therapy, especially CRISPR requires people to pay a large amount
of money.
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Mutualism or Parasitism? Small
Restaurants Versus Delivery
Services in the Seoul Area

During the Time of COVID-19

Yeongung Baek
Yoonsoo Choi
Jinwoo Hwang

Abstract

This research aims to find the solutions that can change the relationship
between delivery companies and small restaurants parasitism to mutualism.
The growth of the delivery system was accelerated due to COVID-19. While
many small businesses were facing difficulties, delivery companies were smiling.
The delivery services that were supposed to have a mutual relationship with
small restaurants actually have a parasitism relationship on small restaurants
by setting the high commission to the small restaurant. In order to find the
solutions, we researched and studied the current economic situation of small
business restaurants due to COVID-19, the structure of the delivery system,
different policies of each delivery company, and existing government-level
solutions to revive the small businesses. This research aims for small
businesses to have a mutual relationship with entire delivery services instead
of specific delivery companies. Therefore, there should be an effective
government-level solution that can support and revive the small businesses
damaged due to COVID-19.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background
Due to the COVID-19 crisis, consumer buying trends have begun to shift

from offline to online. It caused an increase in consumer purchases through
online shopping. As of December 2020, the total online shopping transaction
amount increased by 26.1 percent year-over-year, resulting in KRW 15.99 tril-
lion. Among them, the delivery industry in South Korea, especially the delivery
system for the restaurant industry, has grown exponentially. Delivery food ser-
vice transactions rose 109.1 percent year-over-year, totaling KRW 1.147 trillion.
[10]

As the delivery industry rose dramatically, the usage of food delivery service
applications has also increased. As one form of O2O (Online to offline) systems,
these applications provide the services to order foods from restaurants without
directly calling the restaurant itself. It also provides a rating system, coupons,
menu recommendations, and advertisements for restaurant owners. From the
consumer’s perspective, it is convenient and profitable since there are many
benefits such as discounts or coupons, and also consumers can save time and
cost by purchasing online. From the perspective of the small restaurant owners,
the applications provide an effective advertising system for their business.

Due to COVID-19 and developments in O2O delivery systems, however,
the structure of food delivery service applications has converted to a monopoly
delivery structure, causing a massive burden of cost to the small restaurants
using the delivery service. As a result of its monopolization, the delivery service
companies got market power and set higher commissions and advertising fees.
The Korea Fair Trade Commission (KFTC) has been attempting to cope with
this monopoly structure of delivery and create a competitive structure. In the
case of the government and local governments, they have created local delivery
apps and local currency to efficiently link the local economy with the delivery
system, reducing the small restaurants’ economic burden.

1.2 Research Purpose and Method
The purpose of this research is to find out the efficient way to attain the

mutualistic relationship between delivery service companies and small restau-
rants. In this research, to find the characteristics of the delivery market system,
we researched the structure of the delivery service cycle among delivery service
providers, small restaurants, and consumers, based on the flow of cost. Through
related articles, news, statistical data, and papers, we researched the condition
of a monopoly delivery company’s system that causes economic damage for
small restaurants. By researching the previous method and implementing that
to remedy and stimulate small restaurants, we aim to present an efficient im-
provement plan to realize the economic recovery of small restaurants and the
competitiveness of the delivery system through government action.
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1.3 Literature Review
An increase in consumption through the delivery application has contributed

to the development of the South Korean delivery system. The popularization
of the delivery application was accelerated due to COVID-19. To respond to
this change in food consumption tendency, food delivery companies started in-
troducing several systems and promoting the promotion to increase and secure
delivery personnel. In Baedal Minjok(Baemin), the company selected some dis-
tricts(gu) in Seoul, including Gangnam and Seocho, for the promotion to pay up
to KRW 1,000,000 additionally to new delivery riders.[19] Besides, the number
of delivery agencies is increasing, as is the former reason. By referring to prior
research on the food delivery systems, we have observed that most previous re-
search papers were focused on improving the delivery app system itself in terms
of consumers[6] or the importance of the economic benefits by establishing a
delivery agency[5]. This study differentiates itself from prior research. It fo-
cuses on food suppliers, which are the small restaurants, analyzing the causes
of the high commission for delivery apps and the economic impact, and then
proposing government-level solutions to respond.

2 The Food Delivery Structure in South Korea

2.1 The Base System of Delivery Service: O2O System
The food delivery companies are managing their system based on the O2O

system. The O2O system, which stands for “Online to Offline,” enables the com-
panies to lead potential online customers to the offline market system by offering
digital services like restaurant information, customers’ reviews, and comparing
cost-effective prices. The most representative O2O system-based companies in
the U.S. are Amazon, Uber Eats, and Grubhub, and among them, Grubhub
has the largest market share in the O2O service market related to delivery in
the United States, and its food sale in 2020 was $8.7 billion.[4] In South Korea,
the transaction amount of O2O service was KRW 126 trillion. Based on the
data provided by the Ministry of Science and ICT in 2019 (Table 1), among the
service sectors, the food sectors’ revenue was the highest at KRW 840 billion
(28.4 percent), indicating that O2O services were applied to many parts of the
food industry and showing that O2O services are creating new added value for
the economy. [9]
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Table 1: South Korean O2O service total revenue and percentage (2019)
Sector Total Revenue

(KRW, billion)
Percentage(%)

Food 840 28.4
Lodging/Leisure 11.5 ALA
Real Estate 170 5.8
Mobility 640 22.5
Life service 500 17.4
Brokerage 420 14.4
Total: 2900 100

2.2 The Major Food Delivery Companies in South Korea

Figure 1: The Logos of Baedal Minjok and Yogiyo

The most popular and widely used delivery services in South Korea are Baedal
Minjok (Baemin) and Yogiyo. Baedal Minjok started service in early 2011 and
had the largest delivery market share in South Korea, and at the end of 2019,
Baedal Minjok was sold to the Delivery Hero. Delivery Hero is the German De-
livery company that runs Yogiyo and Baedaltong, which also had large delivery
market shares in South Korea. After the Baedal Minjok was sold to Delivery
Hero, Delivery Hero almost monopolized the South Korean delivery app mar-
ket. The market share for each company, however, is still changing. Coupang
Eats, another delivery service application launched in 2019, started to increase
its market share, and it ranked third in the share of delivery services. Baedal
Minjok, which still has the largest delivery market share in South Korea, made
an operating profit of KRW 314.493 billion in 2018, KRW 565.44721 billion in
2019 KRW 1.99 trillion in 2020. According to Global Bigdata Research (Fig-
ure 2), as of 2021, the company with the largest market share is Baemin and
followed by Yogiyo and Coupang Eats. [12]
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Figure 2: The Market Share of South Korean Delivery Apps (2021)

Even though the delivery companies make significant revenue, there was not
just the good side of it. As the demand for delivery services gradually increased,
delivery service companies took large commissions from the restaurants which
use delivery services to sell their products. The commission issue of the delivery
app has been an issue for a long time. For example, starting with stores appear-
ing on delivery apps, stores have to register their stores on delivery apps and
pay fees for advertising. Then, delivery apps put the stores on their apps and
advertise them. Also, when consumers order products from stores using a deliv-
ery app, the delivery app company takes commissions from stores. However, the
amount of commission has become an issue as it increases gradually. It would
be easy for big business and franchise restaurants to bear some commissions,
but for small business restaurants, it is hard for them to bear those increasing
commissions.

2.3 The Outsourcing Structure: The Delivery Agency
There are some outsourcing structures under the delivery app system. For

example, Baedal Minjok’s company established several outsourcing brands un-
der Baedal Minjok, such as Baemin Riders and Baemin Connects. When the
delivery app of Baedal Minjok advertises the restaurant and receives orders
from consumers, the restaurant has two choices to deliver their food: 1) Using
subsidiary agencies such as Baemin Riders to deliver its product or 2) using or-
dinary delivery service agencies to deliver its product. If the restaurant chooses
to use Baemin Riders’ service, the riders hired from Baemin Riders deliver its
product. The restaurant also can use ordinary delivery agencies. Agencies like
Barogo and Vroong are examples of ordinary delivery agencies. When the de-
livery call is made, the branch office riders connected to the head office deliver
the food. The Baemin Connects is a freelance platform of Baedal Minjok linked
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to Baemin Riders. Anyone can perform delivery up to 20 hours a week at any
desired time, and unlike Baemin Riders, which riders have to use only motor-
cycles, delivery can be carried out on foot, bicycles, electric kickboard, or by
car, so it has an advantage that many people can approach this brand. The
following diagram (Figure 3) shows the basic structure of delivery agencies the
restaurants can use. [16]

Figure 3: The Structure of Delivery Market System in South Korea

* Subsidiary agencies include the agencies that operate under the delivery company, such as
Baemin Riders(from Baedal Minjok), Yogiyo Plus(from Yogiyo), and Coupang Courier(from
Coupang Eats).
* Ordinary agencies such as Barogo and Vroong,

3 Results and Consideration
Since 2011, our economy has grown with the development of the delivery

system. A few years ago, there were few concepts and applications of the delivery
agency using outsourcing systems. In 2021, South Korea’s delivery system is
built with several delivery apps and delivery agencies. Also, the growth of
online marketing due to COVID-19 has had a significant impact on the delivery
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system, which has led to the economic value of the delivery system. However, the
development of the delivery system and cooperation with the foreign company
became one of the factors that led to the monopolization of the delivery system.
This has caused damage to private restaurants using delivery apps.

3.1 The Fee System
By observing the flow of money in the delivery structure, we researched the

main subject mainly affected by the commission, which is the restaurants. The
diagram below (Figure 4) shows the flow of money and commission in a typical
delivery system.

Figure 4: The flow of money and commission in delivery structure.

When a consumer places an order via the delivery app, the restaurant receives
an order through the delivery app. After the order is complete, the restaurant
pays a certain commission to the delivery app company. While the restaurant
and delivery app company have transactions, the branch of the delivery agency
and head of the delivery agency are having transactions. The branch agency
borrows the logo from the head agency and runs delivery, so the branch agency
pays some commissions to the head agency.

In this research, we studied each delivery company’s fee system to investigate
the changes in profits of small restaurants and their damages due to fees. Re-
search has shown that it is inexpensive and straightforward to register a small
restaurant as a business operator in a delivery app. On the other hand, the com-
mission system differentiates itself from one company to another, which is very
complex, and an increase in commission due to monopolistic forms of delivery
companies has resulted in lower profits for private restaurants. The following
two tables (Table 2 Table 3) show the commission model of three major com-
panies in South Korea: Baedal Minjok, Yogiyo, and Coupang Eats, and each of
their subsidiary delivery agencies: Baemin Riders, Yogiyo Plus, and Coupang
Eats. [13] [22]
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Table 2: The fee systems of three major delivery brands
(KRW) Baedal Minjok Yogiyo Coupang Eats
Advertising fee 940 Minjok - -
PG fee 420 (2.1%) 600 (3%) 600 (3%)
Brokerage - 2,500 (12.5%) 3,000(15%)
Delivery fee 2,000

(not collected by
company)

2,000
(not collected by
company)

3,100
(not collected by
company)

Profit 16,640 14,900 13,300

* The profit for each is measured based on the total average sale of 20,000 KRW
* PG (Payment Gateway): a payment support service for using credit cards, real-time account
transfers, and mobile phone payments provided by the delivery service. To use this service,
restaurants need to pay a PG fee.
* Except for Coupang Eats, the delivery fees are paid to the ordinary delivery service agencies.
* All fees shown in the table are figures that do not include VAT(value added tax).

Table 2 shows the fee system of three major delivery brands. As shown in
the table, when the fees system of three major delivery brands, Baedal Minjok,
Yogiyo, and Coupang Eats, are calculated in average order price of KRW 20,000,
the fees each company is taking and the profit that restaurants are earning are
different. In this case, except for Coupang Eats, which performs both processing
orders and runs delivery by itself, the restaurant does not use the subsidiary
brands such as Baemin Riders or Yogiyo Plus, Baedal Minjok and Yogiyo are
only processing the order, and other ordinary delivery agencies run the delivery.

For Baedal Minjok, it is the only brand that takes advertising fees among those
three brands. Baedal Minjok has an Ultra Call system that guarantees to expose
the restaurants to the top of the restaurant list if they pay an advertisement
fee of KRW 88,000 per month. Assuming that the restaurant has an average of
80 orders per month, the advertisement fee for each order is KRW 940. Baedal
Minjok takes 2.1 percent of the payment gateway fee, and in this case, the fee
is KRW 420. Baedal Minjok is the only brand that does not take brokerage fees
among those three brands. Also, the restaurants have to bear the cost of KRW
2000 for the delivery fee. Then, the restaurant’s actual profit is earned by using
Baedal Minjok when the order is KRW 20,000 is, (20,000 - 940 - 420 - 2,000 =
16,640) KRW 16,640.

For Yogiyo, it does not take advertising fees, unlike Baedal Minjok. However,
when Baedal Minjok takes 2.1 percent of the payment gateway fee, Yogiyo takes
3 percent of the gateway fee. When the order is KRW 20,000, the 3 percent of
the payment gateway fee is KRW 600. Also, when Baedal Minjok does not take
a brokerage fee, Yogiyo takes 12.5 percent of the brokerage fee, and in this case,
it is KRW 2,500. Lastly, after the restaurant bears KRW 2,000 of the delivery
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fee, the actual profit that the restaurant is earning by using Yogiyo is (20,000 -
600 - 2,500 - 2,000 = 14,900) KRW 14,900.

For Coupnag Eats, it also does not take an advertising fee and takes 3 percent
of the payment gateway fee as Yogiyo. However, it takes 15 percent of brokerage
fees, and in this case, when the order is KRW 20,000, it is KRW 3,000. Lastly,
the delivery fee that the restaurant has to bear is KRW 3,100. Then the actual
profit that the restaurant is earning by using Coupang Eats is, (20,000 - 600 -
3,000 - 3,100 = 13,300) KRW 13,300.

Among those three brands, Baedal Minjok leaves the highest profit to the
restaurant. But one thing not to be overlooked is that besides the fees taken
away from the delivery app, the restaurants have personal expenditures, de-
creasing the profit.
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Table 3: The fee systems of three major subsidiary brands
(KRW) Baedal Riders Yogiyo Plus Coupang Eats
Advertising fee - - -
PG fee - 600 (3%) 600 (3%)
Brokerage 2,850(14.25%) 2,400(7% + 1,000) 3,000(15%)
Delivery fee - - 3,100
Profit 17,150 17,000 13,300

* The profit for each is measured based on the total average sale of 20,000 KRW.
* PG (Payment Gateway): a payment support service for using credit cards, real-time account
transfers, and mobile phone payments provided by the delivery service. To use this service,
restaurants need to pay a PG fee
* Except for Coupang Eats, the delivery fees are paid to the ordinary delivery service agencies.
* All fees shown in the table are figures that do not include VAT(value added tax).

Table 3 shows the fee system of three subsidiary brands of three major delivery
brands. Baemin Riders is the subsidiary brand of Baedal Minjok. Yogiyo Plus is
the subsidiary of Yogiyo. Unlike those two brands, Coupang Eats does not have
a subsidiary brand, but it performs both processing the order and runs delivery
by itself. This case is when the restaurant also chooses to use subsidiary brands.
In table 2, the fees and profits are calculated in an average order price of KRW
20,000.

For Baemin Riders, it does not take an advertising fee, unlike Baedal Min-
jok. Also, among those three brands, only Baemin Riders do not take payment
gateway fees. However, while the Baedal Minjok does not take a brokerage
fee, Baemin Riders take 14.25 percent of the brokerage fee because it includes
payment gateway fees. In this case, the 14.25 percent of brokerage fee is KRW
2,850. Also, Baemin Riders do not make restaurants bear the delivery fees.
Instead, the customers and Baemin Riders are bearing the delivery fees. The
profit that restaurants earn using Baemin Riders is (20,000 - 2,850 = 17,150)
KRW 17,750, which is higher than using only Baedal Minjok.

For Yogiyo Plus, it keeps taking 3 percent of the payment gateway fee as
Yogiyo. But unlike Yogiyo, Yogiyo Plus takes 7 percent of brokerage fees plus
KRW 1,000. In this case, the brokerage fee is KRW 2,400. Also, it does not
make restaurants bear the delivery fee, so the profits that restaurants are earning
using Yogiyo Plus is (20,000 - 600 - 2,400) KRW 17,000, which is higher than
using only Yogiyo.

As mentioned, Coupang Eats does not have a subsidiary brand as it performs
both processing orders and running delivery. Therefore, it has only one system,
and while restaurants are earning more profit by using Baemin Riders and Yo-
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giyo Plus, Coupang Eats leaves the same amount of profit to restaurants, and
in this case, it is KRW 13,300.

3.2 The Effective Solution: Local Gift Card and Public
Delivery App

Figure 5: The Logo of the Fair Trade Commission

Despite the high cost required by delivery apps, most restaurants are us-
ing them. The fair economy consultative body in the Seoul metropolitan area,
launched by three local governments in the Seoul metropolitan area, Incheon
Metropolitan City, and Gyeonggi Province, surveyed more than 2,000 restau-
rants operating in the metropolitan area.[18] The survey was conducted to iden-
tify the status of unfair trade by conducting a fact-finding survey on the rela-
tionship between delivery apps and restaurants. Research has shown that most
restaurants use delivery apps to "stay in business." It also showed that sales
would drop by 40 percent if delivery apps were not used. For this reason, most
restaurants have been forced to use delivery apps. In addition, 80 percent of all
restaurants said the commission and advertising fee required by delivery apps
were too high. To ease this burden, half of the restaurants charge customers for
delivery. In other words, high commission fees and advertising costs have led
to the transfer of restaurant costs to consumers. About 74 percent of restau-
rants opposed the merger of Woowa Brothers Corp and Delivery Hero, and the
reasons for this are mainly advertising costs, increased commission fees, and
reduced delivery app discounts. While this delivery structure system was main-
tained, Delivery Hero took over Baedal Minjok in December 2020. To prevent
this, the Fair Trade Commission (Figure 5) proposed the sale of Yogiyo by De-
livery Hero as a condition of taking over. As a result, Delivery Hero sold Yogiyo
and took over Baedal Minjok. As of May 2021, Delivery Hero’s monopoly on the
delivery system was established. Coupang Eats and other companies are also
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increasing their market share, but Delivery Hero has four-thirds of the total
share. Over time, the competitiveness of the delivery system is fading and the
increase in fees is getting worse and due to COVID-19, the monopoly delivery
structure is continuing to develop.

Overseas delivery systems are showing a similar trend to those in South Korea.
Outside of Korea, food delivery services posting high fees are also becoming an
enormous problem to restaurant owners. The large third-party delivery services
in the USA are Uber Eats, DoorDash, and GrubHub. These companies have
offered enormous fees to the restaurants, and the owners who were suffering from
low profits due to COVID-19 spoke against these large companies claiming that
the fees were too high. These countries’ solution to these problems was to
make a restriction, more exactly limiting the fees companies can require as a
law. For example, Canadian states, Nova Scotia[2] and Ontario[11], have given
a cap against the percentage of the fees for each order in the restaurant. Any
company that does not follow these restrictions can get reports from restaurants
and receive a fine of up to $10 million.[2] With these restrictions, the small
businesses can maintain their profit, resulting in these restaurants maintaining
their services in the COVID-19 pandemic. Other countries are also making
similar responses. In the US, Chicago has received complaints from restaurant
owners at the city meeting, which has led to a restriction capping the delivery
fee to about 15 percent to large companies. New York City has also set a similar
restriction.[8] From these responses, we can see that the local government and
state tried to make restrictions to recover restaurants’ damage due to COVID-
19. Thus, we can say that to prevent market power in the delivery system, cap
a commission, and secure the restaurants’ profit, the government-level solution
should be operated.

In South Korea, government-level action has been taken to recover the local
economy and small restaurants. Since 2011, the delivery application has kept
the mutualistic relation with restaurants by providing them a discount, benefit,
and advertisement. However, as the delivery system developed, the mutualistic
relationship started to break since the delivery structure became monopolis-
tic and a high commission was charged. Thus, using the market power, the
delivery company started to pressure small restaurants with high commission,
advertisement fee, and delivery fee, and because of COVID-19, the damage to
the small restaurant has been more maximized. To prevent this parasitic rela-
tion and recover the small restaurant economy, the government should create
several government-level solutions that can recover the impact of COVID-19 for
small businesses.

The South Korean government made a plan to expand the number of local
gift cards to KRW 15 trillion in 2021. The local gift cards issued by a local
government are available at local small businesses or self-employed merchants
but not available at large marts or department stores. It effectively encourages
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and keeps the consumption in the local area, and the increase in consumption
in the local area increases the income of local small businesses. [14]

Figure 6: Local Gift Cards

Local gift cards’ names vary in each region. In Incheon, the name of the
local gift card is Incheon e-Eum Card; in Seoul, it is called Seoul Love Gift
Certificate; in Busan, it is called Dongbaekjeon. The main advantage of using
these local gift cards is that consumers can buy products cheaply because there
is a 10discount. In 2020, KRW 13.3 trillion worth of local gift cards were used
in South Korea because the government had to recover the damage of local
businesses due to COVID-19. Compared to 2019, the number of local gift cards
quadrupled. Compared to 2018, it increased more than 35 times.

Moreover, more than 99 percent of local gift cards were appropriately used
and directly to the local merchants, which means the consumption in the local
area increased, and the income of small business owners also increased. Due to
these practical results, the government plans to expand local gift cards to KRW
15 trillion this year and invest an additional KRW 1.5 trillion for cashback and
discounts. Furthermore, the Ministry of Public Administration and Security
will work with each local government to conduct on-site inspections to prevent
the illegal distribution of local gift cards.
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Figure 7: Local Gift Cards

* The left image is the application logo of Delivery Express, the public application operated
by Gyeonggi-Province. The right image is the application logo of Zero delivery union, the
public application operated by Seoul.

Along with local gift cards, another way that the government has imple-
mented is making public delivery apps. Unlike private delivery apps like Baemin
and Yogiyo, public delivery apps are operated directly by local governments or
through cooperation with private enterprises. The main objective of public
delivery apps is to reduce commissions and advertising fees for small business
owners and revitalize the local economy[15]. It is also used as a public system of
pressuring the monopoly delivery system. First released in Gunsan-si in March
2020, BaeDalEui MyeongSu boosted the local economy. Unlike private systems
such as Baemin, this public app does not require advertising and registration
fees. This incentive system resulted in the processing of about KRW 127 million
in just 20 days after the launch of BaeDalEui MyeongSu.

Other local governments have begun to launch various public delivery apps
since observing the economic changes that Gunsan-si made. Examples are Zero
delivery union in Seoul, Delivery Seo-gu in Incheon, and Delivery Express in
Gyeonggi-do. The most significant advantage of public delivery apps is low com-
mission fees. Existing private delivery apps require approximately 6–17 percent
commission, while public delivery apps require significantly less commission,
averaging 0–2 percent. In the case of Delivery Express operated, the Gyeonggi
Province is implementing a system that requires only 1 percent of commission
fees in 2021, which results in a low economic cost for small business owners.
Public delivery apps also have an attractive element from the consumer’s per-
spective. Consumers receive discounts if they use the local currency or local gift
cards. For Delivery Express, discounts of up to 15 percent are applied to those
who use lC cards or local certificates. Ultimately, the public delivery app is a
system in which both small business owners and consumers can benefit from the
economy.
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However, despite many of these incentive systems, there have been many ques-
tions about the sustainability of the delivery system. The reasons for this are
the low payment convenience of the app and the low accessibility of the app. To
secure this weakness, the local government adopted another method: the pri-
vate cooperation delivery app. A representative example is the Zero pay union
in Seoul. In this system, local governments collect and operate enterprises that
can set low commission rates without direct operating budgets. Due to this ap-
proach, private cooperation methods can be more professional and competitive
than self-operating methods. [21] Despite this, public delivery apps have only
about 2 percent of the total market share. It is also criticized for its excessive
entry into the delivery market. However, it has promoted regional economic de-
velopment and reduced the economic burden of small business owners. Efforts
by the government and local governments should be needed to lead the economic
stability of restaurants through the establishment of market competitiveness of
public delivery apps.

4 Conclusion
The delivery apps that delivery services companies provide have offered con-

venient services to both consumers and businesses. In the case of consumers,
various food information systems can be viewed quickly through the app, and
easy payment is possible. In restaurants, they can promote their restaurants
more effectively through the app and are more likely to stay in the market than
when they operate alone. Theoretically, in the delivery apps, the delivery com-
panies and restaurants should be connected as mutualism, which means they
help each other for the big pie of economics. However, reality at the market
turned out that the relationship between the services and restaurants was close
to being parasitic, and the service is a parasite to the business. After the com-
panies Baedal Minjok, Yogiyo, and Coupang Eats gained more market power,
they started to higher the commission fee, and this affected many small busi-
nesses who use the delivery app as their one way to operate restaurants. This
problem has been more maximized due to COVID-19.

To understand the system and find out the effective way to make more com-
petitiveness condition, we researched about delivery service structure, and these
are the main content we got: First, the market structure of delivery service com-
panies in South Korea is monopolistic. Baedal Minjok, Yogiyo, and Coupang
Eats in total have about 98 percent of the market share. Second, each delivery
service application has different commission systems, advertisement fees, and
delivery fees. However, one common characteristic among these systems is that
the payment is too high for small restaurants. Third, the government and local
government start to help small restaurants. Using the local gift card, the local
government bodies revitalized the local economy and created public applica-
tions. The local government tried reducing the small restaurants’ burden due
to higher commissions.
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Even though the local gift card system and public delivery apps are not suc-
ceeding as much as the government expected, the improvement of this system
will give us a more competitive delivery market system to do this, the following
should be made: First, the government should make a plan to manage the capital
for the local gift card and currency. The local government offers all the benefits
and discount systems in the local gift card and currency. The consumer and
small business do not need to pay for this system. However, since a government
budget operates this system, it has a limit. For efficiency and sustainability,
the government should have a plan to use the budget effectively. Second, the
government should have the technology and database to operate the public de-
livery system. Compared to private delivery companies, the local governments
have fewer databases and technological skills about delivery structure. To make
market competitiveness and fair trade, the local government should secure the
database and technological skills of the delivery market. Third, the local gov-
ernment should consider consumer tendencies as well. Even though the local
government has technical skills and much information to make public delivery
apps, if they do not consider the consumers, they will likely fail to achieve
market competitiveness since consumers are the primary source for restaurant
sales. Considering the system that consumers want, they should have to lead
consumers to their public delivery system and use local gift services, resulting
in the distribution of market power.
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민 서연. “욕 먹는데 배달수수료 왜 올릴까? 배달대행업체들의 속내는.”
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석사학위논문 전북대학교 일반대학원, 2021. 전라북도
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Application of Markov Chain on
Shakespearean Sonnet

Joon Kim

Abstract

A Markov chain is a process to predict the n-th state with before state. This
method may be applied to text generation if enough length of example texts
are given. Furthermore, based on the style of data set, the resulting texts will
obtain similar diction. With using Python and its modules, the probability
distribution is calculated in the model by Markov chain process. Then, lines
are randomly generated with a probability distribution until it has seven end
rhyming couplets in iambic pentameter and printed to the user. The model
was able to generate one sonnet in about 280 seconds, or 4.67 minutes. On the
other hand, it was able to apply other poems to the model. However, it takes
too long time to detect iambic pentameter during generating each sonnet, so
more efficient methods for checking iambic pentameter are needed.

Keywords: Markov Chain, Markov Process, Iambic Pentameter
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1 Introduction
Markov process is a discrete-time stochastic process satisfying the Markov prop-
erty, meaning that if the past states (s0, s1, ..., st−1) and present state (st) are
given, the future state (st+1) is determined by present state only, regardless of
past states. In other words, probability of future state, P (st+1) is equal for
both when past states and present state are given and when only present state
is given:

P (st+1|st) = P (st+1|s0, ..., st)
Markov process is also known as the Markov chain. In Markov chain, a change
from a certain state to another state is called transition, and a probability of
transition occurring is a transition probability. Let the state at time t is s and
the state at t+ 1 is s′, then state transition probability from state s to s′ is:

Pss′ = P (st+1 = s′|st = s)

For example, if Person A’s daily schedule consists of only four actions (reading
books, researching, playing basketball, and sleeping) with defining ‘state’ as the
time spent for each actions in one day (24 hours), Person A’s daily schedule
could be represented by following state transition diagram :

Figure 1: State transition diagram of A’s daily schedule

The Markov chain above indicates every state transition probability of one state
transitioning to another. For instance, if R and B each represent ‘Research’ and
‘Basketball’, PRB is equal to 0.3. This entire Markov chain can be expressed
with a state transition matrix :

P =


RB R B S

RB 0.5 0.2 0.3
R 0.4 0.3 0.3
B 0.1 0.9
S 1.0


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
RB : Read Books
R : Research
B : Basketball

S : Sleep

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
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In state transition matrix, every element is greater than or equal to 0 and the
sum of each row’s elements is equal to 1. On the other hand, the future state
of individual variables could be written in linear equation based on assigned
column. For example, if the state of variable X at time t is considered as Xt,
then at t = 1, the state of ‘Read Books’ is :

RB1 = 0.5RB0 + 0.4R0 + 0.1B0 =
[
RB0 R0 B0 S0

] 
0.5
0.4
0.1
0


Then, including every other variables :

[
RB1 R1 B1 S1

]
=
[
RB0 R0 B0 S0

] 
0.5 0.2 0.3 0
0.4 0 0.3 0.3
0.1 0 0.9 0
0 0 0 1.0


Then, to calculate the states of variables at time t = 2, st+1 is only determined
by st based on Markov property :[

RB2 R2 B2 S2

]
=
[
RB1 R1 B1 S1

]
P

=
([
RB0 R0 B0 S0

]
P
)
P

=
[
RB0 R0 B0 S0

]
P 2

To generalize, for time t = n, if the initial states of actions is X0 :

Xn = X0P
n

If A wants to find the state of actions after 10 days, then given that initial state
is X0 =

[
5 7 3 9

]
:

X10 = X0P
10

=
[
5 7 3 9

] 
0.5 0.2 0.3 0
0.4 0 0.3 0.3
0.1 0 0.9 0
0 0 0 1.0


10

≈
[
2.1187 0.4305 8.5795 12.8713

]

2 State Transition Probability of The Texts
Markov Chain could be used to auto-generate the text based on the given
database. Known that sentences are cluster of the words, if there exists the
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set with enough number of sentences to create the state transition matrix P ,
then nth word after initial word W0 could be predicted by :

Wn = W0P
n

Consider that the following set of sentences are given :

Hello it’s me
Hello can you hear me
Hello from the other side
Hello from the outside

[ From Adele - Hello ]

Let each word be the variables, then the Markov chain of the words could be
expressed as the following state transition diagram :

Figure 2: State transition diagram of words in given sentence

Then, every value of P (st+1|st) is shown in this data. For example, state tran-
sition probability from ‘Hello’ to ‘can’ is P (Hello|can) = 0.25. If the size of data
(number of words) increases, this Markov process will become more complex.

In this model, the data set “Shakespeare’s Sonnet" from Wolfram Data Reposi-
tory is modified and used to create the state transition probability distribution
of 154 sonnets of Shakespeare; punctuation and upper case letters are removed
for convenience as the following :
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from fairest creatures we desire increase
that thereby beautys rose might never die
but as the riper should by time decease
his tender heir might bear his memory
but thou contracted to thine own bright eyes
feedst thy lights flame with selfsubstantial fuel

...

this brand she quenched in a cool well by
which from loves fire took heat perpetual
growing a bath and healthful remedy
for men diseasd but i my mistress thrall
came there for cure and this by that i prove
loves fire heats water water cools not love

[ Sonnet I to Sonnet CLIV ]

Assume that blank string, ‘ ’, exists in front of each line; it is considered as
common initial word s0 for all lines. Then, the list with every first words of
each line [‘from’, ‘that’, ..., ‘came’, ‘loves’] is the set for all s1; if this data is
stored into a Python dictionary P :

P = {‘ ’ : [‘from’, ‘that’, ..., ‘came’, ‘loves’]}

With the list associated ‘ ’, the state transition probability from ‘ ’ to one word
W is calculated by :

P ‘ ’→W =
Number of W in Word List

Length of Word List

Following is the calculated probability distribution of P ‘ ’→W :

P = {‘’:{
‘from’: 0.0064965197215777265, ‘that’: 0.03851508120649652,
‘but’: 0.041299303944315545, ‘his’: 0.0013921113689095127,
‘feedst’: 0.0004640371229698376, ‘making’: 0.0032482598607888632,
‘thy’: 0.01345707656612529, ‘thou’: 0.01160092807424594,
...

‘commanded’: 0.0004640371229698, ‘whence’: 0.0004640371229698376,
‘triumph’: 0.000464037122969837, ‘oaths’: 0.0004640371229698376,
‘cupid’: 0.0004640371229698376, ‘laid’: 0.0004640371229698376,
‘came’: 0.0009280742459396752, ‘growing’: 0.00046403712296983}}

Now, let ‘ ’ be any word in the text. Then, for every word in the text, its
probability distribution is calculated, and this is the basis of the Markov chain
for text generation.
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3 Application to Sonnet Generation
Each line is created by the Markov process. If the initial word W0 in the line is
‘ ’, then W1 could be randomly selected based on the probability distribution
of PW0→W1 . This process is repeated until n reaches x where Wx = ‘\n’. The
following is the first 14 lines generated by this method :

against the course untainted do not silence so all mens pride
to hopes to come daily to the power
why dost seek my bad angel is simple truth
for thee
of thy constancy
gainst his subject to the willing loan
for then begins a worthless boat
the worlds due is admitted there
this illwresting world dreaming on a death once vouchsafe me
when my shames and from thee
they err i took
thus did i death
then others seem
but the lark at the day by nature to decay

However, Shakespearean sonnets have a strict structure. To be accepted as
a valid Shakespearean sonnet, the fourteen-line poem must satisfy following
factors :

[1] Rhyme Scheme of ABAB CDCD EFEF GG
[2] Iambic Pentameter

For each lines generated, the model would examine if the line is in the form of
iambic pentameter. Then, the phones of the last word is stored to the python
dictionary. If the dictionary has seven keys having more than two lines assigned,
then the function breaks and prints the resulted sonnet. The following is one of
the results :

my love is never saw myself to time
so shall i must attend times tyranny
so clear eyes have confessd that barren rhyme
and all they see i in posterity
that touches neer know sweet and sorrows end
which being made of love that time doth bind
to lend base clouds and part of shadow lend
and tenure of one one out of thy mind
the better spirit in me thus can see
how have i do i should my woeful state
and nothing me my friend hath in a fee
thy precious jewel hung with power and date
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o fearful meditation where your sweet
of winters shall i with infection meet

4 Conclusion and Limitations
The model was able to successfully generate a fourteen-line text with satisfying
the two main features of Shakespearean sonnets, iambic pentameter and rhyming
couplet. There were the Shakespeare-style features in each sonnet from the
model. The following is the box plot of the time took to generate a complete
sonnet for the ten samples :

Figure 3: Box plot for times took for generating sonnet in ten samples

Moreover, the model was applicable to not only Shakespearean sonnets, but also
to other poems: “Beowulf" and “The Waste Land." This poem is generated by
giving the Beowulf in modern English as a data set to the model :

the warrior found a wondrous well intends
but let us rough was heartened high by kin
my brave one twas clear mead the master sends
in that she dreaded the brave band within
with oath upon them all thy part from men
she strove though spent with grisly guest and near
and in the horn sang oft as once again
such course the warrior wealth or brandished spear
so wise and dreadful lord of warriors woe
but lustily fare neer yet war in vain
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the king they knew too loathsome hand lies low
that way in soul of doom of war refrain
that other in its edge failed when that fray
which masters death is hardest of your way

Then, this means that the sonnet could be generated based on the diction of
the given data set. However, there are several limitations for this model. First,
since the process is entirely random, the syntax of the poem is nonsensical. To
solve this problem, a feedback system using genetic algorithm could be applied
to the model later. Next, the mean time for generating one sonnet needs to be
reduced. Based on Figure 3, the minimum time for generating one sonnet was
nearly 180 seconds, which is 3 minutes, and the median time for generating one
sonnet was about 250 seconds. This delay mostly occurs by the usage of python
module prosodic for detecting the iambic pentameter of the lines. There could
be more efficient methods or modules to breakthrough this limitation.

5 Source Code

from resources.modules import markov
import re, string
import random as rd
import pronouncing as pr
import prosodic as p

data = ‘resources/texts/sonnets.txt’

def StateTransitionProbability(data) :
words = {‘’:[]}
for line in open(data) :

line = markov.Format(line)
if len(line) > 2 :

for i in range(len(line)) :
markov.Sort(i, line, words)

return markov.Calculate(words)

def MarkovChain(STP) :
line = []
(w0, w1) = (‘’,‘’)
while w1 != ’\n’ :

prob = STP[w0]
w1 = rd.choices([*prob], prob.values())[0]
line.append(w1)
w0 = w1
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return line

def IambicPentameter(line, pattern = ‘0101010101’, ispattern = ‘’) :
pline = p.Text(line); pline.parse()
pline = str(pline.bestParses()[0]).replace(‘.’,‘|’)
for s in pline.split(‘|’) :

if s.lower() == s :
ispattern += ‘0’

else :
ispattern += ‘1’

if pattern == ispattern :
return True

else :
return False

def SonnetLines(STP) :
rhymes = {}
ind = 0
while ind < 7 :

line = MarkovChain(STP)
if len(line) <= 10 :

if IambicPentameter(‘ ’.join(line)) :
try :

phones = pr.phones$\_$for$\_$word(line[-2])[0]
except :

continue
last = re.match(‘.+ ([a-zA-Z]+[0-9][^0-9]*)$’, phones)
if last :

rhyme = last.group(1)
else :

rhyme = phones
if rhyme not in rhymes :

rhymes[rhyme] = []
if line not in rhymes[rhyme] :

rhymes[rhyme].append(line)
if len(rhymes[rhyme]) == 2 :

ind += 1
return rhymes

def Sonnet(rhymes) :
item = [0,2,1,3,4,6,5,7,8,10,9,11,12,13]
couplet = []
for keys, values in rhymes.items() :

if len(values) > 1 :
if values[0][-2] != values[1][-2] :

couplet.append(values[0])
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couplet.append(values[1])
for i in item :

print(‘ ’.join(couplet[i]))

STP = StateTransitionProbability(data)
rhymes = SonnetLines(STP)
Sonnet(rhymes)
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QBR
Evaluation of Existing Quarterback

Rating Metrics and the
Development of a New

Quarterback Rating System

Tae Hwan Kim

Abstract

This paper attempts to dissect the passer rating system that grades
quarterbacks on their performance and reinforce the passer rating metric to
capture a quarterback’s pure performance independent of external factors
beyond his control. Using linear regressions, multiple relationships between
various variables were shown and used as evidence for the advantages and
shortcomings of the passer rating metric. The passer rating is useful because it
shows a strong positive correlation with a team’s win rate. Afterall, the most
important thing for a player is to win games. However, there are also many
drawbacks in the rating metric. Passer rating is heavily influenced by factors
beyond the quarterback’s control and influence. Therefore, for the purpose of
this paper, it is not viable when attempting to grade a quarterback’s
contribution to the team’s success that is purely his own. The improved rating
system attempts to correct this flaw by introducing two categories of statistics:
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basic stats and adjustment stats. Basic stats make up the foundation of a
quarterback’s rating and is similar to the passer rating. Adjustment stats are
an attempt to even out the playing field by giving grades of quarterbacks who
play in a relatively disadvantageous situation a small stat boost to make up
for their loss in rating due to their poor situation caused by their teammates
or coaches. The difficulty resulted from the sheer number of statistics that was
taken into account and the unquantifiable variables in the game of football.
The resulting metric was an attempt to purely capture a quarterback’s
performance and held little value in reality for multiple reasons. First, it is
difficult to prove that a quarterback will play better in a better scheme just
because he is currently playing for a bad team unless he moves to a different
team. The metric is an attempt to answer the hypothetical question, “what if
he played for a better team.” Secondly, because this metric attempts to
capture solely the quarterback’s performance, it has little correlation to the
team’s success which is ultimately the most important thing - winning games.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Purpose
The Quarterback is arguably the most important player on a football team.

He is the leader of the team and can determine the short-term and long-term
success of a team. Over the years, the NFL and sports analysts have used multi-
ple metrics and developed new ones to evaluate a quarterback’s performance and
his value. However, the most commonly used metrics such as the Passer Rating,
Passing Yards, Passing Touchdowns, are often very one-dimensional and do not
tell the full story behind a quarterback and his team’s success (or failure). This
paper attempts to evaluate the pre-existing evaluation methods commonly used
by analysts and show their advantages and drawbacks. Furthermore, this paper
will attempt to create a new quarterback evaluation system that can summarize
the quarterback’s value, true skill level, and success as concisely as possible. A
disclaimer is needed, however, that the attempt at creating a new metric will
be focused on extrapolating the true value of the quarterback and, in theory,
will have a low degree of correlation with the team’s win rate. Its purpose is to
determine the contribution of the quarterback to the team’s success and to see if
he’s helping his team or if his team is helping him. Furthermore, it is likely that
it will have, again, a low degree of correlation with the common Passer Rating
metric. As it will be discussed later in the paper, the Passer Rating metric is
highly influenced by performance of the quarterback’s teammates, causing it to
create a rather distorted image of a quarterback’s contribution. The new model
will attempt to focus only on the quarterback’s contribution.

2 Literary Review

2.1 American Football
Goal of the Game

American football is a game played by two teams - one on offense and the
other on defense - with 11 men each side. The purpose of the game is simple.
For teams on offense, it is to move the ball down field and score points via
touchdown or field goal. Whenever the offense takes the field, they are given
4 downs (opportunities to make plays) to progress 10 yards. If the offense
progresses past the 10-yard mark within 4 downs, they are awarded another
set of downs. If the offense uses the 4 downs and cannot progress past the 10-
yard mark, possession is switched and the defending team gets to go on offense.
Thus, on the 4th down, teams generally punt (kicking the ball far back into
the enemy’s territory to force the opponent’s offense to travel further to score
points) or kick a field goal if they’re within range. A touchdown is announced
when a player carries the ball into the endzone or receives a pass within the
endzone. If the offensive team is unable to score a touchdown, they may opt for
a field goal which is the method of gaining points by kicking the ball through the
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uprights located at each end of the field. For teams on defense, it is to prevent
the offense from moving down the field and, if possible, take the ball away for
their own possession or score via returned touchdown or safety. A defense can
stop an offense by preventing the offense from moving 10 yards within 4 downs
or taking the ball away by intercepting a pass midair or recovering a fumbled
ball. Intercepted passes or fumbled balls may be returned to the initial offensive
team’s endzone for a touchdown.

Point System

• Touchdown: 6 points (Accompanied by extra-point attempts. One extra-
point is awarded for a successful field goal from the 2-yard line. Two extra-
points are awarded for successfully scoring another touchdown from the
2-yard line. The field goal option is generally much safer and used much
more often. The touchdown option is generally used when a team is behind
and urgently needs points. Both offensive and defensive touchdowns are
called touchdowns.)

• Field Goal: 3 points. (Not accompanied by extra-point opportunities.
Usually kicked if the team is on their fourth down and determines they
cannot realistically gain another set of downs or score from their position.)

• Safety: 2 points. (Occurs when the ball-carrier is tackled within their own
endzone.)

Positions in American Football

Figure 1: Position chart
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Offense

• Quarterback: Leader of the offense. He can throw the ball to his receivers,
hand the ball off to his running backs, or run the ball himself. Must be
able to read and analyze the defense to increase chances of success.

• Wide Receiver: Runs routes and catches passes from the quarterback.

• Halfback (Running Back): The workhorse of the team. Used in multiple
ways. Can run with the ball, receive passes, or protect the quarterback.

• Fullback (Running Back): Seldom carries the ball. Main role is to protect
the running back and create running lanes for him when he’s running with
the ball.

• Center (Offensive Lineman): snaps the ball to the quarterback. Helps the
quarterback read the defense. Biggest jobs are to protect the quarterback
and give him time to throw the pass or create running lanes for the running
back.

• Guard (Offensive Lineman): Protects the quarterback on passing plays
and creates space for the running back on running plays.

• Tackle: Generally has the same role as the guards.

• Tight End: Can be used in multiple ways. Can block on passing or running
plays. Can catch passes himself.

Defense

• Middle Linebacker: Generally, the leader of the defense. Reads the offense
and changes tactics accordingly. He is generally responsible for covering
the running back.

• Outside Linebacker: Can be used in multiple ways. Can cover tight ends
or running backs. Can blitz to sack the quarterback.

• Defensive Tackle (Defensive Lineman): Responsible for stopping the run
game or sacking the quarterback. More emphasis on stopping the run
game.

• Defensive End (Defensive Lineman): Responsible for stopping the run
game or sacking the quarterback. More emphasis on sacking the QB

• Cornerback (Defensive Back): Responsible for covering wide receivers.
Can cover tight ends or running backs as well depending on the situation.

• Safety (Defensive Back): Responsible for covering the deep zones of the
defense. Can cover receivers or backs if needed. One can generally read
the tactics of the defense by reading the safeties.
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Terminology

• Offensive Line: The center, tackles, and guards are collectively known as
the “offensive line”. These players are often called “O-Linemen”.

• Defensive Line: The defensive tackles and edges are collectively known as
the “defensive line”. These players are often called “D-Linemen”.

• Line of Scrimmage: This is a horizontal line across the field on which the
play starts. It marks how much the offense has advanced thus far.

• Rushing: Has two meanings. First, it is used to describe a running back
- or other players who were handed the ball, not thrown a pass - carrying
the ball down the field. Second, it is used to describe the practice of
getting to the quarterback before he can pass the ball (sack).

• Sack: Tackling the quarterback while he still has the ball (before he passes
the ball).

• Pressure: Not only does it mean psychological pressure, it also means
physical pressure from the pass rushers who are trying to sack the quar-
terback.

• Blitz: Sending multiple (generally more than 4) players to rush the quar-
terback. It is used to pressure the quarterback into throwing the ball
quickly or to sack him. Having less time to read the defense, the quarter-
back is prone to making mistakes under pressure. This separates a good
QB from the bad. Good QBs can make plays under pressure.

• Strong Side: Most of the time, the offensive line will be unbalanced. To
one side of the center there might be 2 players: the tackle and guard. To
the other side, there might be 3 or more: the tackle, guard, and tight end.
The strong side is generally where the tight end is lined up at the line of
scrimmage. It is where the formation is “bigger”

• Weak Side: The opposite of the strong side. It is where the formation is
“smaller”

• The pocket: an imaginary space behind the offensive line’s wall of protec-
tion. This is usually where the quarterback tries to throw his passes.

• A-Gap: the space between the center and guards. Strong side A-gap v.
weak side A-gap.

• B-Gap: the space between the guards and the tackles. Strong side B-gap
v. weak side B-gap

• C-Gap: the space between the tackles and tight ends or an additional
lineman. Strong side C-gap v. weak side C-gap.

• The secondary: where the defensive backs usually reside. The deeper
zones of the field.
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2.2 Quarterback and the Offensive System
Offensive Tactics

- Rushing

Running the ball is the heart of any offense. Since the conception of the game,
the run game has always been the foundation of any team’s offensive game plan.
Although the passing game has evolved and many teams have developed ways
to sustain their offensive firepower without relying on the run game, it has been
proven time and time again that a team’s offense starts on the ground.

Running plays can be categorized into various categories using various stan-
dards. They can be categorized based on how the quarterback hands the ball
off to the running back. Under this standard, running plays can be grouped
under 4 categories: outside handoffs, inside handoffs, pitches, and direct snaps.
Outside zone runs and pitches generally direct the running back further out-
side, sideways, of the formation while inside zone handoffs direct the running
back straight into the offensive line. Direct snaps are rarely used and employed
when both teams know that a run play is coming and an extra blocker is needed
instead of a quarterback.

Run plays can also be categorized based on what formation they’re started
from. For example, teams can run the ball from the “I formation” which is known
for running plays, but teams can also run the ball from the “Shotgun formation”
which is generally known for passing plays. Another standard by which run
plays can be categorized is how the offensive line blocks for the running back.
The paper will not cover this topic as it is not a vital component of its purpose.

A team requires a strong run game because of its stability. If a team estab-
lishes their run game early in the match, they can safely and sustainably gain
yards without having to make risky throws. This allows them to deal with 3rd
down situations under much more manageable conditions. Furthermore, a team
who is winning the game would want to run the ball more because keeping the
ball in-bounds will keep the clock running, whereas an incomplete pass would
stop the clock, favoring the losing team. Additionally, though the opposite may
be argued as well, a strong run game opens up lanes for passing opportunities.
If a team were to establish their run game, the opposing defense would spend
more manpower on stopping the run game, leaving their passing defense more
exposed. This would allow the offense to exploit this weakness to make big
gains on passing plays. The west coast offense run by teams such as the 49ers
and the Seahawks rely on such principles. They would run the ball - especially
by using outside zone runs - often early in the game to stretch the defense side
to side. Once the defense becomes habituated to stopping the run game and
moving quickly laterally, the offense would use misdirection to have a wide open
receiver that went against the flow of the defense, allowing the QB to make safe
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throws that can go for much more if there are little defenders around to tackle
the receiver.

- Passing

Passing has become an integral part of the offense only recently. During
the early days of football, teams rarely passed the ball. However, as the game
evolved, passing has become much more commonplace and, sometimes, there
are teams that pass more often than they run.

In order to establish a successful passing game, the offense must know what
the defense is doing. The first order of business for a QB and his coach is to
determine whether the defense is running “man coverage”, “zone coverage”, or
an exotic hybrid designed to trick the quarterback. This can be read by looking
at the safeties, motioning receivers, reading linebackers etc. The next thing a
quarterback must do is determine what kind of man or zone coverage the defense
is running. This can be done by looking at the specific motions and nuances of
the defensive players. Once the offense has read the defense, the last thing they
must do is run a play that exploits the weaknesses of the coverage the defense
is showing.

Just like running plays, passing plays can also be categorized using various
standards. The easiest way to categorize passing plays is how deep the QB’s
primary target is from the line of scrimmage. Under this standard, they can be
grouped into 3 categories: short, medium, and long passing plays. Short passing
plays can exploit a defense that’s running a form of high coverage where there
are multiple - generally 3 or more - defenders covering the deep zone of the
field. This leaves less players in the shallow regions of the field, allowing the
short passing game and RAC (Run After Catch) game to thrive. Long passing
plays exploit the opposite defense. A team that has focused its manpower on
protecting the shallow regions or even blitzing the quarterback leaves their deep
zones open. This can be exploited by deep passes.

Another method by which passing plays can be categorized is by grouping
them under concepts. Certain passing concepts are designed to counter specific
defensive coverages. Examples are “smash”, “mesh”, “rub”, and many more.

Passing is a crucial component of any offense. It adds explosiveness and un-
predictability that keeps the defense on its toes. Furthermore, with the correct
system and the right quarterback to lead that system, even the “right” coverage
will be wrong. Patrick Mahomes in Andy Reid’s system exemplifies this case.
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By utilizing various offensive tactics, a team can make its way towards victory.
Some systems make it easier for the quarterback while some systems rely on
more talented quarterbacks to make it happen and will crumble if the wrong
quarterback is under center.

2.3 The Opposing Defensive System
Defensive Tactics

There are generally 3 components to the defense: coverage, run-stopping, and
the pass rush. The defense must decide how to spread out its manpower to deal
with the offense. If the offense has a powerful run game, the defense would
devote more men to stopping the run. If the offense boasts an explosive passing
game, the defense would spend more manpower on coverage and the pass rush.

- Pass Coverage

As mentioned previously, there are generally 2 types of coverages: man cov-
erage and zone coverage. Their names are self-explanatory. In man coverage,
defensive backs are manned up to a receiver and their primary job is to cover
that specific receiver. In zone coverage, defensive backs are assigned a specific
zone of the field to cover. It must be mentioned, however, that even in man
coverage, there could be safeties deep down the field, covering a zone. This is
generally how coverages are designed. Those safeties at the deep zones act as
a safety blanket to prevent the offense from completing easy deep passes. Each
coverage form has their advantages and drawbacks. Man coverages are easier
to coordinate since everyone just needs to follow their assigned receiver. If a
team has a star cornerback, man coverage might be much more effective as it
allows that corner to shadow the best receiver on the offense. However, it is
weak against rub or mesh concepts as the routes run by the receivers force the
defensive backs to run against each other, getting in each other’s way. This
would create significant separation for the receivers to make easy catches. Fur-
thermore, man coverage can be exploited due to the fact that the defensive back
keeps his eyes on the receiver, not the quarterback. This allows the quarterback
to coordinate passes with the receiver while the defensive back is left clueless.
The advantage of zone coverage is that it is better at preventing runs after the
catch. Because every defensive back is assigned a certain zone, they are not
likely to move further beyond their specific zones. Therefore, there would be
plenty of defenders to tackle the receiver should the quarterback throw a check-
down or an underneath pass to a running back. Furthermore, zone coverages
force more responsibility on the quarterback to make plays while man pressures
the receivers. If the defense shows zone coverage, the quarterback should be
able to call plays that put receivers in soft spots of that zone coverage. Ad-
ditionally, the QB needs the arm strength to put the pass into tight windows
between multiple zones. The flaw of zone coverage, however, is the fact that it
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is much more difficult to coordinate which could leave receivers wide open in
coverage soft spots. Another weakness is that it can be exploited by concepts
that put pressure on one defensive back. For example, the smash concept - a
variation of a low-high concept - puts a defensive back between two receivers.
One “higher” (further beyond the defensive back) and one “lower” (below the
defensive back). In this situation, the back has to make a choice: he could cover
high and prevent a longer gain, but leave the low open, allowing an easy pass
and potentially more yards after the catch; or he could cover low, leaving the
higher route open, allowing more yards on the pass. Thus, it forces a dilemma
onto the cornerback. Each coverage type has its ups and downs. Teams suc-
cessful on defense mix it up to confuse and trick the quarterback into making
mistakes.

- Run-stopping

Another crucial component of the defense is run-stopping. This is generally
the responsibility of the (interior) defensive line and the linebacker corps. By
stopping the running game of the offense, the defense can take away the most
reliable weapon of their enemy and force them to pass more often. If the offense
has a questionable passing game, a strong run-stopping defense may force them
into making more mistakes while passing. Even if the offense has a strong
passing game, stopping the run allows the defense to divert more manpower
into stopping the passing game. Two elements are necessary in order to create
a successful run-stopping defense. First is space control. In order for a running
back to run through the defense and gain yards, his teammates - especially the
offensive linemen - must create space and lanes for him to run through. By
closing these gaps, the defense can successfully contain the running back and
hold him to little to no gain of yardage. This is where the second element comes
in: discipline. In a run-blocking defense, each defender is assigned a gap. For
example, each defensive tackle might be assigned to cover the strong side and
weak side A-gap, respectfully. Defensive ends may be assigned to the C-gaps.
Linebackers may be assigned to the B-gaps. When defenders are assigned their
gap responsibility, they must stay on that specific gap to cover the running lane.
He must not blindly pursue the running back to tackle him. This foolish pursuit
may lead to opening up running lanes for the running back to gain significant
yards. Each defender must stay on his gap assignment and trust that the closest
defender will be able to make the tackle.

- Pass Rush

The third and final component of the defense is the pass rush. The pass
rush is usually generated by the defensive line, though linebackers and defensive
backs can occasionally help. When the quarterback drops back to pass, he is not
given all the time in the world to make a decision and make a comfortable throw.
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The pass rush is designed to make every passing attempt from the quarterback
as uncomfortable as possible. This is also the reason why the offensive line
exists. The defensive line rushes the quarterback in order to get to him before
he throws the ball or to force him out of the pocket to make his pass attempt
as awkward as they can make it for him. If the defensive line is successful in
pressuring the quarterback, he will have no time to throw the ball, or he will be
too busy running for his life to read the secondary, rendering the passing game
useless. The defense can also mix the pass rush to confuse the quarterback. This
is usually done by bringing in additional players to rush the quarterback, also
known as “blitzing”. A quarterback can read the signs for an incoming blitz, but
if he fails to account for the additional pass rusher, the blitz can be extremely
disruptive and completely cut the flow of the offense.

Most quarterback grading metrics do not take the opposing defense into ac-
count. However, the metric that’s being proposed in this paper will attempt to
include the opposing defense in its calculations of the quarterback performance.

2.4 Existing Quarterback Rating Metrics
Passer Rating

Passer rating is the most widely used and most credible quarterback rating
metric the NFL has up to date. It takes 5 variables into account: passing
attempts, completions, passing yards, passing touchdowns, and interceptions.
Using these 5 variables, the passer rating can be calculated with the following
formula:

a = (
COMP

ATT
− 0.3)× 5

b = (
Y DS

ATT
− 3)× 0.25

c = (
TD

ATT
)× 20

d = 2.375− (
INT

ATT
× 25)

Passer Rating: (a+b+c+d
6 )× 100

• ATT = number of passing attempts

• COMP = number of completed passes

• YDS = number of passing yards

• TD = number of passing touchdowns

• INT = number of interceptions
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If any measurement (a, b, c, and d) is greater than 2.375, it is set to 2.375
and calculated. Thus, passer rating can range from 0 to a maximum of 158.3

- Advantages

The biggest advantage of the passer rating is in its simplicity. Using a single
number, the rating can provide insight as to how well a QB performed in a game,
throughout the season, or even throughout his entire career. Furthermore, it
can generally provide an accurate description of a quarterback’s performance.
Passer rating also has a strong correlation with the team’s season win rate,
showing that teams with quarterbacks who can produce good passer ratings
tend to win more often.

Figure 2: Passer Rating vs Team Win Rate linear regression

Correlation Coefficient = 0.60206
Average passer rating = 90.54
Linear Regression. y = -0.37401 + 0.00917 × (QBR)

- Drawbacks

The passer rating’s simplicity is also its disadvantage. The formula only takes
into account 5 variables and completely neglects the rushing performance of the
quarterback. However, that is a given since the name of the metric is “passer”
rating, after all. Nevertheless, for the purpose of this paper which attempts
to create a QB rating system that holistically evaluates the QB’s contribution
and performance, it does appear as a flaw. Furthermore, the newly proposed
rating system attempts to evaluate the quarterback’s performance independent
of his teammate’s performance and the system in which he plays. This leads to
another flaw of the passer rating. The passer rating metric is highly influenced
by external factors. For example, a terrible offensive line performance would
most definitely affect a quarterback’s ability to perform. Generally, the offensive
line’s inability to protect the QB is not the QB’s fault unless he was not able
to read blitzes and adjust his protection. Another negative example would
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be terrible receiver performance. Multiple dropped passes would negatively
impact the QB’s passer rating when it wasn’t ultimately his fault. There are
also situations that would positively affect passer rating. The west coast offense
is a perfect example. This type of offensive system relies upon establishing the
run game which allows for the short passing game to thrive as well as the run
after catch. Short passes are significantly easier to complete and yards gained
after the catch all count towards the quarterback’s passing yards. This would
benefit the quarterback’s passer rating during the game. The following statistics
demonstrate how the system in which the quarterback plays has a significant
impact upon his passer rating.

2.4.1 Data Set 1

Figure 3: Completion Percentage vs Passer Rating linear regression

Average Completion Percentage: 64.53%
Correlation Coefficient: 0.7654109
Linear Regression. y = -62.232 + 2.367 × (Completion Percentage)

Figure 4: Passing Yards vs Passer Rating linear regression

Average season passing yards: 2627
Correlation Coefficient: 0.5980304
Linear Regression. y = 73.82535 + 0.006364 × (Season passing yards)
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Figure 5: Passing Touchdowns vs Passer Rating linear regression

Correlation Coefficient: 0.6954109
Linear Regression. y = 75.7657 + 0.8395 × (season passing touchdowns)

Figure 6: Interceptions vs Passer Rating linear regression

Correlation Coefficient; 0.02971107
Linear Regression. y = 89.665 + 0.114 × (season interceptions)

According to Data Set 1, completion percentage shows the strongest correla-
tion with passer rating among the 4 variables: completion percentage (includes
passing attempts and completions), season passing yards, season passing touch-
downs, and interceptions. This reveals a flaw in the passer rating metric due to
the fact that completion percentage is the most easily manufactured quarterback
stats among significant QB stats - this will be explored shortly. Furthermore,
there appears to be no correlation between interceptions and passer rating, re-
vealing another potential flaw of this system. Interceptions, and turnovers in
general, should negatively impact a quarterback’s rating. Players and coaches
value quarterbacks who minimize turnovers and have great ball security. This
is precisely the reason why the running game must be established. Increased
frequency in pass attempts generally lead to increased number of interceptions,
and running the ball more can prevent that from happening. This lack of
correlation between the number of interceptions and passer rating could have
multiple factors behind it. One factor might be the values and prioritization of
the passer rating’s creators. When creating a rating system, the values held by
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the creators and how they prioritize them cannot be ignored. Ultimately, one
must make a value argument when creating a rating metric. The creators of the
passer rating might have undervalued the importance of ball security when cre-
ating this metric. Another factor might be the underlying differences between
the quarterbacks. Some may throw more interceptions, but play better to make
up for that lost passer rating while others may simply play better by throwing
less interceptions. A flaw in the sample could be a reason behind this strange
result, as well. One positive aspect of the passer rating, however, is the fact that
there exists a strong correlation between the number of passing touchdowns and
passer rating. It doesn’t have to be explained that teams that score more points
are more likely to win games and thus, a quarterback’s ability to put points on
the board should be regarded highly.

2.4.2 Data Set 2

Figure 7: Intended Air Yards per Pass Attempts vs Passer Rating
linear regression

Correlation Coefficient: -0.1309344
Linear Regression: 103.642 - 1.667 × (IAYperPA)

Figure 8: Intended Air Yards per Pass Attempts vs Completion Percentage
linear regression

Correlation Coefficient: -0.5083745
Linear Regression. y = 0.80968 - 0.02091 × (IAYperPA)
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Figure 9: Yards After Catch per Completion vs Passer Rating linear regression

Correlation Coefficient: 0.2382287
Linear Regression: 69.876 + 4.128 × (YACperCmp)

Figure 10: Yards After Catch vs Passer Rating linear regression

Correlation Coefficient: 0.6112646
Linear Regression. y = 74.42874 + 0.01345 × (YAC)
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Figure 11: Completed Air Yards per Completion vs Yards After Catch per
Completion linear regression

Correlation Coefficient: -0.4676297
Linear Regression. y = 8.948 -0.586 × (YACperCmp)

Data set 2 demonstrates why completion percentage is one of the most easily
manufactured quarterback metrics and how it greatly influences passer rating
as discussed with Data set 1. In the “Accuracy vs Intended Air Yards per Pass
Attempt” graph, it can be said that the two variables have a strong negative
correlation with a correlation coefficient of -0.5083745. Intended air yards is
the average depth of target of the quarterback’s pass and it can indirectly show
what kind of system the quarterback is playing in. Quarterbacks whose intended
air yards are relatively lower generally play in a friendlier system that focuses
on establishing the run and using misdirection by executing play action bootleg
passes. As shown in the aforementioned graph, as average depth of target
increases, accuracy tends to decrease, a fact that may have been obvious. Since
accuracy, as shown in data set 1, had the greatest impact on passer rating for
quarterbacks in the 2020 season, playing for a system that relies on the short
passing game - which would effectively decrease the average depth of target -
could lead to an increase in passer rating. Though the relationship is not as
strong - the correlation coefficient being only -0.1309344 - there exists a negative
correlation between intended air yards and passer rating, which was predicted
previously. This is demonstrated in the “Intended Air Yards per Pass Attempt
vs Passer Rating” graph. Another factor that may lead to an artificial increase
in passer rating would be YAC, which stands for Yards After Catch. This is
defined as yards gained by the receiver after he makes the catch. These yards
also count towards a quarterback’s final passing stats and may significantly boost
his passing yard numbers. As seen in data set 1, there was a strong positive
correlation between passing yards and passer rating. An increase in passing yard
numbers due to YAC could lead to an increase in passer rating. This can be seen
in the final three graphs of data set 2. There exists a weak positive correlation
(r = 0.2382287) between YAC per Completion and passer rating, and there is
a strong positive correlation (r = 0.6112646) between season YAC and season
passer rating. Furthermore, the final graph shows how the system in which a
quarterback plays could affect his performance. CAY stands for “Completed
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Air Yards” which only takes yards gained by purely passing the ball. Thus, it
subtracts YAC from the quarterback’s total passing yards. In the graph, one can
observe that as YAC per completion increases, CAY per completion decreases.
There is a moderate negative correlation (r = -0.4676297) between the two
variables. This demonstrates that teams relying on the short passing game
(low CAY per completion) utilize YAC to make up for the lack of pure passing
yards. By doing so, these teams benefit their quarterback, with regard to passer
rating, in two ways. First, because they rely on the short passing game, they
decrease the average depth of target which was shown to have a strong negative
correlation with accuracy. With a decrease in average depth of target, accuracy
tends to increase, the variable which had the greatest correlation with passer
rating in 2020. Second, yards gained after catch was shown to have a positive
correlation with passer rating. Not only did these teams help their quarterbacks
by allowing him to play in the short passing scheme, they allowed him to gain
further yards through yards gained after the catch by his receivers. Therefore,
by decreasing the average depth of target and utilizing an offensive scheme that
relies on the YAC, some quarterbacks were given a “boost” to their passer rating.
However, it must be said that not all teams that employ the short passing game
with heavy emphasis on YAC help their quarterback or artificially boost his
stats. In some cases, teams use the short passing game not out of choice, but
because the team is incapable of doing anything else. This is exemplified in
the 2017 Seattle Seahawks. The Seahawks in 2017 had 1629 rushing yards with
their quarterback Russell Wilson leading the team with 586 yards. The second
in rushing yards was Mike Davis with 240 yards and only played 6 games due
to an injury. This is historically bad. This team could not run the ball to save
its life and thus, they began using the short passing game as an extension of
their run game. They’d use rub concepts to get their receivers open to complete
short, easy passes and allow them to gain YAC. In this case, the team was not
doing this out of choice, but because they had no other option. However, there
are also examples of teams utilizing a type of short passing scheme as their main
offense. The San Francisco 49ers are one of many examples.
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2.4.3 Data Set 3

Figure 12: Pressure Percentage vs Passer Rating linear regression

Correlation Coefficient: -0.2169831
Linear Regression: y = 103.87 - 58.34 × (Pressure Percentage)

Figure 13: Pocket Time vs Passer Rating linear regression

Correlation Coefficient: 0.368205
Linear Regression. y = -1.026 + 37.761 × (Pocket Time)
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Figure 14: Hits Percentage vs Passer Rating linear regression

Correlation Coefficient: -0.148849
Linear Regression. y = 96.75 - 63.09 × (Hit Percentage)

Figure 15: Drop Percentage vs Passer Rating linear regression

Correlation Coefficient: -0.2878984
Linear Regression. y = 103.6 - 264.7 × (Drop Percentage)

Data set 1 and 2 were primarily concerned with the quarterback’s ability and
the system he plays in, whereas data set 3 focuses on the cast surrounding the
quarterback - mostly the offensive line and the receivers. The first 3 graphs
of the data set show how offensive line performance affects a quarterback’s
performance. As shown in the first graph, as pressure percentage increases,
passer rating trends downwards. A good offensive line can help a quarterback
take his game to the next level, this is no secret. Having a stable pocket with
plenty of time to throw will help any quarterback and lack of a good offensive line
will only hurt him. The second graph demonstrates this relationship between
time to throw and a quarterback’s ability to make plays. Pocket time and passer
rating shows a moderate positive correlation with an r value of 0.368205. As
stated before, it is an obvious fact that having more time in the pocket can
greatly help a quarterback make his throws. Graph 3 is another example of how
an offensive line’s ability to protect the quarterback can impact his performance.
Similar to pressure, quarterback hits represent the number of times the opposing
defense was able to get to the quarterback without drawing a flag. There existed
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a weak negative correlation (r = -0.148849) between hit percentage and passer
rating. As an offensive line’s ability to protect the quarterback decreases - seen
in an increase in hit percentage - the quarterback’s passer rating generally saw
a downward trend. Finally, the fourth graph shows how receiver performance
affected a quarterback’s passer rating. One of many abilities of the receiver is the
ability to catch a ball. Drops are defined as passes that were in the catch radius
of the receiver, but was ultimately not caught due to the receiver’s mistake,
not a defensive play. As with offensive line performance, receiver performance
definitely impacts a quarterback’s ability to play. A QB with a strong receiving
corps will have a better time passing the ball than a QB with a weak receiving
corps. Passer rating and drop percentage showed a weak negative correlation
with a correlation coefficient of -0.2878984. Quarterbacks with receivers who
dropped passes more often had a difficult time putting up better passer rating
numbers.

3 Methods and Materials

3.1 Data Collection
Data that was used to create the graphs and conduct statistical analysis were

taken from Pro Football Reference (https://www.pro-football-reference.
com/) , a sports statistics website that is free and open to use. The sample
consists of quarterbacks with a minimum of 50 passing attempts in the 2020
NFL season. 50 passing attempts is a common standard in football statistics for
filtering starting and backup quarterbacks from gadget players or quarterbacks
with too small a sample size of passing attempts. After filtering, the sample
of 2020 NFL quarterbacks consisted of 48 quarterbacks from 32 teams. Prior
to filtering, there were approximately 112 quarterbacks which included gadget
players (non-quarterback players who attempted to pass) and 3rd or 4th string
quarterbacks that played less than 1 game.

Statistical analysis was conducted using R, a free software environment mostly
used for computations and statistical analysis. Most of the statistical analyses
were linear regressions between 2 variables, the independent and dependent
variable.

3.2 Formulation of a New Quarterback Rating System
• Basic Production Stats: Passing yards, Passing touchdowns, Pass-

ing attempts, Passing completions, Rushing yards, Rushing touchdowns,
Rushing Attempts, 1st down / touchdown plays, Interceptions, Fumbles

• Individual Stats: Accuracy on the run, Accuracy under pressure, Broken
sacks, Broken tackles
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• System Stats: Team average rushing yards per game, Team average
rushing attempts per game, Offensive line run-blocking efficiency, Average
depth of target, Pure passing air yards, Average air yards of pass, Average
yards after catch, Average time to throw, Offensive Line Pass-blocking
efficiency (sacks allowed, ratings etc), Quarterback Scramble rate, Average
time of possession, Average distance to go in 3rd downs, Punts per score,
Punts per play

• High Pressure Situation Stats: Number of Game-winning Drives,
Number of comebacks, 3rd down conversion efficiency, 3rd down touch-
downs, 3rd down yards per passing attempt, 3rd down interceptions, 3rd
down passing yards

• Opposing Defense Stats: Blitz Rate, Cover Rate, Defense Rank, Pres-
sure Rate

The new quarterback rating system will be an attempt to build upon the
currently existing passer rating metric. Above are the additional statistics that
will be used in the creation of a new quarterback rating metric. Passing statis-
tics (passing attempts, passing completions, passing yards, passing touchdowns,
interceptions) are stats used in the passer rating formula. It does not account
for the rushing performance of the quarterback under basic production stats.
Basic production stats, high pressure situation, and individual stats will be the
backbone of the new rating metric. The metric will be constructed upon these
three categories on the most fundamental level. The remaining two categories
- system, opposing defense stats - will be considered adjustment stats. These
will attempt to “level the playing field” by giving quarterbacks in disadvanta-
geous systems a stat boost. It must be clarified that quarterbacks with worse
than average adjustment stats will be given a rating boost accordingly while
quarterbacks with better than average adjustment stats will not be affected by
the adjustments, they will neither receive a positive nor negative adjustment to
their grade. Due to the nature of some statistics, this new rating metric will
be better used to grade a quarterback’s season performance, not game perfor-
mance. However, stats that force this system to be used as a season grading
system will be omitted when attempting to grade single game performances.

4 Analysis and Results

4.1 Evaluation of the New Quarterback Rating System
The new quarterback rating system is an attempt to capture the quarter-

back’s pure performance independent of external factors beyond his control.
However, as it is the nature of sports, it is extremely difficult to simply quan-
tify a player’s contribution to his team’s success since there are infinitely many
variables, many of which are often unquantifiable, that alter the performance of
a team and a player. Furthermore, the rating metric appeared to have a weaker
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correlation (r = 0.202231) with a team’s win rate which is ultimately the most
important aspect of a sports team. This was expected since passer rating, which
is heavily influenced by the team’s overall performance, has a strong correlation
with win rate while the new metric, an attempt to independently capture the
quarterback’s performance, would seemingly have no relationship with win rate.
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A Case Study on Road Curvature
Safety in Incheon

Shin Chae Ho
Hong Seung Min

Abstract

This study was intended to study how safety was applied to road curvature
and how accidents occurred and prevented. We explained using the clothoid
curve, the radius of curvature, the design speed, and superelevation regulations
used to design safe roads, and applied it on a curved road in Incheon. As a
result, this organized the various aspects of safety on curved roads.

Keywords: Clothoid Curve, Transition Curve, Fresnel Integral, Radius of
Curvature, Superelevation
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1 Introduction
We face lots of different types of curved roads when we are in a vehicle. When

we pass the curved road, the driver deflects the car’s steering wheel in the desired
direction and the rotation of the car gradually increases and decreases. On the
horizontal curved road, the transverse direction’s frictional force occurs due to
the centrifugal force, and it makes it more difficult to control the vehicle than
on the straight road.[1] As a result, the curve proportion of the road is also a
place where many accidents occur because the driver drives at a speed beyond
the design speed. Additionally, sometimes accidents occur due to the design
speed being incorrectly marked on the sign. To prevent, when designing a road,
sufficient curve radius should be ensured depending on the design speed of the
road.

The clothoid curve (also known as the Cornu spiral or the Euler spiral) is
a curve that curvature is proportional to the length, and this property is ben-
eficial to construct the design of roads and railways.[2] Velocity and rate of
change are used differentiation and the clothoid curve is used when the vehicle
is travelling directly on a curved road. For example, when the driver drives at
a constant speed and turns the steering wheel at a constant rate without slow-
ing down the speed, the clothoid-driving line is formed. This clothoid curve is
widely used in designing and constructing safe roads. Furthermore, this clothoid
curve visually provides an ideal and satisfying alignment, thus curved roads are
mainly designed based on the clothoid curve. Also, a clothoid curve is a type
of transitional curve, when the curve’s length increases, curvature also increases
proportionally and the radius gradually transforms.

To understand the relevance between the velocity of the car and the result,
this research will testify to inclusive factors including the radius of curvature.
This research also focuses on various mathematical approaches based on curved
roads familiar to us and demonstrates concepts that are used in constructing
curved roads such as the clothoid curve and transition curve; furthermore, it
explains how these curves are applied. The result of this research will be able to
provide the cause of accidents provoked by velocity and the change in velocity
of moving objects including vehicles.

2 Result

2.1 Clothoid Curve
Cars have the characteristic of moving forward to the direction of the tangent

line on the curved road. Therefore, a straight road that connects to the end of
a curved road must be tangent to the curved road to allow cars to enter safely.
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Figure 1: Image of proportion of clothoid curve does not exist.

Figure 1[3] shows the curved road, but there is no clothoid section. This design
is dangerous because the steering wheel of the vehicle cannot be adjusted at a
constant speed and has to be turned rapidly due to the curved road appearing
immediately after the straight road end.

Figure 2: Image of proportion of clothoid curve does exist.

Figure 2 shows the curved road has a clothoid section, and it is a road that
we can easily find outside. It is safe because it turns the steering wheel of
the vehicle at a constant speed in the clothoid section of the road, making it
relatively easy and comfortable for drivers to control.

The consideration for expressing this clothoid curve is that the velocity of the
turning steering wheel in the clothoid section is constant. Thus, the size(length)
of the velocity vector is an integer, and the size of the acceleration vector is
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increasing in proportion to time. As velocity is constant, set to 1 and expressed
as √(

dx

dt

)2

+

(
dy

dt

)2

= 1 (1)

If each side of equation is squared, then since cos2 θ+sin2 θ = 1, the velocity
vector is

(
dx

dt
,
dy

dt

)
= (cos θ (t) , sin θ (t)) (2)

Calculate the acceleration vector by Chain Rule :(
d2x

dt2
,
d2y

dt2

)
= (−θ′ (t) sin θ (t) , θ′ (t) cos θ (t))) (3)

Due to the acceleration vector increases larger and larger in proportion to
time, the value can be 2t or 3t, but if we simply say that the proportional con-
stant to 1, √(

d2x

dt2

)2

+

(
d2y

dt2

)2

= t (4)

Square the equation and plug equation(3) into equation(4),

(−θ′ (t) sin θ (t))2 + (θ′ (t) cos θ (t)))
2
= t2

Clear the equation about θ′ (t) with the property cos2 θ (t) + sin2 θ (t) = 1,

(θ′ (t))
2
sin2 θ (t) + (θ′ (t))

2
cos2 θ (t) = t2 (5)

(θ′ (t))
2 (

sin2 θ (t) + cos2 θ (t)
)
= t2 (6)

t2

(θ′(t))
2 = 1 (7)

θ′ (t) = ±t , θ′ (t) = t (8)

Take the integral,
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θ (t) =
t2

2
(9)

Plug in to equation(2) to get a velocity vector.

(
dx

dt
,
dy

dt

)
=

(
cos

(
t2

2

)
, sin

(
t2

2

))
(10)

Take the integral both x and y to find the parameter,

(x, y) =

(∫
cos

(
t2

2

)
dt ,

∫
sin

(
t2

2

)
dt

)
(11)

Apply the U-Substitution

∫
cos

(
t2

2

)
dt (12)

u =
t√
π

(13)

du =
1√
π
dt (14)

√
π du = dt (15)

t = u
√
π (16)

=
√
π

∫
cos

(
πu2

2

)
du (17)

∫
cos

(
πu2

2

)
du (18)

is a special integral "Fresnel Integral," call it C(u) and solve the integral :
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√
π

∫
cos

(
πu2

2

)
du =

√
π C (u) (19)

Plug u in and solve :

√
π C

(
x√
π

)
+ C (20)

A clothoid curve is the interpretation of the Fresnel Integral, and it can
defined as:

X (x) =

∫ x

0

sin

(
πt2

2

)
dt (21)

Y (x) =

∫ x

0

cos

(
πt2

2

)
dt (22)

The graph when (X(t),Y(t)) at 8 ≤ t ≤ 8 is drawn

Figure 3: Clothoid Curve
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If we set the range of this clothoid curve to 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.63

Figure 4: Clothoid Curve

and we can see that it looks similar to a curved road. This is the trace of a car
that is spontaneously drawn when the steering wheel is controlled at constant
speed. Therefore, we can see that when designing a road, it used part of the
clothoid curve as a transition curve connecting the straight section and circular
sections of the line.

2.2 Radius of Curvature
In a curved section, the road has an appropriate radius of curvature to keep

the vehicle from off the road by centrifugal force. The following figure is a model
of a circular section.

Figure 5: Circular Section
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C is the length of the curve of the road where the vehicle moves on. M is the
distance between the center of the arc and the circle segment. R is the radius
of the curvature. This value is equal to the inverse value of curvature, and the
following formula is created :

R =
C2

8M
(23)

The design speed is determined by the value of the R (Radius of Curvature)
and its superelevation percentage. Use this design speed to mark on a speed
limit sign with the same value, or slightly lower than the design speed to improve
more safety.

Figure 6: Banked Roads[8]

The design speed according to the radius of the curvature and superelevation
of the road is shown in the following table.[4]
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Figure 7: Superelevation Regulations

When we drive on the road, there are times when the slope of the road feels
different from the curve section. It is because the slope is applied in a specific
direction to the curved section. Cars to resist centrifugal forces that work on
a curved section, the slope is increased by a certain percentage outward from
the centre of rotation, and it amplifies the safety on curved roads. In Korea,
the maximum range of superelevation is between 6%-8%. This percentage is
calculated by a height of a side of a road over width times a hundred. It is
determined by the environment of the region, the climate of the region, or the
frequency of movement, and the design speed also affected.

2.2.1 Accident Case

The accident occurred at 5:40 p.m., NamsaJae 925 Namsa-ri, Heongok-myeon,
Gyeongju-si, Gyeongsangbuk-do on December 16, 2009, a tourist bus was car-
rying 30 passengers, hit a guardrail on a curved road and fell down a mountain,
killing 17 people and 14 people injured seriously. There was a 60 km/h speed
limit sign at the beginning of the curved road, but there were no signs indicat-
ing different speed limits in the different curved roads that existed thereafter.
The radius of the curvature at the spot where the accident occurred was about
42.5 meters, which the speed limit should be below 35 km/h (If the maximum
superelevation is 8regulation table and equation above. The road in the moun-
tains had severe curves that were possible to cause an accident. The 60 km/h
speed limit at the beginning of the curved road requires a curve radius of 135
meters.
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Figure 8: Corresponding Accident Point (Radius of Curvature : 42.59m)

3 Application
We gave the area near South-Cheongna tollgate on the Capital region sec-

ond ring expressway that connects Incheon and Gimpo as an example. It was
measured using the National Land Information Map of the National Geographic
Information Institute. The road consists of two short curved sections and one
long curved section, and a total length is about 850m. 50km/h limit speed sign
was placed about 330m before the curved road began. We set an interval after
the straight section, between the distance of starting point to the ending point
of the clothoid section as one.

Figure 9: 50km/h sign is seen on the right of the picture[9]
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Figure 10: First curve section

The curve length of the first curve section is about 128 meters and the center
distance is about 15 meters. Along with equation (26), the radius of the cur-
vature is approximately 136 meters, which has a design speed of 60km/h when
applied with a maximum superelevation (8%).

Figure 11: Second curve section

The curve length of the second curve section is about 150 meters and the
center distance is about 30 meters. The radius of the curvature is approximately
80 meters, which has a design speed of approximately 50km/h when applied with
a maximum superelevation.

The curve length of the third curve section is about 530 meters and the center
distance is about 140 meters. The radius of the curvature is approximately 250
meters, which has a design speed of approximately 80km/h when applied with
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Figure 12: Third curve section

a maximum superelevation. Because the road’s curvature is smaller than the
other two curves, the vehicle can drive a relatively faster speed.

Comparing the three sections, it can cause the problems if the speed of the
vehicle exceeds 50km/h by the second curve section, but the vehicle can pass
safely because it has a 50km/h speed limit before the curved road begins.
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A Good Scrub:
Using Chemistry To

Optimize How We Wash Our
Hands

Yoon-seo Ha
Dawn Oh

Abstract

Washing hands is the simplest, yet the most important step we have to take in
our everyday lives. However, because the pandemic of COVID-19 has lasted
for over a year, people are getting tired of keeping the simplest rules: washing
hands, wearing masks, and keeping social distance. By showing the
effectiveness of washing hands through experiments, we wanted to remind
people how important it is to be aware and follow the safety protocols. This
experiment used tools of Lumitester and agar plate to measure the degree of
contamination of our hands. Lumitester measures the ATP level, which
indicates the presence of bacteria. Making sure the ATP level shown
represents an accurate degree of contamination, agar plate was used to identify
the amount bacterias and viruses present in our hands visually. By measuring
the contamination levels at different conditions (time and temperature) using
these methods, this experiment determined the optimal condition for washing
hands. Furthermore, this experiment determined the most effective soap or
hand sanitizer (bar soap, liquid soap, hand sanitizer) that can easily remove
the virus by comparing their contamination level. The optimal condition was
to wash hands with bar soap for 20 seconds at 37°C, washing off most viruses
and also preserving the environment.
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1 Introduction

1.1 How Soap Works
1.1.1 How Soap is Made

Fats are composed of substances called triglycerides, which have one glycerol
molecule attached to three fatty acids. A saponification reaction refers to the
process where we add base, such as NaOH, to the triglyceride. Saponification
reactions must occur in order for soap to form.

When the base and triglyceride undergo a saponification reaction, they pro-
duce one glycerol and three sodium oleate molecules, the main component
that makes up soap. Sodium oleate contains both polar and nonpolar regions:
sodium ions forming hydrophilic regions, and carbon and hydrogen chains form-
ing hydrophobic regions. The amphiphilic property of sodium oleate makes it
possible for soap to perform its role. [1]

1.1.2 How Soap Gets Rid of Hydrophobic Substances, and Dirt

Some of the substances from our everyday activities are in hydrophobic form,
such as oil, wax, or grease on our hands. When people wash their hands only
with water, the intermolecular forces present between water and the hydrophobic
substances are not strong enough for them to get washed away. Therefore, both
hydrophilic and hydrophobic ends of the sodium oleate from soap play their role:
the hydrophobic part of the sodium oleate surrounds the substances, forming
what is known as micelle.
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After forming its structure by surrounding hydrophobic substances, the hy-
drophilic head of the micelle forms dipole-dipole interactions with water, allow-
ing the substances to get washed away. [2]

1.1.3 How Soap Works to Destroy the Virus Molecules

The soap enables itself to destroy the virus molecules: the sodium oleate
forms interaction with the phospholipid membrane and the surface proteins of
the virus.
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The hydrophobic tails of sodium oleate interact with the lipid membranes of
the virus, disrupting the virus structure. Then, the hydrophobic tails surround
the fragments of virus and form a micelle. Finally, water washes off the micelles
along with the destroyed virus . [3]

1.2 How Hand Sanitizer Works
1.2.1 Substances in Hand Sanitizer and Its Effect

Hand sanitizers are composed of three primary ingredients: alcohol, water,
and glycerine. Alcohol destroys the virus and pathogens, and water acts as
a catalyst to speed up the reaction between alcohol and the virus. Glycerine
is responsible for making the hand sanitizer less volatile by forming hydrogen
bonds with ethanol, preventing our hands from drying out quickly. [4]

1.2.2 How Hand Sanitizer Works

The membranes of the virus contain surface and integral proteins that help
the virus to function properly: these proteins help the virus to enter the host
cells, reproduce, and defend against the white blood cells. However, when there
is a change in the temperature or in the pH value, the protein denatures. De-
naturation is when the protein loses its three-dimensional shape, disrupting its
function. The acidic ethanol in hand sanitizer causes a change in pH, making
the proteins denature.
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The protein denatures when the attractions between the COO– and NH3
weakens; the opposite charges attract each other to form bonds. However,
when an acidic substance like ethanol enters, the H+ ion reacts with COO– to
form COOH and breaks the attraction between COO+ and NH3

+. This process
results in a change in the protein structure and thus its function. Because pro-
teins cannot function correctly, the virus cannot enter the host cells, reproduce,
or defend itself. [5]

1.2.3 Why is 70 Percent Alcohol the Most Effective?

Water forms interaction with proteins of viruses and prevents the proteins
from sticking together. When there is excess alcohol and not enough water,
the alcohol coagulates the proteins that are already stuck together, decreasing
the surface area of proteins that can denature. When the attached proteins
coagulate, it forms a protein layer that prevents further protein coagulation. In
contrast, when there is excess water and not enough alcohol, there would not be
enough alcohol to denature the proteins of viruses. For the following reasons,
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70 percent of alcohol in the hand sanitizer is known as the most effective for
denaturing the proteins of viruses. [6]

2 Methods of Analysis

2.1 Methodology
2.1.1 Agar Plate

Agar is a mixture of polysaccharides, composed of agarose and agaropectin;
it is extracted from the cell walls of red algae, Rhodophyta. The agar plate,
a standard bacteriological culture media, supplies nutrients and energy sources
to microorganisms to grow with their gel-like state. As a single microbe grows
and divides to produce "colony," microbiologists identify the types of microbes
with its characteristics. [7] [8]

To make an agar plate, add a suitable amount of agar into the medium (ex.
water) so that agar can dissolve in the medium completely. In this experiment,
we dissolved one spoon of agar powder into 350mL of water. Next, heat the
medium-agar mixture in boiling water while stirring it. When the agar dissolves
completely, pour the mixture into the petri dish; place the lid of the petri dish
over the agar plate, leaving it slightly open to allow the heat to escape. After the
agar becomes completely cooled and solidified, stick the hand for examination
into the petri dish and keep the lid closed. Keep the petri dish inverted so that
the gas bubbles rise from agar does not disturb culturing microbes. Under a
humid and hot condition of 36°C to 40°C, the bacteria from the hands will start
to appear. [9] [10]

2.1.2 Lumitester Smart Lucipac Pen

Lumitester is the device to measure the degree of contamination: the principle
of luciferase bioluminescent assay measures the ATP (adenosine triphos-
phate) level present in bacteria. ATP molecules are present in the cells for all
living organisms, transferring a phosphate group to power cellular processes.
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Since all living organisms contain ATP molecules, they indicate the presence
of bacteria, proportional to the number present. Lumitester shows those ATP
levels of bacteria in the surface with its swab test, how much the surface is
contaminated. [11]

The Lucipac Pen is mainly composed of Luciferase, D-Luciferin, PPDK (pyru-
vate orthophosphate dikinase), and PK (pyruvate kinase). In the state of rest,
ATP breaks down into ADP and AMP; they have less phosphate group, becom-
ing more stable (since phosphate has negative charges). The presence of PPDK
and PK in the Lucipac Pen converts the ADP and AMP back into ATP present
in bacteria. D-Luciferin, ATP, and oxygen react to produce light and oxylu-
ciferin; Lumitester measures those light intensity (Unit: Relative Light Unit),
the ATP concentration present in the bacteria. [12]
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2.2 Hypothesis
1. The more time we spend on washing hands, there would be less viruses

present. ATP level shown in the Lumitester would decrease rapidly at
first but as time passes, rate of change of the level would decrease.

2. As we slowly increase the temperature, sodium oleate molecules would
move faster to surround the virus rapidly to form micelles, decreasing
the degree of contamination. Even if the higher temperature breaks the
intermolecular forces that exist between the sodium oleate and the virus,
the high temperature itself would denature the protein of the virus.

3. Liquid soap would be more effective than bar soap because the bar soap
has more exposure to the outer environment, while both liquid and bar
soaps destroy the virus molecules.

4. Soap would be more effective at sanitizing than hand sanitizer because
soap is able to destroy the virus molecules, whereas the hand sanitizer
disrupts its function. Since water does not have any function to destroy
the virus molecules or to denature the proteins of virus, washing hands
with water would be the least effective.

3 Data Collection, Results, and Analysis

3.1 Exothermic and Endothermic Reaction in Washing
Hands

The exothermic reaction involves the release of energy from the system when
molecules form bonds, which has the overall standard enthalpy change ΔH° is
negative. On the other hand, the endothermic reaction involves the absorbance
of energy when molecules break the bonds, which has the overall standard en-
thalpy change ΔH° is positive.

Before the hydrophobic region of soap forms the intermolecular attraction
with the virus and constructs a micelle structure, the intermolecular forces that
exist between the sodium oleates and between the viruses break: London Dis-
persion Forces. When electrons are concentrated to one region, the temporary
dipoles generate the London Dispersion Forces; the greater number of electrons
in the molecule forms a stronger London Dispersion Force. It requires the in-
put of energy to break the London Dispersion Force, causing the process to be
endothermic.

By breaking these interactions, there become more spaces for the micelles to
form. A new London Dispersion Interactions formed between the hydrophobic
region and the virus (micelles), cause the exothermic reaction.
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After the formation of micelle, the interaction between the micelle and the
water molecule washes off the virus: the hydration reaction. It is the reaction
of breaking the interaction between water molecules and combining them with
substances.

The hydrophilic region of the micelle containing sodium ion is exposed to
the outer surface. Before the water molecule forms the Ion-Dipole Interac-
tions with the sodium ion, the Hydrogen Bonds that exist between the water
molecules break: Dipole-Dipole Interaction that exists between the hydrogen
atom and fluorine, oxygen, or nitrogen. A large difference in electronegativity
makes the Hydrogen Bond be stronger compared to other Dipole-Dipole Interac-
tions. Therefore, it requires a large input of energy to break the bonds between
the water molecules.

However, the Ion-Dipole Interaction between the sodium ion and H2O re-
leases much more energy: whereas the Dipole-Dipole Interaction is an attractive
force between partial charges, the ion from Ion-Dipole Interaction has its own
positive-or-negative charge, letting the hydration reaction to be exothermic.
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The overall reaction could be either endothermic or exothermic, but definitely
a spontaneous reaction: the reaction does not require any continuing outside
agency to make it happen and occurs naturally, being thermodynamically fa-
vorable.

However, the change in enthalpy and entropy values in overall reaction can
not be calculated due to the various factors contributing to the reaction. Despite
the hydration reaction having a negative ΔH° value, it is unable to determine
the greater value between endothermic and exothermic reaction when forming
micelles and the overall entropy value.

∆G◦ = ∆H◦ − T∆S◦

If assuming the ΔS° value for the overall reaction to be negative, the only way
for the reaction to be spontaneous is when the ΔH° has negative value, overall
exothermic reaction. If assuming ΔS° value for the reaction to be positive, ΔH°
value can both be negative or positive. In this case, the spontaneity of the
overall reaction would increase as temperature increases.

3.2 Time Dependence
This experiment measured the time dependence of the contamination level

when washing hands. To set the initial state constant for every trial, we took
a 15-minute walk after washing hands for 20 seconds at 27°C using the same
soap. The result of the experiment is shown in the tables and the graph below.

Time (s) Lumitester
Smart (RLU)

ΔΔΔRLU / ΔΔΔ time
= slope

Trial 1 5s 4001 RLU -516.4
Trial 2 10s 1419 RLU -135.4
Trial 3 15s 742 RLU -53.8
Trial 4 20s 473 RLU -13.2
Trial 5 25s 401 RLU

※ For each trial, we washed our hands in constant temperature, 27 °C, a general temperature
that people use to wash their hands.
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Trial 1 (5s) Trial 1 (10s)

Agar
Plate

Trial 3 (15s) Trial 4 (20s) Trial 5 (125s)

Agar
Plate
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To find the optimal time for washing hands, we considered the limited supply
of water, measuring the change in contamination level over the change in time:
the slope of the graph. When the change in contamination level over the change
in time is approaching zero, which means there becomes less decrease in RLU,
this implies that washing hands for a longer period of time is no longer effective.
The result has shown that washing hands for about 20 seconds would be the
most effective.

Washing hands for a longer period of time with soap allows the hydrophobic
region from sodium oleate to surround the virus and form micelle easier. Fur-
thermore, it guarantees all viruses to be removed from our skin: micelles easily
form interactions with water molecules. In conclusion, the contamination level
and time are inversely proportional.

3.2.1 Finding Rate of the Reaction

Using the contamination level (ATP level) shown on the Lumistester for the
concentration, we calculated the rate of the reaction in washing hands.

Time (s) Lumitester
Smart
(RLU)

ln[RLU] 1/[RLU]

Trial 1 5s 4001 RLU 8.29 2.49× 10−4

Trial 2 10s 1419 RLU 7.26 7.05× 10−4

Trial 3 15s 742 RLU 6.61 1.35× 10−3

Trial 4 20s 473 RLU 6.16 6.16× 10−3

Trial 5 25s 401 RLU 5.99 2.50× 10−3
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The differential rate law of a reaction represents the relationship between rate
and concentration. The second order reaction in its differentiated form is:

d[A]

dt
= −k[A]

When integrating both sides of the equation, from its initial state at time
equals 0 to the final state at time equals t, the integrated rate law is derived
from the differential rate law.

−
∫ [A]t

[A]0

d[A]

[A]2
=

∫ t

0

kdt

1

[A]t
− 1

[A]0
= kt

1

[A]t
=

1

[A]0
+ kt

With 1
[A]t

on the y-axis, and t on the x-axis, we can figure out that the
1

[Concentration] for the second order reaction is linear.
Since the graph of time versus 1

[RLU ]t
is linear when washing hands, the

overall reaction has a high probability to be in second order.

3.3 Temperature Dependence
This experiment measured the temperature dependence of the contamination

level when washing hands. To set the initial state constant for every trial, we
took a 15-minute walk after washing hands for 20 seconds at 27°C using the
same soap. The result of the experiment is shown in the tables and the graph
below.

Temperature (°C) Lumitester Smart
(RLU)

Trial 1 25 °C 715 RLU
Trial 2 30 °C 1380 RLU
Trial 3 35 °C 708 RLU
Trial 4 40 °C 591 RLU
Trial 5 45 °C 660 RLU

※ For each trial, we washed our hands for 20 seconds as shown on the safety protocols.
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Trial 1 (25°C) Trial 2 (30°C)

Agar
Plate

Trial 3 (35°C) Trial 4 (40°C) Trial 5 (50°C)

Agar
Plate
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Generally increasing the temperature, the greater chance of sodium oleate
molecules to surround the virus and the higher temperature itself denaturing
proteins decreased the contamination levels. However, the virus, sodium oleate,
and water molecules move rapidly at higher temperature, weakening the inter-
molecular interactions between them; this would cause a sudden increase in the
contamination level at extreme temperature, 45°C in this experiment. Other
than 45°C, the results showed a decreasing trend in the contamination level.

However, there were many fluctuations in the data, meaning that temperature
does not affect the contamination level as much as time. In general, washing
hands at about 40°C would be the most effective.

3.4 New and Old Bar Soap vs. Liquid Soap
Based on the optimal time and temperature from the previous experiments,

washing hands for 20 seconds at 40°C, this experiment was to compare the
effectiveness between the bar soap and liquid soap, and whether the frequency
of soap usage affects the contamination level. The result of the experiment is
shown in the table below.

Bar Soap Liquid Soap
Used 158 RLU 350 RLU
New 246 RLU 314 RLU

Used Bar Soap New Bar Soap

Agar
Plate
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Used Liquid Soap New Liquid Soap

Agar
Plate

Based on the experimental data, the contamination levels of new and old bar
soaps did not have a significant difference. Even the new bar soap came out to
have a higher level; this result implies that the frequency of the bar soap usage
did not affect the contamination level.

When the bar soap is contaminated from people’s hands, the presence of
high pH value in the bar soap allows it to destroy the virus molecules in 5
minutes. Even if there were viruses present on the surface of the bar soap, they
would have died before the reproduction. The tendency of the bar soap to have
a higher pH value than that of liquid soap makes the bar soap function more
effectively: changing the pH value to denature the proteins present in the virus.
This explains the lower contamination level in bar soap compared to liquid soap.

However, different from the results shown in the Lumitester in the form of
ATP level, there was a noticeable difference in the agar plate between bar and
liquid soaps. The ATP level indicated by the Lumitester could not be accurate
since the surfactants present inside the soap works as an inhibitor. Therefore,
in this case, agar plate worked more accurately than the Lumitester to measure
the number of bacterias and germs present in our hands. There were greater
bacterias present in the agar plate from the hands washed with the liquid soap
than that of the bar soap.

There could be many possible reasons for the greater numbers of bacterias
present in the liquid soap. When the janitor refills the liquid soap in the public
restroom, the bacterias from the janitor’s hand could directly be transferred
to the liquid soap. Bacterias such as Serratia marcescens could be present
inside the liquid soap dispenser since they live in warm (25 ∼ 40°C) and moist
environments. In conclusion, liquid soap has a higher chance to be contaminated
than bar soap because of its lower pH value, allowing the virus to survive in it.
[13] [14]
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3.5 Soap vs. Hand Sanitizer vs. Water
Based on the optimal time and temperature from the previous experiments,

washing hands for 20 seconds at 40°C, this experiment was to compare the effec-
tiveness between soap, hand sanitizer, and water. The result of the experiment
is shown in the table below.

Soap Hand Sanitizer Water
Lumitester
Smart
(RLU)

715 RLU 3026 RLU 1176 RLU

Soap Hand Sanitizer Water

Agar
Plate

Since the soap destroys the virus molecules, while the hand sanitizer disrupts
its function, the soap showed the smallest contamination level among the three.
However, the contamination level when washing hands only with water came
out to be lower than that of with a hand sanitizer.

Whereas it is allowed to control many different variables, such as temper-
ature, time, or the frequency of rubbing when washing hands with water, the
only condition allowed to control when using hand sanitizer is time. The vari-
ous controlling factors while washing hands with water could result in the lower
contamination level.

There could be some psychological factors that affected the experimental
results. We thought the alcohol present in hand sanitizer would lower the con-
tamination level. Therefore, it would be possible that we did not rub our hands
enough when using the hand sanitizer, thinking the alcohol disturbs the function
of the virus.

There also could be a chance that the hand sanitizer we used for the ex-
periment was already contaminated. The virus prefers low pH value for its
survival, allowing it to penetrate into the host cells and reproduce; the low pH
value of alcohol in the hand sanitizer could allow the virus to reproduce in it.
For the following reasons, using only the hand sanitizer could result in a higher
contamination level than only washing hands with water. [15]
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4 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Conclusion
4.1.1 The Comparison of the Hypothesis and the Results

As we increased the time spent on washing hands, it decreased the contamina-
tion level, rapidly at first but later constant, supporting our initial hypothesis.
Increasing the temperature also decreased the contamination level; however, dif-
ferent from our hypothesis, there was a sudden increase in the contamination
level at extreme temperature, 45°C.

Different from what we expected, washing hands with bar soap came out to
have a lower contamination level than washing hands with liquid soap. Since
the high pH value in the bar soap destroys the virus molecules, being exposed
to the outer environment nor the frequency of bar soap usage did not affect the
contamination level. Although it was not shown in the Lumitester due to the
surfactant in soap, there were greater numbers of bacterias present in the liquid
soap as shown in the agar plate because of its lower pH value.

When comparing the effectiveness of soap, hand sanitizer, and water, as we
expected, the soap showed the smallest contamination level. However, opposite
from our hypothesis, the hand sanitizer showed higher levels than that of water.
The difference in manipulating variables or psychological factors could lead to
the result. The low pH value of alcohol in the hand sanitizer could also allow
the virus to reproduce in it. There were various unexpected results.

4.1.2 The Optimal Condition for Washing Hands

Summarizing the experimental results, the optimal condition was to wash
hands with bar soap for 20 seconds at 37°C, washing off most viruses and also
preserving the environment.

The contamination level measured by the Lumitester right after coming back
from school was 4235 RLU. All the conditions including washing hands only with
water, hand sanitizer, and liquid soap had a lower contamination level than the
initial state of 4235 RLU. This shows how significant washing hands, in any
form, works to decrease the numbers of viruses and bacterias present.

4.2 Discussion
4.2.1 Suggestion

1. After washing hands, make sure to turn off the tap using a tissue not to
get recontaminated from the faucet.

2. A public hand sanitizer has a risk of contamination. Rather than using
one from the public, it would be safer to get a personal hand sanitizer to
carry around all day.
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3. When the soap stand is moist and filled with water, bacterias and viruses
could accumulate in the stand. After you use the soap and touch the stand
to put it back, there is a high chance to be recontaminated. Keep the soap
stand dry and clean.

4. While we refill the liquid soap, the liquid soap container could easily get
contaminated. However, it is impossible to use a new liquid soap whenever
it runs out; that would cause damage to the environment. When trying to
refill the soap container, make sure to always wash your hands and wear
gloves beforehand.

4.2.2 Limitations

1. Initial State: Although we tried to keep the initial state constant for ev-
ery condition, taking a 15-minute walk after washing hands for 20 seconds
at 27°C using the same soap, it is almost impossible to keep every initial
state constant.

2. Routines for Washing Hands Were Not Always the Same: It is
almost impossible to wash our hands with the same routine for every trial.
For example, we cannot control washing a particular region in our hands
at a particular time.

3. Water Pressure: Depending on the water pressure from the tab, it
could easily wash off the virus or could work oppositely. Since we cannot
measure the water pressure, it might have been the confounding variable
in our experiment.
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1 Introduction

Figure 1: An image of Cheonga’s Lake Park.

1.1 Introduction

Cheongna Lake Park has been a biologically significant part of the city for
the past years. The park has had interactions on not only people’s lives, but on
other animals and plant species as well. Since the park is an artificial creation,
its influence has been tremendous towards multiple aspects of Cheongna. This
research aims to notice those changes in our neighborhood through biological
means such as species diversity, biodiversity, and other ecological factors. The
results would show various biological factors of the park that provide scientific
data to the community.

Cheongna Lake Park began construction in June of 2012 and officially opened
in 2015. Since then, the park has been set to be improved through officials
adding more resources from time to time. For example, in 2020, 6000 more trees
were planted as means of attracting more visitors. These actions affect the entire
environment and diversity of this ecosystem. What makes the purpose of this
experiment so significant is that Cheongna Lake Park is an artificial ecosystem.
This study looks at the effects of what humans have made on the environment,
not the naturally existing ecosystem’s effects. This would be elaborated more
in later pages.

The trees in Lake Park are available to provide many ecological services in
the community. Some of these benefits would include: more oxygen, providing
habitat for animals, and helping maintain biodiversity in the park. However,
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there is no recorded data regarding the biodiversity of the park. This infor-
mation would be helpful in determining trends and patterns of animals that
have pre-existed before the park’s creation. The park has had an influence on
the animals and even plants that lived as it was a part of human action, not a
natural one.

Furthermore, the relationship between the park and humans is yet set to ana-
lyze. These plants and animals are co-existing in the park with us humans. The
function and purpose the park holds and how the park changed the surround-
ing environment is entertaining to study deeply. The park changes patterns of
existing organisms, however simultaneously provides a habitat for them as well.
If we dig in deeper into this topic, it gets more and more interesting.

1.2 Purpose of Research

The purpose of this research is to mainly gather data and information about
the biodiversity of trees in Cheongna Lake Park. This study is able to figure
out how complex this artificial ecosystem is based on its tree diversity. Since
Cheongna Lake Park is the representative “cultural landscape” that people could
notice when visiting Cheongna, looking for biological traits of this location would
be of great value to future research.

Moreover, Lake Park is an artificial ecosystem, which researchers could study
the change over time in animal species and diversity. In other words, as Lake
Park was created, the trends and patterns of genetic diversity in nearby animals
that would have been influenced would be shown. From these results, this study
represents the impact of human intervention in the natural state of animals.
There have been multiple sightings of animals in locations where they are not
normally found, such as cranes in the canalway. These are the results and effects
of the artificial creation of Lake Park. Finding out the general trends for these
occurrences may be helpful in providing explanations.

Overall, the purpose of this research is to find out the importance of trees to
Cheongna Lake Park and how it affects the community as a whole.

1.3 Definition of Terms

• Biodiversity: The variety of living organisms in the world or in a particular
habitat or ecosystem (in this case, trees).

• Ecosystem: A biological community of interacting organisms and their
physical environment.

• Species Diversity: Number of species and abundance of each species dwelling
in a specific region.

• pH: A scale used to specify the acidity or basicity of a substance.
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2 Research Model

2.1 Planning and Ideas

This study was originally set to measure the biodiversity of the entire organism
population in Cheongna Lake Park. However, there were too many confounding
variables and the method on how it was going to be measured was too unsure.
Simply in other words, there was no reliable measure that could be used to
identify the organism biodiversity of Cheongna Lake Park. Therefore, this study
was set to focus on one type of population, which the easiest to measure with
the least influence of was trees.

3 Methodology and Process

3.1 Procedure for Tree Biodiversity

To find out the rough tree biodiversity index in Cheongna Lake Park, there
were a series of complex steps.

• First, I conducted online research on the basic information I had to know.
Some of these were the total area of the park, how many trees there roughly
were, and the ecological state of the park.

– Total Area of Cheongna Lake Park: 690,573m2 [1]

– Area of Lake: 239,174m2 [1]

– Amount of Water: 325,392 ton [1]

– Average Depth: 1.5m [1]

– Rough Total Number of Trees: 70,000 [1]

– Average pH: 7.22 - 7.5 [2]

• Second, I went to Cheongna Lake Park and identified how many species
there were. On the first day of outdoor research, I just identified how
many species there were, not the type of species yet.

• Third, I roughly estimated how many total trees there were using how
many trees were in one area and estimated how large the area contains
trees are. Although this is not an accurate method, it should give us fairly
close results.

• Fourth, I went to Cheongna Lake Park to estimate, this time, how many
trees of each kind was there. I also roughly estimated how many trees
were there using the same method as the total number of trees.

– I used an app called “LeafSnap” that could identify the type of plant
through its leaves. This allowed me to save time as taking a photo
just classified the plant species.
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– There were also already existing signs of the plant names around the
park, so I used those as references as well.

• Fifth, I compiled all the data I collected, and organized them into different
sections.

• Finally, I identified conclusions, discussions, and limitations.

4 Results

4.1 Tree Biodiversity

Table 1: Tree Species in Cheongna Lake Park
Species and Biodiversity

Species Estimated
Number

Pi log(Pi) Pilog(Pi)

Pine Tree 1,000 0.027 -1.57 -0.0424
Zelkova Tree 500 0.013514 -1.87 -0.0253
White Fringetree 500 0.013514 -1.87 -0.0253
Kapok Tree 10,000 0.27027 -0.568 -0.1535
Japanese Maple 5,000 0.135 -0.869 -0.1173
Korean Fir 5,000 0.135 -0.869 -0.1173
Pinus Rigida 2,000 0.054 -1.27 -0.0686
Cornus officinalis 1,000 0.027 -1.57 -0.0424
Euonymus japonicus 1,000 0.027 -1.57 -0.0424
Callicarpa dichotoma 1,000 0.027 -1.57 -0.0424
Lagerstroemia indica 500 0.0135 -1.87 -0.0252
Ulmus parvifolia 500 0.0135 -1.87 -0.0252
Ginkgo biloba 1,000 0.027 -1.57 -0.0424
Cornus kousa 1,000 0.027 -1.57 -0.0424
Weigela subsessilis 500 0.0135 -1.87 -0.0252
Spiraea salicifolia 500 0.0135 -1.87 -0.0252
Yoshino Cherry 1,000 0.027 -1.57 -0.0424
Quercus acutissima 500 0.0135 -1.87 -0.0252
Cornus alba 500 0.0135 -1.87 -0.0252
Others* 4000 0.108 -0.967 -0.104

*The ”Others” category includes multiple species whose number is too small to be included
individually

This is the biodiversity index value for this sample set. The higher the biodiversity index
value, the more diverse the sample. The procedure to obtain the biodiversity index is described
below.

• In the formula, Pi is the number of a particular kind of plant divided by the total
number of plants observed.
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• Multiply the values in the Pi and number of trees per species

• Using the calculator, find the log of Pi.

• Finally, to get a diversity value for the whole set of data, sum all the values (log of Pi)
and multiply this times the “magic number” –2.303.

4.2 Factors of Ecosystem
How Cheongna Lake Park changed the ecological patterns of specific animals and plants

nearby:

• There have been multiple sightings of unusual bird species near the canalway of Lake
Park.

– This shows that the construction of the park has altered the ecosystem, which
has had impacts on the birds. As fishes are introduced to the canalway, there
would be more predators nearby their habitats. This example represents the idea
that human interaction shapes the habitats of the population or organisms that
exist in the ecosystem. Additionally, it could change the migratory patterns of
seasonal birds that take shelter in areas near Cheongna, as the addition of a park
either decreases or increases the frequency of staying.

∗ It increases the frequency of staying as there are now resources available for
birds such as the water, trees, and food.

∗ It decreases the frequency of staying as there are now more people, meaning
that there are more threats to their survivability.

• Trees are nearby paths, it is placed where the people want them to be.

– Trees cannot grow on paths or roads where people walk, but instead grow near
the bodies of water. Every year, the unwanted trees that are in areas where
they should not be are cut off. This shows that humans could control how the
ecosystem is shaped, and which species can stay where.

• Multiple organism species are able to live in the artificially created park.

– The park is able to sustain organisms that originally were not able to survive
without the aid of surrounding environments. The park provides shelter, food,
resources and protection for the species.

5 Conclusion
The results that I have gained from this study is the estimated biodiversity index of

Cheongna Lake Park. It was found to be approximately 2.5695, a relatively high value for an
ecosystem. This classifies the park to be a location where it could hold many different species,
as this value is only for trees, not accounting for the fact that there are other species such
as plants and animals. However, there are some drawbacks and limitations to this research.
First, we cannot guarantee that the number of species and the number of trees per species is
accurate or approximately close enough to determine the actual tree biodiversity of Cheongna
Lake Park. If there was more time and experts that could help identify the species and ap-
proximate the number of trees per species more accurately, then this study could represent
data that would reflect much more approximate results. Second, if we want to compare the
biodiversity index of tree species in other parks, we would have to use the same or similar
method as this research for the method to not be flawed.

Therefore, I conclude that Cheongna Lake Park has a relatively high biodiversity index
among ecosystems given the fact that it excludes many other species.
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Somebody’s Watching

Kristin Park

Abstract

The overall purpose of this study was to show that surveillance states are
happening and have been. In a sense, The Scarlet Letter plays a role in
proving this point. The study was designed to analyze the past of the novel’s
influence in Puritan Boston and study the current state of surveillance states
in authoritarian regimes such as China. Totalitarian states may begin to
follow the trend of diffusing into a surveillance state; however, The Scarlet
Letter successfully shows how surveillance negatively affects people and the
human mind. The novel reflects surveillance states on so many different levels
(including but not limited to):

• The plot of the novel itself

• Particular characters of the novel

• The author’s past

• The Puritan 17th century
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1 Introduction

1.1 Significance of the topic

Surveillance means to be observed by someone, which has both a positive and
negative impact on people. Some are more comfortable with the fact that there
is someone always watching them to create, perhaps, a better environment. On
the other hand, others feel pressure from society to live up to society’s social
expectations and morals. In The Scarlet Letter, readers can witness both of
these situations. Roger Chillingworth’s character represents the former, and
the latter compared to the character Arthur Dimmesdale. Dimmesdale is the
epitome of adverse effects that surveillance can have on an individual, causing
him extreme paranoia. Dimmesdale suffers the effects of surveillance both due
to his actions and the control of Chillingworth. Dimmesdale is pressured to keep
up with his obligations as the minister of the town. The purpose of this paper is
to show the effects of surveillance, analyze critical characteristics of surveillance
states, and create a parallel between surveillance states and characters of The
Scarlet Letter.

1.2 Introduction to Surveillance States

Surveillance states are taking over our lives whether we think so or not. It
is happening. Surveillance states are happening. With the proliferation of
tracing apps due to the pandemic and protests, and the physical surveillance
from CCTVs, people have begun to consider such matters more deeply.

Several states in the United States of America have adopted restrictions in
police and government agencies’ usage of facial recognition technology after the
American Civil Liberties Union has proved that such surveillance methods could
be an incredibly inaccurate standard for making decisions. Additionally, promi-
nent human rights groups, such as Amnesty International, have shown their po-
sitions against expanding surveillance powers, especially during the pandemic.

In times where the world is becoming genuinely vulnerable, surveillance states
are becoming more of a trend, and governments worldwide are employing surveil-
lance technologies to suppress or go against protestors. Many companies such
as Google and Huawei have been accused of handling tremendous amounts of
private data for the government. We are aware that even before the pandemic,
many countries had broad digital surveillance capabilities, as the United States
of America’s National Security Agency whistleblower, Edward Snowden, re-
vealed in 2013.

While it may seem easy to blame the government and authorities for their
power on citizens, the most effective tool for Big Brother, who is “watching over
us,” is made from our own choices: using smartphones. The superb example of
something close to a surveillance state in the modern day would be China: its
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surveillance system relies on the justification that its actions are in the name of
national security and social stability, planning to develop a “Golden Shield” to
allow easy access to local, national, and regional records on every citizen of their
country. Undoubtedly, this system blocks websites such as Google, Facebook,
and The New York Times. Freedom House has proven that citizens in China
have the worst internet freedom on the entire planet and that now, China’s
Communist Party is building a monstrous data-gathering system to achieve
their decade-long dream of invading privacy.

For quite some time, the Chinese government scrutinized citizens for being
disloyal, and now the government has begun to record individual citizens’ polit-
ical stances, associations, consumer habits, and more. The Chinese Communist
Party has revealed that their agenda is to “keep(ing) trust and constraints
against breaking trust.” As of now, the system only applies to those who vol-
untarily decide to be a part of the system, but they say that, by 2025, the
whole system would become mandatory. More than 100,000 citizens are boast-
ing their social credit scores online, including their “holistic rating of character”
by massive e-commerce conglomerates.

The scope of the system has been predicted to be alarmingly wide, and we
can only assume what political stances or what particular purchases would allow
your social credit score to increase. For now, nobody is sure of the boundaries
of government’s that are planning on taking a surveillance system and how they
will score people based on what standards, but predictions show that many
potential aspects of scoring systems would have a strongly negative psycholog-
ical and social impact on citizens, to the extent that they would refer to the
government’s acts as doxxing.

Many argue that the possibility of the government’s control is “authoritar-
ianism, (and) gamified,” while others say that the problem of lack of trust is
what many welcome such systems. Essentially, the role of private companies in
government surveillance might become morally ambiguous, and it can be equi-
tably asserted that in most societies, there should be a clear separation between
private and public scoring mechanisms that might have the power to determine
citizens’ rights or privileges without recourse.

Like any invasive observation, surveillance states pose severe threats to free-
dom, liberty, and human rights. Citizens are already beginning to and will most
likely feel repressed to express themselves because of the fear that their informa-
tion will be read from every movement they make, that they will be penalized
for all actions that they make, and that the government will criticize them for
all beliefs that these individuals have. It may be the intention of the govern-
ment to do this, but it is certainly not what the majority of citizens wish. With
this pattern, surveillance will become a trend and diffuse across authoritarian
regimes and continue to other parts.
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2 The Scarlet Letter

2.1 Psychological Summarization

The Scarlet Letter is a very psychological novel that includes aspects of a
romantic bildungsroman. The novel is set in a Puritan colony where everyone
is under pressure to expose secrets, set apart from their community, from each
other, and themselves. The cognition presented in The Scarlet Letter might
reasonably be the starting point of surveillance states with its many similarities
displayed in specific characteristics. Almost all characters are under the burden
of making a forced strenuous effort psychologically, making it prone for these
individuals to form a progressively worse state of mind. Because of the pressur-
ing nature of observation that can be seen in the plot of the novel, The Scarlet
Letter shows how surveillance negatively impacts people and can significantly
affect societies, for instance, creating a source of isolation in characters, such as
the protagonist Hester Prynne. Along with Hester, Pearl, Hester’s daughter, is
alienated from the rest of the children on account of her mother’s offense. All
principal characters to the plot seem to be collectively isolated from society in
their ways.

Hawthorne generally presents the theme of human isolation with highly com-
plex variations to it. Hester feels isolated because of the perception that people
have of her, not because she willingly put herself in such a position. Heston
Prynne tries to reestablish relationships with other people and tries to be more
able and honest after she has the scarlet letter embroidered onto her. She is
shunned by Puritan society and is primarily alone if her daughter is not around.
The loneliness of all characters creates an impact and highlights the significance
of surveillance affecting the isolation of these characters. All characters are so-
cial outcasts as they either have committed original sin (adultery), have a deep
desire to seek revenge, or have a purely rebellious and hostile attitude towards
the world. Living in their worlds, being shamed by society, being closely ob-
served by the people in their atmospheres, these characters have little to no
”actual” communication with the world. The significance of each character will
be explored further in the following paragraphs.

2.2 The Significance of the Character Arthur Dimmesdale

Dimmesdale is a character that reflects the unsureness of the soul. He holds
the responsibility of performing as a Puritan reverend and is regarded as one of
”the chosen ones” until he realizes his sins of performing adultery and begins to
consider himself a hypocrite. With this, the moral ambiguity of Arthur Dimmes-
dale plays a pivotal role in The Scarlet Letter. The extent of the firmness of
Dimmesdale desiring to be a genuine and proper person, especially emphasized
by the pressures of his social status and social role, makes him seem like a
”right person,” and the contrasting sinful behavior makes readers perceive him
as morally ambiguous.
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It has been studied that some of the most compelling characters are morally
ambiguous. Characters with moral ambiguity, like any other character, have
good sorts and wrong sorts. A finding of an experiment shows that different
character types are appealing for different reasons. Good characters are liked
because they are likable and flawed characters are not liked as much but equally
engage in the story as the good characters. However, morally ambiguous char-
acters, like Dimmesdale, are enjoyable but liked less, and this implies the much
impact that social expectations have on people that reflect morally ambiguous
characters.

Readers can acknowledge that although Dimmesdale has committed sin and
crime, he strives to be the right person. Dimmesdale is afraid of revealing his
sins but knows that it is wrong for him not to speak up because of his social
responsibility. Dimmesdale’s hidden wrongdoing began to affect not only his
physical but also his intellectual health. We can see this when Dimmesdales’
sorrow begins to affect his career: ”His intellectual gifts, his moral perceptions,
his power of experiencing and communicating emotion, were kept in a state of
preternatural activity by the prick and anguish of daily life.” Feeling guilt for
doing something wrong can reasonably be the standard of what makes a right
person. Even when Dimmesdale does repent his sins, Dimmesdale gives up his
responsibility as a father and husband. The result of Hester and Dimmesdale’s
perceived ”mistake” is Pearl. Pearl has, in various situations, shown her lone-
liness and expressed her feeling of isolation from affection. The reason why
readers are left with a feeling of dissatisfaction even after Dimmesdale publicly
repents is the emptiness that makes him, once again, morally ambiguous. The
moral ambiguity of him taking responsibility for his prominent position, but
irresponsibility as a leading family member, questions the readers whether or
not guardianship of public morals has been imposed. Readers ponder upon
the extent to which Dimmesdale’s intellectual health is supposed to hinder his
responsibility as a human.

In the Puritan context, hard work was a significant factor in what was valued.
All efforts of Puritans were reflected on God and His provision as a sign of
salvation. Here, the significance of Dimmesdale’s role in society is highlighted.
Dimmesdale was a hard-working man, and he was credited for the motivational
speech he gave at the festival, nearing the end of the novel and Dimmesdale’s
life. However, this contributes to the readers being discouraged from identifying
Dimmesdale as either purely evil or purely good. Dimmesdale is a man who was
seemingly the opposite of an Antinomian, as he was hard working and proved
his intellect with the faith he spread around surrounding people. Unfortunately,
with the dramatic irony used in the context, readers know that he has committed
adultery. Then, as mentioned previously, he is not really what is expected
of Purtain reverends. With this perception, readers see a particular taint in
Dimmesdale as he becomes less motivated to spread the gospel.
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In conclusion, Dimmesdale was proven to be a morally ambiguous character
because of the behavior that he regularly showed throughout the novel, allowing
readers to perceive him as a hopeless yet hopeful character. Readers swayed from
expecting the best from Dimmesdale, then were disappointed after his unfruitful
actions that led to more mistakes and dread- supporting the concluding thought
that Dimmesdale was that character who made the novel continually emphasize
the moral ambiguity of humanity. In this way, we can say that Dimmesdale
was the victim of surveillance states as he was being watched by everyone,
under pressure to act in specific ways. Under his pressures to meet up with the
pressure he felt from social expectations. Like the morally ambiguous role of
private companies that work for the government, Dimmesdale lost consciousness
of his identity as a person who had an expected role.

2.3 The Significance of the Character Roger Chillingworth

Some would refer to Chillingworth as the antagonist of The Scarlet Letter and
perhaps accuse him of more villainy than Hawthorne might have attempted.
Some refer to him as the “goodness perverted,” an “unrepentant sinner,” and
even distinguish him as “divorced from God.” As Hester Prynn’s original hus-
band, readers can all probably empathize with the fury he must have undergone
with his wife cheating on him. His only intentions bloom in the novel to be-
come a story of pure revenge. Two lovers (Hester and Dimmesdale) happened
to become pursued by evil intentions that forced them into awfully dramatic
deaths, and it can be claimed that this is because of Chillingworth’s actions.
The novel did not simply deal with the ideas of “good” or “evil,” it was more
like the paradoxical definition of expressing what can be seen as good with evil
intentions and what may have begun with evil intentions, ending up with a
perceivably good result.

Some would refer to Chillingworth as the antagonist of The Scarlet Letter and
perhaps accuse him of more villainy than Hawthorne might have attempted.
Some refer to him as the “goodness perverted,” an “unrepentant sinner,” and
even distinguish him as “divorced from God.” As Hester Prynn’s original hus-
band, readers can all probably empathize with the fury he must have undergone
with his wife cheating on him. His only intentions bloom in the novel to be-
come a story of pure revenge. Two lovers (Hester and Dimmesdale) happened
to become pursued by evil intentions that forced them into awfully dramatic
deaths, and it can be claimed that this is because of Chillingworth’s actions.
The novel did not simply deal with the ideas of “good” or “evil,” it was more
like the paradoxical definition of expressing what can be seen as good with evil
intentions and what may have begun with evil intentions, ending up with a
perceivably good result.
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3 Nathaniel Hawthorne and Historical Context

3.1 About the Author

Nathaniel Hawthorne is a Puritan writer who mainly wrote to transform the
thought of God, make Him more relevant to the universe, and glorify Him.
Surprisingly though, Hawthorne had strong beliefs, but with carved anonymity
in his life and literature and being morbidly shy and reserved.

Most of Hawthorne’s works were influenced by his ancestors, namely John
Hathorne. Hathorne was a magistrate of the Massachusetts Bay Colony and
Salem, Massachusetts. As one of the leading judges in the Salem witch trials,
Hathorne created a great source of guilt for Hawthorne, who changed his last
name from Hathorne to Hawthorne before going to college, as he believed that
the last name Hathorne held guilt in the name. Guilt was a central literary
theme in The Scarlet Letter.

3.2 Puritan Life

The novel is set in 17th century Puritan Boston, Massachusetts, during 1642-
1649. The core of the storyline revolves around the Puritan movement, which be-
gan when King Henry VIII announced England’s independence from the Church
of Rome and made himself head of the Church of England because he wanted
to divorce his wife. He was the one to form the Church of England.

There was little difference between the Anglo Church and the Roman Catholic
Church, but later, with the spread of Protestant reformers, the idea of the church
began to change. People thought the Church of England retained too many of
the Roman Catholic Church’s superstitious practices and wanted more straight-
forward truths and less structured forms of worship like the earlier Christian
because they wanted to purify the church of England. With this strong desire
for purification came their names: the Puritans. Puritans believe that humans
exist for the glory of God, that the Bible is the sole expression of God’s will,
that the elector of saints can not take salvation for granted, that each individ-
ual is deprived because of original sin, and that the good is accomplished only
through continual hard work and self-discipline: the puritan work ethic.

The Scarlet Letter is set in seventeenth-century New England, and Hawthorne
successfully depicts the Puritanism found there. As explained, this was when the
church was the center of life in many New England towns. The church provided
religious guidance and a place for social gatherings, and a chance for neighbors
to keep in touch. In every town, the church was a leading force of the local
government. It could influence the courts to impose penalties on crimes against
the Ten Commandments. Crimes such as adultery were obvious violations that
carried significant legal penalties. These examples of Hawthorne’s fond past
led him to believe that maybe the Puritan lifestyle is not all it is cracked up
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to be. Continually forcing religion on the children has created an absence of
purpose from the religion and the religion itself because they did not allow the
children to choose independently. According to “The Scarlet Letter Project,”
“The younger generation of the Puritans did not feel that same connection as
did their ancestors who came to this country for their religion.” With forced
implementations of beliefs, the children, such as Hawthorne, began to separate
themselves from the inner and actual spiritual connections with the church of
God. Like this, 17th-century Puritan England was beginning to show signs of
surveillance on citizens, not allowing them to believe what they wanted to by
forcing some morale that they believed was right.

Nathaniel Hawthorne also believed that we do not have to be shunned or
banned because of a mistake. He believed that we all make mistakes and learn
from those mistakes that we can be judged for as human beings—being judged
on and being forced to believe in a certain way is an entirely different idea.
For this reason, Nathaniel Hawthorne shows his critical attitude towards the
Puritans in his book. He shows his critical attitude by focusing on Hester
Prynne, the exact parallel of the bold disobedience against the Puritan way of
life. Because Nathaniel Hawthorne believed that we should not be punished for
a mistake, he wrote his book to show the ways that Puritans were extreme and
unappealing to most people, as is surveillance. Perhaps Hawthorne was predict-
ing that the world would become a creepy globe full of surveillance designed by
the authorities.

3.3 The Mid 17th Century

One critical historical period that should be highlighted is the time during
the Salem witch trials. The trials are visibly a significant factor that contributes
to the historical context of the novel. These witch trials were a continual series
of hearings and prosecutions of people who were blatantly accused of witchcraft
in Massachusetts during the 1690s. Whether they were guilty or not, people
were killed. Hawthorne hints in his novel that people’s intentions should also be
considered and that maybe sometimes, mere evidence is not the only contribut-
ing factor in making a decision. The trials resulted in executions of primarily
innocent women and later was proved and admitted that many of them were
not involved in witchcraft. The Salem witch trials are an excellent example
of the adverse impact authority can have without knowing what individuals’
intentions were, another reason why The Scarlet Letter and surveillance states
share a strong parallel.
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4 Conclusion

4.1 The Parallel

With more expansion caused by surveillance, people are opening themselves
up to risks that they are unaware of. Extensively growing technology, especially
during the pandemic, is growing surveillance that encourages states to consider
regulating ways to use personal information proactively.

The object of this paper was to reveal the internal states of characters and
describe the comparison between surveillance states and The Scarlet Letter. It
focuses on the complex lives of characters that portray what being pressured and
overlooked by authority, or even oneself can be like, exploring various aspects
of mental activity. One sinful event haunts key characters’ pasts and futures,
being condemned with punishment, making promises with no confidence, and
seeking revenge against the wrong.
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Appraisal Theory:
Applying Resilience Programs to

ICS Students to Strengthen
Cognitive Limits

Han Na Shin

Abstract

With the addition of middle school students studying high school curriculums,
Ivy Collegiate School can be defined as a highly stressful environment
(Lazarus and Folkman 1984). However, each student has a different approach
to such stressful environments in which some appraise as extreme, while others
are less affected. Through a survey reflecting appraisal components, emotions,
and coping style, the coping strategies of the ICS middle-high school student
body were identified (Lowe and Bennet, 2003). Out of 18 respondents, 12
respondents (66.7%) applied a support-seeking coping strategy, common in
collectivist cultures, based on the five-factor coping model as hypothesized
(Boo and Wicherts, 2007). Yet, certain barriers that limit the extent at which
students can seek help exist in the ICS community. As a result, facilitators of
support-seeking tendencies have been proposed in addition to student
resilience programs to allow students to manage stress.
Keywords: highly stressful environment, appraisal, coping style,
support-seeking coping strategy
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1 Introduction

1.1 Appraisal in Highly Stressful Environments

The increase of mental disorders and the number of diagnoses have been
constantly rising. The World Health Organization (WHO) records from 2017
that the world has experienced a “13% rise in mental health conditions and
substance use disorders” over the past decade in which children and adolescents
contribute to 20% of the world’s “mental health condition.”

To combat internalizing disorders with “depressive, anxiety. . . and somatic”
symptoms that are closely related to “distress,” (Schwartz and Mayeux, 2011)
positive appraisal methods are used, preventing the exacerbation of the “vicious
cycle” of stressful experiences, negative interpretation, mood, cognition, and
behaviour (Myers, 2011, 589). Instead of succumbing to the negative mood,
pessimism, and self-blame, optimistic approaches to a stressful event can reduce
the risk of developing a psychological disorder.

While the appraisal methods in response to stressful events are partially de-
termined by innate traits that individuals carry from birth, the effects of the
environment also carry an important role. However, resilience, which results in
“positive outcomes despite [the] adversity” of a situation, is stabilized through
the interaction between the two factors (Giordano et al. 2020). As a result,
altering the cognitive approach to stress requires much time and practice.

Ivy Collegiate School (ICS) consists of a student body that can be mainly
categorized into two groups, depending on the type of courses provided by the
faculty: elementary and middle-high school. In addition to the highly academ-
ically focused curriculums, the system that encourages middle school students
to study the same courses as high schools students creates a highly stressful en-
vironment, where there may be levels of harm (psychological damage that has
occurred), threat (the chance of harm in the near future), and challenge (the
experience of having demands for a subject) (Lazarus and Folkman, 1984).

1.2 Purpose

In order to allow students to interpret situations as less stressful without
altering the school system and purpose, several methods of practicing positive
appraisal found in resilience programs have been analyzed in relation to the
coping methods of the ICS middle-high school student body. Such constructive
strategies will be referred to improve either the appraisal methods of students,
or the environment that does not include the academic basis.
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1.3 Hypothesis

Within the five-factor model of coping, the population of the ICS student
body was expected to have a support-seeking coping strategy, a coping strat-
egy that is positively correlated with collectivist cultures (Shulruf et al., 2007)
that is represented in Korea, where most families of ICS students reside. This
collectivist identity is enhanced by the size of the student body, which brings in
the image of a “family” and interconnectedness. Furthermore, in environments
with “academic stressors” support-seeking coping strategies were most used in
the “early and middle adolescent” population, most reflected in the ICS student
body (Griffith et al., 2000).

2 Methodology: Understanding Coping Styles
in ICS

Through a survey method, three factors were measured to understand the
coping or appraisal styles of ICS middle-high school students: appraisal compo-
nents, emotions, and coping methods in response to a hypothetical situation.

Appraisal, or the interpretation of an aversive event, is determined by several
appraisal components. The primary appraisal components that are followed
by the secondary appraisal components consist of motivational relevance, the
degree of “reward” or “threat,” (Dietze and Knowles, 2016) and motivational
congruence, the degree of alignment between intrinsic and extrinsic motivators.
The secondary components are problem-focused coping potential, the extent at
which source of stress is controlled or removed through problem solving, and
emotion-focused coping potential, the extent at which the associated emotions
are controlled, rather than the stressful event itself (Carroll, 2013). Secondary
components are determined by two factors: future expectancy, the potential
of the situation becoming more favourable, and accountability, the object or
person to have responsibility for the situation (Smith and Lazarus, 1993).

Different emotions are caused by their corresponding appraisals. From Lazarus’s
nine basic negative emotions – anger, fright, anxiety, guilt, shame, sadness, envy,
jealousy, and disgust – anger, anxiety, sadness, and disgust were the emotions of
interest that most resembled the responses to the stressful situation provided.
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Figure 1

Figure 1: Five factor model of the CCSC-R1.

Adapted from Assessing Cognitive and Behavioural Coping Strategies in Children, by Boo,

Gerly M. de and Wicherts, Jelte M., 2007.

In 1999, Eyers and Sandler proposed a four-factor model of coping strate-
gies. However, the five-factor model was applied in this study as it was proved
to be more accurate relative to the previous model (Boo and Wicherts, 2007;
Camisasca et al., 2012). This is due to the fact that five-factor models separate
measurements of “Positive Cognitive Restructuring” and “Direct Problem Solv-
ing” as shown in Table 1 (Boo and Wicherts, 2007). The coping strategies in
the five-factor model consist of Direct Problem Solving, Positive Cognitive Re-
structuring, Distraction Strategies, Avoidance Strategies, and Support-Seeking
Strategies. Since the purpose of the study focuses on the negative appraisal
patterns of the ICS middle-high school student body to alter such repetitive
processes, Direct Problem Solving and Positive Cognitive Restructuring, ap-
proach coping strategies that is “directed toward” the threat itself to result in
“more positive outcomes” (Dubow and Rubinlicht, 2011), were discarded from
the study. Although Support-Seeking Strategies are classified under approach
coping methods, the category was included as there was a possibility for the
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analyzed programs to be labeled as Support-Seeking. This resulted in three
strategies of interest: Distraction Strategies that involve distraction from the
stressor and the relieving of emotions by “engaging in sports, exercise, music,
yoga, and meditation” (Labrague, 2020). As a result, this strategy only acts
as a short-term reliever (Folkman and Lazarus, 1988); Avoidance Strategies,
thoughts and behaviours of denial to minimize stress. This coping mechanism
is “closely linked to distress and depression” as it may contribute to the devel-
opment of new stressors regarding finance, health, and social relationships when
correlating emotions are expressed (Holahan et al. 2011); and Support-Seeking
Strategies that concern asking for support of actions and feelings to face the
stressor (Positive Psychology Center) when the source of stress has not been
resolved.

Figure 2

Figure 2: A Comparison Between the Four-Factor Model and the Five-Factor
Model.

Adapted from Assessing Cognitive and Behavioural Coping Strategies in Children, by Boo,

Gerly M. de and Wicherts, Jelte M., 2007. Red outlines indicate the differences between the

two models: the four-factor model interprets “Positive Cognitive Restructuring” and “Direct

Problem Solving” as a category under “Active Coping,” while the five-factor model places the

two measurements either establish a new section using these measurements, or under different
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and separate categories. In terms of the Children’s Coping Strategies Checklist (CCSC), the

latter is true, in which “Positive Cognitive Restructuring” is under “Direct Emotion Focused”

and “Direct Problem Solving” is under “Problem Focused.” The type of five-factor model

used in this study regarding ICS was irrelevant as the three other coping categories, “Distrac-

tion Strategies,” “Avoidance Strategies,” and “Support Seeking Strategies” were overlapping

features of both models.

Survey Questiosn

The ICS middle-high school student body was given a hypothetical situation
that would act as a stressful event in which appraisal components, emotions,
and coping strategies could be measured: “Imagine that it is final exam season.
During lunch at school, you notice a classmate approaching you. The classmate
tells you about an extracurricular project that would close submissions soon
and asks if you would like to participate together. The classmate leaves after
saying that you could reply when you were feeling comfortable.”

The survey questions, adapted from Rob Lowe and Paul Bennet (2003), asked
“How important is this situation to you?” to measure motivational relevance;
“How much of a positive aspect (anything that you wanted or content about)
is there in the given situation?” to measure motivational congruence; “How
certain are you that you would be able to make the situation the way you want it
to be?” to measure problem-focused coping potential; “How certain are you that
you would be able to emotionally handle the situation?” to measure emotion-
focused coping potential; “How do you expect the situation would change (in the
future)?” to measure future expectancy; “How much do you consider yourself
to be responsible for the situation?” to measure self-accountability; “How much
do you consider your classmate to be responsible for the situation?” to measure
other-accountability; “How do you feel?” to measure emotion; “What would
you do in response to the situation?” to measure coping strategies; and “How
stressed do you feel?” to measure stress level (see Appendix). Numerical values
such as appraisal components and stress level were measured with a scale from
1 to 9 (1 represented none at all ; 9 represented very much).

3 Results

Survey responses were analyzed in terms of scores from 1 to 9 and repeated
themes in other studies. There were 18 student responses recorded in this study,
with an average age of 14.44. This was consistent with the observation of the
general middle-high school population of ICS, which was mostly represented by
early adolescents – ages 10 to 14– and middle adolescents – ages 15 to 17 (Child
Health Program, 2013). The current student body may have reflected the traits
of a relatively younger group with a higher sense of achievement and internal
locus of control (Mefoh, 2018; Barón, 2010), encouraging a greater number of
early adolescent students studying in a high school curriculum.
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Motivational relevance values had a value of 5.389, higher than the mean of
motivational congruence of 4.94. This showed that the respondents were given a
relatively “meaningful” situation, but moderately “undesirable” (Low, Bennet,
2003).

Although problem-focused coping approaches the source of stress itself, the
survey showed that the mean of emotion-focused coping potential, 6.0, was
higher than that of the problem-focused coping potential, 5.167, indicating that
the students had more focus on controlling and managing the related emotions
rather than the stressor. This result in the secondary appraisal components was
consistent with the correlated emotion of “fear” and “anxiety”(Roseman, 1984;
Scherer, 1984), in which 13 out of 18 respondents selected “anxious” as their
emotion.

Future expectancy values had a mean of 5.94. This was parallel to having
a relatively high expectancy or little helplessness in a stressful environment
(Smith, 1993). However, with emotional control, emotion-focused coping poten-
tial, higher than the controllability of stressors or the problem, problem-focused
coping potential (Folkman, Lazarus, 1980), it can be inferred that the students
did not have a sense control over the cause of the hypothetical situation itself,
but did view their own reactions and consequent events as controllable.

Self-accountability had a mean of 6.056, which was higher than that of other-
accountability at 5.61. This meant that the emotion of “guilt” for “self-blame”
was greater than “anger” for “other-blame” in the experience of the relatively
stressful event (Roseman, 1984; Scherer, 1984), with a mean of 5.56 as the
perceived stress.
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Figure 3

Figure 3: ICS Coping Strategies.

Support-seeking strategies were indicated by, “Ask a friend or family member for advice;

talk to a counselor.” Distraction strategies were indicated by, “Distract yourself from what

the classmate had said (ex. playing sports/games, doing the house chores, going shopping).”

Avoidant strategies were indicated by, “Avoid the classmate at school; imagine that the class-

mate had never asked you anything.”

The most common coping style of the ICS middle-high school body was con-
sistent with the hypothesis as 12 respondents (66.7%) referred to a support-
seeking coping strategy to manage the given stressful environment (Figure 2).
Avoidant coping strategies were the least popular coping style with 1 respondent
depending on such coping mechanisms. This may be explained by the collec-
tivist culture of ICS, which contrast individualistic ideologies that represent the
“avoidant” population (Hu et al., 2018).
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3.1 Discussion

The survey questions, rated from 1 to 9, had a mean range from 4.94 to
6.056. As a result, the analysis of appraisal components and stress levels were
not extreme enough to allow a clear conclusion. However, these results may
not have represented the entire ICS population due to the small number of
respondents.

The relatively moderate stress level perceived in the given hypothetical situ-
ation may have been caused by the differences among the components and ten-
dencies in reaction to a stressful environment. While the majority of the scores
were clustered in the higher ranges, there were several respondents that had per-
ceived little stress: one respondent selected 1, two respondents selected 2, and
the fourth respondent selected 3 as their stress level. The four respondents who
had a low stress perception had high problem-focused coping potential, emotion-
focused coping potential, and future expectancy. This was consistent with pre-
ceding studies, which indicated such correlations between perceived stress and
coping strategies (Lavoie, 2013; Garbóczy et al., 2021) – while emotion-focused
coping strategies allow for the “acceptance” of the situation, problem-focused
coping strategies allow the individual to “minimize the threat” and have higher
“perceived coping efficacy,” which leads to a sense of change in the situation
(future expectancy).

The observed variability of appraisal components may have been influenced
by the personality of each individual, measured with scores using categories
from the “Big Five” established by the American psychologist Lewis Goldberg
in 1993. For instance, individuals with high neuroticism tend to have a greater
reaction to stress, appraising the stressor as threatening (Costa and McCrae,
1987; Penley and Tomaka, 2002), while extraverted and conscientious personal-
ities are “are less affected by daily stresses.” (Marnie, 2008). However, it is still
a grey area as to which factors, personality, social relations, or circumstances,
play a greater role in affecting behaviour and cognition.

3.2 Applying Facilitative Methods to ICS

As hypothesized and represented, the ICS student body mostly relies on
support-seeking coping strategies to manage a stressful situation, which is a suc-
cessful method in maintaining mental health (Law and Guo, 2012). Yet, studies
have been able to find that males were more resistant to ask for help due to
cultural standards and gender typing(Komiya et al., 2000; Lindinger-Sternart,
2014). This establishes a major clash and allows for the acknowledgement of
barriers to support-seeking as the majority of students in ICS are male. Barriers
that may influence support-seeking tendencies have been identified in a review
paper by Gulliver et al. (2010):

• “Stigma and embarrassment” of public perception may hinder identifying
an illness or seeking help.
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• Individuals may be able to notice their distress, but may experience “prob-
lems recognising symptoms” and label such symptoms as “normal” (Eisen-
berg, 2007).

• Younger people may have a “preference for self-reliance” as seeking sup-
port may be a sign of weakness.

• Lack of “confidentiality and trust” in the fear of exposure, which may lead
to certain attitudes, may prevent individuals from seeking help.

• Individuals may have “hopelessness” with the common pattern of search-
ing for less support with more distress.

Students who are more prone to seeking support may have been affected by
facilitators:

• “Positive past experiences” of seeking help may cause individuals to be
more likely to seek more help.

• Having “social support and encouragement from others,” such as parents,
experts, or friends, to seek support have a positive influence on support-
seeking tendencies.

• “Emotional competence” or the ability to articulate and identify emotions
encourages seeking support (Rickwood et al., 2014).

In order to reduce such barriers that may prevent the community from failing
to take full advantage over this coping strategy, the preceding facilitating factors
may be applied to the ICS middle-high school student body.

Mental health societies provide resilience services for a myriad of groups,
including students (Positive Psychology Center, Kent Resilience Hub). These
provisions support Gulliver’s factors of “social support and encouragement from
others” to facilitate support-seeking tendencies. In an environment where stu-
dents have easy access to programs, or help from others, the familiarity principle
may take place, causing the mere-exposure effect. Consequently, students may
be more willing to engage in such programs based on the experiences of others
who have had “positive past experiences.” This strategy of exposing individuals
by adopting facilitative methods may be able to maximize the use of support-
seeking strategies and reduce stress levels in the highly stressful environment.
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5 Appendix A

Hypothetical Situation Given in the Survey

“Imagine that it is final exam season. During lunch at school, you notice a
classmate approaching you. The classmate tells you about an extracurricular
project that would close submissions soon and asks if you would like to partici-
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pate together. The classmate leaves after saying that you could reply when you
were feeling comfortable.”

6 Appendix B

Survey Purposes and Question

Purpose Question (Scored 1 - 9)

Motivational Relevance How important is this situation to you?
Motivational Congruence How much of a positive aspect (any-

thing that you wanted or content
about) is there in the given situation?

Problem-Focused Coping Potential How certain are you that you would be
able to make the situation the way you
want it to be?

Emotion-Focused Coping Potential How certain are you that you would be
able to emotionally handle the situa-
tion?

Future Expectancy How do you expect the situation would
change (in the future)?

Self-Accountability How much do you consider yourself to
be responsible for the situation?

Other-Accountability How much do you consider your class-
mate to be responsible for the situa-
tion?

Emotion How do you feel?
Coping Strategies What would you do in response to the

situation?” to measure coping strate-
gies; and “How stressed do you feel?

Perceived Stress Level How stressed do you feel?

Adapted from Exploring Coping Reactions to Work-Stress: Application of an Appraisal

Theory, Rob Lowe and Paul Bennet, 2003.
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A Comparison Of Population
Growth Factors Between

Cheongna and Songdo

Hayden Lee
Seoyun Jang

Abstract

Currently the world’s population is increasing, although the growth rate is
decreasing. Population growth is mainly modeled in two ways, exponential
growth and logistic growth. Two of the cities in Incheon, Cheongna and
Songdo, show logistic and exponential growth, respectively. Though they are
not far apart, they had different population growth due to the difference in the
number of colleges, number of houses, and transportation factors that include
the number of bus lines, the number of subway stations, and the population
density. We have also considered other factors such as the number of hospitals,
elementary, middle, and high schools, etc, which did not seem to affect the
growth of population. We have also modeled the population growth of
Cheongna and Songdo as equations, and calculated the error bounds of the
equations when compared by the actual population and got an error bound of
Cheongna being 22.75%, and Songdo being 2.01%.
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1 Background

Though the world’s population is growing, the growth rate is surprisingly
decreasing. According to the worldometers [3], compared to 1970 when the
growth rate was 2.05%, 2020’s growth rate was 1.05%, showing a 1% decrease.

The Republic of Korea was first founded on August 15, 1948. For the Republic
of Korea [11], in the 1960s, the population growth rate was 25 but now in 2020,
it is 0.09%. From about the 1960s, the growth rate started to only decrease
while until the 1960s, it was increasing. As seen by these facts, though the
world population is currently growing, it is still a fact that the growth rate
is decreasing. But, in the past before the 1960s, the population growth rate
in Korea was increasing. Therefore, Korea’s population curve shows a logistic
differential curve, shown in the graph above. A logistic differential curve is
a curve where it is exponential at the start, but logarithmic as time reaches
infinity. This is one of the typical curves that occur in nature, where as it
reaches the carrying capacity, a number that indicates the maximum population
that can be present in a certain area, the curve starts to flatten. But, there is
also a type of population growth curve called the exponential growth curve.
This is where the population growth looks like a parabolic curve, where the
slope of the curve is constantly increasing. In this type of curve, there seems
to be no carrying capacity, but the population just grows very rapidly. In this
paper, we will compare the two cities in Incheon, Songdo and Cheongna, that
currently have different population growth curves. We will look at what has
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caused the difference between these two. Population growth is directly related
to our future. As the future population is currently still growing, more resources
are being used, therefore, the amount of resources left on Earth is decreasing.
Therefore, the importance of the paper is to see what has affected the different
population growth in those two different cities, and try to apply it to the world.

2 Introduction

2.1 Introduction to Songdo and Cheongna

Incheon, one of the largest cities in Korea, has the third-largest population,
2,818,000, among all cities in Korea, following Seoul, the capital, and Busan.
Incheon has one of the key ports of Korea that connects with other countries
and has an airport, the Incheon International Airport. Incheon is located to the
west of Seoul, only 27 km apart. It is attracted by people who want to live a
modern life. Two cities in Incheon, Songdo, and Cheongna are relatively new
6 cities, where Cheongna was established in 2010, and Songdo was established
in 2003. Cheongna is a city located on the north side of Incheon, while Songdo
is located on the south side. They are only 16.5 km apart, taking around 30
minutes by car. Songdo was made by landfilling, which is a way to make new
land on bodies of water. It looks like an island that is connected by bridges.
Cheongna was also made by landfilling, filling around 17.8 square kilometers.
The difference with Songdo was that before the landfilling, Cheongna was a
mudflat, whereas for Songdo, it was a body of water. Initially, Cheongna was
mainly used for agriculture. It was not until the 2000s that Cheongna started
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developing into a city. An interesting fact about Cheongna is that not only they
don’t have motels, but they also do not have KTV bars or any other bars that
are made to entertain people.

2.2 Purpose

Though these cities are similar and are closely located, they currently have
different population growth. While Songdo currently has exponential growth,
Cheongna currently shows logistic growth. (Shown in figure 1 (a) and (b))
Curious about the reason why they have different population growth, we decided
to conduct research on finding the reason why they have different population
growth based on different factors that influence it.
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Many factors lead to different population growth. According to Tejvan Pet-
tinger[9] , these factors include economic growth, education, social norms, gov-
ernment policy, health care standards, etc. We have set the main factors for
population growth by the number of houses available, transportations, which
includes buses and subways, number of hospitals to represent health care stan-
dards, number of schools to represent education, and population density. Based
on these data, our goal is to find the main factors that might have changed the
population growth between the two cities.

3 Hypothesis

3.1 Predictions For the Factors of Population Growth

Because Songdo has an exponential population growth while Cheongna has
logistic population growth, we will expect Songdo to have more of the factors
of population growth, which includes the number of hospitals, houses, trans-
portation available, education, etc. For the number of houses over time, the
curve will be shaped like the population growth curve, where Songdo’s number
of houses increases exponentially, while Cheongna’s number of houses increases
logistically. If this were to be correct, then the data that we get will show
that all of the factors that are related to population growth will be significantly
higher in Songdo than Cheongna, and the number of houses over time will grow
exponentially for Songdo and logistically for Cheongna.
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4 Data

4.1 The Factors of Population Growth

The factors of the population that we will deal with will be the number of
hospitals, subway stations, bus lines, movie theaters, schools, houses, and the
population per area. Hospitals will represent the health care standards, schools
will represent education, subway stations, bus lines will represent transporta-
tion, and movie theaters will represent the entertainment available. These are
generally the main factors that affect population growth in an area, especially a
city. We have also chosen the population density as one of the factors that may
affect the population growth. As the density increases, it may be the fact that
there is less “room” for people to come into that particular area, since there
will be a limiting capacity of people that can live in that certain area. The
transportation factors, number of movie theaters, schools, hospitals were found
by google maps.

4.2 Population Density

Population density is the number of population over the land area. It helps
us to know how many people live in a certain amount of area, the number of
people per square mile of land area. The low population density would mean
that there are less people in a certain area while high population density would
mean that there are more people in a certain area.
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The world’s population density has been increasing logistically since the an-
nual percent change of the density increased at first until 1958 but started to
decrease later on.Population density shows how many people are there in a
certain area, usually denoted as population/km2.

Population density was found using the following steps:

Density =
Population

Area

Songdo in 2021:

Densitys =
185975

53.36
= 3485.29people/km2

Cheongna in 2021:

Densityc =
111802

17.8
= 6281people/km2

4.3 Data on the Factors for Songdo and Cheongna
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The number of hospitals were surprisingly the same, 21 each. Subway stations
were 7 in Songdo and 1 in Cheongna. Bus lines were 37 lines for Songdo and 23
lines for Cheongna. Out of all of those lines, only one passes through Cheongna
and Songdo. The number of movie theaters were 2 each.
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Elementary schools were 14 for Songdo and 11 for Cheongna. Middle school
was the same, 7 each. High schools were 6 for Songdo and 5 for Songdo. Lastly,
Colleges were 8 for Songdo, and 0 for Cheongna. But, we have to account for the
fact that this does not relate to the exact number of schools, since Cheongna has
2 “Elementary-Middle Schools”, which are schools that contain both elementary
and middle schools. We also have to count for “International” schools, which
have all of elementary, middle, and high schools. We also have to count for the
fact that there are alternative schools, which do not count in the official count
of number of schools.

Songdo currently shows an exponential growth of the number of houses,
though it seems to start going logarithmically in recent times. Cheongna gen-
erally showed logarithmic growth. Cheongna currently has 26591 houses, while
Songdo currently has 69380 houses.

4.4 Equations For the Population Growth

All curves (linear, hyperbola, parabola, cubic, exponential, circle, ellipse, etc)
of the graphs have equations. There are two main types of population growth
functions, exponential and logistic. For Songdo and Cheongna populations,
Songdo has the exponential equation and Cheongna has the logistic equation.
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We have modeled the population growth for each city by the following equa-
tions:

Songdo

1

f(t) = a(1 + r)t

ft = exponentialgrowthfunction

a = initialvalue

r = growthrate

t = time

Songdo’s population growth function is an exponential equation. The initial
population (2005), is 17729. The reason why we set the initial population as the
population in 2005 was that Songdo started to show exponential growth from
2005, therefore, making the curve with the initial population as the population
in 2005 would be more accurate.

To find r, set:

The population of Songdo in 2020 = [Initial population in 2005](1 + r)2020−2205

Population of Songdo in 2005 (initial population) = 17,729
Population of Songdo in 2020 = 185,975

185975 = 17729(1 + r)15

The population growth rate (r) of Songdo is 0.169638.
a = 17729
r = 0.169638

Songdo’s Population Growth Function:

f(t) = 17729(1 + 0.169638)t
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2

P = P0e
rt

P = Total population after time t
P0 = Initial population

r = rate of growth
t = time

e = Euler’s number

The population of Songdo in 2020 = [The population of Songdo in
2005]er(2020−2005)

Population of Songdo in 2005 (initial population) = 17,729
Population of Songdo in 2020 = 185,975

185975 = 17729e15r

r = 0.156694

P = 17729e0.156694t
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3

The next equation will be modeled by the 7th-degree polynomial approxi-
mation. We have set eight random values of the population that include the
population in 2005 and 2020 (start and end years of the population we will
investigate) which ended up with the matrix:

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17729
1 2 22 23 24 25 26 27 23621
1 4 42 43 44 45 46 47 33293
1 6 62 63 64 65 66 67 55178
1 8 82 83 84 85 86 87 71792
1 10 102 103 104 105 106 107 99424
1 12 122 123 124 125 126 127 123832
1 15 152 153 154 155 156 157 185975


The 7th-degree polynomial approximation has the following equation:

f(t) ≈ a0 + a1t + a2t
2 + a3t

3 + a4t
4 + a5t

5 + a6t
6 + a7t

7
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In order to find the constants, we must row-reduce the matrix, which results
in: 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17729
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 38305.5
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 −40378.6
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 16665.2
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 −3252.95
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 329.565
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 −16.6886
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.333279


This shows that a0 = 17729, a1 = 38305.5, a2 = −40378.6, a3 = 16665.2,

a4 = −3252.95, a5 = 329.565, a6 = −16.6886, a7 = 0.333279

If we enter these values, we get the equation:

f(t) ≈ 17729+38305.5t−40378.6t2+16665.2t3−3252.95t4+329.565t5−16.6886t6+0.333279t7

Cheongna

1. How We Get a Logistic Equation From a Differential Equation

1.
dP

dt
= kP (1− P

L
) = kP (

L− P

L
)

2.

∫
dP

P (L− P )
=

∫
k

L
dt

3.

∫
1

L
(
1

P
+

1

L− P
)dP =

∫
k

L
dt
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4. ln |P | − ln |L− P | = kt+ C

5. ln |L− P

P
| = −kt− C

6.|L− P

P
| = e−kt−C = e−kte−C

7. Assume, A = ±e−C , L−P
P

= Ae−kt

8. Substitute, P = P0whent = 0, L−P0

P0
= Ae0 = A

9. Simplify, P = L
1+Ae−kt

P =
L

1 + Ae−kt

L = maximum population
A = ±e−C = L−P0

P0

k = logistic growth rate
t = year
P0 = 4463

In order to find the equation, we would have to find the values of k and L.
We can find this based on changing the differential equation to the following:

1

P

dP

dt
= k − k

L
P

Therefore, by graphing 1
P

dP
dt in terms of P , we can find the values k and L

based on the y-intercept and the slope of the equation of the best fit line.

We will find dP
dt by the equation:

P (t + 1)− P (t)

(t + 1)− (t)

which subtracts the population of year t+ 1 by year t and subtracting the time
passed. By plotting based on the values we found, we have found the final graph
as the following:
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By using the best line of fit that we have found, which was

y = −1.01426e− 5x + 1.20561

we have found k by the y-intercept, which was 1.20561, and we have found L
by the slope of the equation which was:

−k
L

= −1.01426e ∗ 10−5, L = 118866

Also, by using the values of k and L, we have found A as:

A =
118866− 4463

4463
= 25.6337

So, the final equation would be:

P =
118866

1 + 25.6337 ∗ e−1.20561t

4.5 The Accuracy of The Population Growth Curves

To test the accuracy of these curves, we have made a code using Python to
get the average of the accuracy of the curves compared to the actual population
in that year. The error bound was found by finding the average of all the values
found by the following equation:

Songdo

For the first equation, we used the equation f(t) = a(1 + r)t and found the
function by manually finding the values of a and r based on the population
of 2005 for the value of a, and the population of 2020 to find the value of r:
185975 = 17729(1 + r)15 . We then calculated the accuracy by comparing the
actual population and the population found by the curve, without using the
2005 and 2020 population, and got an accuracy of around 7.91% error bound
on average. For the second equation, we used the years for 2005, 2007, 2009,
2011, 2013, 2015, 2017, 2020 to find the 7th-degree polynomial approximation.
By using reduced row echelon form, we got a final equation, which was

f(t) = 17729+38305.5t−40378.6t2+16665.2t3−3252.95t4+329.565t5−16.6886t6+0.333279t7

Then, we compared with the original population and got around 7.07% error
bound on average. To test the accuracy of this curve in another way, we used the
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9th-degree polynomial approximation using the years 2005, 2006, 2007, 2010,
2012, 2013, 2016, 2018, 2019, 2020. Using the same way as finding for the
7th-degree polynomial, we got an error bound of 2.01%. Lastly, by putting
all of the year’s data, we got the final curve using the 15th-degree polynomial
approximation. The equation we found did not work, because the reduced row
echelon form had no constants until the 5th-degree polynomial.

Cheongna

Using the first equation that we have found, P = 118866
1+25.6337∗e−1.20561t , we have

compared the population found by the equation and the population that was
actually recorded, and got an error bound of 22.75%.

5 Results

5.1 Comparison of the Data of the Factors of the
Population Growth

From the results shown in the graphs above, it was a fact that for most of
the factors that we are dealing with, Songdo had a greater amount compared to
Cheongna. Songdo had more transportation factors that were considered by the
number of subway stations and bus lines and had a higher number of schools for
all types of schools. Though we can say that the number of elementary, middle,
and high schools depends on the population growth, it is a fact that Songdo has
more colleges than Cheongna, which has no colleges, so we can conclude that
Songdo has more education facilities than Cheongna. Songdo also had a higher
number of houses compared to Cheongna, and also the growth was exponential
for Songdo while it was logistic for Cheongna. The population density was
as expected also, with Songdo having a density of 3485.29 people per square
kilometer, while Cheongna having a density of approximately 6281 people per
square kilometer. Therefore, Cheongna has a higher population density than
Songdo, having a 1.8 times difference. We have decided that this relates to the
population growth since a lower density could mean that there is more room for
people to come in, which leads to higher population growth compared to areas
that have a higher population density.

5.2 Comparison of Our Hypothesis With Results

But, there were some factors that did not match our hypothesis. First, the
number of hospitals was the same, 21 for each city. If we count with the density
as well, since Songdo has a larger area, the density of hospitals per kilometer will
be lower than Cheongna. The number of movie theaters was the same as well,
where both cities had two. We expected Songdo to have more than Cheongna,
since they have not only a larger area, but also more people, but it was the
same.
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6 Conclusion

6.1 Effective Factors of Population Growth

Though it was a fact that for the majority of the factors, it has matched with
our hypothesis, there were some factors that were going against.As a result, the
factors that could relate to the difference in the population growth of Songdo
and Cheongna are:

• The Number of Colleges

• The Number of Subway/Bus Stations

• The Number of Houses

• Population Density

The factors that could not relate to the difference in the population growth
of Songdo and Cheongna are:

• The Number of Hospitals

• The Number of Movie Theaters

• The Number of Elementary/Middle/High Schools

6.2 Limitations

But, we have to account for the fact that the two cities are relatively new, and
it is still under development. Cheongna is currently building the City Tower,
which is expected to be done in 2023, Starfield (A Shopping mall) in 2025, a
robot theme park in 2024, and more hospitals to come in 2025. They also have
new subways about to come, such as line 7, which is coming into Cheongna. It is
also a fact that Cheongna has more people than the expected maximum capacity,
which was 98060, while Songdo is expecting around 265,611 people. It is also
a fact that there are many other variables that can affect population growth,
therefore, our explanation may not be the most perfect as well. Therefore, it
will be hard for us to generalize the causes of the difference in population growth
but only conclude with the factors that may affect the difference in population
growth in Songdo and Incheon.
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Looking Inside the Life of a
Dissociative Identity Disorder

Patient

Jeonghyun Kuo

Abstract

In the field of abnormal psychology, DID (Dissociative Identity Disorder), one
of the most perplexing topics, stands in a special position among the
psychological disorders. It is one of the few that stands in the dark unlike
other psychological disorders, where its exact cause and cure are yet obscure.
DID, (also known as MPD; Multiple Personality Disorder), first discovered by
Dr. Jean Martin Charcot in the late 1800s, is a condition in which two or
more distinct identities/personalities alternately take control of a person. In
this research, we aim to explore a common trigger during development for DID
to understand the disorder and to prevent. To answer this question that has
held discrepant views for decades, a number of case studies (N = 5) are
studied, which uncovers the cause of DID that is the exposure to intense
stressors like traumatic events (abuse, bully) during development (adolescence;
age 4 ∼ 19). However, as all questions may be interpreted in various ways, this
research also mentions some alternate views (Fragmented sleep, Nature vs
Nurture) that identify the common trigger of DID.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Dissociative Identity Disorder

Following the rarity of the DID, its definition, concept, and condition is un-
known to the majority. For that reason, let us open by quoting its diagnostic
criteria in DSM-IV (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders; fifth
edition):

A) Disruption of identity characterized by two or more distinct personality
states, which may be described in some cultures as an experience of posses-
sion. The disruption of marked discontinuity in sense of self and sense of
agency, accompanied by related alterations in affect, behavior, conscious-
ness, memory, perception, cognition, and/or sensory-motor functioning.
These signs and symptoms may be observed by others or reported by the
individual.

B) Recurrent gaps in the recall of everyday events, important personal in-
formation, and/or traumatic events that are inconsistent with ordinary
forgetting.

C) The symptoms cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social,
occupational, or other important areas of functioning.

D) The disturbance is not a normal part of a broadly accepted cultural or re-
ligious practice. Note: In children, the symptoms are not better explained
by imaginary playmates or other fantasy play.

E) The symptoms are not attributable to the physiological effects of a sub-
stance (e.g., blackouts or chaotic behavior during alcohol intoxication) or
another medical condition (e.g., complex partial seizures).”

1.2 Opening

We live in an era where we are pressured by society to rise upon others; man-
aging to survive this is not an easy task. In the process, we often make up
façades or unreal versions of ourselves to satisfy others or reach goals. However,
some show serious symptoms like uncontrollability or unawareness which segre-
gates them from the majority, becoming diagnosed with DID. The explanation
behind why some exhibit greater disability has been variously theorized over
the years – the theory this research builds on is: DID is a coping mechanism
to the exposure to intense stressors like traumatic events during adolescence.
Specifically, in this particular research, we aim to find the “common trigger” of
DID that is the exposure to intense stressors like traumatic events (e.g., abuse,
bully) during adolescence that ranges between ages 4 to 19.
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1.3 Controversies Regarding the Disorder

Since the legitimacy of the DID still remains unclear, this raises a new ques-
tion: Does DID really exist? Ever since the first described case of DID in 1800,
many researchers have failed to prove its legitimacy as a psychological disorder,
until very recently; but before we validate this diagnosis, we must first know its
reasons for such heated controversy over the past decades.

Controversial Diagnosis. There have been major disputes over the meaning
of observed symptoms; is DID a disorder that has core symptoms and behaviors
that cannot be observed (by human eyes)? Or is it an iatrogenically caused
symptoms that has been misdiagnosed? Dr. David Spiegel, professor of psychi-
atry and behavioral sciences, builds on this argument stating that DID is often
misdiagnosed for schizophrenia because their “belief” of having multiple identi-
ties could be interpreted as a delusion. Another controversy in the “diagnosis of
DID” is its ability to intervene in the justice system. In case laws, the judge is
encouraged to appreciate the use of DID in support of an insanity defence which
could result in an innocence for the accused. However, if the diagnosis of this
disorder is taken advantage of, it may be used for the purpose of liberation. DID
versus Borderline Personality Disorder. One of the most heated controversies of
DID is the view of this disorder as an epiphenomenon of Borderline Personality
Disorder (BPD). The diagnostic criteria in DSM-V for BPD is the following:

A) Frantic efforts to avoid real or imagined abandonment. Note: Do not
include suicidal or self-mutilating behavior covered in Criterion 5.

B) A pattern of unstable and intense interpersonal relationships characterized
by alternating between extremes of idealization and devaluation.

C) Identity disturbance: markedly and persistently unstable self image or
sense of self.

D) Impulsivity in at least two areas that are potentially selfdamaging (e.g.,
spending, sex, substance abuse, reckless driving, binge eating). Note: Do
not include suicidal or self-mutilating behavior covered in Criterion 5

E) Recurrent suicidal behavior, gestures, or threats, or self-mutilating behav-
ior.

F) Affective instability due to a marked reactivity of mood (e.g., intense
episodic dysphoria, irritability, or anxiety usually lasting a few hours and
only rarely more than a few days).

G) Chronic feeling of emptiness

H) Inappropriate, intense anger or difficulty controlling anger (e.g., frequent
displays of temper, constant anger, recurrent physical fights).

I) Transient, stress-related paranoid ideation or severe dissociative symp-
toms.
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It is a fact that these two disorders have concurrent symptoms, however, the
evidence is not enough nor do they argue that DID is a subcategory of BPD;
they are distinct and separate diagnoses. The key difference that splits these
two is the presence of multiple distinct personalities, as well as the amnesia
barriers (mentioned in point B of DSM-IV; Code 300.14) in the diagnosis of
DID. Moreover, BPD is slanted towards “imaginatively based” whereas DID is
“unconscious based”.

1.4 Legitimacy of the Disorder

Although the controversies stand in some ways, recent reviews provide ev-
idence of the existence of DID. What proves the legitimacy of DID can be
categorized into two parts: Statistics and Expert Opinions.

Statistics. DID has been found in the following countries: India, Netherlands,
China, United Kingdom, North America, Belgium, Russia, Norway, Israel, Ger-
many, Canada, South Africa, Australia, Puerto Rico, South Korea, and Japan.
The majority of the followings are none at all related or linked culturally, proving
that the core cause of the disorder remains constant. Expert Opinions. Experts
on this field, Dr. David Spiegel and Dr. Bethany L. Brand, state their opinion
concerning the legitimacy of DID. Dr. David Spiegel, professor of psychiatry
and behavioral sciences, claims that DID is an existing disorder where its core
cause lies in “response to physical and sexual abuse in childhood as a means of
surviving mistreatement by people who should be nurturing and protecting.”
Dr. Brand, the Principal Investigator on the largest prospective treatment out-
come study to date of dissociative disorders, argues against a dispute calling
DID a “fad”, a term that describes “something (such as an interest or fashion)
that is very popular for a short time.” Dr. Brand rebutts this by recalling the
formal recognition of DID as a disorder (from DSM-III to DSM-V) for over
three decades, furthermore, she supports the legitimacy of DID for it has a long
history of being accepted and recognized as a disorder, which has been included
in four different editions of the DSM. This concludes that it is an inevitable fact
that DID exists, and its occurrence/cause is not related to cultural aspects.

2 Methodology

To investigate the core cause of DID, it is crucial to look inside the patient’s
life. Each participant that will be studied, holds an official case of DID recorded
by an expert. For that reason, this research aims to identify the common trigger
of DID through the method of comparative case studies; we will examine and
find what has led them to develop the diagnoses. Total of five case studies,
each is from distant locations to another (Europe, North America, Australia,
and South Korea) so that cultural and religious factors are less likely to be-
come/affect the cause of the disorder.
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3 Results

3.1 Case Study

3.1.1 Case Study 1

Ms. A, a 33-year-old Caucasian female, was a patient suffering from chronic
major depression and severe dissociation. She describes whenever her multiple
dissociative symptoms occur, it is in some way linked to flashbacks of traumatic
experiences, psychogenic amnesia of important events, derealization, deperson-
alization, and lapses in time. Her DES score was 57, significant enough to prove
her validity of the diagnoses. From this, the origin of her symptoms surely
cannot ignore the effects of traumatic experiences. In depth in her life, Ms.
A. stated that her father left her when she was about 3 years old; her child-
hood, mostly spent awaiting for his return, was hugely saddened by his absence.
Shortly after, the only reliable person during her adolescence, her mother, went
to remarry a man who sexually abused Ms.A.’s younger brother and older sister
and physically abused Ms. A. Ms.A. recounts (to her therapist) the betrayal
she felt from her mother for taking no actions against the abuses she had to
go through. In her senior year of high school, Ms.A. was pregnant with her
second child inside. She married her husband, but remembered him as being
demanding and unloving, who eventually left her for her best friend. Eventually
Ms. A. took on raising both childs on her own, but her prolonged periods of
dissociation was a concern to the Child Protective Services. The CPS made
a decision to remove the children from her custody, sending them to live with
their father, far from Ms. A. Moreover, her contact with the children was lost
because they refused to communicate with her.

3.1.2 Case Study 2

In October of 1977, three consecutive cases of kidnap and sexual abuse were
reported. An allegation was made, whereafter the police discovered a similar
claim between all three of the victims; they witnessed a condition of nystagmus
in the perpetrator. A few days later, they found a suspect and arrested a man
named Billy Milligan.

Under interrogation, he claimed himself to be a 14 year old Danny, who dis-
played extreme anxiety around men. However, “Danny”, as he claimed himself
to be, showed no symptoms of nystagmus, which the police were concerned of.
A few were leery of his sentence, but it was certain it was he who committed
the crime. As he served his sentence, a lawyer came to visit him, expecting to
see Billy, rather encountering an eight year old “David.” Next day his lawyer
made a second visit, but neither Billy nor David was present, but an aggressive
alter named “Ragen Vadascovinich” was causing havoc who was then forced on
a straitjacket, only to find out he was using it as a pillow shortly after. It was
“Tommy”, a 16 year old troublemaker, who easily freed himself from the strait-
jacket. In Billy’s second interrogation, “Adalana” appears, confessing the crime
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“she” has committed. What also appeared as Adalana came into the scene was
the condition of nystagmus the victims claimed the perpetrator to have.

At last, Billy Milligan returned. Billy claimed his last memory was 7 years
ago, when he jumped off a rooftop to end all abuse and bullying he went through.
Billy specified that he was bullied by several girls in the women’s restroom,
getting his shirt torn off and being threatened, until it became overwhelming
for him to bear. After several trials, Billy Milligan was accepted to have a total
of 24 identities, proving his innocence.

3.1.3 Case Study 3

The case of Jeni Haynes is believed to be one of the worst child abuse cases in
the country and the first case of a victim, diagnosed with DID, to testify in their
other personalities. The Haynes family moved from Bexleyheath in London to
Australia in 1974, when Jeni was four years-old. Despite her age, her father’s
abuse began, getting more intense by the day; she was abused and raped count-
less times, until it took a toll on her lifestyle. With her father’s constant abuse,
Jeni developed her first alter named “Symphony.” Jeni quotes “She suffered ev-
ery minute of Dad’s abuse and when he abused me, his daughter Jeni, he was
actually abusing Symphony.” As it began to overwhelm Symphony, she (Sym-
phony) created other personalities herself to endure the abuse. Jeni introduces
some other “people” that has helped her stay alive: Muscles (a teenager styled
like Billy Idol), Volcano (tall and strong, with blonde hair), Ricky (eight year
old), Judas (short with red hair), Linda/Maggot (tall and slender), and Rick
who wears huge glasses (Of course, Jeni’s appearance does not change with her
identity, but these are what she believes of how the identities inside her looks).
Not only does Jeni reason her cause of DID from her traumas, contemporary
Australian experts heavily link her condition to experiences of extreme abuse
as a child.

3.1.4 Case Study 4

A 20 year-old Korean male, working as a soldier, was being reported with
complaints by his fellow soldiers, for his episodic violent behavior and displaying
sudden changes in character and personality, which was believed to have begun
at the onset of his military service two months earlier. With his worsening
and developing symptoms, the situation was out of 9 military hospital’s hand,
fortunately, he was admitted to an intensive psychiatric ward where he was
under surveillance for the next 30 days.

The patient’s symptoms were observable even before his onset of military
service; four months prior to admission (in the military), after his return to
Korea from six years of studying abroad, his parents noticed a change in his
behavior from those of a visit one year prior, when he was shy and timid. After
his return, he appeared to be a lot more confident and optimistic about his future
in the military service. In addition, he seemed to show signs of dissociative
amnesia; he became very forgetful, often losing his belongings. The patient was
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on one occasion found by the police in an alley far from his house, which he had
no recall of. In his course of hospitalization, the psychiatrist observed not two,
but seven alters; The host who is quiet and intimidated, John who is arrogant
and uncooperative, Cho who introduced himself as the patient’s story watcher
and teller, and an additional four alters. During his observation, a record states
that the patient’s violent alter appeared twice when the patient thought of his
childhood. The patient reported “repeated childhood physical and emotional
abuse and neglect by his parents’.” (Kim) during adolescence. He describes that
every time he accesses these memories, he feels agitated, thus leading him to
switch to a violent alter.

3.1.5 Case Study 5

A 19 year-old Korean female with episodic irritability and violence was admit-
ted to an inpatient unit. One year prior to her admission, the patient had severe
conflicts with her mother, becoming agitated and panicked. She then developed
violent behaviors (e.g., destruction of household items and furniture) after con-
stant conflicts. Thereafter, she had quarrel with others more often, in which she
describes experiencing “unrestrained irritability and violent behaviors” (Kim).

During her course of hospitalization, the psychiatrist observed four alters in
the patient; the host, a 15 year-old girl named “Eunju ”, a five year-old girl,
and a 30 year-old woman with controlling nature. All alters have a commonality
of being somber and irritated. Like the patient mentioned previously, this 19
year-old patient is also a survivor of childhood emotional abuse and neglect from
both parents. She examples her difficult times by mentioning a time when she
was left home alone by her parents, without food for several days straight.

3.2 An Answer

3.2.1 Case Study

All five case studies heavily put an emphasis on the traumatic events each of
the patients had to go through. Ms. A. went through extreme trauma of her
father’s absence, mothers ignorance, divorce, and avoidance from her children.
Billy Milligan went through bullying to the extreme, until he was overwhelmed.
Jeni Haynes was heavily abused and raped by her father constantly, losing herself
in the process. The 20 year old Korean male was abused and neglected by people
who were supposed to provide and take care of him. The 19 year old Korean
female was emotionally abused and neglected by her parents, who once left her
alone without food for several days straight. All these unfortunate experiences
act as the “trigger” or the “why” in developing new alters.

3.2.2 Expert Opinion

Dr. Pam Stavropoulos, an independent counselor and consultant, states her
position regarding the cause/trigger of DID. “It serves as a very sophisticated
coping strategy that is widely regarded as extreme. But you have to remember,
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it’s the response to extreme abuse and trauma the child has undergone. The
earlier the trauma and the more extreme the abuse, the more likely it is that a
child has to rely on dissociation to cope, leading to these ‘multiple self-states’.”
She supports the hypothesis quoting that as the extremity of the trauma rises,
the more likely child is to develop alters, hinting the experience of traumatic
events is in some correlation to the cause of DID. Dr. David Spiegel, profes-
sor of psychiatry and behavioral sciences, claims that DID’s core cause lies in
“response to physical and sexual abuse in childhood as a means of surviving
mistreatment by people who should be nurturing and protecting.”

3.2.3 Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis supports the idea that traumatic events have correlation,
meaning its effect cannot be disregardable. In statistical analysis performed by
Brad Foote, Yvette Smolin, Margaret Kaplan, Michael E. Legatt, and Debo-
rah Lipschitz, the research successfully proved a correlation between childhood
abuse and dissociative disorder diagnosis using SPSS 11.0;

A logistic regression analysis model was used to evaluate the “predictive value”
of a history of childhood abuse for a dissociative disorder diagnosis. All tests
were two-tailed, and p values < 0.05 were considered statistically significant
(Foote 623-629).

A p value less than 0.05 indicates a rejection of null hypothesis, proving
a possibility of correlation between childhood abuse and dissociative disorder
diagnosis.

4 Discussion

4.1 Alternative Explanations

Research until now discusses trauma during adolescence, and its possible trig-
germent of DID. Although the majority of cases point to traumatic events as the
precursor of DID, some cases indicate that the trigger is not single, but involves
multiple factors. Other alternative explanations exist to explain this disorder.

4.1.1 Fragmented Sleep

The idea that dissociative symptoms originate in our quality of sleep is not
recent. The idea introduces that patients of DID are switching between “normal
state” and “somnambulic state.” Hughlings Jackson supports this claim viewing
dissociation as “the uncoupling of normal consciousness that resulted in what he
termed ‘the dreamy state’” (Meares, 1999). Anecdotal evidence builds on this
idea; for example, in patients with DID, symptoms appear worse than before
when they are tired (Simeon & Abugel, 2006), and one case study highlighted
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the comorbidity of dissociative symptoms and sleep problems (e.g., cataplexy),
hinting a link between the cause of dissociative disorder with sleep.

4.1.2 Nature vs. Nurture

Is DID heritable? If it is, the cause of DID for some patients would trace all
the way back to their ancestry and not from direct experience they go through.
Some argue this point, however, experts and statistical analysis proves this
idea to be wrong. Most experts disagree that DID or any kind of dissociative
disorder to be hereditary. If a parent has a dissociative disorder, their children
are not any more likely to be diagnosed than the others. These experts actually
support the idea that the nature of the trauma itself is the greatest predictor of
the disease.

4.2 Treatments

Regardless of whether or not DID is caused by one or multiple factors, what is
the current status in treatment of DID? To every disease, there exists a cure or
at least a treatment. When it comes to treating dissociative identity disorder,
the consensus of the experts is that phase-oriented treatment is most effective.
The three stages are

1. Establishing safety, stabilisation and symptom reduction

2. Working through and integrating traumatic memories

3. Integration and rehabilitation.

A patient from case 4 was also treated using a similar method. His treatment
focused on stabilization, following affect regulation, grounding exercise, and
imagery techniques. The result of the treatment was a tremendous success; he
was more grounded/relaxed, and there was a decrease in the frequency of alter
emergence. Only after a month of hospitalization, the patient was discharged.

To prove the effectiveness of treatment statistically, recall Ms.A’s DES score
before and after treatment. Initially, Ms. A scored 57 on her DES test, but after
6 months of therapy, Ms. A.’s score dropped to 12, indicating an improvement
in her mental health. Following the formal treatment is good, but integration is
not the only option for recovery; collaboration and cooperation between alters
is also an option that may be promising.
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In-mask Temperature Models of
Several Popular Masks

Eunsu Lee
Junwon Lee

Abstract

We will model the change in temperature over time for several popular mask
types. We will use fifth degree polynomial approximation, matrix, and
integration to model changes in temperature and draw comparisons and find
equation. We will use current data on mask safety to draw cross-comparisons
of safety versus comfort based on in-mask temperature.
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1 Introduction
Covid-19 is a severe acute respiratory syndrome disease spread by the SARS-

CoV-2 virus. This viral infection was first detected during the coronavirus
infection-19 pandemic and became a new infection. The name ”2019- nCoV
Acute Respiratory Disease” was a temporary name for the World Health Or-
ganization (WHO). It is a mutated coronavirus, similar in form to SARS and
MERS. However, the global spread is accelerating due to the high level of con-
tagion, and the fatality rate is high.

1.1 Why the Name of the Virus is Covid-19
In mid-December 2019, there was a patient with unknown pneumonia symp-

toms. Because pathogen identification and preliminary investigations were un-
der way into the cause of the disease, the Wuhan City Health Commission called
it unknown pneumonia, and most media outlets generally chose the term. Ac-
cording to the Wuhan City Health Commission, there was the first official report
of unknown pneumonia on December 31, 2019, with 27 confirmed cases reported
as of then. On 12 February, it was named COVID-19 according to the World
Health Organization’s official designation (WHO).

1.2 Infection
Covid-19 is transmitted to others through coughs, sneezes, speech, or respiratory
smear from infected people. It is transmitted by entering other people’s eyes,
nose, or mouth through smear or aerosol containing viruses emitted by infected
people. The World Health Organization and Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) say that contact is mainly caused by small drops of coughing,
sneezing and speaking, and contact is within 1–3 meters. Speaking out loud
usually releases more droplets than speaking.

A Singaporean study found that an unfired cough could lead to droplets that
travel up to 4.5 meters. The closer and longer a person comes into contact,
the more likely he or she is to contract Covid-19. The closer the distance, the
larger the droplet particles that tend to sink to the ground, and the longer the
distance, the airborne particles are included. Respiratory smear can survive in
the air for a long time as the core of the smear on an aerosol.

As of November 2020, the relative importance of large saliva droplets and
small particles has not been clearly demonstrated. Airborne transmission usu-
ally occurs indoors, such as crowded and poorly ventilated restaurants, class-
rooms, cafes, and offices.Kisses, physical contact between humans, make the
spread of the virus easier, and expose yourself to Covid-19. In addition, touch-
ing one’s eyes, nose, and mouth without washing one’s hands after touching an
object with the Covid-19 virus without physical contact, although it is not the
main route of transmission, is also at risk.
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Social distancing and wearing masks prevent the spread of smear, reducing
the risk of corona infection. In addition, the well-equipped ventilation system
indoors can reduce the risk of infection by circulating air through continuous
ventilation. There are differences between individuals as to how many people
a person can infect, but as of September 2020, one person infects two to three
people on average. This can lead to a group of Covid-19 infections in some
places. And there’s also a case of super transmission in which a single person
spreads the virus to a large number of people. The virus can be spread two days
before symptoms are expressed, and the virus can be spread even when there
are no symptoms. Most infected people are contagious for a week to 12 days,
and in severe cases, they can be transmitted for two weeks. There have also
been reports of cases of reinfection that have since been completely cured and
subsequently re-infected.

2 Mask
These particular reasons, people are wearing masks to protect themselves

from the Covid-19. There are many different brands and types of masks. Its
masks have different shapes and materials inside. We will try to find the change
of temperature inside the mask when we talk when we don’t and we will use
differential equations to estimate it.

2.1 Mathematics
We will use many different famous masks e.g. Fabric mask, KF80, KF90,

and Surgical mask. We will measure the temperature of the mask when we talk
and when we don’t and we will make a time table using fifth degree polynomial
approximation. Then we will use the right Riemann sum to find the how much
heat stayed when we wear masks.

2.2 Explanation of Several Famous Masks
• Medical Mask

– Has 3 layers

• KF80 Mask

– Has 4 layers

• KF94 Mask

– Has 3 layers

• Surgical Mask

– Has 3 layers
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3 Results

3.1 Tables
Tables on various masks and their interior temperature depending on time

and whether the person is talking or not

Table 1: Fabric Mask - Temperature with No Talking
Time (Minutes) Temperature (Celsius)
0 32.9◦ C
5 33.9◦ C
10 34.3◦ C
15 35.2◦ C
20 35.7◦ C

Table 2: Fabric Mask - Temperature with Talking
Time (Minutes) Temperature (Celsius)
0 32.9◦ C
5 34.1◦ C
10 35.1◦ C
15 35.5◦ C
20 36.1◦ C

Table 3: KF80 Mask - Temperature with No Talking
Time (Minutes) Temperature (Celsius)
0 32.8◦ C
5 33.2◦ C
10 33.6◦ C
15 34.3◦ C
20 35.2◦ C

Table 4: KF80 Mask - Temperature with Talking
Time (Minutes) Temperature (Celsius)
0 32.8◦ C
5 33.9◦ C
10 34.1◦ C
15 35.1◦ C
20 35.7◦ C
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Table 5: KF94 Mask - Temperature with No Talking
Time (Minutes) Temperature (Celsius)
0 33.2◦ C
5 33.5◦ C
10 33.9◦ C
15 35.2◦ C
20 35.6◦ C

Table 6: KF94 Mask - Temperature with Talking
Time (Minutes) Temperature (Celsius)
0 33.2◦ C
5 34.0◦ C
10 35.1◦ C
15 35.7◦ C
20 36.1◦ C

Surgical mask has a thin layer of cotton. This particular reason, the tem-
perature was stationary (32.3 33.6). Therefore we were not able to check the
temperature of the surgical mask.

3.2 Equation for Finding Temperatures
We will use Reduced Row-Echelon form and fifth degree polynomial approx-

imation to find the equation of the temperature. Fifth degree polynomial ap-
proximation is an expression that connects one or more unary expressions by
the sum of algebra. If the highest order term of a polynomial is quadratic, the
polynomial is called the fifth degree polynomial approximation.

Y =


1 0 0 0 0 32.9
1 2 22 23 24 33.9
1 3 32 33 34 34.3
1 4 42 43 44 35.2
1 5 52 53 54 35.7

 (1)

Equation Matrix multiplication for fabric mask when we don’t talk
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Y =


1 0 0 0 0 32.9
1 2 22 23 24 34.1
1 3 32 33 34 35.1
1 4 42 43 44 35.5
1 5 52 53 54 36.1

 (2)

Equation Matrix multiplication for fabric mask when we do talk

Y =


1 0 0 0 0 32.8
1 2 22 23 24 33.2
1 3 32 33 34 33.6
1 4 42 43 44 34.3
1 5 52 53 54 35.2

 (3)

Matrix multiplication for KF 80 when we don’t talk

Y =


1 0 0 0 0 32.8
1 2 22 23 24 33.9
1 3 32 33 34 34.1
1 4 42 43 44 35.1
1 5 52 53 54 35.7

 (4)

Matrix multiplication for KF 80 when we do talk

Y =


1 0 0 0 0 33.2
1 2 22 23 24 33.5
1 3 32 33 34 33.9
1 4 42 43 44 35.2
1 5 52 53 54 35.6

 (5)

Matrix multiplication for KF 94 when we don’t talk

Y =


1 0 0 0 0 33.2
1 2 22 23 24 34.0
1 3 32 33 34 35.1
1 4 42 43 44 35.7
1 5 52 53 54 36.1

 (6)

Matrix multiplication for KF 94 when we do talk
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The following are equations for modeling the temperature inside
the masks where t is time

• Fabric mask (Don’t talk): 32.9+0.433333t−0.070667t2+0.005467t3`0.000133t4

• Fabric mask (Do talk): 32.9 + 0.173333t− 0.026t2 + 0.002933t3`0.00008t4

• KF 80 (Don’t talk): 32.8 + 0.12t− 0.013333t2 + 0.0012t3`0.000027t4

• KF 80 (Do talk): 32.8 + 0.568333t− 0.105167t2 + 0.008067t3`0.000193t4

• KF 94 (Don’t talk): 33.2+0.233333t−0.061667t2+0.006267t3`0.000173t4

• KF 94 mask (Do talk): 33.2+0.021667t−0.042167t2+0.003267t3`0.000073t4

3.3 Graphs of Matrix Multiplications

Figure 1: Fabric mask - when we do talk(BLUE) and when we don’t talk (RED)
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Figure 2: KF80 - when we do talk (GREEN) and when we don’t talk (RED)

Figure 3: KF94 - when we do talk (BLUE) and when we don’t talk (RED)
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4 Conclusion
As we did all the experiments about the temperature and graph all the an-

swers. We knew that KF 94 and fabric mask is the most inconvenient mask
because each of the mask has a 4 layers. These KF 94 and fabric mask were
the worst to breath. This actively demonstrates that even it makes us hard to
breath, it can protect us from Covid-19 virus. The rest of the mask has a thin
layer of cotton. Therefore it was easy to breath. This actively demonstrates
that even it makes us easy to breath, it can not protect us from Covid-19 virus.
So wearing KF 80 and KF 94 can protect us from Covid-19 safely.
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Alpranax, the Anxiety-Inducing
Anti Anxiety Drug

Nahee Kwon

Abstract

Alprazolam, an anti-anxiety drug, has a purpose to relax the body system and
reduce anxiety by controlling the chemical GABA and glutamate. However, it
can increase anxiety due to physical side effects involved, addiction, and
changed, unpredictable body systems. In this case study, I used alprazolam
0.25 mg for the first week and 0.5 mg of the drug for the second week to
observe the changes and thus the levels of anxiety. The first week was reported
to have weaker levels of anxiety and lighter side effects compared to the second
week. The second week had more profound side effects, such as cardiodynia
and dyspnea, which directly evoked anxiety. Also, depression incorporated in
the second week caused the body to have anxiety.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background Information

hich is known for treating depression and psychological disorders, especially
on anxiety disorders such as phobias, generalized anxiety disorder (GAD), and
panic disorder. Psychiatrists usually prescribe this drug 0.25 mg to 3.0 mg to
patients daily to relieve anxiety (“Xanax”).

Alpranax is classified as triazolobenzodiazepines, which slows down the brain
and the central nervous system (CNS) (Dawson, Jue, and Brogden). That is
why this chemical is often called ‘CNS depressant’. By relaxing the body sys-
tem, patients can reduce their anxiety. Alprazolam’s half life, which is the time
needed for reducing the amount of the substances of the drug taken in the pa-
tient’s body by half, is approximately 11 hours. This drug’s half life varies with
several factors including age and weight (“Xanax”). Its concentration reaches
the peak after one or two hours after ingestion. The anxiolytic process of this
drug involves the connection with the neurotransmitter γ-aminobutyric acid, or
GABA, which is the chemical that develops calmness (Trivedi, Madhukar, et al,
578-91).

To understand how the drug works, it is important to incorporate the brain
structure habenula and how γ-aminobutyric acid is associated with anxiety and
depression. Lateral habenula(LHb) is the structure in the brain that controls
progression of depression. The recent study of rodents has shown that the
abnormal activity of this structure promotes the rodents to feel negative and
depressed emotions such as helplessness. Specifically, negative events make the
LHb hyperactive which leads to depression. To limit this hyperactivity, γ-
aminobutyric acid and glutamate, an amino acid that carries the opposite func-
tion of γ-aminobutyric acid, release together from basal ganglia inputs, there-
fore, these two control LHb activity. Thus, many antianxiety drugs increase
γ-aminobutyric acid to reduce the states of anxiety (Yang, Yan, et al, 90-96).

Benzodiazepine, alprazolam’s classification, plays a key role in increasing the
effectiveness of γ-aminobutyric acid. Its receptors are linked to γ-aminobutyric
acid receptors, resulting the conformational changes in γ-aminobutyric acid to
lead the increased affection to the recognition site which enhances effectiveness.
Alprazolam’s effects vary as patients have different conditions, but the common
effects may include ease of muscle tension and anxiety relief which potentially
settle the problem with insomnia. However, as being an anxianxiety drug, if
the drug is used more than the patient needs to calm his or her anxiety, it may
depress the patient excessively, thus the patient may experience the change
in body system, involving the unpredictable sleeping pattern, or serious side
effects, such as physical symptoms and depression that may even lead to suicide
(Watanabe, Masahito, et al, 1-47).
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Alprazolam is an addictive drug, and it has many side effects that may lead
to serious results. Many physical and psychological symptoms are included:
drowsiness, tiredness, dizziness, memory impairment, nausea, vomiting, insom-
nia, and even thought of suicide. Although it helps patients sleep and calm
down, some side effects are related to overused doses of or withdrawal symp-
toms of alprazolam. For example, the term “rebound insomnia” explains the
condition of addiction to the drug so that the patient must take the drug to get
sleep after using it repeatedly. Another example is tiredness. A patient may
feel tiredness as alprazolam can cause the time spent in the deepest phase of
non-REM sleep, which helps restore energy, to be shorter. The patient may
experience lighter sleep as he or she stays more on stage 2 sleep and less on
stage 4 and REM sleep than without taking the drug, preventing the patient
from deep sleep (Hindmarch, Ian, et al, 187-94). Depression and anxiety are
somewhat linked together. Approximately over 80 percent of patients who are
struggling with depression have significant anxiety while about 90 percent of
anxiety disorder patients have depression. Therefore, it is very important to
use the alprazolam properly as (1) alprazolam depresses the body system but
does not treat depression and (2) more than 70 percent of patients are not be
prescribed the beneficial treatment (Tiller).

The serious and other common side effects may influence the patient’s body
system. If the patient’s body system cannot bear these changes, it is capable of
increasing the anxiety. In other words, for some cases, the antidepressant drug
alprazolam will increase anxiety due to inappropriate medication prescribed, af-
fecting the patient in a negative way physically and psychologically that elevate
the level of anxiety

1.2 Purpose

I, as being the one who suffered from panic disorder, had experienced in-
creased anxiety and this has led me to investigate more about this drug and its
mechanism in the body system. Many people suffered from anxiety disorders
and sleep disorders such as insomnia. However, the drug can cause increased
anxiety and insomnia though its purpose of using is to treat those symptoms.
If they do not recognize their increased anxiety due to the side effect of an an-
tidepressant drug they take, they may have to use the stronger drugs, which
can bring to a vicious cycle. Some patients may experience that the drug is not
useful or efficacious, considering the alternative way to treat their psychological
disorders. The purpose of this study is to find the side effect of the chemical
alprazolam which serves increased anxiety that might affect patients’ daily life
and to enlighten some alpranax users who suffer from its serious side effects and
need to find the more acceptable way for their body system the potential peril
of the use of this drug.
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1.3 Significance

The study of induced anxiety by alprazolam would enlighten people its prob-
able riskiness so that the patients can find alternative, more fitting treatment
to their body systems. As anxiety is linked to the depression, potential risk for
producing depression can cause anxiety

2 Methodology

I used the research method case study to investigate whether the chemical
alprazolam increases the level of anxiety or not. To observe this, I took the drug
for two weeks, from May 15 to May 27, and recorded the side effects occurred
to see the drug’s physical effect and the level of anxiety I felt to see the drug’s
psychological effect. For the first week, from May 15 to May 21, I took 0.25
mg of alpranax every night, and for the second week, from May 22 to May 27,
I took 0.5 mg of alpranax. The reason I changed the amount of drug I took
was to find out changed side effects according to the doses of the drug so that
I could find the changed symptoms more easily. I set the alarm at 7:50 A.M.,
8:00 A.M., and 8:10 A.M. every morning. I tried to sleep approximately 8 hours
and kept it constant. For the two weeks, I did not take the drug during daytime
to see the impact of the drug only I took before sleeping. Several contents
are included what I recorded: the time I slept and got up (duration of sleep);
number of awakenings (awakenings in this case study are the conscious awareness
of myself that I woke up while I was sleeping. Even though I might be awake
during sleeping more than the record, unconscious ones are not considered as
awakenings.); physical symptoms appeared within 1 hours before/after sleeping;
the time I took the drug before sleeping; the number of alarms I could not hear,
and the important changes in my condition. I could not measure the exact time
I started to sleep, so I recorded the closest time before I slept. However, the drug
made me sleep within 30 minutes after ingestion, the time recorded is almost
similar to the time I recorded in this case study. The independent variable in
this study is the alprazolam taken, and the dependent variable is the physical
symptoms. In this study, the definition for anxiety is (1) the state I needed to
take the drug because of some side effects for recording physical effects and (2)
my desire to take the drug for recording emotional effects. I took the drug since
February 2nd, but I did not take the drug for a previous month (April) and the
first two weeks of May for this case study. There were no significant, distinct
physical symptoms for the period I skipped the drug.

3 Results

3.1 Alpranax 0.25 mg; May 15-21

[May 15]
I took 0.25 mg of the drug at 11:32 P.M. on May 14. I went to bed at approx-
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imately 12:00 A.M., and got up at 8:13 A.M.. During sleeping, there was no
awakening. I missed alarms twice. There were no symptoms before sleeping,
and after I got up, there were no side effects yet. I slept better than the days I
did not take the drugs. I did not feel anxious, so I did not take the drug within
1 hour after getting up.

[May 16]
I took 0.25 mg of the drug at 11:28 P.M. on May 15. I started to sleep at
approximately 12:00 A.M., and got up at 8:25 A.M.. I did not wake up during
the night. I missed the alarm once. Before sleeping, there were no symptoms.
However, after I got up, I felt a little bit of a headache. Other than that, there
were no side effects. I did not feel anxious. I did not take the drug within 1
hour after getting up.

[May 17]
I took 0.25 mg of the drug at 11:31 P.M on May 16. I went to bed at approx-
imately 12:30 P.M., and woke up at 8:15 A.M.. I woke up once while sleeping.
I missed the alarm twice. Before sleeping, I kept dry retching, but I did not
vomit. After I got up, I was dizzy and had memory impairment. To be specific,
I could not distinguish between the dream and the reality. I asked a question
to myself, “Did that event happen in the dream, or did I really experience it?”
This thought made me anxious, so I took 0.25 mg of the alpranax at 8:53 A.M..

[May 18]
After taking 0.25 mg of the drug at 11:43 P.M. on May 17, I slept at approxi-
mately 12:30 A.M.. I got up at 8:22 A.M.. There were three awakenings during
the night. I missed the alarm twice. Before sleeping, there were no side effects.
However, after I got up, a headache and dizziness continued. I felt anxious, but
it was not severe, so I did not take the drug within 1 hour after getting up.

[May 19]
I took 0.25 mg of the drug at 11:41 P.M. on May 18. I went to bed at approx-
imately 12:30 P.M., and got up at 8: 19 P.M.. I did not wake up while I was
sleeping. I missed the alarm once. There were no symptoms before I got to
sleep. After sleeping, I felt dizzy. I was very depressed, and I struggled with
breathing as I could not breathe for a while. I felt much more anxious than
May 17. I took 0.25 mg of the alpranax at 8:42 A.M..

[May 20]
I took 0.25 mg of the drug at 11:29 P.M. on May 19. I went to bed at ap-
proximately 12:30 P.M.. I got up at 8:22 A.M.. There was no awakening, and
I missed the alarm once. I felt nausea to all the food before sleeping so that
even imagining the food made me retch. After I got up, I felt dizzy. I was not
anxious, so I did not take the drug within 1 hour after getting up.

[May 21]
I took 0.25 mg of the drug at 11:36 P.M. on May 20. I slept at approximately
1:00 P.M. and got up at 8:26 A.M.. I woke up twice during sleeping and missed
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the alarm twice. Before sleeping, I had a headache. After I got up, I confused
the dream and the reality again. I was afraid that I could not distinguish the
reality and the dream. I thought “if the memory impairment continued, this
might be capable of leading to any serious accident.” I was dizzy again. I felt
anxious so I took 0.25 mg of the drug.

3.2 Alpranax 0.5 mg; May 22-27

[May 22]
I took 0.5 mg of the drug at 11:26 P.M. on May 21. I slept approximately
12:00 A.M. or even earlier than that. (“I almost felt sleepy and fell asleep
right away”). I got up at 8:35 A.M.. I woke up three times and did not miss
the alarms. Before sleeping, there was no time to feel any physical symptoms
because sleepiness came so fast. However, after I got up, I felt a severe headache
and became anxious because I woke up late (“I am afraid that I might be late
for school because of the drug”). After I got up, I still felt tired. More physical
symptoms such as dyspnea were involved. As I mentioned early, I felt anxious
so I took 0.5 mg of the drug again.

[May 23]
I took 0.5 mg of the drug at 11:27 P.M. on May 22. I slept at approximately
12:00 A.M.. I felt the drug made me sleepy. I got up at 8:52 A.M.. I was worried
that I might be late for school. There were three awakenings while sleeping and
missed the alarm twice. Even though I heard the last alarm, I could not get
up because of the extreme tiredness. Before sleeping, I could not recognize any
physical symptoms for the same reason. After I got up, I felt severe dizziness
and nausea that I was not capable of eating breakfast. Cardiodynia was involved
that day. I was so depressed. I could not distinguish depression and anxiety, so
I took 0.5 mg of the drug again.

[May 24]
I took 0.5 mg of the drug at 11:32 P.M. on May 23 and slept at approximately
12:00 A.M.. I got up at 8:39 A.M. and became anxious as I got up late and
thought that I might be late for school. I woke up four times that night and
missed the alarms twice. I subconsciously remembered that I heard the alarm
once, but I slept again. There were no symptoms before sleeping, but I expe-
rienced several symptoms in the morning. Depression came so fast because of
oversleeping. Both cardiodynia and dyspnea were incorporated. I was anxious,
so I took 0.5 mg of the drug. ”I cannot distinguish depression and anxiety in the
morning, but regardless of this emotion is which, it requires the drug directly.”

[May 25]
I took 0.5 mg of the drug at 11:41 P.M. on May 24. I slept at approximately
12:00 A.M. and got up at 8:41 A.M.. I became anxious for the same reason as
the day before. I woke up three times and missed all the alarms. There were no
symptoms as I slept right away. In the morning, I could not eat breakfast due
to the nausea and felt extremely tired after getting up. I could not think that I
slept deeply. I was depressed and anxious, so I took 0.25 mg of the drug again.
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[May 26]
I took 0.5 mg of the drug at 11:33 P.M. on May 25, slept at approximately 12:00
A.M., and got up at 8:40 A.M.. There were two awakenings. I missed the alarm
twice. There were no symptoms at night on the previous day. Cardiodynia was
included that day. I became anxious and took 0.5 mg of the drug. “Getting
sleep has become very easier than last week, but I am much more exhausted
this week. Also, getting up has become harder.”

[May 27]
I took 0.5 mg of the drug at 11:30 P.M. on May 26, slept at approximately 12:00
P.M., and woke up at 8:45 A.M. in the morning. There were three awakenings.
I missed all the alarms. There were no symptoms at night, but there were
both cardiodynia and dyspnea in the morning. Also a headache was involved.
Depression came. I took 0.5 mg of the drug as I felt anxious.

4 Conclusion

Comparing the week I did not take alprazolam and the week I took 0.25 mg
of alprazolam, two weeks have significant changes. Compared to April, more
physical symptoms were involved on May 15-21. It was easier to fall asleep
than on April. It was not hard to get up in the morning. There was no big
changes when it comes to awakenings. I somewhat missed alarms, but it did
not affect my schedule very much. Some physical symptoms were involved in
the mornings, but it did not require taking the drug everyday.

Compared to the first week of the case study, the week I took the drug 0.25
mg alprazolam, and the second week of the case study, the week I took the
drug 0.5 mg alprazolam, there were some important changes in my schedule.
First, I struggled from getting up in the morning. The sleeping pattern was
unpredictable, and I could not wake up easily because of the drug. I was worried
about getting late for school, leading me to anxiety. Unlike the first week,
much more depression occurred. I could not distinguish between depression
and anxiety easily, so I took the drug for every single day on the second week
to reduce anxiety. There was less deep but longer sleep on the second week,
so there was more awakenings at night, however, tiredness came so that it
became harder to getting up. Cardiodynia and dyspnea, which were the most
frequently occurred symptoms for me during February and March, were the
most serious problem in this case study, and were the cause for taking the drug
in the morning. Other side effects, such as headache and nausea, occurred
similar to the first week.Physical symptoms at night were reduced as the drug
got stronger. I became more relaxed at night, and more anxious in the morning.
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Compared to the first week of the study, the second week showed anxiety more
frequently. Also the second week involves depression, showing that depression
and anxiety almost came together.

5 Discussion

Even though the drug is an anti anxiety drug, this case study study shows
that an increased amount of the drug can cause increased anxiety. There are
several expectations explaining this phenomenon.

5.1 Physical Symptoms

Except the first few days of the study, almost everyday accompanies physical
symptoms, such as headaches and nausea. Especially, dyspnea and cardiodynia
are directly connected into anxiety. According to one article, the dysfunctional
group reported greater pain-related anxiety (MacCracken, Lance, et al, 283-
89). Also, patients suffering from pain symptoms reported higher severity on
anxiety (Means-Christensen, Adrienne J, et al, 593-600). This drug involves
many physical side effects. Physical symptoms can make body excited states.
When I recognized dyspnea and cardiodynia, I became unstable and could not
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control my body system, being nervous. Recognition of physical symptoms and
feeling pain aroused anxiety, respectively.

5.2 Changed Body Rhythms

As alprazolam uses to treat sleep disorders, this drug induces tiredness and
sleepiness. However, a stronger or weaker dosage of the drug may alter the pa-
tient’s bodily rhythm. In this case study, the second week, the week I prescribed
0.5 mg of the drug, felt anxiety due to the changed, unpredictable sleeping pat-
tern. This drug has affected my everyday life. I got up late for the second
week as the drug had a stronger effect than the first week. At night before I
went to school, I was always worried about getting late for school because of
the extreme sleepiness in the morning. Also, as the drug decreases the deepest
phase of non-REM sleep, it was hard to concentrate during daytime.

5.3 Addiction

Even though I did not take the drug for the last month, the addiction to the
drug could appear as I retook the drug. According to DSM-5,
substance/medicationinduced anxiety disorder incorporated anxiety due to
substance intoxication or withdrawal or to a medication disorder.
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A Correlational Study of Asthma
Incidence among Youth Ages 12-19

versus Fine Dust Levels in the
Republic of Korea

Sunghwan Kim
Joshua Baker

Abstract

Fine dust storm are a phenomenon that affects a large area of East Asia and
some areas of America. These fine dust storm contain a large number of small
particles which are PM10, and PM2.5. These particles are known to have
multiple health effects. In this study, there are two different data sets with two
different goals. The first data set is used to find the correlation between
annual fine dust levels or pollutants and annual asthma patient numbers. The
second data set is used to find the correlation between the number of fine dust
storms and the asthma patient population. Through the use of two data sets,
the study generates evidence that supports the correlation between fine dust
and asthma patients.

Keywords: Asthma, Fine Dust, Fine Dust Storms
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1 Introduction
Fine dust, also referred to as Asian dust and yellow dust is sand particles and

dust originating from deserts in China and Mongolia. These movements can
travel as far as the western region, but it mainly influences Eastern Asian regions
like South Korea. This phenomenon was resulted by winds carrying the dust
from the deserts in China and Mongolia but worsen due to the industrialization
of China. Now, the winds not only carry dust but also pollutants to other
countries. Due to this phenomenon, many residents in South Korea are forced
to wear masks to protect their respiratory systems. Moreover, due to the rising
levels of other pollutants, the residents of South Korea are more concerned about
their health.

The harm caused by the fine dust is correlated with the size and chemi-
cal composition of the particles[6]. The fine dust particles vary in size, and
fine dust is measured in PM2.5 or PM10. Studies have shown that fine dust
has influences on mortality, respiratory symptoms, cardiovascular diseases, and
stroke[6]. The most common harm that may have a positive correlation with
fine dust is Asthma.

Asthma is a long-term condition affecting children and adults. Asthma causes
the air passages in the lungs to become narrow due to inflammation and tighten-
ing of the muscles around the small airways, making it hard to breathe. Asthma
is a noncurable disease that affects all age groups. Several factors can trigger an
asthma attack, causing your lungs to suddenly tighten up. Asthma attacks are
dangerous because they restrict the intake of oxygen severely, potentially caus-
ing other organs to fail[1]. This study aims to generate evidence that supports
fine dust storms and high fine dust levels are critically correlated with asthma
symptoms and the number of patients.

Figure 1: The route of fine dust to Republic of Korea[6]
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2 Materials and Method

2.1 Area of Study and Data
The study is focused on the East Asian country, the Republic of Korea. Its

temperature is mainly affected by the climate as South Korea is a country that
experiences all 4 seasons. The population of South Korea is approximately 51
million in an area of 100210km2 . It is located beneath China and left of Japan.

South Korea is one of the countries that is heavily impacted by fine dust
from China and Mongolia. They suffer from frequent fine dust storms and high
fine dust levels. This heavily impacts residents of South Korea to suffer from
respiratory diseases or injuries. The data of the number of patients suffering
from asthma was obtained from the Allergy, Asthma, and Immunology Re-
search(AAIR). The AAIR is a research journal and the official publication of the
Korean Academy of Asthma, Allergy, and Clinical Immunology(KAAACI) and
the Korean Academy of Pediatric Allergy, and Respiratory Disease(KAPARD).

The data of the number of fine dust storms, fine dust levels, and other
pollutants levels were obtained for Organisation from Economic Cooperation
and Development(OECD) and the National Institute of Meteorological Sci-
ences(NIMS). These two organizations are internationally and nationally verified
organizations from each government. In the case of NIMS, it is a government-
funded research institution.

2.2 Analysis Method
“In general, studies conducted to investigate the relationship between air pol-

lution and diseases must have a control for patterns of the day of the week,
seasons, and human behavior according to the purpose of the study.” [6]. To
take into consideration of any other confounding variables, the study would
divide and have two data sets with different measuring ways to increase the
accuracy of the result of this study.

The first data set would be measured yearly average fine dust levels and pollu-
tants levels and compare with the data of the annual asthma patients population
and their severity. This data set’s main goal is to find a correlation between an-
nual average fine dust levels and other pollutants(Confounding Variable). This
data set would contain the annual average of PM10, PM2.5, CO2, SF6, and NO2.
Each substance would have different measurements as each has different sizes
and the amount that can be considered high. These data sets would be com-
pared with the annual asthma patients population to find a correlation. Even
if the data set fails to generate evidence for correlation between fine dust and
asthma patient numbers, it could possibly generate evidence for the correlation
between other pollutants and asthma patient number. The second data set
would be measured in the numbers of fine dust storms and the annual asthma
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patient population. The main goal of this data set is to find the correlation
between the number of fine dust storms and the annual asthma patient popula-
tion. To take into consideration of any other confounding variable, the data set
would contain any major event that could affect the asthma patient population,
such as a virus outbreak.

Through the result of the two data sets, the study could generate more ev-
idence of the correlation between fine dust and asthma patients. This would
make the study to be more accurate and precise

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Comparison of Fine Dust Level
The fine dust levels can be divided by multiple different particles. These

particles being PM10, PM2.5, SF6, and NO2. These dusts will be measured
in µg/m3 , ppm(parts per million), ppb([parts per billion)], and ppt(parts per
trillion). They have different measurements as their sizes and amount differ.

Figure 2: The pattern on yearly average of PM10 and PM2.5 from 2004 to
2015.[7][8]

Figure 2 shows the comparison of a yearly average of PM10 and PM2.5 from
2004 to 2015 in South Korea. The figure shows that the overall values of PM10

have decreased over the years, but we can see some years that it increased
slightly. The first few years show a logistic decrease and some sudden increase
in later years. However, it mostly showed decreases.

The overall value of PM2.5 has been shown to be constant over the years. The
figure shows some years have increased and some years had decreased. Through
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the repeat of these increases and decreases, the overall value does not show a
visible change.

Through this figure, the study can conclude that the PM10 has decreased and
PM2.5 has decreased overall, and possibly would continue to decrease or stay
constant.

Carbon dioxide(CO2) is a gas that is composed of a carbon atom and two oxy-
gen atoms. CO2 is a byproduct of organisms that perform cellular respiration.
In the industrial revolution, people started to use more fossil fuels causing carbon
dioxide emissions to increase sharply. “High levels of carbon dioxide(CO2) can
displace oxygen(O2) and nitrogen(N2), potentially causing health problems.”[3]
Figure 3 shows the annual average of CO2 levels from 2004 to 2015 in South
Korea.

Figure 3: The pattern of yearly average of CO2 from 2004 to 2015.[8]

It is measured in PPM(Parts Per Million). The overall value of figure 3 has
increased and the figure indicates a constant increase as well. The increase rate
shows almost no changes, but there is a visible change in the year 2011 as the
rate of increase is shown to be steeper indicating an increase in the rate.
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Figure 4: The pattern of yearly average of SF6 from 2004 to 2015.[8]

Figure 4 shows the annual average of SF6 levels from 2004 to 2015. It is
measured in PPT(Parts Per Trillion). The figure shows an overall increase in
the value of SF6. The figure shows only increases, but with different values or
rates. The first half of the figure shows a slight increase with no huge changes.
However, in the year 2013, the figure indicates a steep increase.

Figure 5: The pattern of yearly average of NO2 from 2004 to 2015. [8]

Figure 5 shows the annual average of NO2 levels from 2004 to 2015. It is
measured in PPB(Parts Per Billion). The figure shows that the overall value
had increased, but has gone through some decreases. The first half of the figure
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shows a gradual increase until it decreased. In the year 2011, the value increased
steeply and started to decrease gradually. The value later had a steep increase.

Through the data shown by each figure, it is indicated that the only substances
that decreased or stayed constant is PM10 and PM2.5. Other substances showed
an overall increase.

3.2 Annual Pattern of Asthma Patients

Figure 6: The pattern of annual asthma patients from 2004 to 2015.[5]

Figure 6 shows the annual patients suffering from asthma from 2004 to 2015.
It is shown that there is an overall increase from 2004 to 2015. The figure
shows that the number of patients have mostly increased but also decreased
throughout the years. From the year, 2004 to 2006, there was a constant and
gradual increase until it decreased. However, the figure shows a small decrease
from 2007 to 2008. After 2008, the figure shows a steep increase until 2010. The
number of asthma patients is at the highest in the year, 2010. After 2010, the
graph shows a gradual decrease until 2013. The number of patients increased
again but later decreased.
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3.3 Analysis Results of the Relationship Between Fine
Dust Levels and Asthma Patients Population

Figure 7: The Comparison Between PM10, and PM2.5 with Annual Asthma
Patient[5][7][8]

Figure 7 shows the comparison between PM10, and PM2.5 with annual asthma
patient. The figure does not show a direct correlation between annual asthma
patient number with PM10. While PM10 is shown to have an overall decrease,
the annual asthma patient number is shown to have an overall increase. How-
ever, the figure does show a possible correlation between annual asthma patient
number with PM2.5. In the first two years, PM2.5 is shown to increase, and the
annual asthma patient number is also shown to increase. In addition, the figure
also shows in 2008 to 2010, they both increase and stay constant for a bit. In
the years 2011 to 2012, both of them also decreases. This figure does generate
evidence that shows a possible correlation between PM2.5 and annual asthma
patient number.
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Figure 8: The Annual Comparison Between Average CO2 with Asthma Pa-
tient.[5][8]

Figure 8 shows the comparison between CO2 with the number of annual
asthma patients. The figure does show a correlation, but it is hard to say it is
direct. As the figure show, CO2 continues to increase at a steady rate. However,
the number of asthma patients has decreased a few times but mostly increased.
This makes it hard to conclude there is a cause-and-effect relationship but does
show a possibility of the relationship.

Figure 9: The Annual Comparison Between Average NO2 and Asthma Pa-
tient.[5][8]

Figure 9 shows the comparison between NO2 with the number of annual
asthma patients. The figure does not show a clear correlation, but the figure does
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show a possible correlation between the two variables. We can see that when
the NO2 level decreased from 2010 to 2011, the number of asthma patients also
decreased. However, the figure also shows that there are years which show that
NO2 level decreased, but the number of asthma patients increased. Through
this, it is hard to conclude there is a cause-and-effect relationship but the figure
shows a possibility of the relationship.

Figure 10: The Annual Comparison Between Average SF6 and Asthma Pa-
tient.[5][8]

Figure 10 shows the comparison between SF6 with the number of annual
asthma patients. Unlike the previous figures, this figure does show a correlation
in 2013-2014. The figure shows that SF6 and the number of asthma patients
are increasing and decreasing at a similar rate. This can be an evidence that
supports a possibility of correlation, but the study cannot conclude there is a
direct correlation.

3.4 Conclusion of the First Data Set
Through these figures, the study can conclude that the number of asthma

patients may have a correlation with any of the substances in the figure such as
CO2, PM2.5, and NO2, but it does not have clear evidence to support the claim.
The first data set does not provide enough evidence to make a conclusion of the
hypothesis.
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3.5 Second Data Set: Annual Comparison of Fine Dust
Storms and Asthma Patients

Figure 11: The Annual Comparison of Number of Fine Dust Storms and Asthma
Patients.[5][9]

The correlation between fine dust storms and asthma patients can be clarified
in figure 11 which shows the annual number of fine dust storms and asthma
patients. A clear correlation can be seen from the peak of the numbers of fine
dust storms and asthma patients in 2010. Another can be seen in 2012-2013 as
when the number of fine dust storms decreased, the number of asthma patients
also decreased. In addition, when the number of fine dust storms increased from
2004-2005, the number of asthma patients increased as well.

Through this, the study can conclude that figure 11 has generated evidence
for the positive correlation between the number of fine dust storms and the
number of asthma patients in each year.

4 Conclusion
The first data set was able to generate evidence that supports possible corre-

lation between the number of asthma patients and fine dust or other pollutants.
However, it fail to give a direct and solid evidence that supports a positive
correlation.
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The second data set was able to generate evidence that supports a positive
correlation between the number of fine dust storms and the number of asthma
patients.

Through the use of two data sets, the study was able to generate evidence for
the correlation between fine dust/fine dust storms and asthma patients. The
first data set provided evidence for the possibility of correlation between other
pollutants and asthma patients. However, it failed to give a direct correlation.
The second data set provided evidence for the possibility of correlation between
the number of fine dust storms and asthma patients. It was able to give a direct
correlation between the two variables, thus supporting the study’s hypothesis.
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South Korean Conglomerates
(Chaebols): An Impediment to
Economic Growth - A New Way

Forward

Shijoon Bae

Abstract

South Korea has been the topic of many case studies regarding its unique
Chaebol-oriented structure and rises to economic prosperity. But with the
many articles praising the family-owned conglomerates for their role in South
Korea’s economic development, there seems to be a gap in research papers
concerning the many economic and societal problems that are currently
associated with the huge corporations. A new perspective on the Chaebols and
the economy will be presented. Accompanying this, the paper will describe the
history of South Korea’s rapid economic expansion, address the current
problems of the South Korean economy, and provide paths that the current
government can take to handle the prevalent issues.
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1 Introduction
For the past 60 years, South Korea’s economy has been dominated by Chae-

bols or family-owned conglomerates. Being the primary reason for the Miracle
on Han River, said conglomerates have been continuously praised for their role
in South Korea’s economic success. But with the recent scandals regarding the
corruption that is affiliated with the huge family-owned corporations, a new
issue has arisen. Although the Chaebols were a crucial part of South Korea’s
rapid economic growth, are they now an impediment to the country’s future
development?

After the Korean War, South Korea was left in shambles. As a result, South
Korea heavily relied on foreign assistance for any sort of economic progression.
With limited economic growth and political instability, South Korea was left as
one of the poorest countries in the world for the next decade. Soon after a coup
by South Korean General Park Chung-Hee, a proper developmental plan was
put into place. That economic plan would allow South Korea to experience a
major spurt of economic growth, with South Korea averaging an annual growth
rate of 8 percent throughout the 1960s to the early 2000s. But what exactly did
President Park Chung Hee’s economic plans do, and how did it allow for South
Korea to experience rapid growth? This question will be dealt with in Section
I with a detailed summary of Park Chung Hee’s export-oriented plans, how the
Chaebols first appeared, and how the 1997 Financial Crisis first illustrated the
many problems associated with the Chaebols.

Even though we can thank the Chaebols for their contributions to South Ko-
rea’s rapid economic growth, the negative consequences of the Chaebol’s reign
have started to appear. With frequent news of the conglomerates’ illicit activ-
ities, many have begun to criticize the predominance of the huge corporations.
Many South Koreans have noticed the Chaebols’ political, economical, and so-
cietal power, and how many of the Chaebols tend to wield this power without
restriction. During the late 20th century, the South Korean government and
its citizens justified the Chaebol’s actions, as they were leading South Korea
through the world economic ranks. Due to this relaxed view, the conglomerates
were able to grow to a size that allowed them to control and exploit the economy.
The unchecked Chaebols were able to freely move around, eventually causing
the 1997 Financial Crisis. With the unrestrained power of the Chaebol, many
problems emerged with the tactics that were used, resulting in the problems
that the South Korean economy has today. In Section II, those problems will
be made clear what they are, along with an explanation on how a majority of
those issues intersect and originate from the Chaebols.

For the past decade, the South Korean government has been slowly acknowl-
edging the power that the Chaebol holds. Whether that be the economic or
political power they control, the government has been trying its best to steadily
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limit the Chaebol’s power. A perfect solution seems impossible, as the current
issue with the economy has many moving parts that one solution wouldn’t be
able to tackle. But with the risks that are involved with trying to keep the
current economic structure, a viable solution is desperately needed. But how
would the government go along with this? In Section III, several recommenda-
tions will be given, including paths that the South Korean government might
take to resolve the current economic problems.

Through a long period of research, a gap in current studies was discovered,
and from there on, a thesis was formulated. While trying to write the research
proposal, it was recommended to look for a general topic in AP Microeconomics
and then move on from there. Of the 4 types of competition, Monopoly and
Oligopoly stood out. So, research began into a specific topic that was distinct
yet uncovered, and Chaebols fit the exact description. The huge family-owned
conglomerates have been a hot topic of discussion for the past few years, pri-
marily due to the recent scandals involving them and the government. Although
there were many research articles about the Chaebols and their role in the Mir-
acle on Han River and the 1997 Financial Crisis, there were no research papers
on the corporations’ current effect on the South Korean economy. After enough
research, a thesis statement was able to be developed.

The importance of the topic comes from the fact that the question has not
been answered. There are currently little to no resources available discussing the
specific issue, and papers created around the general topic were written decades
before, due to the 1997 Financial Crisis and the Chaebol’s role in the time of
difficulty. Although the Chaebols have played a major part in South Korea’s
economic prosperity, the repercussions of their rule have begun showing. To
many’s surprise, the negative effects of South Korea’s Chaebols on the economy
have been neglected by researchers for some time, leading to the creation of the
thesis. This paper provides an unique perspective on the conglomerates, all the
while addressing the current problems with the South Korean economy.

South Korea has faced declining economic growth for the past two decades,
and many seem to wonder what Korea needs to do to experience the same
growth it once did. The South Korean conglomerates are an impediment to
future economic growth, and for South Korea to surpass other economies in
size and stability, change is necessary. In this research paper, an insight into
the current economic issues the Korean economy faces will be given, along with
some paths the government can take to solve said problems.
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2 A Brief History of the Miracle on Han River
and the Chaebol

The conversion of South Korea from one of the poorest countries in the world
to one of the leading ones was a daunting task. With South Korea recently
exiting from a civil war that split the country into two, most countries felt
hopeless about South Korea’s future. The decade following the Korean War
was extremely slow for South Korea, with little to no economic growth, and
the dependence on U.S. foreign aid to try and build any sort of infrastructure
for the country. But after that decade, South Korea fell into a period of rapid
economic growth, which is known by many as the Miracle on Han River. So
how exactly did South Korea fall into this period?

We can divide the Miracle on Han River into two different components: the
large focus on exports and the Chaebol-oriented economic policies. After a
coup d’etat that replaced President Yun Posun and the Second Republic, Gen-
eral Park Chung Hee was made the President of South Korea. After he was
instated, President Park created the Economic Planning Board as a way to or-
ganize South Korea and create a stable economy (Graham 15) . Soon after in
1962, the Economic Planning Board issued the first Five-Year Plan. The plan’s
goal was to shift South Korea’s economy away from the reliance on U.S. for-
eign aid and to create a stable economy to pave the way for future economic
policies. To create a substructure to build on, the South Korean government
began subsidizing key industries, such as coal and electricity (Heo et al. 5)
and developed South Korea’s economic infrastructure. The government created
state-owned banks and forced the private and state-owned banks to execute the
government’s economic and developmental plans (Heo et al. 6-7). After building
a solid base, the government then moved on to the Second Five-Year Plan.

The Second Five-Year Plan primarily focused on exports and import substi-
tution. The South Korean government began the next five years by focusing on
substituting imports with domestic production (Heo et al. 5) , and by the end of
the 1960s, South Korea had substituted the small-scale industry, creating goods
that rivaled the international community in quality (Heo et al. 6) . During
this time, the government also began subsidizing Korean firms and companies
that increased or were able to increase exports (Graham 16) . Through incen-
tives such as tax exemptions, loans conditional to exporting, etc., exports were
able to quickly rise. And during the early 1970s, the government enacted the
HCI or the Heavy-Chemical Industry Drive (Heo et al. 6) . Focusing on the
development of steel, shipbuilding, petrochemicals, electronics, and machinery,
President Park Chung Hee incentivized South Korean firms to establish these
key industries (Heo et al. 6) . Using credit allocation as an incentive, the
government was able to accomplish what it wanted.
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Along with Park Chung Hee’s economic plans of export industrialization and
import substitution, several large firms were able to succeed during the 1960s.
Noticing the potential the big firms had for the South Korean economy, the
government began aiding the firms. By creating economic policies that favored
these big firms, these businesses were able to act as the spearhead for South
Korean economic growth. The government continuously gave support to these
companies in the form of financial aid and incentives, exclusive access to certain
resources, tax exemptions and benefits, loans with little interest rates, exclusive
licenses, etc. (Lee 2) . With care and protection, the government was able to
create huge corporations, now known as Chaebols. Eventually, these firms were
able to grow so big that a majority of the other companies in South Korea were
unable to compete with the huge businesses. The smaller firms began relying
on the Chaebols for survival, as without them, they had no other business (as
they were not big enough to export). In exchange for their survival, smaller
firms gave high standard resources and capital to Chaebols, for a margin of
their actual cost (Lee 2) . The combination of the government’s protection and
aid along with the help of many smaller firms allowed for the Chaebols to act
as the front for rapid economic growth.

But sooner or later, the Chaebol-oriented economy would not be able to hold
up in times of instability. And in 1997, South Korea experienced a major fi-
nancial crisis which would eventually lead to an IMF bailout and an economic
restructuring. There were 3 major reasons why the financial crisis reached South
Korea. One of these reasons was poorly made high-leverage investments by the
Chaebols. During the 1990s, South Korean firms were aggressively expanding
their reach, which meant that there was a tendency for these conglomerates
to overinvest into poor areas. Along with the expansion into different sectors,
the Chaebols were borrowing and taking out non-performing loans from South
Korean banks. Since the family-owned conglomerates of South Korea were still
controlled by their original owners, many of the investments that the Chaebols
made gave little to no profitability or lost them money. Most owners of the
Chaebols were uneducated about the current Korean economy, as their educa-
tion dated back decades before, which resulted in decisions being made based
on private interest, and not on feasibility and profitability (Lee 6-7) .

As the government largely favored the Chaebols during this time, the fami-
lyowned corporations were given more and more capital investments by Korean
banks, leading to the Chaebols being burdened with increasingly more debt.
During this period, a large number of Chaebols held debt ratios of over 400%
(Lee 5-6) , which contributed to the vulnerability of the Chaebol economy. Dur-
ing the first half of 1997, the Hanbo Scandal was put into the spotlight in front
of the world. The international financial community bore witness to the tri-
als that involved South Korea’s second-biggest steelmaker. The trials revealed
the weaknesses the South Korean economy had, including the corruption of the
South Korean government and the Chaebols. The scandal produced a sort of
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domino effect, with investors doubting the reliability of the South Korean econ-
omy (Kim 8) . Interest rates steadily increased, and with the collapse of several
other Chaebols in the following period, international investors began to worry
(Kim 8) . Soon afterward, Kia Motors began asking the government for emer-
gency loans, but due to internal arguments within the government, Kia soon
went bankrupt due to the government’s inability to nationalize the Chaebol
(Kim 8-9) . The inability for the government to follow a specific policy created
more doubt in foreign investors (Kim 9)

The second major reason was the appreciation of the U.S. dollar. During the
1990s, a large number of the investments made into South Korea were under the
assumption that the U.S. dollar would remain weak for some time (Kim 7) . The
continuous depreciation of the dollar made it more tempting for Asian investors
to begin borrowing in the dollar, and many did bite the bullet. But during
1995, the U.S. government decided that it was in their best interest to increase
the value of the dollar, and Washington began efforts to try and strengthen the
dollar (Kim 7) . The increasing strength of the U.S. dollar against the Japanese
Yen meant that more people were importing Japanese goods, while South Ko-
rea’s managed float regime caused the Won to stay roughly the same (Kim 7)
. South Korean exports sharply decreased due to this, thus reading to a swift
increase in South Korea’s trade deficit. With the decrease in the profitability
of exports, South Korean firms began experiencing further financial difficulties,
and non-performing loans dramatically increased (Kim 7) . Japanese banks be-
gan refusing to roll over foreign loans, which aided in the current difficulties
many companies were experiencing (Kim 8).

The third reason was the constantly changing situation that was the Asian
Financial Crisis. Hong Kong was hit by the financial crisis in late 1997, and even
though Hong Kong was eventually able to overcome the challenge, at that time,
foreign creditors doubted the government’s ability to make proper decisions to
prevent a full-on crisis (Kim 9) . This meant American and Japanese banks
decided not to roll over loans made by South Korea’s financial institutions,
forcing the Korean government’s hand. To help pay off the loans, the government
had to use up their foreign exchange reserves, which were already limited due
to the appreciation of the U.S. dollar (Kim 9)

As a last-ditch attempt to try and stop the financial crisis, the Korean gov-
ernment at that time proposed a financial reform bill, that would help regain
belief in the government’s policy-making ability by the international financial
community (Kim 10) . But in fear of the acceptance of the bill and its effects on
the near election, all political parties refused the package, which exponentially
increased doubt in foreign investors, hastening the number of foreign funds be-
ing withdrawn from South Korea (Kim 10) . This was the final nail in the
coffin, and the South Korean government had no choice but to ask the IMF
for help. To avoid a sovereign default, the Korean government had to take a
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total of $58.4 billion U.S. dollars from the IMF in several different bailout pack-
ages (Kim 10)4 . The IMF ordered several reforms to occur, and the Korean
government subsequently restructured a majority of the South Korean economy.

The 1997 Financial Crisis helped illustrate the problems associated with the
Chaebols to many, including the South Korean government and its citizens,
and it allowed for several important reforms to South Korea’s economy. But
currently, several similar problems that the Chaebols afflicted on South Korea
during the IMF crisis have risen once again and on top of those problems, several
new issues arose, many of which are interconnected with the Chaebols.

3 The Current Problems with South Korea’s
Economy

Although the South Korean economy was restructured in 1998 due to orders
from the IMF, South Korea still faces similar economic problems to this day,
along with several new problems derived from development. The Korean gov-
ernment has made various attempts to try and solve current matters, but these
efforts have been mostly unsuccessful, with some even harming the economy.
Through adequate research, the problems were shortened down into two main
issues, the first one being the Chaebols.

For the past two decades, the Chaebols have been a hot topic of discussion
by many, primarily regarding their political and economic power. With the
Chaebols continuously increasing in size, the reliance of the economy on the
conglomerates seems only to grow. The large reliance on the Chaebols’ stability
has been previously shown to be a dangerous notion, primarily indicated by
the 1997 Financial Crisis. During 1997, two major reasons for the Asian finan-
cial crisis reaching South Korea were mismanagement and corruption, both of
which seem to plague South Korea’s modern-day society. As the children of
the founders of the Chaebols got older, many of them handed over their com-
panies to their children. Compared to the founders who were largely respected
for their role in the Miracle on Han River, the new CEOs are predominantly
unpopular with 10 the Korean population. It is generally believed that the
grandchildren of the founders are spoiled and are disconnected from reality,
thus leading to individuals doubting the new CEOs’ ability to properly manage
a huge conglomerate. With the thousands of individuals who would be able
to properly manage such a large corporation, many seem to believe that the
Chaebols are putting their company at unnecessary risk. There is a tendency
for current CEOs to make hasty decisions based on what they believe is right
which seems to reinforce the notion that the new owners are incapable of man-
aging the Chaebols. One of the rudimentary causes for the 1997 Financial Crisis
was the Chaebol founders making decisions based on private interest instead of
economic feasibility (Lee 6) , similar to what is happening right now. Keeping
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the original Chaebol structure contributes to the risk that the South Korean
economy currently faces.

Along with mismanagement, corruption continuously afflicts the South Ko-
rean economy. For the past several decades, corruption has troubled the South
Korean government, with an abnormal number of former South Korean presi-
dents having bribery allegations made against them, with many of them being
sentenced to prison. Currently, two out of the three living ex-presidents have
been accused and convicted. A great number of the former presidents have
accepted bribes from the Chaebols, with the family-owned conglomerates con-
tributing to the president’s election or re-election campaign in return for prefer-
ential treatment. Said corporations have been able to infiltrate the walls of the
Blue House, shown through Park Geun-Hye, the previous president of South
Korea. She was sentenced to 24 years in prison on corruption charges, including
the acceptance of bribes from several Chaebols, including Samsung. The com-
mon recurrence of Chaebols buying their way into the government contributes
to the risk of future economic instability, shown through the 1997 Financial
Crisis, wherein the Hanbo Scandal, senior government officials accepted bribes
from executives at Hanbo Steel, resulted in the prosecution and bankruptcy
of the company. This consequently caused a domino effect, leading to further
economic unrest in South Korea. Changes in Chaebol leadership are needed to
reduce the risks of economic instability. The notion of “having all your eggs in
one basket” is a dangerous one indeed, as a large amount of South Korea’s GDP
is taken up by the Chaebols themselves. Studies show that sales revenue earned
by the top 10 Chaebols accounted for 67.8% of South Korea’s GDP (Premack
4) .

Whether it be on purpose or indirectly, the South Korean Chaebols have
been known as being the biggest barrier to entry in the economy. Small firms
and companies are unable to compete with the huge conglomerates, as the
corporations have a grasp into many different markets. The FTC reported
that from 2009 to 2013, South Korea had a total of 56 different industries that
were either monopolistic or oligopolistic (”56 Industries”) . Start-up firms with
new patents and technology are unable to progress further than a set point,
as eventually, the Chaebols will buy the small firms or do anything to shut
them down. Along with this predatory behavior, collusion is also a common
reoccurrence in South Korea. There were hundreds upon hundreds of different
cartel cases with guilty verdicts in the past decade, with many colluding with
each other to set prices, sell a certain amount of product, etc. The restriction of
competition accompanied with collusion results in the inability for new firms to
succeed in the South Korean market, thus increasing the Chaebols’ dominance
of Korea’s economy.

But, this can also happen indirectly. In South Korea, the Chaebols have a
perceived quality and reputation of their products, therefore making it harder
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for any new products from relatively unknown firms to succeed. This also occurs
within the Chaebols themselves, with the most famous example being Samsung.
Samsung, a large family-owned conglomerate, has built a reputation of quality
with their cellphones, making it impossible for start-up firms to compete with
the corporation. This included LG, another Chaebol, who made efforts to build
their own cell phone company to compete with Samsung. But recently, LG
decided to exit the cell phone market due to the competition with Samsung,
as people tended to perceive their phones as “lower quality” compared to Sam-
sung phones, even if it was necessarily not true. Monopolies and Oligopolies
mean higher prices, lower output, little choice, and reduced consumer surplus.
A number of these seem to occur in parts of the South Korean economy, all
negatively affecting the average consumer.

The creation of huge corporations with massive amounts of output meant that
there needed to be hundreds of different suppliers providing resources to the
Chaebols. Over time, the majority of small suppliers shifted all their business
towards the Chaebols. But this meant that the small suppliers heavily relied on
the conglomerates for revenue, and the reliance has shown that even the smallest
stops in the large companies can cause ripples throughout the South Korean
economy. This was expressed through the Hyundai union strikes. Hyundai’s
labor union often commits to labor strikes to increase the quality of life at
the company, whether that be wage, benefits, retirement, and etcetera. The
union strikes resulted in a great number of small suppliers losing their only
stream of revenue for several weeks, consequently resulting in heavy losses and
even shutdowns. Although the union strikes occurred in small sectors of the
Hyundai company, a large number of smaller firms suffered as a direct result.
Korean people often say that even the smallest halt in the smallest section of a
Chaebol can cause the starvation of thousands of people. The Chaebols and the
restriction of competition have resulted in thousands of different firms depending
on the corporations for their survival.

The three most prestigious universities in South Korea are commonly known
by many as SKY, for Seoul National University, Korea University, and Yon-
sei University. The three universities annually pump out hundreds of different
lawyers, engineers, CEOs, scientists, and so on. But upon graduating, a sub-
stantial number of SKY graduates tend to look for a job at the Chaebols. This
is largely because many SKY graduates have been previously able to start a
successful career at the Chaebols, thus making a position inside the conglom-
erates very desirable. But for anyone who hasn’t graduated from the three
prestigious universities, they are out of luck. Seoul National University, Korea
University, and Yonsei University have been noted to be the only universities
that the Chaebols seem to hire from, thus leaving anyone else at a disadvantage.
But with the excess number of SKY graduates working for the Chaebols, there
is a squander in talent, as with the great number of educated graduates, there
is a limited number of people suited for menial jobs, which means that a great
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deal of potential is put to waste.

An indirect result of the selection process is the drastic decrease in the possi-
bility for new and pre-existing firms to be able to eventually compete with the
Chaebols. With most of the SKY graduates applying and taking jobs at Chae-
bols to start their careers, the possibility for new graduates to create companies
that can rival the Chaebols significantly declines, thus indirectly reducing fu-
ture competition. This also includes pre-existing small to medium-sized firms,
as they are unable to offer the same wage, benefits, and quality of life compared
to the huge conglomerates. In 2019, the top 64 conglomerates in South Korea
hired only 11% of the labor force, while taking up around 84.3% of South Ko-
rea’s GDP (Korea CXO Institute). Unable to hire the individuals needed to
further their company, firms have to resort to other graduates for hire.

Park Chung Hee’s economic policy of export-oriented industrialization helped
South Korea experience rapid economic growth, but eventually created an econ-
omy dependent on exports. In most cases, an economy normally needs to rely
on a certain amount of exports for success and growth, but for South Korea,
the economy relies heavily on exports. In 2019, trade accounted for 77% of
South Korea’s GDP (”Trade to GDP) compared to the average of all 35 OECD
countries, which was about 56% in 2016 (Premack 3) . Along with South Ko-
rea having a comparatively small population of around 50-51 million people,
domestic consumption is proportionally small, with South Korea’s private con-
sumption reaching a low of 45.2% of its GDP in 2020 (”Private Consumption”).
The focus on exports produced several new risks for the South Korean economy,
all the while hindering economic growth.

Due to the Chaebol’s immense output and South Korea’s limited natural re-
sources (Premack 3) , problems can develop into devastating crises. The incon-
stancy of world prices causes an uncertain risk for the South Korean economy,
but even though some areas aren’t subject to constant fluctuations of price,
downturns in world demand can cause major problems for an export-dependent
country. Shifts in world demand can result in shifts in domestic demand, eco-
nomic recessions, and etcetera (Feenstra et al. 76) . This is also shown through
the 1997 IMF crisis, where world demand for South Korean exports quickly
declined. Many would imagine that a Chaebol that was dependent on exports
would go bankrupt, but the complete opposite occurred. The decrease in world
demand consequently resulted in a decrease in domestic demand, resulting in
the bankruptcy of a Chaebol that relied on domestic demand for certain com-
modities (Feenstra et. al 76) . Along with the current issue of declining private
consumption, the continuance of export dependency is a risk that further de-
velops every year.

A simple solution to the problem above is to increase domestic consumption,
but with the aging population, unemployment, decreasing birth rate, and eco-
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nomic struggles faced by the elderly and youth, reality shows that it is not
the case. To decrease export dependency, the government would need to boost
private consumption, but a policy that would tackle such an area seems to be
far away. With the development of South Korea’s economy, the cost of raising
children has drastically risen, making it undesirable for couples to have more
than one child. The declining birth rate that accompanies the aging population
would eventually lead to a labor shortage and a small labor force that supports
the large elderly population. Currently, South Korea’s elderly population is at
a percentage of 15.92, and it is increasingly growing (”Korea’s Demographic”).
It is a typical assumption that the elderly population consumes at a smaller
proportion than the working population, and with the ever so increasing elderly
population, it is safe to assume that private consumption will continue to de-
crease. While at 16% today, South Korea’s National Statistic Office estimates in
their annual report that by 2067, South Korea will have an elderly population of
46.5% (Aghion et al.). This will continuously increase the trade to GDP ratio,
thus increasing South Korea’s dependence on exports, resulting in further risk
of instability.

Along with the two aforementioned problems, the South Korean youth face
constant economic struggles with unemployment. “Over-education” is a large
problem in today’s society, with a sizable number of indebted youth that is
unemployed. The only available jobs are undesirable labor-oriented low-paying
jobs, resulting in a large number of educated individuals given no other choice
than to do menial labor to pay off their school debts and stay off the streets.
Many individuals live paycheck to paycheck, meaning that a considerable por-
tion of the labor force is spending less and less on items other than necessities.
All of the mentioned problems complement and interconnect with the issues
stated above in Section II, with a large majority resulting from the Chaebolori-
ented economy and South Korea’s export dependence.

4 A Proposed Way Forward
With all the accumulated risks from the current problems in the South Ko-

rean economy, the question that arises is not will the South Korean economy
experience a crisis, but when. A catastrophe that accompanies destructive ram-
ifications is imminent, and if one pillar of the South Korean economy collapses,
the entirety of South Korea will begin to collapse. Several policies are needed to
reduce the risk South Korea faces, and the current government seems to realize
this. But many economic policies made by the government have been futile,
with some having a detrimental effect on the South Korean economy. A need
for a solution is apparent, but an ideal policy takes painstaking work and needs
to be meticulous. It will be an improbable task for a policy team to create a
solution that covers a wide range of South Korea’s problems, let alone for a
15-year-old student. Instead of a perfect solution, paths that the South Korean
government can take to minimize the risk of a calamitous event will be given.
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First and foremost, the government should try to limit the Chaebol’s grasp on
the South Korean economy. The most probable solution would be to break off
parts of the family-owned conglomerates and give them new leadership. Doing
so would help reduce a multitude of problems, including but not limited to mis-
management, restriction of competition, the economy and suppliers’ reliance on
Chaebols, and consumer disadvantages. Splitting the Chaebol’s daughter com-
panies would increase competition, as with a great number of split-off firms,
predatory pricing, collusion, and corruption will become an uncommon occur-
rence. Small suppliers will have a large number of firms to do business with,
thus reducing the reliance on Chaebols by both the economy and suppliers. The
unfair advantage the Chaebols hold over the economy would diminish, includ-
ing their dominance in the job market for SKY graduates. Furthermore, giving
new leadership would allow for proper management of the companies, reduc-
ing the risk of future economic problems, and would help South Korea expand
its economy. The South Korean economy has been ranked 10th in the world
for some time, but with new management, proper development and economic
growth can be undertaken. In general, the reliance of the South Korean econ-
omy on Chaebols would decline, and the hindrance of economic growth would
fade away.

But, even with the reduction in the economic reliance on Chaebols, South
Korea still faces a large problem. The issue of export dependency has afflicted
South Korea for decades, with it being a fundamental factor of the 1997 Finan-
cial crisis. The focus on export-led growth by the previous generations created
an economy oriented towards exports. The creation of a policy focused on de-
creasing the dependency on exports is further complicated with the fact that
South Korea faces both a dwindling labor force and birth rate. With the risks
associated with an export-dependent economy, change is necessary for a stable
future. The most feasible solution to this issue would be to increase domestic
consumption, but difficulties arise with the continuous decrease in private con-
sumption in South Korea. The next plausible resolution is to try and solve the
origin of the population problem. This can be done through the incentivization
of babies and the permanent immigration of foreign workers. The problem of a
large aging population is a common phenomenon that developed countries fre-
quently face. To combat this, countries like Japan, Germany, and Finland used
the incentivization of babies. Such a method requires the government to encour-
age couples to have children by reducing the cost of having children. Whether
it be through giving comprehensive baby care packages or tax reductions, these
incentives have been shown to work. In the long run, an increase in birth rate
would help placate South Korea’s dwindling population and eventually the de-
clining domestic consumption. A boost in domestic demand would decrease
South Korea’s dependency on exports, reducing the risk of future difficulties. In
addition, another way to alleviate several societal and economic problems would
be to permanently immigrate foreign workers.
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Compared to baby incentivization, the immigration of workers would be a
more immediate solution to a bulk of South Korea’s problems. Immigration
would quickly reduce the size of certain issues, including the decreasing private
consumption and the need for unskilled labor. In the long term, it would help
resolve matters such as export dependency, declining birth rates, and the large
aging population. Germany, another developed country that faced a similar
birth rate crisis, headlined in 2015 and 2016 due to their immigration of hundreds
of thousands of refugees, but half a decade later, they are reportedly doing well,
with their birth rate steadily increasing. Moreover, the current time is better
than ever for the immigration of foreign workers. Decades ago, a majority of the
South Korean population disliked the idea of outsiders coming into the country,
but nowadays, with the consensus being that South Korea needs foreign workers,
it seems like the perfect time.

5 Conclusion
South Korea began its journey as a war-torn country, coming out of a con-

flict fueled by two global powers. The country was left poor and unable, but
with a coup d’etat a decade after the war, things seemed to change for the
better. With export-oriented industrialization and the focus on family-owned
businesses, South Korea was able to experience rapid economic growth. But
the emphasis on Chaebols and exports created several issues. The huge family-
owned conglomerates have a market dominance unrivaled by any, and export-
dependency produces future risk for economic instability. Accompanying the
two are a declining birth rate, dwindling population, and decreasing domestic
consumption, multiplying the effects of future difficulties. The South Korean
government has acknowledged the matter but has been unable to directly com-
bat the problems. There are several paths the country can take, including
splitting the Chaebols into different companies, the incentivization of babies,
and the permanent immigration of workers. Once a country that quickly rose
through the ranks and became the 10th largest economy in the world, South
Korea currently faces a multitude of issues, all of which hinder its potential to
become one of the world’s greatest economies.
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Dream Content Affected by
Situational Factors

Eddie Koh

Abstract

Dreaming is a common occurrence for us. We dream about different things on
various occasions. To better understand this phenomenon, dream theories
have been established, which was implemented in this study. Four dream
theories are discussed in this paper: Sigmund Freud and Wish Fulfilment; Carl
Jung’s Theory of Dreams as Direct Expressions; REM and Activation
Synthesis Theory; and the Threat Simulation Theory. This study was an
introspective case study, recording my own dreams and determining whether
the dreams supported or contradicted the existing dream theories. I recorded
my dreams every night and analyzed the content to see whether it supported
any of the four theories by correlating them with external factors. If some
correlation between my dreams and the dream theory were evident, I accepted
that the dream supported the dream theory. The results overall were fairly
straightforward. I recorded 5 dreams and all of them supported the REM and
Activation Synthesis Theory while elements of the other theories were also
present. However, since this is a hindsight case study, this study cannot be
generalized. So, the results were inconclusive. There were too many factors
that might have led and influenced the case study toward an incomplete study.
On the other hand, this study contributes to understanding dream theories. It
is also important for people who are in need of data related to REM and
Activation Synthesis Theory because my case study fully supports this theory.
I believe that the benefit given by this study is worth the time and effort to
research the dream theories further.
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1 Introduction
Dreams are images or pictures we see in our mind which the brain creates

while we REM-sleep. Manifest content is different for all people, and latent
content is interpreted in various ways. However, one topic that requires more
exploration in the field of psychology is how the content of dreams may be
affected by situational factors. This topic depends on the person’s accumulated
experiences and temperament, but the study is to find a general view of how
the content of dreams can be affected. These different kinds of factors can range
from diverse mood changes and emotions to input of new memories and more.
The content of dreams that will be considered here is the manifest content,
which is the surface content of dreams.

Among various dream theories (See Fig.1), the most commonly accepted is the
REM and Activation Synthesis Theory (hence RAST) that talks about
how dreaming is affected by the limbic area, where the hippocampus is included
(Sheikh; Redgard). I agree with RAST because I am trying to talk about how
situational factors such as emotions can affect the content of dreams. The goal of
this introspective case study is to find which type of different situational factors
can affect the content of dreams. But the situational factors to be considered
in this research are not just random factors we encounter in our lives. This
study will look at how the last piece of information encoded into memory before
sleep that influences emotion or memory affects dream content. For example,
experiencing extreme mood swings from happiness to sadness before sleep may
be a factor which might affect the content of dreams.

This study’s significance is to find out and prove how external factors affect
the content of dreams. This is significant because its data could contribute to
the ongoing debate surrounding various dream theories.
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Figure 1: Dream Theories

My hypothesis for this case study is that the content of dreams are created
under the influence of situational factors, depending on the strongest emotion
I feel before sleep. Emotions are a huge part of our lives and I think that
emotions and feelings also tend to carry over to our dreams because our memory
of that emotion lingers in the brain, making it easier to access when formulating
dreams. Also, since images are stored as thoughts, memory could influence
dreams because of the memory function, as RAST supports the the limbic area
also plays a significant role in dreaming. So, in this introspective case study, I
tried to find out if my dream content was actually affected by my emotions that
were evoked by external stimuli.

2 Methodology
• Method of study: Case Study

• Recording Method: Dream Journal

• Independent variables: External factors (Music, videos, real-life situations,
etc.), emotion felt before sleep

• Dependent variable: Manifest content, emotion felt after sleep
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Case studies are detailed studies of a specific group or person. In this case, I
have set myself as the subject of my case study. This case study was possible
only because I tend to have dreams really often: about 3 to 5 times a week. I
chose this type of research study because of many different reasons. First of all,
it was inexpensive and took very little time. I only had a few weeks to complete
the project and a case study to prove my hypothesis true or false was the perfect
method to choose in this situation. Since I chose an introspective case study,
other materials were unnecessary, thus inexpensive. It also took very little
time because, unlike experiments, I did not need participants who were able to
participate at the exact time. Case studies allowed me to choose my own timing
and standards, which was a convenient advantage for my study. Case studies
are usually very reliable as well because although they may have opinions, most
of the research is based on facts. I liked the idea of only presenting facts to
the audiences to remove any opinionated sources, so a case study was a good
idea. Another reason why the case study was the best method is because of
the variety of different research methodologies I can use. Not only can I use
observation of myself, but I could also take in information from the past that
designed some dream theories which either support or contradict my hypothesis.
However, the biggest reason a case study was the best method is that it was the
best and only way of determining the content of dreams. Dreams can not be
observed, experimented with, or surveyed, so diving into the introspection of the
content of dreams using a case study looked like the best option. Limitations
of using this research method were considered. One limitation was that it could
not be generalized to the whole world or population because a case study offers
too little data to provide for a general population. This type of research data
only corresponds to one person, myself, so it does not provide a comprehensive
perspective of the results. Since this case study could not be generalized to the
whole population errors might have occurred in the support or contradiction
of other dream theories and my results. However, this kind of limitation can
be minimized through replication. Replication of this introspective case study
can allow the study to be generalizable in the future. Another limitation I
encountered was the chance of bias. I thought about this because I could not
get rid of the possibility of confirmation bias in order to support my hypothesis. I
might have been biased towards my dreams when I recorded them (thus resulting
in memory construction) but I tried to be as objective as possible when I was
writing down my dreams right after I woke up. This introspective technique
was possible because I was intrinsically motivated to find if my hypothesis was
true or false.

To determine how situational factors can affect my dreams, I recorded my
dream every morning after I dreamed about something. Sometimes, I wrote it
in mid-day but that was only when I was confident in remembering the details
of my dream and the content was sufficiently rehearsed. When I was unsure
if I was able to remember my dream right after I woke up, I recorded them in
a separate document so I could keep it and record them with flawless errors.
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If I had a dream, I wrote a brief one-line summary about what happened in
my dream and what emotion I felt while I was dreaming or when I woke up.
I sometimes had days when I could not remember or did not have a dream.
In that case, I applied the same situational factor the next day and waited for
myself to have a dream with that situational factor. Since I am trying to find
out if emotions we feel right before we go to bed actually impact the content of
dreams, I decided on which type of situational factors I was going to use so that
my results could be both reliable and diverse. The factors I used to make myself
feel a certain emotion were by either looking at images and watching videos that
would arouse a certain type of emotion. Specifically for this case study, I used
different options of listening to energetic pop songs, watching suspenseful law
school videos, experiencing a sad event right before bed in real life, and watching
vlogs and intense basketball videos.

I chose these particular situational factors for numerous reasons. The videos
and images were easily accessible on the internet which made it a good factor
for my case study. The personal situations I encountered were not often, but
I decided it was an influential factor because those situations evoked strong
emotions that could not be easily overwritten.

3 Results
The data I collected were very intriguing and thought provoking. All infor-

mation I collected are directly from the recorded dreams. A summary of the
information is available in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Recorded Dreams
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On May 17, I listened to energetic pop songs such as “Shape of you” by Ed
Sheeran and “Sugar” by Maroon 5, and the emotion I felt before going to bed
was excitement. I felt happy because of the rhythm and melody of the music.
The next day, I found my manifest content, the actual content of dreams, to
involve myself being in a construction site. However, I realized that the work I
was doing was really fun, which made the dream enthusiastic. Since the dream
itself was very interesting, I felt a number of different positive emotions after
the dream. I felt happy, curious, and excited. Curious was one of the emotions
because my dream ended right before I was about to do something and that
part was a part I could not remember which made me inquisitive about what
was about to happen next.

On May 18, the day after I had my first dream for the case study, I exposed
myself to Korean drama which was full of suspense. I watched a Netflix show
called “로스쿨,” or Law School in English. The drama contained lots of nerve-
racking scenes which gave me creeps. Although I was feeling nervous almost all
the time while watching the drama, I also was very curious about what would
happen next time. I was suspicious because since it is a law school drama,
evidence was flying around with twists and turns. After new evidence was
presented, there were some doubts if someone was telling the truth or not. With
these emotions in mind, I experienced myself in court being judged about some
crime I have committed. I was unsure if I had actually committed the crime or I
was being framed for it. During the trial, I was feeling really nervous because of
the problem of me going to jail for something. I also felt very shameful because
the trial was in an open court and I saw lots of people paying attention to the
trial. When I woke up, both emotions from the dream lingered.

The next dream I had was on May 20. I experienced a very sad situation
in real life. I would not talk about the details of the situation because it was
personal but the thing I can confirm was that I felt really sad right before bed.
For this night, I had two different dreams which were kind of unusual. The first
dream was about me in the library studying for an exam but my friend was
annoying me the whole time. The emotion I felt while I was having this dream
was that I was really annoyed and tired. Since I was trying to concentrate for
my exam but my friend was annoying me, I felt tired of telling him to stop so
that I could focus on my studies. The second dream I had was a bit similar to
the most recent dream I had before. I was being publicly shamed in front of
the public for some reason I could not remember. Similar to the other dream
where I was in court, I felt shameful and embarrassed. Since I did not know
what I did wrong or why I was being shamed, I felt more embarrassed. These
four emotions carried onto my real life right after I woke up.

The next dream I had was on May 24. Before I had my dream I watched
different people’s vlogs regarding adventures. These included activities such as
road trips and hiking. I felt very curious and excited. I felt like I was in the
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adventure itself even though it was just a video. When I went to bed that night,
I dreamt about myself having an adventure in a jungle. My goal in the jungle
was not revealed but then I clearly remember I was constantly running either to
go away from something or to find something quickly. While I was dreaming, I
felt a hyperactive emotion and felt really excited because I usually tend to like
adventures. I also felt a bit nervous because since the setting is a jungle, I did
not know exactly what would happen. Like other days, my emotions continued
on my real-life day right after I woke up.

The last dream for this case study was on May 25. On this day, I watched
a few intense basketball games before I went to sleep. Since basketball is my
favorite sport, I was excited to watch other people play in videos. I also felt a bit
nervous because the basketball games had lots of twists and turns which made
the game unexpected on which side was going to win. That night, I had a dream
about losing my daughter at Harvard University. I was not a student there, but I
was a parent desperately looking for my daughter. Nothing too much happened
in the dream aside from me asking people if they saw my daughter. I felt very
anxious because I thought the situation was real life and I did not want to lose
my daughter even though it was a dream. However, for this dream, the anxious
feeling did not carry on as I woke up because I realized that it was just a dream
and there is still a long way for me to become an adult.

4 Discussion
The overall results were very interesting. Dream 1, the dream when I was

in a construction site, supported my hypothesis. My hypothesis states that my
dreams can be affected by situational factors, depending on which emotion I
feel before sleep. I felt happiness before I slept on May 17 and I had a dream
where I was happily working on a construction site. The emotion I had before
going to sleep was shown in my dream, which supports my hypothesis. Dream
1 also supports a few other dream theories presented in the introduction. Since
Dream 1 supports my hypothesis, it supports RAST because RAST was what
helped me develop my hypothesis. Dream 1 does not necessarily support Wish
Fulfillment by Sigmund Freud because working in a construction site was never a
wish of mine nor do I have a trauma relating to it in the past. However, it might
support Carl Jung’s Mental Expression theory. It is because when I listened to
energetic pop songs, I was actually thinking about a happy expression that was
in my head. Since I was happy on the inside and I had a dream where I was
excited, it might support the theory. On the other hand, it does not support the
Threat Simulation Theory because, in the dream, I experienced nothing about
fear and aggression, which is related to the amygdala. Although I was not able
to directly record if there was an activation in the amygdala, the dream itself
had a happy atmosphere and I felt no fear at all, both while I was experiencing
the dream and after I woke up.
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The analysis of Dream 2 was a bit different from Dream 1. Dream 2 partially
supported the Wish Fulfillment because at least once in the past, I had a wish
to become a lawyer. This might explain why I had a dream related to court.
However, I did have a dream to become a lawyer a long time ago, which could
explain why dreams might be a wish fulfillment for me. However, I think Dream
2 does not support the Mental Expressions theory because the nervousness I was
feeling while watching the law school videos were unconscious, so I was unable
to notice the feeling until I had the dream. Similar to Dream 1, I think RAST
is also supported by Dream 2. The theory states that dreams are affected by
the limbic area and memory, which is related to emotions, which was what I
am trying to show in my hypothesis. Lastly, for the Threat Simulation Theory,
I think that Dream 2 partially supports the theory. It is because since I was
in court and being judged about something, I would feel fear if I would end up
somewhere unexpected.

Dream 3 had an unusual outcome. I had a different situational factor type for
Dream 3 than other situational factors. Since I had experienced a real-life cause,
my dreams could have gotten more realistic because of my personality. To give
a brief overview of my personality, I take emotions more seriously than others.
I am a very emotional person which could have been a factor that affected my
dream. With this in mind, I analyzed Dream 3. I do not think that Dream 3
supported the Wish Fulfillment theory because being with an annoying friend
and being publicly shamed was never my wish. On the other hand, the Mental
Expressions theory could have been supported by Dream 3. It is because since
I felt sad before going to sleep, being sad was the direct expression I had in
mind. And since my dream made me feel a bit sad because of the constant
annoying of my friend, there is a chance the theory might be supported by this
dream. RAST is hugely supported by this dream because even though I am
unable to record the EEGs, I am able to determine the emotions that I felt
before going to sleep and after the dream. Same as the two previous dreams, I
believe that Dream 3 supports this theory because of the emotion activation in
the limbic system. Lastly, I think the Threat Simulation Theory is supported by
this dream. Since the Threat Simulation Theory states that dreams are traits
that help keep us safe, it might have been why I dreamed about myself being
publicly shamed in public. It might be a future warning for me to not commit
any crimes so I would not be publicly shamed. Since I know what it feels like
to be shamed, it gives me more incentive to try not to do anything that would
lead me to be shamed.

Dream 4 was one of the 2 outliers among the 5 dreams I had. This dream was
one of the dreams where my before emotion and the after emotion contrasted.
Dream 4 supported the Wish Fulfillment theory because similar to the second
dream, I once had a wish to record a vlog about any kind of adventure I take.
Since I have never recorded a vlog about an adventure until now, my dream
could show my wish fulfillment. Dream 4, however, does not support the Men-
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tal Expression theory. When I was watching people taking the vlogs, I felt a
different emotion than when I had the dream. Since Jung’s theory is trying to
prove that direct expressions are included in the dreams, and my emotion before
the dream was a bit different than the one after it, my dream can not support
his theory. However, this theory supports RAST even though the before and
after emotions are different. It is because the theory does not mind if the before
and after emotions are dissimilar (Linares-Martin). The theory just states that
emotions are related to dreams, which is proven by Dream 4 as well. For the
final theory, Threat Simulation Theory, Dream 4 fails to support it because even
though I had a dream adventure, the dream does not include any fear scenes.

The last dream, Dream 5, was the other dream where my before and after
emotions were contrasted. This dream does not assist Wish Fulfillment because
losing my daughter is not a dream anyone would have if they grew up. This
dream does not support Mental Expression as well. The direct expression I had
in my mind before the dream was different from the one I had after the dream.
Dream 5 supports RAST because of the same reason as Dream 4. Even though
the before and after emotions are different, if we still feel an emotion, the theory
is supported. Last but not least, this dream supports the Threat Simulation
Theory because of the scenario I had in my dream. This dream might be a
precaution for me in the future to try not to lose my daughter (if I have one).

Fig. 3 shows the summary of whether the 5 dreams support the 4 theories
presented. The results of this case study show that all 5 of my dreams support
the RAST which means that there is support for my hypothesis. My hypothesis
states that my dreams can be affected by situational factors, depending on which
emotion I feel before sleep. Since the RAST helped me shape my hypothesis
and all dreams support the theory, my hypothesis seems to be worth further
investigation.

Figure 3: Dream Analysis
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This study has been valuable to the psychology world because of many dif-
ferent reasons. First of all, even though this was a case study, this study gives
a brief overview about the dream theories and whether they are reliable or not.
In this introspective case study, I have found out that even though some of the
dream theories may be reliable, the most reliable theory is RAST. It should be
noted, however, that this is only conclusive from my case study because there is
no clear cause and effect as nothing is actually proven, and my study is mostly
based on hindsight while being ungeneralizable to the whole population. Sec-
ondly, this study helped me understand the different kinds of dream theories,
what they are used for, and how they are supported or contradicted. I believe
that this study may also help people understand the difference between certain
dream theories and how to comprehend them. However, it should be acknowl-
edged that this case study has a chance to be unacceptable for it is based on
hindsight.

5 Conclusion
All in all, the results supported my hypothesis which stated that the dreams

were related to the last input of memory and emotion we feel right before we
sleep. This is because my hypothesis is linked to RAST. And since all my
dreams prove to support the RAST, I can conclude that my hypothesis was
true. I determined if the dreams supported any of the dream theories by linking
them to each other. If my dream had something to do with any of what the
dream theories mentioned, I concluded that it supported the theory. One more
reason why my hypothesis is true is because of the emotion and memory based
on the limbic system. Both my results and hypothesis summarize that emotions
are necessary for the contents of dreams to be impacted. With this procedure,
RAST was evident in all 5 dreams. However, my hypothesis can not be gen-
eralized to the whole population since this is a case study. On the bright side,
my case study helped me understand the basic knowledge of dream theories and
how each dream theory is related to me. Even though this study may not be
generalizable to the whole population, it is important to understand the dream
theories and how they impacted the content of dreams. I believe that my study
was very useful especially because it allows for replication. Even though it may
take some time, if the study is replicated numerous times, we might get closer
to a better conclusion about which dream theory is the most accurate.
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Survival Cannibalism from a
Psychological Point of View

Leah Han
Sophia Kim

Abstract

In this case study, we have considered the topic “Survival Cannibalism from a
Psychological Point of View”. The overall purpose of inspecting the
relationship between survival cannibalism and various psychological terms is to
help the readers and ourselves profoundly comprehend how people can act
under extreme situations due to the effects of social psychological
circumstances. Moreover, we have determined the possible psychological terms
that could drive people to resort to cannibalism. We have included trolley
dilemma, motivation, defense mechanism, stress, morality, social psychology,
and additional information about the conditions we have linked to the four
cannibalistic phenomena to make connections in diverse fields. By evaluating
these circumstances to affairs that included cannibalism in distinguish
situations, this case study will give huge benefits in comparing the application
of these terms in four differing cases. We have analyzed that the psychological
terms we have researched eventually took the majority of the parts in all four
events that were connected to cannibalistic behaviors. In conclusion, our study
resulted in an outcome in which “different psychological views can give vast
effects to the act of cannibalism, and also can be applied to other events linked
to survival or death.
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1 Introduction

The purpose of this project is to make our readers clearly comprehend the
psychological effects applied to people under extreme circumstances. So, we
came up with the term “survival cannibalism” to simply understand our pur-
pose in this scheme. We came with an idea to study extreme cases from a
psychological point of view such as cannibalism because we were interested in
social psychology, which is the study of how people’s interactions with one an-
other influence their thoughts and actions. Therefore, we wanted to research
how social psychology can be linked to people’s behaviors in extreme situations
that can rarely occur in reality such as cannibalism. Our hypothesis was that
psychological terms give massive effects on the decision-making of the people
under extreme situations since different conditions applied to the people in vary-
ing fields each give various effects on their behavior and thoughts. The act of
cannibalism or in any extreme situation can be explained by psychological terms
and cannibalism is just a natural reaction of a person or people who are in ex-
treme situations, even though it might sometimes go against morality laws. We
consider our research very significant because of the unique topic we have come
up with. Based on what we have searched on professional research engines, none
of the sources contained cannibalism written from a psychological perspective.
Hence, we strongly believe our investigation of the relationship between psy-
chology and cannibalistic events, as well as other varying extreme phenomena,
will give a massive influence on the readers who are aiming to analyze the topic
we are examining.

2 Case Study

2.1 The Lifeboat Case

The contents of case number one are largely taken from an article written by
The University of Chicago Law Review, called “In Warm Blood: Some Historical
and Procedural Aspects of Regina v. Dudley and Stephens.”

In 1884 the four men including the sailor, crews, and a young cabin boy of the
Mignonette Ship, were stuck in a lifeboat after a shipwreck. After more than 20
days of starving, the sailor and one of the crews, Dudley and Stephens, decided
to cannibalize Richard Parker, the cabin boy, who was sick due to drinking sea-
water. Despite going through an immoral action, the crew members were inno-
cent by the fact that it was taken under necessity (Just V3- Justice Version 3).

Based on the articles we have researched, we have come up with a profound
analysis by linking diverse psychological terms to this phenomenon.

To begin with, this extreme phenomenon is believed to profoundly link with
morality. First of all, the cannibalism they went through in the lifeboat brought
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up a moral issue in the community. In the trial, the crew members attempted
to justify their actions by stating that cannibalism was taken under necessity.
Moreover, Parker’s brother agreed to the fact that cannibalism was an unavoid-
able decision in the situation. However, the fact that the members murdered
him alive for warm organs and blood made the case considered to be even im-
moral compared to eating him when he was already dead due to extreme illness.
Additionally, this affair is related to the trolley dilemma, supported by the
conflict between sacrificing the young cabin boy to save the three crew mem-
bers. Nonetheless, the trolley dilemma would have automatically connected to
this event no matter who was chosen as the “food source” for the crews.

Secondly, motivation is one of the key terms which affected their decision to
cannibalism. The Instinct Theory of Motivation is linked to describe the
crew member’s unlearned behavior for survival which led them to go through
cannibalism for food resources. Drive-Reduction Theory could be included
in this case as well since their aroused tension due to extreme hunger might
have pushed them to look for a food resource, which eventually became the
young cabin boy. Lastly, the most immoral part of the event relates to the
Physiological Needs, which contain food, water, warmth, and rest. Since the
crew members were in the middle of the ocean, they preferred the warm organs
and blood of Parker to stay warm, which eventually became the trigger to this
event where the members murdered Parker rather than patiently waiting until
his breath stops.

Furthermore, the Lifeboat Case is believed to have a relationship with the
defense mechanism. This term might have been used in this event since the
crew members refused to sacrifice themselves, but to sacrifice Parker instead
to avoid their death and rather survive by taking the sick cabin boy’s life.
Moreover, we consider rationalization as one of the conditions which applied to
them in their actions. We define rationalization as people trying to protect
themselves by creating explanations that can justify themselves when they are
not able to deal reasonably with their actions or behavior. This partly affected
Dudley and Stephen’s attitude when claiming that cannibalism was a necessity
in the situation to justify their actions because they believed this was the best
method to avoid harsh punishment in the trial. Fortunately, their claim, which
contained a source of rationalization, well persuaded the judges and the citizens
which ultimately got rid of the penalties including execution.

Besides, extreme stress on the survivors is found to have massive effects on
their decisions to cannibalism. To begin with, the crews on the lifeboat gained
intense stress physically and mentally. For the physical stress they obtained,
they starved on the boat for many days and were stressed because they weren’t
able to fulfill one of their basic needs, which is hunger. Moreover, numerous days
without any methods to reach for the rescuers led the crews to lose consciousness,
which eventually dragged them to the choice of killing the young cabin boy.
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Additionally, we consider the crew members also received mental stress through
their decision. When the crew members were starving in extreme hunger, they
would likely experience an inner conflict of feeling guilty for eating Parker,
or tolerating their hunger until the rescuers reach the middle of the ocean to
extricate them. The members on the lifeboat were put into a situation where
they were forced to decide one side, which caused them to suffer from mental
stress.

Other than the terms above, numerous conditions linked to social psychology
could be applied to this situation. First of all, the diffusion of responsibility
was linked to the member other than Dudley and Stephens, who was leading
the murder of Parker. Dudley and Stephens may kill the cabin boy because
no one else was willing to do so. By this, the remaining member who stepped
behind the murder faced the diffusion of responsibility, since he tried to diminish
his responsibility by entrusting the murder to the other two crew members.
Moreover, it is likely that the crews went through obedience as well. When
debating about whether Parker should be killed and be eaten as a food resource
for them or not, the two members followed Dudley, 4 who was the sailor of
Mignonette Ship when he was trying to murder the cabin boy. Since Dudley had
the highest position in the situation, the other members also thought that his
choice was acceptable. As a result, Stephens supported Dudley in murdering the
cabin boy, and the other member did not support the action but went along with
cannibalism with the two crew members. Last but not least, all the members of
the lifeboat experienced the avoidance-avoidance conflict. Since this conflict
occurs when people are under the situation where they have to decide between
two undesirable situations, it appears in the phenomena by showing that the
members on the lifeboat were forced to choose between eating the sick cabin
boy or starving until the rescuers came to salvage them.

2.2 Uruguayan Air Force Flight 571

The contents of Case number 2 are largely taken from an article written by
Britannica, called “Uruguayan Air Force Flight 571”.

In 1972, a group of rugby players from Montevideo Uruguay was stuck in
the middle of the Andes Mountain due to a plane crash while going to Chile
for a match. Out of the 40 passengers who rode the plane, there were only
16 survivors of the accident. During the 72 days they settled in the mountain
and waited to get rescued, they decided to cannibalize their dead families and
friends after they lacked the food resources to consume. This incident is also
known as “Andes FLight Disaster” or “Miracle Flight 571”, where the survivors
followed cannibalism in a step-by-step procedure (The Infographics Show).

The case of Uruguayan Air Force Flight 571 was analyzed based on the re-
search papers we’ve found that showed how this accident can be viewed from a
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psychological point of view

In this extreme situation of cannibalism, some serious ethical issues need to
be addressed. To begin with, the survivors of the Uruguayan Air Force Flight
accident ate corpses because of their instinctive needs to fulfill hunger. This
action goes against the survivor’s morality since they ate their own families and
friends without consent from the victims, while some people might think that it’s
okay to eat other people because they are dead based on their self-defined rules
of morality. This flight accident seems to be linked with the trolley dilemma,
which is choosing between whether to eat the other people who were aboard on
the plane with them and increase the possibility of them surviving until the end
or to starve themselves and not go against conventional moral norms.

Additionally, in extreme situations where people have to strive for food and
water, people tend to be motivated to fulfill their basic needs. This shows us
that the survivors of this air flight accident had instinctive motivation to
survive. Instinct caused the survivors of this accident to search for food to
fulfill their physiological needs. Therefore, when they consumed all the food
supplies they had with them, the remaining survivors unavoidably decided to
eat the dead passengers to survive. After the survivors were rescued, they said
that eating other people was their last resort and they had no other choices.
They consumed things that had less value to them first and then the most
valued ones. The survivors’ action indicates that they had instinct motivation
to survive. The survivors’ behavior of cannibalizing others can be also explained
by 6 the hierarchy of needs. The hierarchy of needs means that people have
certain needs that have to be fulfilled to live good lives, and they are divided
into different stages. The stages are physiological needs, safety needs, love and
belonging, esteem, and self-actualization. For example, a rugby player named
Nando was aboard the plane with his mother and his sister. As soon as the
plane crashed, his mother died and his sister was severely injured. When his
sister also died a few days later, Nando was motivated to fulfill his needs of love
and belonging, which is the third stage in the hierarchy of needs. Most people in
this stage strive to form close relationships with others. Through this airplane
accident, Nando lost a close relationship with other people and he was strongly
motivated to survive and build new relationships with others.

The defense mechanism is believed to be connected to the Uruguayan Air
Force Flight. For instance, rationalization, which is trying to justify immoral
or unjustified behavior, is used in this incident. After the survivors were rescued
from the mountain, they were blamed by other people for cannibalism. Despite
people’s criticism of the survivors, they said they were forced to eat the corpses
to survive. Yet, their claim that cannibalism was their last resort might not
be the truth. They might have tried to use rationalization, one kind of defense
mechanism to decrease the feeling of guiltiness they had toward their own ac-
tion of consuming the dead ones. In contrast, some people might agree that
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cannibalism was their last resort because it would be nearly impossible to find
any food resources near the mountain.

Furthermore, both physical and psychological stress influenced the sur-
vivors’ actions. To begin with, frostbite and constantly being exposed to de-
creasing temperature in the frigid environment increased the survivors’ alert-
ness. Also, extreme hunger due to lack of food sources would have most likely
caused them to lose awareness of the situation that they were in and injuries
that occurred during the plane crash There is also mental stress involved in
this case. For example, some of the survivors felt guilty about eating their own
families and friends. Moreover, they were feeling anxious because they were
uncertain when they will be able to be found by the rescuers. The two survivors
who went on a hike through the mountain to ask for help should have been also
stressed out as well because they had greater responsibility than before.

2.3 The Donner Party

The contents of Case number 3 are largely taken from an article written
by National Geographic, called “Beyond Cannibalism: The True Story of the
Donner Party.”

In the summer of 1846, 87 members of the Donner Party planned an expe-
dition. On their way to California, they decided to take the new trail that has
been never explored by anyone before, believing that the new trail is shorter
even though it wasn’t shorter than the traditional trail. They were stranded by
heavy snows in the middle of the journey and suffered from extreme starvation.
In the beginning, they decided to consume the animals they brought with them
on their journey. However, as the food resources became scarce, they started
to eat their dogs, and later on, started to consume the corpses of the people
who died due to the harsh and demanding environment of their course (The
Infographics Show).

Based on other research papers linked to the Donner Party incident, we’ve
analyzed how this case can be viewed in psychological ways.

First and foremost, the Donner Party has some ethical concerns that need to
be considered. The Donner Party is believed to be strongly linked to the trolley
dilemma. The people decided to eat the corpse to survive to successfully get to
the other side of the mountain rather than just leave the dead people and keep
struggling with hunger and thirst. So, in this case, the corpses were sacrificed to
save people who were still alive. Although it is immoral to eat the corpses, the
people’s actions can be explained by the stages of moral development found by
Lawrence Kohlberg. The last stage of moral development according to Kohlberg
is the post-conventional stage of development. Most people around the age of
eleven to twelve years old or older are in the post-conventional stage, and the
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people in this stage tend to act based on their self-defined ethical rules. Thus, if
the survivors thought that eating the victims was necessary and the right thing
to do in extreme situations, they might have done so even though their actions
were immoral and unethical. Overall, cannibalism can be a serious moral issue
that goes against the law.

Moreover, the people’s behaviors at the Donner Party can be explained by
different theories of motivation. For instance, the drive-reduction theory of
motivation is an idea where an organism is aroused and motivated to satisfy its
physiological needs. The people at the Donner Party eating animals that they
brought with them on their expedition to fulfill their hunger shows that they
have been motivated by the drive-reduction theory. Maslow’s hierarchy of
needs also supports the survivors’ actions at the Donner Party. According to
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, there are different stages of needs a person needs
and the very first stage is physiological needs such as water, food, shelter, etc.
Therefore, the survivors were motivated to fulfill their physiological needs.

Besides, the Donner Party incident seems to be closely related to social psy-
chology. For example, deindividualization is highly related to people’s behav-
ior at the Donner Party. Deindividualization defines that people lose self-
awareness and restraint when they are in a group, and people tend to show
more evidence of deindividualization in extreme situations such as cannibalism.
In this case, as people were starving more and more days, they lost awareness
of themselves and decided to eat the corpses and kill more people for food. An-
other psychological term related to this incident is group polarization, and
it means that people’s decisions tend to become more extreme after discussing
certain things as groups. An example of group polarization can be found when
Hastings was telling other emigrants to follow the other track since the route
that he went through is very risky and “virtually impossible”. Before he pro-
posed an idea, the emigrants had many different opinions about which path
to take. However, after discussion with other people, the majority of people
decided to try the new path which shows that their decisions became more
extreme

Besides, stress is also involved in this situation. The members of the Donner
Party felt extreme pain due to harsh weather conditions such as frostbite and
suffered from extreme hunger since they couldn’t find any food in the mountain.
Due to these physical stresses and lack of energy, they became much skinner
and weak, which eventually slowed down the whole journey. The survivors had
mental stress as well because they felt anxious due to numerous delays in the
trip. The beliefs that they might not be able to arrive at the location and other
negative thoughts that occurred during the journey by several errors increased
the survivors’ mental stress. Moreover, the survivors were feeling guilty about
eating their own families and relatives who were heading toward the same goal
from the very beginning.
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2.4 Dominican Migrant

The contents of Case number four are largely taken from an article written
by NBC News, called “Dominican Migrant: We Ate Flesh to Survive”

In 2008, 33 Dominicans were stuck in the middle of the sea while reaching
Puerto Rico, due to the engines of the wooden vessel malfunctioning. After
men and women dying daily for two weeks by dehydration and starvation, the 5
remaining survivors decided to consume the last dead man’s flesh. Luckily, they
weren’t forced for any more cannibalistic feeding thanks to the United States
Coast Guard who rescued them the next day (NBC News).

Based on the articles we have researched, we have come up with a profound
analysis by linking diverse psychological terms to this phenomenon.

Primarily, the phenomena include several effects on morality. Contrasting to
other cannibalistic events, the survivors of this event only cannibalized the man
who died the most recently. Although this could not cover the conflict about
the value of the eaten man’s life, the fact that the survivors didn’t cannibalize
numerous people could have lessened the public’s condemnation. Moreover,
their 15 days of starvation in the middle of the ocean prove that cannibalism
was truly the last resort in the situation. According to Gregorio Maria Marizan,
who held up the fisherman’s knife to eat the corpse, he claimed “It’s like beef,
almost the same,”, “At the skin, there is like half an inch of yellow fat, then the
fibers.” Also, the trolley dilemma was included In Maria’s decision to either
save the remaining four survivors or keep them starve and not eat the dead
man. In this situation, Maria likely made this decision since he considered the
one’s alive value more than the dead ones floating on the ocean. Even though
the dead man might have been one of the survivors’ family, some opinions might
state that keeping the dead man and letting the five survivors die is a foolish
choice in the situation.

Secondly, we have observed several terms of motivation that were believed to
be profoundly linked with this affair. The Instinct Theory of Motivation
was well shown in the situation. Cannibalism was their last resort after 15 days
of dehydration and starvation due to the survivors’ instinctual motivation to
consume and fulfill their hunger. In other words, they couldn’t endure the sit-
uation without any food resources, which unavoidably led them to cannibalize
the last dead man. For instance, Maria instinctively held up the fisherman’s
knife to survive as well as rescue the other survivors from severe hunger. These
influences gave by their instinct motivation associated with the Drive Reduc-
tion Theory as well since all the 10 actions they unavoidably took were due to
their general willingness to avoid death due to hunger and thirst. Hence, all of
the actions survivors took were related to their instinct and natural behaviors
they were born with, which are to fulfill their vital needs and bypass extreme
circumstances that could threaten their survival.
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To go deeper into the affair, the defense mechanism is one of the conditions
which gave a long-lasting impact on the survivors. During the 15 days along
with empty stomachs, the survivors might have continued feeling hunger due to
lack of food to consume. Consequently, they deemed keeping themselves alive
was more significant in the situation than maintaining the dead man’s body
that was drifting on the ocean with other corpses. By their self-justifiable belief
they came up in the situation, they finally ate up the last man and reduced
anxiety by fulfilling their hunger with the man’s flesh.

Along with the numerous terms that are applied to this event, there have
been several issues for the survivors relating to their physical and mental stress.
For the most, the five survivors suffered from extreme hunger and thirst. Due
to skipping meals for days, they faced a massive loss in their weight as well as
a lack of nutrition in their body. Since they became skinnier and weak, they
would probably feel closer to death, with stimulated physical stress. Besides,
the survivors experienced several mental stresses as well. Particularly, they felt
insecure due to uncertainty of when the rescuers will come. Starting with the
sense of anxiety in the middle of the ocean, it triggered them to come up with
negative thoughts about the errors that occurred during the journey, such as the
unexpected malfunction of the engine. Moreover, the fact that they were the
only ones who survived in the situation might have brought extreme pressure
on them to survive. Further, we cannot overlook the utmost dread they felt
when interacting with corpses that were scattered in the ocean.

Behind, there are additional social-psychological terms that we have analyzed
as well for the phenomena. First of all, the survivors experienced cognitive
dissonance while going through the cannibalistic situation. Even though they
strongly believed that cannibalism was not the right choice to do, they still
consumed the man’s flesh to survive. Also, obedience is considered in this
situation, since Maria Marizan had the fisherman’s knife, which eventually led
the other survivors to obey him when he was getting the man’s flesh to them.
Here, the sign of authority for Maria is considered as the fisherman’s knife,
since it was the only tool that could get out the flesh to consume, and the only
approach to survive in other words. Last but not least, the internal locus of
control played a role in the circumstance. When the survivors were unable to
endure their hunger, there was an inner conflict about the situation in which
there were no food resources versus the survivors’ desires to hunger and thirst.
Despite the belief that cannibalism was immoral, the interaction between the
two conflicts eventually led the survivors to go through cannibalism.
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3 Results & Discussion

The Lifeboat
Case

Uruguayan
Air Force
Flight571

The Donner
Party

Dominican
Migrant

Morality Killed a cabin
boy who was

alive, which led
to even more
moral issues
since their

actions
included
murder.

Ate the victims
without any
consent from
them, which
makes the

affair
controversial
because some

people claimed
the action was

appropriate
based on

self-defined
rules

Ate the corpses
left on the
ground to
alleviate

hunger during
the ongoing

journey

Has the least
moral issues to
come up with,
since they only

cannibalized
one dead
person.

Motivation Their
instinctive
behavior to
survive and

avoid death led
them to go

through
cannibalism

and stop
starving.

The remaining
survivors were
instinctively
motivated to

eat the corpses
to fulfill their
physiological
needs, which
was hunger.

Driven to fulfill
their

physiological
needs (such as

hunger)
Motivated to

fulfill their first
stage of

Maslow’s
hierarchy of

needs
(physiological

needs)

Instinctive
behavior to

consume and
fulfill hunger

and thirst
Drive-reduction
theory, where

we need to
satisfy our

physiological
needs to return
to homeostasis
(Ex. hunger)

Defense
Mechanism

To alleviate
their

punishment in
the trial,

Dudley and
Stephens

claimed that
killing Parker

was under
necessity

By stating
about the

harsh
environment of
the mountain,
they proved

that
cannibalism
was the last
resort in the

given
condition.

survivors
self-justified
that the only
food resource

they could find
was the dead

corpses during
the long-lasting

blizzards.

Tried to avoid
criticisms by

supporting that
they ate only

the most recent
corpse that was
floating on the

water.
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Stress Experienced
physical stress
by becoming
skinnier and

weaker due to
starvation,

mental stress
due to suffering
from extreme
anxiety, and

uncertainty of
the rescue +
Sense of guilt

after murdering
the cabin boy

Physical stress
due to extreme

hunger and
frostbite,

mental stress
by feeling

anxiety, and
negative

thoughts about
the continuous

delay for
rescue.

Physical stress
due to

starvation and
frigid

temperature
during

blizzards,
mental stress

by anxiety
followed by the
ongoing delay.

Physical stress
by loss of

weight and lack
of nutrition
and water,

mental stress
due to

uncertainty of
when the

rescuers will
come and save

them in the
middle of the

ocean.

Social
Psychology

Diffusion of
responsibility

- The crews
were unwilling

to lead the
murder of the

cabin boy
Obedience -

The other
crews obeyed
Dudley the
sailor when

eating Parker
since he had
the highest

posi-
tion/authority.
Avoidance-
avoidance
Conflict -

Given a choice
between
starving

Hierarchy of
needs -

survivors being
motivated to
fulfill their

psychological
needs

Deindividual
ization - The
members lost
awareness of

themselves and
their actions
because they

were in a
group, and

extreme
situations led
to more severe
deindividual-

izati on Group
Polarization -
People’s choice
on which path
to take for the
journey became
more extreme

after the

Cognitive
Dissonance

theory -
Despite they

believed
cannibalism
was not the

right action to
take, they still
consumed the

corpse to
survive.

Obedience -
Other survivors
obeyed Maria
Marizan, who
had authority
over others by
the fisherman’s

knife.
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3.1 Limitations

To begin with, there’s limited access to data. There were only a few research
papers that viewed cannibalism from a psychological point of view since exam-
ining cannibalistic events from a psychological point of view is a unique topic.
There are limited numbers of resources that we can use to read, comprehend,
and analyze the research question. As a result, we might have missed some
other ways how psychology is connected to cannibalism. Also, the research on
cannibalism from a psychological point of view might have been biased. Be-
cause the research is based on how we analyzed the cannibalistic events from
the past, we might have misunderstood cannibalistic events and came up with
wrong conclusions.

4 Conclusion

Based on the psychological terms we have evaluated such as motivation, stress,
and defense mechanism, they had comparable effects on the survivors’ decision-
making despite they all had varying circumstances. However, morality and the
additional psychological terms applied slightly varied depending on the situa-
tion the survivors were in. Overall, our final conclusion to this research is “Yes,
the psychological state of the so-called “cannibals” may be valuable in under-
standing such actions, and these immoral behaviors may be applied in other
extreme conditions as well.”
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The Birth and Behavior of
Murderers

Cristina Moya

Nicol Moya

Abstract

In this AP Psychology Capstone Project, we will look into the murderer’s
brain and study the different levels of energy per brain area. For example, the
frontal lobe, the frontal cortex, etc. We will also look into two famous
psychologists, Jean Decety and Adrian Raine, who experimented on prisoners
who had committed murders. Jean Decety and Adrian Raine scanned the
prisoners’ brains and found interesting results which we will later discuss in
our Capstone Project. We will also look into four famous serial killers. Ted
Bundy, Jeffrey Dahmer, Tsutomu Miyazaki (The Human Dracula), and Pedro
López. All of them are known for the horrible crimes they committed against
innocent people who had nothing to do with their anger. We will examine and
investigate how their childhood was to see if becoming a murderer relates to
what they experienced as children and we will also examine the way they
committed the crimes. In the end, we will summarize everything and see if
there are any similarities or differences between them.
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1 Introduction

Murderers, psychopaths, and killers, the infamous people who are known for
doing such horrible things to innocent people. But, what leads them to do these
horrible crimes against people they did not even know? Did something happen
in their childhood? Is there a reason why most of their victims are of a certain
gender or race? How do they do these gruesome murders? These might some
of the questions you ask yourself when you see a report in the news of a murder
killing up to more than 10 people over several weeks or even days. We became
interested in exploring this topic of murderers, psychopaths, and killers because
we want to understand why they did these horrible things. What led them to do
it? Because normal human beings would not do these types of things to another
human being because it is ethically wrong, so that is why murderers stand out
for us. They are not normal. They have something wrong, but what is it? That
is what interests us.

1.1 Significance

The significance of our study is to try and find what led them to become mur-
derers, and how their brain is different from us. Maybe they have lower activities
in some parts of the brain that differ from us. Our study would contribute to
the knowledge of the world so people would now know how murderers became
what they are now so then we can try and stop other people from becoming
that and even create a peaceful world. That is why we are going to study the
fields of cognition, development, abnormal psychology, nature/nurture issues in
today’s capstone project to see how they grew into a murder/killer, how they
chose their victims, and how they carried out their deeds. In the end, we will
try to find out how they are all linked and if they are, we will understand and
see how we can stop more people from becoming murderers.

1.2 Hypothesis

We hypothesize that all murderers are the same. All of them were created
(or developed) the same way and their choice of victims is the same too. For
example, the victims would be of the same gender, race, age, etc. Their killing
techniques and what they do after killing the person are all the same. They are
all the same.

2 Methodology

2.1 Sources

We got our sources from reliable sources. Two of our sources are from “js-
tor.org” which is a very reliable source because it has published works. One of
our sources is about Ted Bundy which is from Netflix. Netflix makes documen-
taries about famous serial killers so we decided to watch one about Ted Bundy
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and we took notes about it. It had a lot of detail about Ted Bundy’s biography
and how the murders happened which is very reliable so we can know every
little detail about the infamous serial killer, Ted Bundy, so we can write real
things that happened with Ted Bundy. Documentaries are known for interview-
ing people who were alive and experienced the horror of the crimes that were
happening at the time. In this documentary about Ted Bundy, the documen-
tary filmmakers invited people who were friends, family members, interviewers,
or even the victims who survived his demonic acts. Which shows how reliable
it is because it interviews real people who know the truth and were even really
close with the murderer which makes it easier to know more deeply about the
murderer. Other sources are from “AE Television Networks” which writes ar-
ticles about infamous serial killers and their biography. This website is reliable
because we could also see in detail the murderer’s early life, crimes, etc. This
website is reliable too because it also interviews people who were alive at the
time it had happened and people who were close with the murderers. Some-
times, even people that work in this company and write the articles go and
interview the murderers. It also gives a lot of detail about our infamous serial
killers which is what we needed. We also wanted to study the murderer’s mind
so we tried to find experiments that were done with criminals who committed
murders. Surprisingly, we did. We found two psychologists called Jean Decety
and Adrian Raine who both studied the brain and mind of murderers. So we
decided to read about them and read about the experiment that they did. Their
experiments helped us a lot to understand the murderer’s brain so we decided to
use it as a source because it happened and they are “no ones.” They are famous
psychologists who teach in Universities so both of them are very reliable, so we
decided to use their experiment as a source.

2.2 Case Study

A case study is a study in which researchers study a single person in-depth
for a day. A case study is what we decided to conduct in this capstone project
because it fits what we are going to talk about in this capstone project. We do
not study one murderer in-depth; instead, we study four of them in-depth which
could still be called a case study because we are studying murderers. Murderers
can be the one thing that we are studying in-depth so we can say that it is a
case study.

2.3 Procedure

Our procedure for this Capstone project is that we decide to read first all
of the articles or published works and watch the documentaries and we would
take notes, in our own words, as we watched and read our sources so we could
remember what he had read and seen. Taking notes also helped us have a
summary of what we read and it helps us write our capstone project easier.
Reading and watching our sources first, before doing our plan, was better for
us because we could focus on what we were going to talk about, and then we
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can focus on the structure of our capstone project which helped us a lot. Our
standards for comparing were that we wanted to read and see deeply into the
four murderer’s past like their early life. So we decided to focus on that a lot to
see if there are any similarities or differences between them that we can compare.

3 Results

3.1 Psychologists

We studied with two famous psychologists in which they made an interest-
ing finding. Jean Decety is a psychologist who helped the field of psychology
understand socioemotional and neurobiological components underlying social
cognition in children, adults, and forensic psychopaths. Decety decided to use
his knowledge and his tools to find more things about the human mind, espe-
cially psychopaths. Decety and his team decided to study the brain of more
than 800 prisoners. The prisoners were divided into two groups. One of the
groups was made up of prisoners who robbed a bank or did something else and
the other group was made up of prisoners who committed crimes (killing peo-
ple). Decety and his team examined the prisoner’s brain by using an fMRI to
see if there are differences between the murderers’ group and the robbers’ group.
Surprisingly, they found a big difference. The murderers’ group had less gray
matter in the brain parts that were in charge of emotional processing, emotional
control, and social cognition. They also found that the murderers and crimi-
nals had different levels in the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) and anterior temporal
lobes. The orbitofrontal cortex is in charge of decision making and the anterior
temporal lobe (ATL) is in charge of semantic memory (our knowledge of ob-
jects, people, words, and facts). Both of these parts in the brain were lacking in
the murderers’ group but the robbers’ group had at least higher than the other
group.

The second famous psychologist is Adrian Raine. Raine is a professor at
Richard Perry University and is also a British psychologist. The department
in which he is in is Criminology, Psychiatry, and Psychology. His main area of
interest is Neurocrimionology in which he and his team try to find the causes
and cures of people who have committed crimes. Raine and his team decided to
experiment with murderers. Raine and his team used a PET scan to investigate
the killer’s metabolic activity in the brain. Adrian Raine and his team found
out that they had reduced development of the prefrontal cortex. The prefrontal
cortex is in charge of thinking about the consequences of one’s actions, which
killers lack. And it also seemed like they lacked control over the limbic system
which is in charge of the primary emotions such as anger and rage. Less control
over this part of the brain leads them to lose their control and kill people and
be violent.
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These two psychologists made very important and significant findings that
can now help understand the murderer’s mind, so now we will look into our four
infamous serial killers.

3.2 Murderers

3.2.1 Ted Bundy

Our first case is about the infamous American serial killer, Ted Bundy. Bundy
was born on November 24, 1946, and died on January 24, 1989. He committed
at least 36 murders between 1974 and 1978 but police officers and investigators
believe that there are more murders that he hasn’t confessed about. Investi-
gators found out that he performed his crimes by first killing the victim and
then performing sexual interactions with them. This is called necrophilia. He
dumped his victims in the Issaquah Forest. Some of the victims were decapi-
tated and others were in the worst conditions. His victims were all women who
were in their 20s or mid-20s.

His childhood wasn’t delightful. Her mother had him at a very young age
which wasn’t acceptable at the time. Ted Bundy’s mother had very religious
parents. According to the bible, having a child or sexual interactions with an-
other person before marriage is considered a sin. Ted Bundy’s mother had no
option but to give Bundy up for adoption. Bundy was adopted by his grand-
parents and was told that his mother was his sister. But was later told that his
sister was his mother and his mother took him to Tacoma, Washington where
they met Johnnie, Bundy’s step-father. Bundy became fascinated with knives
at the age of three. This is very unexpected and peculiar for a child because
most children become fascinated with cars or other types of toys. Not knives.
This fascination that he had at a very young age may relate to him becoming a
serial killer because when he performed his crimes, he usually had a knife with
him to stab his victims.

Bundy had a speech impediment at a young age which made children from
his school make fun of him. This may be linked to his murderers because of how
he took out his anger and the time he suffered towards his victims by torturing
them. He may have portrayed his victims as the children who bullied him in
school at a young age, so he made his victims suffer, thinking they were the
bullies, by torturing them in unspeakable ways so the victims how he suffered
during school hours because of speech impediment.

But, as he grew up, he started to gain more friends and had a better life. A
documentary filmmaker interviewed people who knew Bundy in a documentary
about Bundy’s crimes and life. One of the people being interviewed, who was
very close with Bundy but did not give his name, said that Bundy was a very
charming person. As it turns out, was just acting as a very charming person
so people wouldn’t suspect him as being the person who was doing all of the
crimes and led his victims to the place he was going to murder them by acting
all charming. This shows how he can be diagnosed with Antisocial Personality
Disorder. Antisocial Personality Disorder is usually diagnosed with people who
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are murderers because of their lack of empathy towards their victims. They
do not feel any type of guilt or remorse towards their victims and after killing
and torturing them. Murderers who have Antisocial Personalities also change
their personalities into charming and welcoming personalities so they can lead
their victims into their killing place. This shows how he can be portrayed as
having Antisocial Personality Disorder because of his lack of remorse towards
his victims and his charming personality so he could persuade his victims into
his killing nest and persuade other people to believe that he was very kind and
wonderful person.

Later in his life, he got a girlfriend and her name was Diane (this was before
he committed the murders). At the beginning of their relationship, everything
was nice. But near the end of their relationship, Diane stopped liking him
because Bundy came from a low-class family. Diane came from a high-class
family. For Bundy, it was harder to take Diane out for dinner or buy her
jewelry because he didn’t have a lot of money. Diane decided to break up with
him because Ted wasn’t fulfilling her needs and they were from different classes
in society. This may help us find out why all of his victims are women. Maybe
he is trying to get revenge on what Diane did to him by taking his anger out
on victims who are women. This could be called Displaced Aggression. He is
taking his anger out into people who are not related to the source of his anger.
The young women were portrayed as Diane to Bundy.

3.2.2 Jeffrey Dahmer

The second serial killer we will look at is Jeffrey Dahmer. Dahmer was born
on May 21, 1960, and died on November 28, 1994. He performed his murders
by first drugging his victims and then he would either rape them or kill them.
After killing them, he would save parts of his victims bodies in the refrigerator
or other parts of the house and he would sometimes eat parts of the victims’
bodies, which is called cannibalism. He also performed necrophilia after killing
his victims. All of his victims were men.

An article by “AETV Real Crime ” interviewed a person called Walhstorm
who interviewed Jeffrey Dahmer himself. Wahlstrom talked about his interview
with Jeffrey Dahmer in this article. “At age 13, Dahmer tried to actualize what
was in his imagination: He’d become overcome with lust for a male jogger in
his hometown of Bath, Ohio, and so one day hid with a baseball bat near that
jogger’s route, hoping to make his first kill. But Dahmer told Wahlstrom the
man didn’t go jogging that day and so he moved on,” said the article about
Jeffrey Dahmer. This shows how his fascination with murdering people and
torturing them began. He tried to do it at a very young age, but couldn’t at the
age of 13. It also said in the article that as he got older, he became an alcoholic.
His alcoholism created many problems which included getting kicked out of the
army and was sent by his parents to live with his grandmother. We could say
that maybe his alcoholism created fantasies because of his drunkenness. The
fantasies (killing people and doing the worst things to them) became worse as
he grew older because of alcohol.
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Wahlstrom was also shocked by one story that Dahmer told him during the
interview. Dahmer had a tadpole and he gave it to a teacher. The teacher ended
up giving it to another kid in the class. Dahmer did not like it. He decided to
go to the kid’s house where he saw the tadpole in an aquarium. “He poured
some gasoline on it and set it on fire,” says Wahlstrom. “He said to me, ‘If you
want to call those torturing animals, I tortured animals.” This shows when he
started to act aggressive and disrupting. He started by torturing animals and
then moved on to humans, which were men. There was nothing linked to him
being abused as a child or having a bad childhood. It seems that it was just
created by itself. There was no influence. It was just him.

3.2.3 Tsutomu Miyazaki

The third one is Tsutomu Miyazaki or the so-called “The Human Dracula.”
He is an infamous Japanese serial killer. He was born on August 21, 1962, and
died on June 17, 2008. He performed his crimes by kidnapping the victims and
then would rape them and kill them. Sometimes he would keep the parts of the
victims’ bodies. His victims were all girls that were between 4 and 5 years old.
Miyazaki killed at least four little girls. Some of them he dumped in a forest
and other places but he kept one of the girl’s bodies in his house in which he
did much more horrible things to the girl that was kept in the house than the
others.

He was born with a birth defect that enabled him to bend his wrists com-
pletely. Because of this birth defect, he became a victim of bullying in his school.
Bullying may be one of the factors of why he became a murderer. He took out
his anger and revenge towards his victims, the little girls. He was very close with
his grandfather. His grandfather was the only person in his family who liked
and hoped for the best in Tsutomu Miyazaki. Miyazaki’s parents didn’t love
him and weren’t worried about him, but his grandfather was. Miyazaki decided
to live with his grandfather. His grandfather took care of him and Miyazaki
was happy. Until his grandfather passed away. His grandfather’s passing away
made his condition worsen. Miyazaki came back to his unhappy personality,
but it was much worse now. He started to sneak in the bathroom when his little
sisters were taking showers and once he tried to attack his mother.

We think, as well as some experts, that his grandfather’s passing was Miyazaki’s
tipping point. He started to behave worse than before. He started to sneak into
the bathrooms every time his little sisters were showering and once, he almost
attacked his mother because he was filled with rage from something that had
happened to him. His grandfather was the only, as we said before, that be-
lieved in him. Now that he has passed, his hope and happiness that he had
disappeared. Maybe his grandfather was the one who kept him in control and
made Miyazaki have at least some hope in him, but when he left, Miyazaki lost
control of himself which led him to commit the crimes.
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3.2.4 Pedro López

Our last serial killer is Pedro López. Pedro López is a Colombian infamous
serial killer who was born on October 8, 1948, and is still alive to this day.
He performed his crimes by kidnapping little girls and then would rape and
kill them by dismembering their bodies. His crimes were committed in Peru,
Colombia, and Ecuador. He was able to do all of these crimes inside the three
different countries because the police deported him from his own country, so
then López decided to run away to Peru and Ecuador.

His childhood wasn’t nice. His mother used to physically abuse López which
made him run away from his home. He was homeless. “While on the streets, a
stranger approached Lopez and offered him a bed, but instead took the young-
ster to an abandoned building and sexually assaulted him,” said an article called
“A&E Television Networks” that studies and has the biography of famous mur-
derers. López was also molested by a teacher while he was living in an or-
phanage, which made him run away again. “Lopez would eventually speak of
wanting vengeance for his suffering as a child,” said a person (unknown) that
had interviewed López. We can see from this that he suffered a lot as a child
from adults who sexually and physically abused him which we could say created
him to become a murderer. His main targets are little girls. We can conclude
that his targets are little girls because he wants the girls to feel and understand
the horrible and abusive childhood that he had. López might think that the
little girls do not deserve a happy childhood. They deserve an abusive one like
the one he had, so he decides to take out his anger and suffering onto little girls
near the same age he started to experience the abuse when he was a child. He
wants the little girls to understand his suffering. He wants the world to know
how much he suffered so he portrays it onto the innocent little girls.

4 Discussion

Decety and Raine’s experiments could help us understand the different levels
of activities in the murderer’s mind. For example, in their experiments, they
found different levels of activities and different levels of gray matter in parts of
the brain. There was less gray matter in the brain parts that were in charge
of emotional processing, emotional control, and social cognition. This shows
how we could predict that the murderer’s that we studied today have less gray
matter in those parts of the brain. But we cannot go to conclusions too quickly
because we do not have enough evidence to say that they had less gray matter.
We tried to find if any scientists studied the brain of these murderers after they
were killed or during the interviews but we didn’t find any which made us think
that maybe there is a similarity between our four murderers and Decety and
Raine’s experiments.
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• Differences

– Victims

∗ Men

∗ Women

∗ Little girls

– Kidnapping Methods

∗ Took little girls away in a car

∗ Met victims at a bar

∗ Developed relationship

∗ Lured victims out of their village

• Similarities

– Bad Childhood

∗ Suffered from birth defect or disabilities

∗ Raped or abused

– Rape

∗ All raped their victims before/after murder

– Lack of Friends

∗ Antisocial tendencies

∗ Rarely communicated with others

– Intelligent

∗ Top of class

∗ Received good grades

– Targeted Younger Individuals

∗ Most victims were in their 20s

∗ Also targeted children around 4 - 9 years old

– Fascinated with Unusual Things During Youth

∗ Bundy = knives

∗ Jeffrey = Lust for a male jogger

∗ Miyazaki = inappropriate anime

∗ Lopez = fascination for little sisters

As you can see and as we described in the abstract of this paper, we created a
chart about their similarities and differences. First, we started to read about our
four murderer’s cases, and then we started to take notes and see whether there
are any similarities or differences, in which we found some. In the similarities
chart, you may be confused by why we said “smart” even though they might
have some type of psychological problem. We say they are “smart” because most
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of them were at the top of their class and were getting good grades. Others were
having meetings with politics, etc. Also, making someone follow you and fall for
your act of a “nice person” takes a lot of minds tricking. The murderers would
trick their victims so the murderers could kill them. Some of them even went
and kidnapped people, like Miyazaki, without getting caught by anyone which
shows how most of them have high levels of surrounding intelligence. What
we mean by “surrounding intelligence” is that they were so focused on people
who might see them kidnapping someone so they paid very close attention to
their surrounding while planning and kidnapping the person. It is similar to
multitasking because the murderer is doing two things at once, focusing deeply
on their surroundings and kidnapping the victim.

Our hypothesis cannot come to conclusions too quickly. We do not know
if all murderers are the same because we did not study every murderer in the
world, we only studied four. Our hypothesis is neither wrong nor right, it’s in
the middle.

But, there were some limitations to our study. For example, we are young
students. Young students don’t have accessibility to everything on the internet
because of age restrictions. The internet limits young students from web brows-
ing things that are not appropriate for our age, so we cannot see or read if there
are more things about them that we may not know. Also, we cannot interview
or see the records of our four murderers. We cannot interview them or see their
records because we are too young and we do not have a job in the FBI that
permits us to enter the records cabinet about our four murderers and interview
them. We cannot interview some of them because some of them are already
dead because they were sentenced to the death penalty a long time ago and one
of them (Lopez) is out in the world somewhere, so we do not want to go and find
him just because of our research project because the person is too dangerous.
The last limitation we had in our study is that our hypothesis cannot come to
conclusions too quickly. This is because we do not have the information about
every murderer in the world and how all of them are similar that can support
our hypothesis, but our hypothesis is neither wrong nor right, it’s right in the
middle.

5 Conclusion

In the end, our hypothesis is neither wrong nor right, it’s right in the mid-
dle. We do not have enough information and support that can help us prove
our hypothesis right, so that was a limitation in this study. We found more
similarities than differences but it doesn’t mean that our hypothesis is right
because there are still some differences and as we said before, we do not have
enough information that our hypothesis is ENTIRELY right. The good thing
is that we found new information while doing our research. We found out that
because of Decety and Raine’s experiments using an fMRI to scan the group
of murderers, we found out that all of the murderers have less activity in the
parts of the brain that are in charge of emotions and decision-making. Which
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can show how they do not think before killing someone, and show empathy for
their victim’s suffering. Also, we found out that we shouldn’t expose children
to abusive environments and violence too. For example, Tsutomu Miyazaki was
exposed as a child to violent animes and then he became so obsessed with them
that we could say that it might have led him to do what he saw on television
in real life. We should treat children with care and kindness, so they do not
become like the four murderers that we talked about in our study.
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Students’ Reactions to Teachers’
Entrance into Classrooms

Jay Kim

Sam Lee

Abstract

In this naturalistic observational study, we decided to place the idea that the
reactions were classically conditioned as the basis of the study. Classical
conditioning is when a neutral stimulus is associated with an unconditioned
response and results in a conditioned response. The research was aimed to
figure out what affects the differences in students’ reactions to different
teachers in ICS. In this research, a neutral stimulus is teachers entering the
classroom and the unconditioned response is students’ reactions. We are trying
to find out the unconditioned stimulus that makes an unconditioned response
to a conditioned response. We hypothesized that the unconditioned stimuli
that influenced the unconditioned response are obedience and generalized
stereotypes. Obedience can be described as obeying a person who is in a
higher position than you. A generalized stereotype is when you think that your
fixed idea about a person or group is applied to anyone. We decided to choose
Ms.Choi and Mr.Earnest as familiar/friendly teachers and Mr.Collins as more
authoritative teachers for our research. We invited them during class times to
enter the classroom and we accurately recorded the data when teachers
entered the classroom. We were able to use the data we collected and connect
them with obedience and stereotype to explain why the difference is made.
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1 Introduction

At school, in teacher-student relationships, teachers’ roles at school have in-
fluence. Classical conditioning is what takes place when students are forming
the reaction to teachers. We think this topic is worthy because the result of this
research can be used as useful information to find ways to improve students’
behaviors in classrooms. Also, since this is only happening in ICS, it’s unique
and the result of this research may provide the answer to why this is happening.
Our goal for this research project is to find what influences students’ different
reactions to different teachers. We are mainly going to focus on the difference
between Mr. Collins and other teachers. The difference between Mr.Collins and
other teachers at school is that Mr.Collins catches students who are doing inap-
propriate things more often than other teachers. For other teachers, sometimes
they let students go even if they catch students doing inappropriate things.
But, for Mr.Collins, he never let it slide. Here, we can infer that students are
afraid of getting caught doing inappropriate things by Mr.Collins, and more
careful when there is Mr.Collins. We hypothesize that the difference between
the roles of Mr.Collins and other teachers at school is going to cause differences
in students’ conditioned reactions to their entrance to the classroom. We also
hypothesize that the difference in the role at school includes the influence of
obedience and generalized stereotypes.

2 Methodology

We decided to use the method of naturalistic observation for our research.
Naturalistic observation holds an advantage that makes the method effective.
Naturalistic observation is when the research is conducted by researchers ob-
serving the test subjects in a natural setting. The advantage that was able to
be taken was that students were not making up their reactions because they are
showing their usual and natural reactions to teachers entering the classroom.

Research with the method of naturalistic observations was conducted through-
out Wednesday, May 26th and next Tuesday, June 1st. We asked Mr.Collins,
Ms.Choi, and Mr.Earnest to participate in our research as teachers that will
bring out reactions from students. Mr.Collins was selected to be the teacher
that is authoritative and strict. Ms.Choi and Mr.Earnest were selected to be
the teacher that is familiar and friendly with students. We were looking for the
difference in reactions of students. The reactions of students in our research
were limited to being suddenly quiet, sitting on their seats, stopping what they
were doing, or paying attention to the teacher when they came in.

The first observation was made during the Microeconomics class on Wednes-
day, May 26th. (At that time, the class was doing self-study.) It was during a
time period between 2:40 to 2:50. We started by inviting Ms.Choi first to bring
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out students’ reactions. There were a total of 27 participants for the first obser-
vation. Out of a total of 27 participants, 17 students were boys and 10 students
were girls. At 2:40, we invited Ms.Choi to enter the classroom and asked her
to stay in the classroom for about 10 seconds so that most of the students may
realize that Ms.Choi has entered the classroom. Mr.Collins was invited to the
classroom after 10 minutes since Ms.Choi left the classroom so that Mr. Choi’s
previous entry to the classroom does not influence students’ reactions to Mr.
Collins’s entry to the classroom.

The second observation was made on Tuesday, June 1st during the self-study
period for the capstone project. The research was conducted from 3:15 to 3:30.
We thought that the first observation included some confounding variables that
could affect our conclusion, so we tried to build some settings to remove these
confounding variables. First, we changed the baseline of measurement. While
we were doing observations, because most of the students were doing capstone
projects, they were not showing enough behavior that we could measure with
an older baseline. So, we decided to measure participants giving attention to
teachers in any way rather than only participants being suddenly quiet or sitting
on their seats. Second, we set the environment to prevent participants from
leaving the classroom. Also, for both observations, we invited Mr.Collins to
measure, but we changed the independent variable, Ms.Choi, to Mr.Earnest
for the second observation to use another teacher that can represent ”other
teachers.” We organized our result into a bar graph to show the result clearly.
And a pie chart to show how the reactions differed.

3 Results

3.1 First Observation

For the first observation, six students reacted to Ms.Choi, and eleven students
reacted to Mr. Collins. With the first observation, we could see that five more
students were reacting to Mr.Collins. In other words, the first observation shows
that students pay more attention to Mr.Collins entering the classroom. With
this idea, we could anticipate one reason for this result. It is that we would
think that students might be thinking that they should be more careful with
Mr.Collins than Ms.Choi. In other words, there are specific reasons for stu-
dents’ behavior. We also anticipated why students should be more careful with
Mr.Collins rather than other teachers. After five minutes of thinking, we could
know that Mr.Collins was the teacher who catches students doing inappropriate
things most often. We partially conclude that this result of the first observation
is influenced by students’ generalized stereotypes made by Mr.Collins’ actions
of playing the role of catching students doing inappropriate things. From ex-
perience, we could also know that, usually, when Mr.Collins catches students
after he comes into the classroom suddenly. The result earned from the first
observation shows the classical conditioning occurring. Students are associating
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Mr.Collins entering the classroom with him catching students. The conclusion
we could get from the first observation was that students’ generalized stereo-
type about Mr. Collins’s behavior and classical conditioning occurred when
Mr.Collins suddenly came into the classroom causing students to react more
than Ms.Choi coming into the classroom. But, we could not conclude our whole
conclusion only with the first observation. So, we also progressed to the second
observation for our research to find out more about our study about students’
reactions.

3.2 Second Observation

In our second observation’s research, there were a total of thirteen students.
We invited Mr. Earnest first at 3:15 and measured how many students showed
attention to him. There were a total of six people who reacted to the teacher
out of thirteen participants. After we made some gap between two measurement
times, at 3:30, we invited Mr. Collins to measure the results. nine people out
of thirteen participants showed their attention to Mr.Collins. Also, there was
something that could be the confounding variable, which is that teachers talked
to students directly. But, fortunately, participants by teachers already showed
the reaction before they talked to them, so we could exclude this happening
from confounding variables.

3.3 Comparison

With the results from the first and second observations, we could know that
both results showed similar evidence that supports our hypothesis, that the
difference between Mr.Collins and other teachers at school is going to cause dif-
ferences in students’ conditioned reactions to their entrance to the classroom.
From the results, we could see that 65 percent more participants showed reac-
tions to Mr. Collins than other teachers. If we reinterpret this result, we can
know that students spend more attention on Mr. Collins, and these researchers
conclude that these results are enough evidence that students pay more atten-
tion to Mr. Collins, because of his role in ICS.
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3.4 Tables & Figures

Figure 1: Student reactions for each observation

Figure 2: Student reactions for each observation
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Figure 3: Student reactions for each observation

4 Conclusion

The result came out to be that students showed more reactions when Mr.Collins
entered the classroom than when other teachers entered the classroom. Our hy-
pothesis that the roles of teachers at school influence the different reactions of
students when each teacher enters the classroom. The result of the two observa-
tions that were conducted throughout two weeks has proved our hypothesis to be
correct. Both observations have successfully shown that more students reacted
to Mr.Collins entering the classroom than other teachers entering. Also, when
Mr.Collins entered the classroom, students showed more reactions to stopping
what they were doing, which shows that they pay more attention to Mr.Collins
rather than only looking at him.

The second part of our hypothesis was that the different reactions to Mr.
Collins and other teachers at school entering the classroom are caused by how
authoritative the teacher is and what role they have at school. And that each fac-
tor will be related to obedience and generalized stereotypes respectively. With
the results we got from the first and second observations, we were able to find
out if our hypothesis was correct or incorrect. When we calculated the num-
bers we measured from our research, we were able to know that there was an
average of 65 percent more students who showed reactions when Mr. Collins
entered the classroom compared to other teachers entering the classroom. In
other words, more participants showed reactions when Mr. Collins came in.
This result supports our hypothesis with the part that students care more at-
tention to Mr.Collins. The next step for our research project was to prove
how obedience and generalized stereotypes have influenced students’ showing
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more reactions to Mr.Collins. The naturalistic observation has proved that it
is true that there are more reactions from the students when Mr.Collins enters
the classroom than when other teachers enter the classroom. The second part
of our hypothesis is that obedience and generalized stereotypes have influenced
the difference in students’ reactions between Mr.Collins and other teachers. The
reason why students’ reactions to teachers entering the classroom are classical
conditioning is that obedience and stereotype that was mentioned previously
have played a role of unconditional stimulus that conditioned their reactions.

Obedience is simply defined as obeying a person that is in a higher position
and holds authority. Evidence of obedience influence is proven through the
Meta-Milgram study, which examines further Milgram’s research about obedi-
ence. First, to talk about the Meta-Milgram study, it is written as the secondary
source of Milgram’s experiment. To give a summary of Milgram’s experiment, it
explains how obedience works more when the order to do something is given by
someone who has authority. Even though this experiment is famous, the only
experimental condition that is usually known to people is the researcher giving
authoritative voice feedback to participants. There are actually 23 experimen-
tal conditions that were used in Milgram’s experiment in which such things as
gender difference and proximity were included (Haslam). For our research, we
hypothesized that proximity was what has influenced the different reactions for
different teachers. Proximity is how close you are to the other person. Our
research was influenced by how proximity and obedience are related. According
to the Meta-Milgram study conducted by Haslam and two other researchers,
greater proximity between students and teachers is associated with less obedi-
ence. Teachers that are more familiar and friendly are likely to have greater
proximity with students. On the other hand, more authoritative teachers are
likely to have less proximity with their students. In our research, Ms. Choi
and Mr. Earnest were the teachers that showed greater proximity with stu-
dents and Mr.Collins was the teacher that showed less proximity with students.
The result of the Meta-Milgram study suggests the reason why students show
more reactions to Mr.Collins. It can be concluded that the obedience students
have toward Mr.Collins makes them react more. Since students know that Mr.
Collins wants them to study rather than play or rest, they are more likely to
want to make Mr. Collins think that they are studying hard due to their higher
obedience to Mr. Collins.

Generalized stereotypes are when you think a fixed idea about a group or a
person applies generally to everyone. It has influenced because the fixed idea
about Mr.Collins from students caused their behavior of giving more attention
and being more careful when he enters the classroom. According to the re-
search about stereotypes by Erin Beeghly, it mentions generics which rather
than describing each person individually, makes general claims about a group
that individual is in. One of the three generics mentioned in the text is char-
acteristic generics. Characteristic generics make claims about individuals of a
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group by relating the general role of the group. The characteristic generic is used
by students, they claim Mr.Collins to be strict and authoritative based on the
fact that he is an individual of the groups that has the role of catching students
doing inappropriate things. The relation between our research and generalized
stereotypes is that our results of observations are influenced by students’ gen-
eralized stereotypes. People learn prejudice as they live (Allport). Students’
stereotypes allow them to make prejudice. They make prejudice about Mr.
Collins that he will be the person that will be causing students problems when
they do something wrong just because he is the one that catches the students.
Students are prejudiced that he will be punishing them. To make it simpler, Mr.
Collins’ role in ICS to students is catching people doing inappropriate things
and punishing them. Then, we can ask about other teachers. They can also
catch us doing inappropriate things and give us punishments. But, the point
of this role comes from Mr. Collins not giving slack. Other teachers sometimes
give slack to students, but Mr. Collins almost never gives slack to students. In
other words, if there is Mr. Collins, students should pay more attention to their
behavior, and it causes especially more attention to Mr. Collins. In conclusion
with generalized stereotypes in this research, students build generalized stereo-
types from Mr. Collins’ usual attitude, and it influences students’ behavior and
attention to teachers.

For two different observations that were conducted for research, limitations
were existing while we were conducting research. One of the limitations is
the size of the classroom that the observation was conducted in. The first
observation was conducted in the auditorium and the second observation was
conducted in the seminar room. The main difference between the two rooms was
the size of the rooms. The auditorium has a larger space than the seminar room.
This may mean that students are more likely to hang around the classroom.

In the first observation, we thought that the advantage of the auditorium, that
there will be more test subjects, can be helpful for the research, but there was a
confounding variable that occurred due to the large size of the room. The room
was so large that even when teachers walked in, many students were not able
to realize it. Data from the first observation shows this. Out of twenty-seven
students that were in the classroom, only a maximum of eleven people reacted.
Compared to the ratio of the people that reacted out of the total number of
students in the second observation, the ratio of the first observation is very
small. During the first observation, two main confounding variables influenced
the result of the research. The limitation to our research was that the research
was not in a ”normal” condition. Our research was done during self-study
classes where everyone was working on capstone research projects. The reason
why students working on capstone worked as a confounding variable is that when
they are working on capstone projects, they are supposed to be discussing with
their partners. During usual classes, students are not supposed to be talking
to other students, in other words, it is an inappropriate thing to do. As it was
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mentioned previously, Mr.Collins catches students doing inappropriate things
and does not let them get away with it. This will cause students to show more
reactions to Mr. Collins entered the classroom in usual classes. To lessen the
influence of limitations on the research, we used students working on capstone
projects as one part of the research. The second research was conducted in
the seminar room that has a smaller size than the auditorium so that all of
the students are able to realize when teachers enter the classroom. In the first
research, we tried to measure the number of students that were suddenly being
quiet or sitting in their seats. But, since they were already being quiet, we
measured the students who gave attention to teachers or students that suddenly
stopped when teachers entered the classroom in the second research.
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Music’s Effect On Perceptual
Bias

Eunho Lee

Abstract

We feel different emotions everyday. Psychologists made theories that
suggested their opinions about how people feel emotions. In this paper, I made
an experiment to support two of these theories, James - Lange theory and
Schachter - Singer theory, and to find how music affects perception and
possibly causes bias. I made an experiment that can show the different
reactions of people witnessing the same stimulus while listening to different
music. I divided eight people into two groups of four. The two groups watched
videos while listening to different music, one group listening to eerie music and
another group listening to bright music. In this experiment, a phenomenon
called priming was used to show the correlation of music and perception. This
paper will help people understand two theories of emotion, James - Lange
theory and Schachter - Singer theory, and how different music affects our
perceptions differently. This paper will also help people to understand how
physiological changes affect our emotions and cognition.
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1 Introduction

When we listen to music, we feel amusement, joy, fear and other different
emotions. People use music for relieving stress, lessening anxiety and even
for boosting memories. According to the American Psychology Association,
“Perception is the process or result of becoming aware of objects, relationships,
and events by means of the senses, which includes such activities as recognizing,
observing, and discriminating,” and my study focuses on the relation of music
to perception.

The goal of this paper is to find how music affects perception and possibly
causes bias. I chose to do this because everytime I feel depressed, I listen to
music and it makes me feel positive. And I believe music changes our emotions
and perception can be changed by emotion. This means that when we listen to
bright and optimistic music, we’ll think and act more positively. So, the purpose
of this paper is to offer some light to this topic. By reading this paper, people
will gain knowledge of correlation between music and perception.

There are many theories that suggest different opinions about how people feel
emotions. James - Lange theory is a physiological theory. Physiological theories
suggest that physical responses cause emotions. James - Lange theory is a theory
of emotion that was developed by psychologist William James and physiologist
Carl Lange. James - Lange theory suggested that physiological changes occur
first when people see an external stimulus, and emotional experience depends
on how we interpret the physiological changes (Cannon).

Schachter - Singer theory, also known as the two-factor theory, is another
theory of emotion that deals with the cognitive factor. This theory suggests
that our body will get physically aroused first if we see an external stimulus,
and when we label the arousal then we define the stimulation as an emotion
(Cherry, June 2020).

Priming is a phenomenon in which the introduction or the experience of a
stimulus influences the response to the subsequent stimulus (Cherry, Feb. 2020).
For example when people hear the word red, people can imagine red things such
as tomatoes and strawberries. People prime things that they have experienced
in the past.

My hypothesis states that different kinds of music can allow people to perceive
situations in certain suggestive ways. If people listen to eerie music right before
they are shown a neutral stimulus, I predict that they will react with fear
because they are physiologically aroused, while people who listen to bright music
right before they are shown the neutral stimulus, will react more neutrally
because their arousal will be less. My basis for this was three experiments
conducted prior to this study, measuring changes in heartbeat of people listening
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to different music. My heartbeat increased when I listened to eerie music, but
decreased when I listened to bright music. The heartbeats of the two other
people increased when they listened to bright music, and also when they listened
to eerie music. But their heartbeats increased more when they listened to eerie
music. So I concluded that eerie music caused stronger arousal than bright
music.

The significance of this experiment is to find if there actually is a correlation
between music and perception, and to explore how the results of this experiment
apply the theories of emotions.

2 Methodology

An experiment is a research method in which a hypothesis is tested. To prove
and explain the correlation of music and perception, rather than case studies
and surveys, experiments would be better, because music and perception can
change and differ depending on each person. This is why I chose an experiment
to prove my hypothesis. The advantages of using an experiment to this topic was
that we can observe different cases by different people, to reduce confounding
variables of people’s temperament and prior experiences. If we use the results
of only a few people in this experiment, the results may vary depending on
people participating in the experiment. Therefore, I used eight participants for
this experiment. If this experiment is replicated with more subjects, we will
be able to get a more precise answer to this experiment, which might prove
my hypothesis more clearly. I divided the eight participants randomly into
two groups of four. Sam, Eddie, Aiden, and Samuel were in the group that
listened to eerie music, and David, Scott, Justin, and Seungmin were in the
group that listened to bright and optimistic music. The two groups watched
the same videos with different background music. One group watched a video
with bright and optimistic music, and the other watched the video with eerie
music. And at the end of the video, they were shown a clown picture, to see
the different reactions from the two groups. To measure how music affected
their perceptions, I asked them three questions: “While you were listening to
the music, what did you expect would appear?”; “Did you think that the music
had any impact on your emotions?”; “On a scale of 1 to 10, how scared were
you when you saw the clown?” I expected the group who listened to eerie music
would react more frighteningly than the group who listened to bright music,
because I believed that if people listen to eerie and horrifying music, they will
get nervous and scared. I thought so because when people watch horror movies
or videos, they get nervous and expect scary things to appear when they hear
eerie and horrifying music. This also made me guess that if people listen to
bright and optimistic music, they will feel relaxed and won’t expect any scary
things to come out. These emotions will make people less likely to get surprised.
The independent variable of this experiment was the music. The two groups will
listen to different music while watching the same picture that will surprise them.
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But because people listening to bright music will feel relaxed and comfortable,
they will get less surprised than the other group. The dependent variable was
the result of the question, “On a scale of 1 to 10, how scared were you when
you saw the clown?”. I expected the two groups to have different averages of
scores with a large gap, because I believed music has a huge influence on our
perceptions. I believed that even though there are different types of people in
the experiment and the scores might vary depending on each person, the huge
gap between the averages of scores from the two different groups will prove my
hypothesis that music affects perception.

3 Results

The results of this experiment were what I expected. After watching the
video, I asked them three questions and the answers were like these. I asked
the first group, the group that listened to eerie music, the first question, “While
you were listening to the music, what did you expect would appear?” Samuel
answered that he was expecting a ghost to appear. Eddie answered that he
was expecting scary objects to appear, Aiden said he was expecting monsters
to appear, and Sam said that he was expecting scary things to come out. They
didn’t expect the same thing to appear, but what they expected were scary
objects. When I asked them the second question, “Did you think that the
music had any impact on your emotions?”Sam and Samuel answered that they
think music had an impact on their emotions. When I questioned Eddie, Eddie
said music had an impact on his emotions and made him feel nervous. Aiden,
too, thought that music had an impact on his emotions and made him feel sad
and horrifying. They all agreed that music had an impact on their emotions.
The third question was “On a scale of 1 to 10, how scared were you when you
saw the clown?” Their answers were all different in this question. Sam said he
was scared as much as 10, and Eddie said he was as scared as 9. Aiden answered
7, and Samuel answered 6 on this question. Their scores had an average of 8.
The scores from this group were very high, like I had expected. Then I asked
the group that listened to bright music. To the first question, David said that
he was expecting nothing to appear. Scott, expected nothing to appear, too.
Justin and Seungmin’s answers were different from the first two people of this
group. Justin expected a beautiful girl to appear and Seungmin expected happy
things to appear. To the second question, “Did you think that the music had
any impact on your emotions?”, all four people in the group agreed that music
had an impact on their perception. This group’s answers to the question were
what was expected. They felt relaxed and comfortable. When I asked them the
last question “On a scale of 1 to 10, how scared were you when you saw the
clown?”, Sam and Justin answered that they were as scared as 4, and Scott and
Seungmin said that they were as scared as 1. All the eight people agreed to the
question that asked if music had an impact on their perceptions, and the scores
from the second group were smaller than the scores from the first group, with
a gap of 5.5 in average.
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A summary of the participant’ responses are recorded in the chart below.

Eerie Music
While you were listen-
ing to the music, what
did you expect would
appear?

Did you think that the
music had any impact
on your emotions?

On a scale of 1 to
10, how scared were
you when you saw
the clown?

Sam Ghosts Yes 10
Eddie Scary Objects Yes (Nervous) 9
Aiden Monsters Yes (Sad and Horrify-

ing)
7

Samuel Scary Things Yes 6
Average: 8

Bright Music
While you were listen-
ing to the music, what
did you expect would
appear?

Did you think that the
music had any impact
on your emotions?

On a scale of 1 to
10, how scared were
you when you saw
the clown?

David Nothing Yes 4
Scott Nthing Yes 1
Justin Beautiful girls Yes 4
Seungmin Happy Things Yes 1

Average: 2.5

4 Discussion

The results of this experiment supported my hypothesis. The people in the
group that listened to bright music expected happy things to appear while the
people that listened to eerie music expected scary things to appear. People in
the group that listened to bright music gave lower scores in the last question,
“On a scale of 1 to 10, how scared were you when you saw the clown?” The
scores from the people that listened to bright music were 1, 1, 4, and 4, with an
average of 2.5. These scores were lower than the scores of people in the group
that listened to eerie music. This means that even though they saw the same
clown picture in the video, the two groups had different reactions, and people
that were listening to bright music were less likely to get surprised. These results
support two theories of emotion, the James - Lange theory and the Schachter
- Singer theory. There is also a phenomenon, called priming, that explains the
reason why this experiment had such results.

The results of this experiment support the James - Lange theory. James -
Lange theory suggests that physiological changes occur first when people see
an external stimulus, and emotional experience depends on how they interpret
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the physiological changes (Canon). The results of this experiment support the
James - Lange theory, because when people listen to eerie music, their body
shows physiological responses such as release of stress hormones, faster heart-
beats and shorter breaths. These physiological responses cause them to feel
nervous and scared. But if people listen to bright and relaxing music, their ner-
vous system will tell the organs to store energy and relax. Some physiological
responses we can see in a relaxing person’s body are slowing down of heartbeat,
lowering of blood pressure, and longer breaths. These physiological responses
make them feel comfortable and relaxed.

However, the results did not fully support the Schachter - Singer theory. This
theory suggests that our body will get physically aroused first if we see an
external stimulus, and when we label the arousal then we define the stimulation
as an emotion (Cherry, June 2020). In this experiment, the levels of arousal of
people were not equal. This theory works only with the group that listened to
eerie music, because people that listened to eerie music got physically aroused
and people could label these levels of arousal as fear due to the music. According
to my preliminary experiments of heartbeat change according to music, bright
music did not contribute to physiological changes, so this theory does not seem
to apply here.

Priming explains the reason why this experiment had such results. The phe-
nomenon is called priming, and it is a phenomenon in which the introduction or
the experience of a stimulus influences the response to the subsequent stimulus
(Cherry, Feb. 2020). In the experiment I asked them a question, “While you
were listening to the music, what did you expect would appear?” And the peo-
ple of the group that listened to eerie music answered that they were expecting
monsters, ghosts, and scary things to appear. This is because they had prior
experiences that primed their expectations. They remembered that if they hear
eerie music, something scary is going to appear. This is the reason why they
felt nervous when they heard eerie music. But the people in the group that
listened to bright music, answered differently. Justin said he was expecting a
beautiful girl to appear, and Scott expected happy things to appear. They had
an experience that made them think so. David and Scott didn’t expect anything
or expected nothing to appear. When they were listening to bright music, their
bodies started to relax and save energy. This made the four people feel relaxed
and comfortable, and made them feel less surprised than the people in the other
group.

However there are some crucial limitations that need to be discussed. In the
basis of my experiment, people reacted differently to bright music. When I
measured my heartbeat while listening to bright music, it decreased. But when
the two other people listened to bright music, their heartbeat increased. There
was the same limitation on the results of this experiment. When I asked the
question “On a scale of 1 to 10, how scared were you when you saw the clown?”
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to the group that listened to bright music, their answers were different. Two
people said that they were as scared as 1, and two other people said that they
were as scared as 4. The four people reacted slightly differently when they
listened to bright music. Because it was important to consider that everyone
had different reaction levels to music and fear, my hypothesis might be difficult
to generalize as there were several confounding variables.

5 Conclusion

The goal of this paper was to find the correlation between music and percep-
tion. My hypothesis stated that different kinds of music would affect people’s
perception differently. To prove this, I made an experiment with two groups of
people. The two groups watched different videos. One group watched a video
while listening to eerie music, and the other group watched a video while listen-
ing to bright and optimistic music. At the end of the video, they saw a clown
picture. To prove my hypothesis, the reaction from the two groups had to be
different from each other. I expected the people of the group that listened to
eerie music to feel more surprised than the people that listened to bright mu-
sic. To measure the difference, I asked them three questions about the video.
The three questions were “While you were listening to the music, what did you
expect would appear?”, “Did you think that the music had any impact on your
emotions?”, “On a scale of 1 to 10, how scared were you when you saw the
clown?”. The people from the group that listened to eerie music said that they
expected scary things and monsters to appear. But the people from the group
that listened to bright music expected happy things to appear. To the question
that asked about the impact of music on their perceptions, they all agreed that
music had an impact on their perceptions. To the last question, “On a scale
of 1 to 10, how scared were you when you saw the clown?”, the scores from
the people that listened to eerie music were much higher than the scores of the
people from the other group.

The results of this experiment supported my hypothesis and supported James
- Lange theory but did not support the Schachter - Singer theory. James -
Lange theory suggests that when we see an external stimulus, physiological
changes occur and emotional experience occurs depending on how we interpret
the physiological changes (Canon). The results of this experiment supported
James - Lange theory because when people listened to eerie music, physiological
changes occurred on their bodies, and this caused them to feel more surprised
than how the people from the group that listened to happy music felt, after
seeing the same clown picture.

However the results did not support the Schachter - Singer theory because
the levels of arousal of people were not equal, and some people that listened to
bright music didn’t get physically aroused.
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Covid-19 Transmission Rates and
Asthma Rates

Maeum Kim

Abstract

This study is aimed to discuss and investigate the correlation between
Covid-19 transmission rates and Asthma rates. Through collecting data from
recent ten years, this study was able to accurately draw out conclusions that
Covid-19 does contribute to a decrease in the number of Asthma patients.
Despite the decrease in the number of Asthma patients after Covid-19
pandemic, which was the final result of the research, this project deeply
researches how different factors make up the correlation between Covid-19 and
Asthma, and how it can perhaps have proportionally increasing relationships,
unlike what the data has stated.
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1 Introduction
Covid-19 is a type of infection-based pandemic, caused by the SARS-CoV-2

virus originating from Wuhan, China; it is transmitted either through direct
contact with the infected person or through touching one’s face with hands full
of the infected person’s saliva. Since it is an RNA virus, its mutation rate has
been increasing as well, making it a bigger difficulty for countries to reduce
the infection rates. First appeared at the end of 2019, because of its basic
properties, Covid-19 infection rates increased worldwide, and this resulted in
mass mask production, along with increased demand for masks (U.S. Dept of
Defense). Along with Covid-19, Asthma is a respiratory disease that causes
lung inflammation, which leads to breathing problems. They are caused by
external triggers, which include pollen, dust, chemicals, obesity, and respiratory
infections (AAFA, Asthma and Allergy Foundation of America). They are two
completely separate, yet interlinked domains. Their relation to one another is
proven to be not known deeply until now.

This investigation was originally created for the purpose of proving how there
could be a relation between Asthma and Covid-19, which are two completely
different diseases. Asthma has no officially proven treatments; so, I wanted to
dive deeper into areas where many parts of it are unknown. Since many people
suffered from Covid-19 from 2019 to 2021, I wanted to give a small help on
this scientific field, by adding my scientific knowledge to possibly decrease the
number of patients for both Asthma and Covid-19.

In conducting this experiment, I decided to create a hypothesis which states
that an increase in Covid-19 would decrease the number of Asthma patients.
With this hypothesis in my mind, I conducted the research; this investigation in-
volves drawing correlations between Covid-19 and Asthma through determining
what are the factors that make Covid-19 and Asthma correlation to be complex.
This is done by figuring out possibilities of how Covid-19 can increase and also
decrease the number of Asthma attacks and through comparison of data, realize
what factors greatly contributed to the Asthma attacks.

2 Methodology
I mainly used data analytics, through using basic research methods on con-

ducting this experiment. Since this experiment is related to Asthma and Covid-
19, I couldn’t conduct an experiment in real life; hence, I decided to use data
that are already available and draw correlations between the data so that new
scientific knowledge can be discovered, using reliable sources.

I specifically collected data and reports from 2015 to 2021, to gather the most
recent data, closest to the point where Covid-19 turned out, which is 2019 De-
cember. The data were mostly focused on scientists’ research about the Asthma
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population, Covid-19 infection rates, and many more. For accurate analysis, I
only focused on the total U.S. Asthma population, in the present. Like the below
geographic data, the United States is in the medium range between countries
for its number of asthma cases reported. Thus, since the American population
had the most experimental data and studies reported and the most appropri-
ate Asthma and Covid-19 rates, I found the U.S. population to be the best
experiment population for me to conduct my research on.

Throughout the research, I tried to find out Covid-19’s effect (independent
variable) on asthma rates (dependent variable), through defining them mostly
based on their populations and transmission/infection rates. I mainly made my
research on two different possibilities that may exist and tried to find out the
factors behind each side for supporting each claim.

2.1 Positive Relationship and Its Factors
Firstly, I focused on a positive relationship: how an increase in Covid-19

transmission rates could increase Asthma rates. There are five factors that
supported this idea, which are obesity, emergency visit rates, formaldehyde
levels, emotional stress levels, and antibiotics.
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2.1.1 Obesity

Having occasional health-related physical activities involving appropriate amounts
of exercise serves as significant health benefits for any person. However, any
random physical exercises can’t guarantee better health for individuals with
Asthma, as Asthma patients may experience lung inflammation problems if ex-
ercises trigger problems in their breathing issues (European Respiratory Jour-
nal). Still, having certain amounts of exercise is important for anybody.

With an increase in Covid-19 rates, the time people stay at home increased.
As this happened, the number of physical exercises done by people decreased
significantly with Covid-19, with more lockdowns and social distancing. As a
result, people’s, especially those over twenty, obesity rates increased after the
Covid-19 outbreak, as the graph proves.

In 2019, the obesity rate was 39.6 percent, and in 2020, the obesity rate was
42.4 percent. In 2021, the obesity rate is 44.9 percent (Trust for America’s
Health). Like this, the obesity rate has been continuously increasing at a linear
speed after Covid-19; this matters because obesity is one of the main causes of
Asthma.

According to the national institutes of health, “Obesity is not only a risk factor
for the development of asthma in adults and children, but is also associated with
worse asthma-related health outcomes as indicated by Manion[1], Guerra et
al[2], and Hjellvik et al[3].” (Experimental Biology and Medicine). This evidence
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could prove how obesity could link to an increase in Asthma after Covid-19 was
spread.

[1] Manion: Manion conducted a study about Obesity and Asthma.
[2] Guerra et al: Gerra et al, along with Sherrill DL, Bobadilla A, Martinez FD, Barbee RA,
studied how body mass index could relate to Chronic Bronchitis and Asthma.
[3] Hjellvik et al: Hjellvik V, along with Tverdal A, Furu K, conducted an experiment about
the correlation between body mass index and Asthma with 118,723 total participants.

2.1.2 Emergency Visit Rate

As Covid-19 spread at a rapid speed, this led to all the emergency rooms being
in use for emergency Covid-19 patients. Due to this, patients visiting hospitals
became a risky behavior as well, as the probability of getting infected for Covid-
19 at the hospital increased with increased exposure to the Covid-19 virus in
the hospital rooms. Patients getting infected for Covid-19 after their emergency
hospital visit happened occasionally (International Journal of Environmental
Research and Public Health).

These Covid-19 infections happening in hospitals led to any patients having
their emergency visits to decrease by 42%, facing less risk, so that they are
prevented from getting infected for Covid-19 (CDC). Unlike the expectation that
Asthma patients would have increased protection, those with reduced hospital
use of Asthma patients may have a greater health risk of getting infected for
Covid-19 with less medication provided for them, as CDC stated that those with
chronic lung diseases are more likely to get severely ill due to Covid-19. This
less attention and control over Asthma patients may have caused an increase in
the number of Asthma patients.

2.1.3 Formaldehyde Levels

The figure above shows how formaldehyde could successfully work and function as a toxic
chemical for humans. They pass through the cells since they are permeable to the plasma
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membrane. Then, they cross-link many materials: they crosslink DNA-protein, DNA-DNA,
amino acid-DNA, etc (Journal of Biological Chemistry). Then, for stabilized functioning, it
reacts with quenchers. Using this process, formaldehyde cross-links different macromolecules
and specifically creates certain products.

This second figure shows two different pathways of how formaldehyde could retain its toxicity.
A shows formaldehyde reacting with amines. Formaldehyde, which is composed of one carbon
atom, one oxygen atom, and two hydrogen atoms, is CH2O. Amine reacts with formaldehyde,
creating N-Methylol. N-Methylol functions as chemical intermediates to make imine adducts,
creating byproducts of water. Then, through combining imine adducts through dehydration
synthesis, a toxic methylene bridge is formed as a product. The second pathway B shows
reacting with thiols. Thiol reacts with CH2O, and it forms S-hydroxymethyl. This makes
thiazolidine which is also toxic, after releasing H2O (Frontiers in Microbiology).

Formaldehyde is a daily-used chemical that is made both artificially and natu-
rally. They may be created as a product of living organisms’ metabolism or they
may be created as a result of mass production of products such as fungicide,
wood tables, and many more, which are done in factories (American Cancer
Society). This formaldehyde was also produced due to the production of masks,
as Ecotextile News states that “..also detected – besides the PFC crosslinkers
– compounds such as formaldehyde and..” This shows how formaldehyde levels
positively correlate with mask production.

Mass mask production due to the Covid-19 outbreak resulted in a rapid in-
crease in formaldehyde levels. This may correlate to the number of Asthma pa-
tients, as researchers had correlated Asthma with air pollution caused by toxic
chemicals (United States Environmental Protection Agency). Since formalde-
hyde is a toxic, daily-made chemical, it may be a key cause for increasing Asthma
patients during Covid-19.
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2.1.4 Emotional Stress

The graphs above are Kaplan-Meier curves that show the correlation between Covid-19 in-
fections and psychiatic social disorders. They clearly demonstrate a proportionally increasing
relationship to each other.

“Emotional stress may lead to asthma exacerbations in children and adults.”
(GINA Full Report 2021) As the report states, emotional stress is one of the
most important causes of Asthma rates. After Covid-19 turned out, face-to-
face meetings were restricted by the government; hence, many got to use online
meetings, rather than seeing them face to face. This resulted in higher rates
of psychological disorders, involving depression and schizophrenia. It has been
scientifically proven how public preventions for Covid-19 such as lockdowns or
isolation of suspected people could negatively impact the mental health of people
with severe psychological disorders, through sudden environmental change, ser-
vice disruption, and heightened stress levels (CEBM, The Centre for Evidence-
Based Medicine). This increased level of emotional stress may be a possible
cause for the increased rate of Asthma, due to Covid-19 public measures.

2.1.5 Antibiotics

The use of antibiotics became very common after Covid-19, as many new
antibiotics developed; they include Covid-19 vaccines, glycopeptides, and many
more, for the bettering of people’s health. Along with the influence of Covid-
19, scientists are trying to conduct more research and make more discoveries to
better the pandemic, by researching more about antibiotics.

These antibiotics could, in fact, harm Asthma patients. In 2008, in Huaiyuan
County located in China, it was found how Asthma patients who had difficulty
breathing and showed continuous coughing were treated with antibiotics and
other medicines (Global Asthma Report 2018). This gave the first insight for
people how antibiotics could correlate with Asthma.
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Furthermore, the Global Asthma Report 2018 states that “Asthma symptoms
are more common among children treated with antibiotics in early childhood.”
Although there is no research data for which specific chemical was responsible
for causing Asthma (this remains a question until now), it has been clear how
antibiotics could relate to Asthma symptoms.

Based on this fact, we can draw correlations between antibiotics from Covid-
19 possibly causing more Asthma patients, as a result of specific chemicals in
unknown antibiotics. This could be suggested as a possibility.

2.2 Negative Relationship and Its Factors
Secondly, I focused on a negative, inverse relationship: how an increase in

Covid-19 transmission rates could decrease asthma rates. There are four fac-
tors that support this claim, which are pollen, social distancing, diseases, and
humidity.

2.2.1 Pollen

The above figure shows how allergens such as pollen cause immune responses in humans.
There are many mast cells in our lung airways. When those mast cells meet with an allergen
from external sources, they release chemicals that cause inflammation in our airways, such as
histamine, resulting in allergic asthma, one of the most common types of asthma symptoms.
(LACK, London Allergy Care and Knowledge).

After Covid-19 broke out, people had to put on their masks for daily use as
a requirement. Masks, which are originally made in the purpose of protecting
people from saliva which carries viruses in it, unintendedly led to strengthened
protection from pollen, allergens, and other external triggers. As masks cover up
Asthma patients’ noses and mouths that could be the source of external triggers
coming in, the risk of them getting the triggers and experiencing Asthma gets
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significantly decreased, as a layer of protection is provided. Hence, as pollen
is restricted from coming into contact, people are less likely to have random,
unnecessary immune responses as they did before. One main immune response
is as the above figure shows, which is a release of chemicals that may be toxic
to one’s immune cells, sometimes very dangerous.

The above figure shows the mechanism of type 2 inflammation specifically in Asthma patients.
Type 2 inflammation is caused by many transduction pathways. The left side shows allergic-
type 2 inflammation that is caused initially by allergen exposure, while the right side shows
a non-allergic type 2 inflammation pathway. Type 2 inflammation is mainly identified by
Atopy, Eosinophilia, or increased levels of exhaled nitric oxide (CME, Continuing medical
education).

The data shows how most of the people living in an environment with many
air pollutants (e.g. allergens) had certain symptoms or signs of Asthma, as
shown by an increase in emergency department visits (PLOS One). Further-
more, there has been a study conducted by The Journal of Allergy and Clinical
Immunology: In Practice that found out how after Covid-19, the number of
Asthma patients with type 2 inflammation decreased the most (A.J. Institute
of Medical Sciences and Research Centre). In other words, this shows how for
Asthma patients with type 2 inflammation, the surrounding environment includ-
ing viral/external triggers matters the most for them, as Covid-19 significantly
changed the patients’ working environments.
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2.2.2 Social Distancing

According to the CDC, the graph shows a sudden reduction in height of peak (in Covid-19
infections) after the use of public control measures to reduce the spread of Covid-19. This
chart explains the significance of social distancing in our lives.

Meeting people face-to-face in any place, talking to others without masks on.
All these became ideal things in our lives, after the introduction of Coronavirus.
People tend to stay in their houses more to minimize face-to-face contact as best
as they can to reduce the risk of getting infected.

Like this, social distancing, or physical distancing, is practiced daily these
days. Most social distancing is done by people keeping their distance (at least
6 feet) from each other so that they can minimize Covid-19 infections. This
social distancing led to people being more likely to avoid exposure to outdoor
allergens that they had to face previously, as they minimize their outdoor ac-
tivities. As allergen exposure decreases, this makes people less likely to have
inflammation problems in their respiratory tracts, allowing Asthma patients to
get much better.

In other words, as Covid-19 and social distancing increase, allergen exposure
decreases, and thus Asthma patients decrease as well. This could be considered
a major factor in to decrease in Asthma patients.

2.2.3 Diseases - Cold General Anxiety Disorder

Diseases strongly correlate with Asthma and Covid-19. The most closely
related diseases are cold and General Anxiety Disorder.
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Common cold is a typical disease that includes symptoms of sneezing, coughing, headache,
runny nose, etc. It is caused by rhinovirus; the left image above shows the normal state of
rhinovirus. The right image shows how Cold and Covid-19 have an inverse relationship to
each other.

The first disease that strongly relates to Covid-19 and Asthma is a common
cold. It has been proved how masks not only protect people from getting in-
fected by Covid-19 but also protect people from other viruses, which involve
common colds or other respiratory-related diseases. Hence, during the Covid-19
outbreak, common cold patients reduced significantly; this shows how reduced
infections for various viruses allow people to have generally strengthened and
improved immunity. With better immunity and thus better immune responses
against external pathogens, it is clear how people can have strengthened body
defense mechanisms, bettering Asthma patients with overall better health con-
ditions. This could demonstrate how cold and Covid-19 are inversely related,
while Asthma and cold are proportionally increasing.

General Anxiety Disorder (GAD) is a constant, obsessive worry about certain objects. People
with GAD tend to be “overly concerned about money, health, family..” (ADAA, Anxiety
Depression Association of America). The above figure shows different physiological impacts
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of GAD on standard people’s health; they include tense muscles, body aches, etc.

The second disease that correlates with Covid-19 and Asthma is General
Anxiety Disorder (GAD). Masks, although they are intended to limit Corona
infections, help people to deal with general anxiety disorder. After Covid-19,
mask use became a must, meaning the GAD patients were able to get relieved
from their social pressure, as they cover up their faces. Many data states that
people wearing their masks help them feel less judged by society and feel less self-
conscious when they talk in public. As people get less anxious, some even stated
they are scared to talk to people when they are without their masks on (Sarah
Sloat). Hence, it is proven how Covid-19 having an unintended positive effect
on lessening people’s anxiety is true. With lessened anxiety, they are more likely
to receive less emotional stress, with bettering of psychological disorders they
have. As a result, they do better with lung disease Asthma, which also strongly
correlates with emotional stress generally (Global Asthma Report 2018).

2.2.4 Humidity

Covid-19 best survives in an environment with high temperatures and low
humidity. In other words, for more infections to happen, the less humid and drier
the environment has to be. The reason why humidity matters for Coronavirus
are that humidity affects three major factors for its spread, which are how
aerosols can stay in the air, the size of virus droplets, and how to stay viral
on simple surfaces. In a humid environment, droplet size increases with more
surrounding air concentration (e.g. water, virus, etc.) attached to it, making it
fall faster and settle to the surface at a much faster speed, making it harder for
them to be breathed into people. In contrast, in a dry environment, droplet size
decreases significantly due to evaporation and becomes better-sized for moving
through the air, providing the best route for them to get inhaled by people
or settle on the surfaces, where they can survive for days. Furthermore, dry
environments allow noses’ mucous membranes to get drier as well, making them
more permeable to incoming viruses in the surrounding air (Deutsche Welle).

Like this, a dry environment offers a great advantage for viruses to find the
“optimal route” for it to get spread at the most accurate and fastest speed.
Hence, since the U.S. had a high rate of Covid-19 spread, we can generally
indicate how the environment was dry enough for Covid-19 to be passed on.

These dry environments may be better for Asthma patients rather than humid
environments. While it is true that dry air can cause respiratory problems
for sensitive Asthma patients, humid air could be worse at many times. One
main reason is that a humid environment causes air quality to decrease, due to
increased mold levels[3], dust mites[4], and ozone levels[5]. Other reasons include
how humid air is harder for patients to breathe in and how it is normally found
in extreme temperatures (AAFA, Asthma and Allergy Foundation of America).
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Hence, we can conclude that dry environments, with low humidity that is best
fit for Covid-19 spread, are also appropriate for Asthma patients, supporting
the negative possibility.

[3] Mold: A type of fungi that grows in dry walls or any places, through using its filaments,
which are called hyphae.
[4] Dust mites: Type of pests that resemble insect structures. They live in places with high
dust levels and usually are responsible for causing allergic reactions.
[5] Ozone: Also called O3. In this case, it refers to the ground-level layer of gas that is a
major air pollutant. Asthma patients have difficulty breathing in Ozone.

3 Results
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From all these different parts of research, we can see that it is not untrue
that Covid-19 has a complex relationship with Asthma. Throughout the whole
research, we tried to research deeply about how Covid-19 and Asthma could
correlate, both positively and negatively. The data determining which side is
true is above.

To determine the result, analyses of different data were necessary. The first
data, which I constructed, shows the percentage of the Asthma population only
in America. From 2014 to 2018, the trend was increasing Asthma population.
However, from 2018 to 2020, the Asthma population has been decreasing contin-
uously. The second data, from CDC, shows how the general Covid-19 infection
rates and mortality rates are increasing in different U.S. states.

Thus, using these data, I created a new line graph illustrating both Covid-19
infection rates and Asthma rates, to analyze their relationship in greater detail.

From 2017 to 2018, Asthma rates remain the same, while Covid-19 rates are
zero. From 2019, Covid-19 rates increase; from then, Asthma rates start to
decrease. In other words, this data shows how they have inverse relationships.
This did fit with my initial hypothesis which states that an increase in Covid-19
could decrease the number of asthma patients.
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3.1 Analysis
As a result, the negative possibilities, which claim for their inverse relation-

ship, are proven to be correct. Positive possibilities also did contribute to this
result. However, the reasons for negative possibilities had much more influence
on the result itself. Hence, we can further conclude that:

1. Covid-19 public measures (masks and social distancing) protect people
from outer air pollution, which includes viruses (pathogens) and allergens.

2. Masks better people’s overall health conditions both physically and psy-
chologically.

3. Low humidity makes both Covid-19 and Asthma rates increase.

4. Although Covid-19 could indeed cause a decrease in Asthma for a variety
of reasons, Covid-19 causing an increase in Asthma makes much more
sense.

These research results I found further correlates with other studies as well,
strengthening this result. One experiment is an experiment conducted with 1178
Hispanic/Latin adults and Black/African American adults, from November 2018
to March 2020 (A.J. Institute of Medical Sciences and Research Centre). The
participants had to complete different questions every month about asthma
exacerbation, allowing researchers to also compare and contrast differences in
their Asthma before and after the Covid-19 pandemic. It has been found that
Asthma patients who worked at home had a 23 percent fall in their asthma
shocks generally, while Asthma patients who worked out of home experienced
65how Asthma shocks decreased in number after Covid-19 only to Hispanic
and Black adults in the U.S. Although the research population and research
form/description is different, the results are pointing in the same direction.

Another study is about the use of antibiotics on Asthma. An experiment
conducted by the immunologist Gary Huffnagle and colleagues included mouth
models; firstly, they fed the mice with the antibiotic Cefoperazone for several
days. Next, they fed the mice with Candida Albicans, a yeast that commonly
lives in people. Then, they exposed the mice to mold spores and to egg white
protein, which were both allergens. As a result, the mice showed a big increase
in their white blood cells (which are specifically related to inflammation) and
heightened blood levels, which clearly show how allergic reactions involving in-
terleukins and immunoglobulin (Ig) happened. The control group, which was
mice untreated with antibiotics, showed milder reactions to the allergens (Env-
iron Health Perspect). This proves how antibiotics could worsen the Asthmatic
symptoms in mice, possibly applying to humans as well. This study, although
the general structure is different, clearly shows that the factors behind my ex-
periment are also true.
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From these two experiments conducted by different researchers, I can further
prove why my results are considered correct, and why they are accurate enough
to prove my initial hypothesis.

4 Discussion

4.1 Limitations
There was a limitation existing for this experiment. Because the whole ex-

periment was purely based on my research and use of external data sources, I
couldn’t control all the lurking variables, as it was not a set experiment with
clear experimental and control groups, with specific operational definitions. The
main confounding variables were different periods of sources, diverse sources of
data, different settings for each data. These could have affected the results of
my experiment, as I could not conduct a physical lab experiment, since it was
about Covid-19 and Asthma.

Despite these confounding variables, as we found out, the results of data
from 2019 to 2021 proved how Coronavirus and Asthma do have an inverse
relationship. Hence, despite the limitations of research, I can state that the
experiment went accurate enough to strongly state that Covid-19 does decrease
the Asthma rates.

4.2 Suggestion
There are some suggestions made to improve the validity and accuracy of this

experiment. Again, as I have mentioned before, there were limitations existing
because this was simply research-based. To avoid this limitation in the following
experiments, which would be based on the idea I found, I believe conducting a
survey or lab experiment would be a much better way to further prove my idea.

4.2.1 Lab Experiment (Case Study)

A lab experiment should have a specifically defined research population, which
should be Americans of different ages, gender, setting, except the fact that all
of them should be Asthma patients. Before the experiment begins, we have to
gain consent from all of them, asking if recording them would be fine. If they
agree to it, then the experiment begins. After seeing their initial conditions,
we should record their everyday lives during the Covid-19 pandemic and after
the Covid-19 pandemic (which is when all world population is vaccinated) for a
certain period. Then, they should compare their everyday lives and see if their
Asthma attacks or Asthma exacerbation rates are different depending on the
Covid-19.
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4.2.2 Survey

A survey would be comparatively easier. The same thing first: gain an ap-
propriate research population and get consent. Then, you can provide question-
naires that relate to the correlation between Asthma and Covid-19 every day.
If the patient is infected with Covid-19, the questions must be about how did
they catch Covid-19 and what were the consequences of having both Covid-19
and Asthma simultaneously. If the patient is uninfected with Covid-19, the
questions must relate to how Asthma symptoms changed before and after the
Covid-19 pandemic and if it did, what would be the reasons for that. Gaining
the answers and analyzing each answer would provide the best explanation and
proof for my experiment’s conclusion.

5 Conclusion
Thus, throughout the research, I focused on the following questions: “Is Covid-

19 related to Asthma?” and “If it is related, what relationship do they have, and
what are the reasons behind that?” The answers were clear-cut; Covid-19 clearly
had a complex relationship with asthma, and they were inversely related. The
reasons were that masks help less allergen exposure, social distancing protects
Asthma patients from outdoor air pollution, and Covid-19 helped in decreas-
ing the number of depression and anxiety patients. Therefore, my hypothe-
sis that predicted they would have an inverse relationship was proven to be
true. Through this research, I could know more about the relationship between
Covid-19 and Asthma, and the reasons behind the relationship; this is significant
because it adds new scientific information on the field with many unanswered
questions.
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Correlation Between Personality
and Preferred Academic Field

Samuel Ma
Aiden Kim

Abstract

The main objective of this paper is to examine the correlation between
personality and preferred academic fields. In general, we investigated the
correlation by using the cross-tabulation chi-square correlation test to
accomplish our objective. We have collected data using an online DiSC test
and then changed our sample data into four different ways to make our results
more accurate and robust. We could not just use our original data because it
was too specific, and it would require and need a lot more participants to join
this research. Our results for this study were intriguing. It was the complete
opposite of what we had expected. The results clearly showed that personality
does not correlate, not even in the slightest, with the preferred fields in all four
types of cases that we conducted a cross-tabulation chi-square test. Thus, we
can determine and predict that a third factor, such as intelligence, passion, or
talent, may significantly influence and correlate with preferred fields.
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1 Introduction
Personality plays a significant role in our everyday lives; it shapes how we

think, feel, and behave. It is one of the critical factors in this correlational
study. According to Britannica, personality is a distinctive way of determining
thought, emotion, and behavior. It is most clearly shown in communication with
others. It includes behavioral characteristics that allow one to be distinguished
from separate people. Personality is mainly developed by the interaction of
temperament, environment, and character. There are two primary meanings
of personality in psychology. “The first pertains to the consistent differences
that exist between people: in this sense, the study of personality focuses on
classifying and explaining relatively stable human psychological characteristics.
The second meaning emphasizes those qualities that make all people alike and
that distinguish psychological man from other species; it directs the personality
theorist to search for those regularities among all people that define the nature
of man as well as the factors that influence the course of lives. The study of
personality can be said to have its origins in the fundamental idea that people
are distinguished by their characteristic individual patterns of behaviour—the
distinctive ways in which they walk, talk, furnish their living quarters, or express
their urges.”

We can measure personality in various ways, such as the DiSC method, the
Big Five personality test, the Rorschach test, Eysenck Personality Question-
naire, Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI), etc. However, we
have used the DiSC personality test to identify and experiment whether a cor-
relation exists between the personality and a preferred field. The core principles
of the DiSC method were first published in a book called The Emotions of Nor-
mal People made in 1928 by William Moulton Marston. He referred to these
abbreviations as dominance, inducement, submission, and compliance. Three
years later, he published the book called Integrative Psychology, which became
the key element used in modern DiSC tests. The DiSC method is a widely
used assessment tool that measures personality and behavioral characteristics
(“William”).

Through past research, we have learned that personality has a significant
influence on several areas. According to the findings of Mendolia and Walker
(2014), personality traits significantly affect the test scores at the age of 16,17
and 18. Nga and Shamuganathan (2010) show that personality traits based on
the Big Five traits of consciousness influence social entrepreneurship. The main
result of Asendorpf and Wilpers (1998) shows that people’s personalities can
influence and affect social relationships. We can determine, from these studies,
that personality has a significant influence and effect on numerous areas in
parts of our lives. Because of the results obtained in the past, a question had
started developing in our minds. Is there a correlation between a personality
and a preferred academic field? Thus, our main objective for this paper is to
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find whether or not there is a correlation between personality utilizing the DiSC
method and an academic subject field a person prefers chosen from the following
subjects: economics, English, math, physics, psychology, science, social studies,
and moral studies. Physical education and music are not included in our set of
subject categories because these subjects are not academic ones.

Suppose that this paper proves that there is a correlation between personality
and preferred academic subject field. In that case, this could contribute to the
accumulation of academic knowledge since this is the first paper in finding and
examining the correlation between personality and preferred academic subject
field. The results may help several students or citizens in the community to
choose which academic subject field to major in. Even if we find out that there
is no correlation between the two different variables, this will still contribute to
the accumulation of academic knowledge.

The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2 summarizes papers
related to personality. In section 3, we will be explaining our hypothesis with
several reasons. Section 4 explains our method to find the correlation, and it
also describes our data collection with our measurement of personality. Then
in section 5, we will show our findings in this correlational study. Last but not
least, in our last section, we will conclude our research with a discussion and
the limitations of this paper.

2 Literature Review
There have been numerous studies about personality’s effect on several dif-

ferent areas, so in this section, we would like to have a brief overview of papers
done in the field of personality. We will be summarizing the papers written by
Mendolia and Walker (2014), Nga and Shamuganathan (2010), and Asendorpf
and Wilpers (1998) papers regarding personality.

The main objective of the paper written by Mendolia and Walker (2014) was
to explore the relationship between personality traits in adolescence with aca-
demic performance in high school using a large cohort study. In order to find
the personality traits of an individual, they asked a series of questions on locus
of control, self-esteem, and attitudes to work at age 15. They investigated the
relationships of the traits measured on test scores at age 16 and subject choices
and following academic performance at age 17 until 18. They used matching
methods to find the results, and it showed that personality traits affect subject
choices and performance in test scores - especially in mathematics and science.
The effects of personality on subject choice and performance were more sub-
stantial with adolescents that had a disadvantaged socio-economic background.

The following paper that we would like to summarize is the paper done by
Nga and Shamuganathan (2010). The purpose of this paper was to investigate
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and examine the influence of the Big Five Personality on social entrepreneur-
ship. Agreeableness was the only trait that significantly influenced all aspects
of social entrepreneurship. On the other hand, openness positively influenced
financial returns and sustainability, and both openness and agreeableness posi-
tively influenced social vision construction. Agreeableness and conscientiousness
were found to have a significantly positive influence on the sustainability dimen-
sion. In conclusion, the finding of this study showed and suggested that certain
personality traits influence social entrepreneurship dimensions.

The last paper that we analyze is the one written by Asendorpf and Wilpers
(1998). Extraversion, agreeableness, and conscientiousness influenced the "num-
ber and quality of participant’s social relationships." The main findings of this
study showed that personality influences social relationships but not the other
way around.

These papers examined personality’s effect on several areas: academic perfor-
mance and subject choice, social entrepreneurship, and social relationships. The
results of these papers show that personality has a broad influence area. Un-
like these papers, we aim to examine if a correlation exists between personality
and preferred field. Furthermore, we are interested in using the DiSC method
to examine the correlation rather than other personality measurements such as
the Big Five personality, which is common in personality-related studies and
papers.

3 Research Model (Hypothesis)
In this section, we will be proposing our hypothesis for this research topic.

“D styles are motivated by winning, competition, and success. They pri-
oritize taking action, accepting challenges, and achieving results and are often
described as direct and demanding, strong-willed, driven, and determined. D
styles tend to be outspoken but can be rather skeptical and questioning of oth-
ers. I styles are motivated by social recognition, group activities, and relation-
ships. They prioritize taking action, collaboration, and expressing enthusiasm
and are often described as warm, trusting, optimistic, magnetic, enthusiastic,
and convincing. S styles are motivated by cooperation, opportunities to help,
and sincere appreciation. They prioritize giving support, collaborating, and
maintaining stability and are often described as calm, patient, predictable, de-
liberate, stable, and consistent. C styles are motivated by opportunities to gain
knowledge, show their expertise, and produce quality work. They prioritize
ensuring accuracy, maintaining stability, and challenging assumptions. They
are often described as careful, analytical, systematic, diplomatic, accurate, and
tactful.” (DiSC Styles)
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As you can see, the characteristics of each personality type are different, which
will result in one personality being more favorable than other personality types
to a particular subject. The second reason is that past studies and papers have
found that personality. For example, math may need a particular personality
type, such as D and C, because these personality types produce quality work
and are motivated by success. At the same time, I and S might not be suitable
because they care for relationships and sincere appreciation.

Therefore, we hypothesize that there will be a relative correlation between
the academic subject field a person prefers and their personality based on the
DiSC method for several reasons.

4 Data and Methodology
This section will explain the sample data that we collected and how we ap-

proached finding the correlation between personality and preferred field.

4.1 Data
The sample data that we have collected for this research had 100 participants

in total. Most of the participants were Korean, but there were also a few people
living away from Korea. We gave participants an online test provided by DISC
personality testing to find their personality. This survey had 24 questions, and
every two of these questions were grouped. The groups of questions gave a
situation or a direct question. Then it asked the most important/likely and
least important/likely thing that the participant would do or think. We used
the shorter DiSC test due to the lack of time. The results of the DiSC testing site
showed the personality or personalities of an individual as well as which trait is
more significant than the other. After this process was completed, we asked the
participants to choose their preferred academic field and then categorized it into
one of the following subjects: economics, English, math, physics, psychology,
science, social studies, and moral studies. Subjects such as physical education
and music were not included in our data since it is not an academic field. This
process completed our data in this research.

4.2 Methodology
After we finished collecting data, we then proceeded to find the correlation us-

ing a cross-tabulation chi-square test. "Crosstabulation is a powerful technique
that helps you to describe the relationships between categorical (nominal or
ordinal) variables" ("Cross"). Because the results were so specific in the DiSC
testing site [shows which trait is more significant] and to make this research
more robust, we changed the data into four different ways: type one, two, three,
and four. We obtained type 1 by finding the primary trait between D, I, S, C
of each personality. For example, if a person’s personality results showed to be
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D, I (D>I), we set the primary for this type to be D since it is more signifi-
cant than I. However, if the results were D, I (D=I), we divided this person’s
personality into two separate data. The first person being D, and the second
person being I. Our primary data was changed into type 2 by deleting the ones
with equivalent values for ones’ personality and leaving only the primaries of
personalities with one type being more potent than another type. We got type
3 by changing type 1’s subjects into science-based and non-science-based. We
classified science-based fields as math, physics, science, and economics, and on
the other hand, we classified non-science-based fields as psychology, social stud-
ies, English, and moral studies. We got our type 4 by modifying the subjects of
type 2 into science-based and non-science-based fields.

5 Results
After we completed our data, we then experimented on whether or not a

correlation exists between the two different variables, which are personality and
preferred academic field. We conducted a chi-square test on the four types of
cases that we explained in our methodology. In each type of case, we will provide
graphs, the chi-square, and the results.

5.1 Type 1

Before we started to conduct the chi-square test, we first examined the graphs
that we could make for type 1. We will introduce two graphs below that are
related and helpful in examining our data collected.

Figure 1: Field According to Personality
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Figure 2: Percentage of Fields

After examining figure 1 and figure 2 for a better and simple understanding
of our data, we looked at the chi-square before plugging in the correlation test
to type 1.

Type 1 Chi-Square Test
D I S C

Economics 0 1 1 0
English 9 6 6 8
Math 13 16 15 13
Moral Study 0 1 0 0
Physics 0 0 0 2
Psychology 5 2 4 3
Science 10 7 8 9
Social Studies 5 3 6 5

Type 1 Results
Chi-Square 15.174
DF 21
p-value 0.814
alpha 0.05

The results for type 1 were intriguing. The results showed no correlation
between the two variables, which was the complete opposite of our hypothesis.
As shown above, we could conclude that type 1 shows no correlation because the
computed p-value is greater, about 16 times than the significance level alpha,
0.05.
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5.2 Type 2

Figure 3: Field According to Personality

Figure 4: Percentage of Field
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Type 2 Chi-Square Test
D I S C

English 6 4 1 4
Math 2 6 3 5
Moral Study 0 1 0 0
Physics 0 0 0 2
Psychology 2 0 2 0
Science 8 4 2 3
Social Studies 3 1 2 0

Type 2 Results
Chi-Square 23.493
DF 18
p-value 0.172
alpha 0.05

The results of type 2 also showed no correlation between personality and
preferred field, which completely stood against our hypothesis. The p-value was
much more significant, about three times than the significance alpha level 0.05.

5.3 Type 3

Figure 5: Field According to Personality
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Type 3 Chi-Square Test
D I S C

Non-science-based 19 12 16 16
Science-based 22 24 24 24

Type 3 Results
Chi-Square 1.147
DF 3
p-value 0.766
alpha 0.05

The results from the type 3 also support the other 3 types’ results. We can
understand this by looking at 3 Type 3 Result. The p-value calculated was
about 15 times larger than the significance alpha value, 0.05.

5.4 Type 4

Figure 6: Field According to Personality
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Type 4 Chi-Square Test
D I S C

Non-science-based 11 6 5 4
Science-based 10 10 5 10

Type 4 Results
Chi-Square 2.342
DF 3
p-value 0.504
alpha 0.05

We can know that there is no correlation even in type 4 as the computed
p-value was 10 times larger than our alpha value, 0.05.

6 Conclusion, Discussion, and Limitations
We have obtained the results using the cross-tabulation chi-square test. All of

it disagrees with our hypothesis by showing that no correlation exists between
personality and preferred field. We can not reject that our hypothesis is false
because all four results have demonstrated no relationship between the two
variables. However, there are some drawbacks and limitations in this research.
The first is because there were only 100 participants in this study. If we could
have used more participants, the results would have been more generalizable
to our society. In addition, we could have experimented with our original data
rather than changing it into four different types of cases. The second is that we
could have tested globally. If we could have gotten data from worldwide, this
would have applied to more people. In this case, the results mainly apply to
Koreans. The third limitation in this study is that we used the shorter DiSC
test due to time management. If we could have used a more extended DiSC
test, we would have accurately identified the participants’ personalities. The
final limitation is that we could have written the names and other information
of the participants. If we have done this process, it could have helped us in
concluding our research better

We seemed to have overestimated the influence of personality on preferred
fields. Since personality does not correlate, we can determine and expect that
a third factor such as intelligence, passion, or talent may greatly influence pre-
ferred fields. In future research, finding this third factor could be a valuable
contribution to academic research and knowledge. All the types of cases have
found that no correlation exists. If we had tested globally, used more partici-
pants, and used an extended DiSC test to identify our participants’ personalities
accurately, the results could have changed slightly. However, we believe that
our results would not have changed much even if we improved our limitations
because there was absolutely no correlation between personality and preferred
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field. Therefore we conclude that these two variables have no correlation and
dependence on each other.
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Why Do Children Like Magic?

Megan Choi
Natalie Lee

Abstract

In this study, we are going to talk about “Why do children like and believe in
magic easily?” using three different developmental psychologies. Our goal in
this paper is to compare sources and figure out why children like and believe
in magic. We will use some psychology terms that are related to our topic to
explain. We have included sensorimotor stage, preoperational stage, concrete
operational stage, formal operational stage, schema, assimilation,
accommodation, object permanence, egocentrism, and other psychology terms.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Purpose

Our purpose in this study is to make our readers understand why we were
doing this study. Therefore, we will use psychological terms and explain easily
to make readers understand.

1.2 Hypothesis

Children believe in magic because they are innocent.

Children are innocent. They like to play, and they like to find new things they
have never seen. And they like to read books too. As we see, the books most
children like are almost fiction books about magic such as fairy tales, witches,
wizards, monsters and other things. If they see magic shows that magicians do,
most of the childs will open their mouths and eyes wide and start to concentrate.
And inside their brain they will think that everything is real. They will never
know if adults tell it is an eye trick or it doesn’t exist. Children think they are
real because their brains aren’t mature enough to think deeply. We can explain
through several psychologist’s developments.

2 Piaget’s Theory of Cognitive Development

Figure 1: Jean Piaget
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First, we can use Piaget’s Theory of Cognitive Development to explain. Jean
Piaget is a Swiss psychologist who was born on August 9, 1896 and died in 1980.
He was an important psychologist in child development with Vygotsky. He was
the first to make a systematic study about understanding children.

The first stage is the ‘sensorimotor stage’. It is a period of 0 to 2 years old in
which sensory reflexes are able to show strong curiosity about their surroundings,
find hidden objects, and understand the concept of object permanence that is
invisible.

The second stage is the ‘preoperational stage’. It is a period of 2 to 7 years
old, with intuitive thinking that uses symbols, relies on perceptual properties
such as the size, shape, and color of objects, and shows an egocentric or selfish
attitude.

The third stage is the ‘concrete stage’. It is a period of 7 to 11 years old, in
which one has the ability to observe relationships between objects, order objects,
and begin to understand one’s perspective and the other’s perspective.

The fourth stage is the ‘formal stage’. It is a period after 11 years old. It is a
time when you can make logical reasoning and to understand abstract principles
and ideals such as freedom, justice, and love. This period is the highest level of
cognitive development in the four stages.

In the preoperational stage, childs see things as they are. But then in the
concrete stage, childs start to understand others and they observe and see things
differently.

Mostly, we think children aged four to seven believe in magic. But in other
cases, some children believe until they are older too. That depends on how
innocent they are.

3 Vygotsky’s Cognitive Development

Figure 2: Lev Vygotsky
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Next is Vygotsky’s Cognitive Development. Lev Vygotsky was an early 20th
century developmental psychologist who lived 1896 to 1934. Vygotsky’s Devel-
opment is the same as Piaget’s development but their ideas are different. This
is the chart for the difference between Vygotsky’s development and Piaget’s
Development.

Figure 3: Idiological differences between Piaget and Vygotsky

For the Sociocultural context, Piaget thought that there is a little emphasis,
but Vygotsky thought that there is strong emphasis. For Constructivism, Pi-
aget thought that it would be Cognitive, but Vygotsky thought that it would be
social. For the Key processes in development and learning, Piaget thought that
equilibration; schema; adaptation; assimilation; accommodation, but Vygot-
sky thought that zone of proximal development; scaffolding; language/dialogue;
tools of the culture. For the Role of language, Piaget thought that language
provides labels for children’s experiences so it gives minimal effect (egocentric
speech), but Vygotsky thought that language plays a powerful role in shaping
thought so it gives a major effect. Lastly for the Teaching implications, Piaget
thought that it supports children to explore their world and discover knowledge,
but Vygotsky thought that it established opportunities for children to learn with
the teacher and more skilled peers.
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4 Erikson’s Psychosocial Developmental Theory

Figure 4: Erik Erikson

Next is Erikson’s Psychosocial Developmental Theory. Erik Erikson is ameri-
can psychologist and psychoanalyst who lived from 1902 to 1994. It is a psycho-
analysis theory that identifies eight stages which humans must pass from baby
to adult.

The first stage is called ‘Trust vs Mistrust’. It is a period of infants to
18 months. In this stage, newborn babies or infants develop a sense of basic
mistrust.

The second stage is called ‘Autonomy vs Shame/Doubt’. It is a period of 18
months to 3 year old. In this stage, toddlers learn to exercise and do things for
themselves, or they doubt their abilities.

The third stage is called ‘Initiative vs Guilt’. It is a period of 3 to 5 years
old. In this stage, preschoolers learn to initiate tasks and carry out plans, or
they feel guilty about efforts to be independent.

The fourth stage is called ‘Industry vs Inferiority’. It is a period of 5 to 13
years old. In this stage, children learn the pleasure of applying themselves to
tasks, or they feel inferior.

The fifth stage is called ‘Identity vs Confusion’. It is a period of 13 to 21
years old. In this stage, teenagers work at refining a sense of self by testing roles
and then integrating them to form a single identity, or they become confused
about who they are.

The sixth stage is called ‘Intimacy vs Isolation’. It is a period of 21 to 39
years old. In this stage, young adults struggle to form close relationships and
to gain the capacity for intimate love, or they feel socially isolated.

The seventh stage is called ‘Generativity vs Stagnation’. It is a period of 40
to 65 years old. In this stage, the middle-aged discover a sense of contributing to
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the world, usually through family and work, or they may feel a lack of purpose.
The last stage is called ‘ Integrity vs Despair’. It is a period of over 65 years

old. In this stage, the older adult may feel a sense of satisfaction or failure. In
the third stage, ‘Initiative vs Guilt’, I think most of the children will believe in
magic and fiction. This is the stage when children are very innocent and they
will believe everything they just see.

5 Bowlby’s Attachment Theory

Next is Bowlby’s Attachment Theory. John Bowlby is a British psychologist
who lived 1907 to 1990. The Attachment Theory is psychological, evolutionary,
and ethical theory of human relations. There are 4 stages.

The first stage is called ‘Pre- attachment’. It is a period of birth to 6 weeks.
In this stage, the baby shows no particular attachment to a specific caregiver
or parents.

The second stage is called ‘Indiscriminate’. It is a period of 6 weeks to 7
months. In this stage, the infant begins to show preference for primary and
secondary caregivers or parents. The third stage is called ‘Discriminate’. It
is a period of 7 months to 10 months. In this stage, the infant shows string
attachment to one specific caregiver and parents.

The last stage is called ‘Multiple’. It is a period of over 10 months. In this
stage, the baby grows bonding hands with other caregivers and parents.

In the ‘Multiple’ stage, the babies start to believe everything that parents
say. So if parents say that santas don’t exist, they will believe. And if parents
show kids Santa and don’t say that it doesn’t exist, the children will believe
santa.

6 Bandura’s Social Learning Theory

The next development is Bandura’s Social Learning Theory. Social Learning
Theory is a theory of learning and social behavior by observing and imitating
others. Many children like to follow someone who they like. Some children can
follow princesses, some can follow fairy and other things. When some child has
a best friend and her friend likes to dance, maybe that child will want to follow
her best friend and start to act and think she likes to dance as her best friend.
And if the child doesn’t know what santa is a santa and her best friend believes
that santa exists, maybe the child will imitate her and start to believe that santa
exists.

7 Discussion

Believing magic has many benefits. There are six benefits. First, they feel
empowered. Second, their creativity can blossom. Third, they create memories
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and traditions. Fourth, they develop a creative mindset. Fifth, they bond with
their siblings. Lastly, they become happier adults.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, I used 5 psychologist’s theory of development to explain my
topic in this paper. I think this paper would be useful and would help psychol-
ogists who were studying about child development.
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A Short History of the Market
Strategies of Samsung and LG

Justin Koh
Woojoo Kim

Abstract

LG and Samsung are some of the largest companies in the World. LG and
Samsung take to have a long and deep history. LG was founded by Koo
In-Hwoi in 1947. Their first product was a makeup cream called Lucky Cream.
In 1952 they made their first factory in Busan. One year later in 1953 the
established GoldStar which is nowadays called LG electric. In 1996 they
produced the first black and white TV in Korea. 3 years later Koo In-Hwoi
passed away. His son Koo Cha-kyung became the CEO. In 1995 they changed
their company name to LG and Koo cha-kyung went out of business and his
son Bon-moo Koo became the CEO. In 2018 which was very recently Bon-moo
Koo passed away and Kwang-mo Koo became the CEO. Samsung also has a
long and deep history as LG. Samsung has a little more history than LG.
Samsung was made in 1938 by Lee Byung-Chul. Samsung was just a small
hole shop that sold dried fish from the near ocean. When the Korean war
started he went up to Seoul and came back and in the 1950s they established
Cheiljedang Cheil Industries. In the 1960s it was a hard time for Samsung.
From the 1970s to now, they started to focus on electric devices
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1 Introduction

Samsung and LG are some of the largest chaebols in the world. They are
almost in the same spot as Apple, the electronics company. If we think about
Korea’s chaebols, many people think of Samsung and LG first. They are the
largest company like that. Samsung and LG were small companies in prod-
uct quality in 1947, developed, and became LG’s CEO of Koo In-Hwoi. They
were not that famous in the past, they were just small cosmetics companies in
Korea. Samsung specifically was a small trading grocery store and Samsung
developed its business on March 1, 1938, made by and became Samsung’s CEO,
Lee Byung-Chull, he kind started a business in Taegu, Korea, and his business
was trading noodles, snacks, and every other good produced in and around the
Korea city and China. They produce in China. LG was a cosmetics company
called LuckyChemical Co. That developed in 1948 and they made the first
Korean cosmetics product called “Lucky Cream”. They made a product called
Lucky Cream which is the first cosmetic product that was developed by a Ko-
rean company. In the past, everyone used other products from other countries.
But, years and years later, they changed their company products and their com-
panies name. They succeeded in their business and about 10 years later, their
sons developed a new business. They start an electronics company after they
succeed in their business before. Samsung started in 1970, and LG started in
1958. Now they are one of the largest electronics companies in the world that
change our country’s image and increase and improve our country’s technology.
Now they are both large global electronics and technology companies in Korea
that everyone knows. They spread their name in many ways. Samsung is show-
ing their name by selling their phones in other countries, and LG is selling other
electronics like refrigerators and television and more into other countries. But,
now, there can be a question, ‘how can they succeed in their business?’ ‘How
can they be the largest global brand of chaebols?’ ‘What market strategies did
they have from the past to present so they can be a large global electronics
company?’ In our capstone project, our AP subject is AP microeconomics,
and We will remarkably study the truly short history of the market strategies
of Samsung and LG, from the peculiarly past to present-day of Samsung and
LG, and particularly compare their market strategies. There will be 4 sections
that you will see in this project. One indeed is the intro. Second, especially
LG‘s history of market strategies. The distinctly third one strikingly is about
Samsung’s history of market strategies. Fourth, the last, particular last is to
especially compare the market strategies in the past to present of Samsung and
LG and conclude who has better market strategies, so who will singularly be
more successful in the future.

2 History of LG

According to Korea’s financial hierarchy, LG is a Korean technology company
that is the fourth largest company in Korea. LG’s main products are smart-
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phones, TV, computer, and refrigerators. LG is one of the largest chaebols in
Korea. In this part, I am going to talk about the history of LG and how it grew
to one of the biggest companies in the world.

At first, they were a very small company. LG was made in 1947 with another
name. LG was the first company to sell makeup in Korea. And also this was
the first product they started to sell.

Figure 1: Makeup cream

Which is called LG Chemical now. One year later they made their first lab
in Changsin-dong. In 1951 they acquired Chosun Alumite Industrial Co. The
next year, they established Dongyang Electrochemical Industrial and their first
Lucky Chemical factory in Busan and in August made the first molding machine
in Korea. This molding machine was successful. In 1953 Lucky Industry was
established (now LG International). In 1955 they started to produce and sell
toothpaste and also one year later they produced and sold the first PVC pipe
in Korea. In 1958 they made a new company, they established Goldstar which
is nowadays called LG Electronics. Goldstar produced the first Korean radio
called A-501.

Figure 2: A-501 Radio
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In 1960 LG sold 3 products which were 6-transistor radios for the first time
in Korea, 4-tube radios, and 12-inch fans for the first time in Korea. Next year
they also produced the first automatic telephone in Korea. In 1962 Goldstar
exported 62 radios for the first time to Eisenberg, New York, USA. In 1964
they finished making the “General Electronic Electricity Plant” in Oncheon-
dong and they opened it. They also acquired The Kookje Daily News. Which is
a very old newspaper company. They also produced the EMD type automatic
telephone exchanges for the first time in Korea, and in 1965 Goldstar also pro-
duced the first domestic refrigerator. 1966 LuckyOil and Fat Co. produce and
sell synthetic detergents, “HiTi” and “New Hit” for the first time in Korea. In
the same year, Goldstar produced the first 19in black and white TV for Korea.
In 1967 Goldstar produced the first FM/AM radios in Korea and 1968 Gold-
star produced the first room air-conditioner in Korea. And also Goldstar didn’t
only make TV or radios, in 1969 they developed an elevator in Korea for the
first time. They also made the first pump and also the washing machine. In
October they established Goldstar Telecommunication. Which was a company
that helped telecommunication. In December Lucky Development which is now
GS EC, Lucky International was established. On the last day of December, a
bad thing happened to LG. The founder of LG, In-hwoi Koo passed away after
living 62 years.

Because In-jwoi Koo passed away, his son Cha-kyung Koo became the CEO
from this time. Cha-Kyung, they Koo established International Securities and
so he concentrated on the Financial industry. In 1971 moved their headquarters
to Seoul, Jung-gu, Dodong-dong called Samju building which is nowadays called
GS EC building. In 1973 LG produced the first cassette recorder in Korea. In
1977 they started to produce a 19-inch color TV. In 1979 they made their first
group logo which looked like a blue four-leaf clover.

Figure 3: New group logo

And also in 1983, they changed their name from Lucky group to Lucky
Goldstar group. In 1981 they developed the first electronic VRC and domestic
mini-computer in Korea. And also one year later they made the first color
video in Korea. Changed their group name to Lucky Goldstar Group from
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Lucky Group. 1987 they moved their headquarters again to Yeouido Lucky
Goldstar Twin Tower which is now familiar to us as LG Twin Tower.

In 1990 they established the baseball team LG Twins in the same year LG
Twins won the Korean Series championship. 4 years later they also won the
1994 Korean Series Championship. In 1995 finally, they changed to the name
that now everyone says which is LG. And they also changed Lucky, Goldstar,
Lucky Goldstar, and more other company names to LG. And also in the same
year, Cha-kyung Koo went out of business on his own and his son Bon-moo
Koo became the CEO of LG. Also, one year later I opened the LG website:
https://www.lg.co.kr/.

In 2001 they split LG Chem into three companies LGCI, LG Chem, and
LG Household Health Care. One year later they established LG Life Science.
2005 LG air conditioner became the No.1 air conditioner in the World. In 2006
Kwang-mo Koo, the CEO of LG now and the son of Bon-moo Koo, went into
LG electric as an ordinary worker. In 2007 LG made the world’s first electronic
paper.

Figure 4: Electronic paper developed by LG

Also, in the same year, LG Tromm became the best drum washing machine
in the US. In 2016 LG made the world’s lightest notebook. But in 2018 Bon-
moo Koo passed away so his son Kwang-mo Koo became the CEO of LG one
month later. In 2019 they debuted the Rollable OLED TV at CES 2019, also
they made their washing machine factory in Tennessee, USA. In 2020 LG will
host the world’s foremost AI contest. 03 History of Samsung Samsung is one of
the large chaebols in Korea. Samsung is the company th

3 History of Samsung

Samsung is one of the large chaebols in Korea. Samsung is the company
that is leading the economics of Korea. And even Samsung is the first largest
company in the Korean chaebol lists. Lee Byung-Chull started and made this
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business on march, 1st, 1938, and they started this company based in a city
called Taegu. They were a small hole shop which sold dried fish from near the
ocean and that went to China and that went to trade business. Which looked
like the picture below.

Figure 5: Original shop of Samsung

Then the Korean war started so he needed to go out to Seoul and in 1951
he came back and started Samsung M A. 1953 they established Cheiljedang,
1954 Cheil Industries and it was all very successful. They also bought many
other weak and small companies, for example, Shinsegae Department store, and
invested in other businesses. Samsung also became the foundation of JoongAng
Ilbo. Samsung didn’t just have a good time, in 1966 Saccharine Smuggling
Case made Samsung was in a big situation. If we explain more about this
case, Samsung brought saccharine to one building lying that it was a building
material, but in fact, it was Saccharine to sell because at that time sugar was
rare and they tried to sell saccharine which looked similar to sugar and which
was not good for health.

Figure 6: Saccharine

The Busan police found out about this and because of this Lee Byung-Chull
left Samsung. 1 year and 3 months later Lee Byung-Chull came back to business.
Saccharine looked like the picture above.
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If we make Samsung’s history in a timeline, in 1938-1970, Samsung was just
a trading company as you saw at the back, but in 1968 when he also came back
to Samsung he swipes their business into technology and electronic company, in
1969 they established Samsung electric and in 1970 they made black and white
TV.

Figure 7: Black and white TV

In 1974 they acquired Semiconductor. And they also made washing machines
and refrigerators. In 1984 they established Samsung heavily. They now focused
on making semiconductors so they made the third 64K D after the US, and
Japan. But in 1987 Lee Byung-Chull got lung cancer. Because of that, he
passed away. His son Lee Yon-hee took Samsung. He gave some company
to his other family that Samsung made like the Shinsegae Department store.
in 1993product quality Samsung should not have a defective product, so they
trashed away 13470674$ of products. Then there can be a question, What
happened to Samsung in Korean War? How did they become one of the largest
chaebols in Korea? What is the market strategy of Samsung so they could be
one of the largest companies in the world? This part will talk about Samsung’s
market strategies history.

Samsung exported food in the past, for example, dry fish and flour, and the
company exported the product to other cities and China. They only mainly
trade and export to and from China. They only cover dry fish and flour. But,
the company got successful at this business, so the company grows higher. They
grow so high, the company expands to other businesses such as life insurance
and textiles.

Samsung grew higher after Korean War. After the rule of the Japanese in
Korea, Korea has an opportunity for Lee. In this year, every businessman’s
assets remained after the Japanese left. So the Korean government handed
them out left and right for cents. Everything looked great for Samsung, which
is good for every businessman. But, Korean War broke everything. Most of
Korea’s factories were damaged during this long war. Over 60damaged and
destroyed by war, which is half of the country’s rail. At the end of the Korean
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War, Korean economics probably decreased. And also on July 24, 1953, Korea’s
money was in circulation. But also, this time, Byung-Chull Lee came back to
Korea after he returned, start his business again. And he made two new factories
for his business, one of the factories is for making flour and one is for producing
sugar, and that factories are called Cheiljedang and Cheil Industries in 1951-
1954, and because of that his factories, Cheiljedag and Cheil-Industries, he got
large succeed for manufacturing, so the company expand more business domain.
The future of Korea and Samsung are endangered, which means that Korea’s
economy is falling to nowhere, and also Samsung is falling straight. Everything
was bad, but in their back, for them, Uncle Sam had their back. The US
created the Korean version of the Marshall Plan. After that, in the 1950s, the
US sent three billion dollars to the Korean government. And then, Korea chose
medium and large companies that were worthy of the investment. Samsung was
one of the companies that the government chose. And Samsung’s CEO has a
close friendship with Korean president, SyngmanLee. And the government gave
Samsung a free pass, allowing it to become the biggest exporter of scrap iron.
This is how Samsung got succeed after the Korean war.

Samsung succeeded by taking over and investing in the companies and other
businesses. Samsung’s CEO, Byung-Cull Lee made countless MA progress.
Samsung takes over and invests in other companies, schools, and other busi-
nesses, for example, Samsung takes building material over companies like Don-
bang Life, Shinsegae Department store, eye care insurance, and Jeonju Paper.
Invest Sungkyunkwan University took over Korea Hospital, and in 1964s, Sam-
sung took over Korean Fertilizer, and they even developed a TV channel, called
Dongyang Broadcasting and which developed in the 1964s, and 1965s, Samsung
foundation of JoongAng Ilbo.

Samsung switched its business to technology and electronics in the 1970s-now.
They focused on division. Their first product in this new business was black and
white television in the 1976s. This product was the first product that Samsung
electronics produced. During the 1970s, the company began to export home
electronics products overseas. The company went further into manufacturing
many other products like washing machines, refrigerators, and petrochemicals.
At that time, Samsung was already a major manufacturer in Korea, and it had
acquired a 50 percent stake in Korea. In the late 1970, and early 80s, Samsung
kept producing electronics and kept developing more technology. The company’s
separate semiconductor and electronics branches were established. And in 1978,
an aerospace company division was created. In 1985s, Samsung established its
data system. They thought if they want it to grow and increase their company’s
popularity, they should need system development. That helps Samsung quickly
become the leader in information technology services. Samsung also created
two research and development institutes that broadened the company’s tech-
nology, high-polymer chemical, genetic engineering tools, telecommunications,
aerospace, and nanotechnology.
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Samsung began to grow in the 1990s. They just focus on technology and
electronics, and they mainly focus and make advancements on product quality,
with the number of its technology products ranging from semiconductors to
computer-monitor and LCD screens—climbing into top-five positions in global
market share.

After that, Samsung kept developing technology and electronics until now.
They got better in the 2000s-2020s, Samsung keeps developing electronics and
technologies. They studied more smartphones, and they finally sold a product
called Galaxy S, and that phone is the first phone that Samsung made. Samsung
tries to make more and more products. The first copy and make it better than
the original.

4 Comparison of LG and Samsung

Samsung and LG, both are famous large Korean companies and also have good
market strategies for their business. But what company will better succeed in
the future with their market strategies? Well, If we see all the histories and
products, Samsung and LG are quite similar companies and their products
are similar too. For example, televisions, refrigerators, and laptops. What
market strategies did they use so they could be a large company? What is
the difference between them? This part is about a comparison of Samsung’s
marketing strategy and LG’s marketing strategies.

If we summarize Samsung’s marketing strategy from the past to the present,
Samsung only produced in other Korean cities and other countries in their first
business, after Korean War, Samsung start and develop more their company
with their factories that make flour and sugar and after that, they even make
and produced textiles and they produced to other countries, not just China, they
did many M A, so they take over lots and lots of companies, they also invested to
other businesses, they changed their businesses and got better succeeded, they
first make products and if another company makes same products, example,
semiconductor, Samsung decrease their cost and make it cheaper than other
company, it has the same quality and same technology with other companies, but
they decrease low and make it cheaper and cheaper, then, people will gonna buy
only Samsung’s semiconductor then, other companies will ruin their companies
then Samsung increase their costs. This is an example of Samsung’s market
strategies. And if we summarize LG’s marketing strategy from the past to the
present, they just produced cosmetics and they got to succeed, but after 10
years, they changed to an electronics and technology company, and they made
the first radio that made by a Korean company, export many radios to another
country, especially, New Yolk, made first black and white television that made
by a Korean company, made headquarters to Seoul, Jung-gu, Dodong-dong,
called Sanju-building, they changed their name many times, they changed their
name, Lucky Group to GoldStar Group and GoldStar Group to LG Group now,
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they take over many companies, and also invest many other businesses. This is
their marketing strategy and how they got to succeed, some market strategies
are similar and the same.

Samsung’s market strategies and LG’s marketing strategies have market strategies—
Take over other companies and invest in other businesses and companies. Sam-
sung did lots and lots of M A, and so, the company takes over lots and lots
of small companies, for example, Shinsegae Department store, and that store is
the one of a large market in Korea, and LG, they take over one by one and for
their business and companies like, if they need to make one of the ˆˆcosmetics,
and they need **company for making cosmetic, LG takes over **company and
then make and produce ˆˆcosmetics. This is how and why LG took over the
companies. Samsung and LG have the same marketing strategy, that is, chang-
ing their business to another business. They both changed it to electronics and
technology, and that was Samsung and LG’s largest and best decision in the
whole life of Samsung and LG and also Korea. LG changed to the electronics
and technology companies faster than Samsung because LG started their busi-
ness first. LG started its electronics and technology in the 1960s. LG made and
produced the first television that was made and produced by a Korean com-
pany, and the television is black and white. They made and produced television
in the 1960s, but LG made and produced radio first in their electronics and
technology company before making television. And that radio is also the first
radio that was made and produced by a Korean company. Even the radio made
by LG exported to New York, the 67 radios are exported to New York. These
are events of LG’s electronics and technology company. Samsung changed their
business to electronics and technology too. Samsung started its electronics and
technology business in the 1970s. Samsung made and produced black and white
televisions too, and they made and produced in the 1970s. They produced every
Korean city. Samsung made and produced washing machines and refrigerators
too, they started making and producing washing machines and refrigerators in
the 1974s. Samsung and LG start and increase their products.

Samsung decreased the costs of their production, because of what I said on the
front, Samsung has many market competitors, so Samsung decreased their prod-
uct costs and when the other companies, competitors all ruined their business,
Samsung finally increased their costs. These market strategies make Samsung
more successful because that means that Samsung makes other companies, com-
petitors all disappear, so Samsung does not need to increase or decrease their
products’ costs. And If the competitors disappear, people only can buy Sam-
sung’s products, so Samsung only earns more money than other companies.
With that money, Samsung studies and researches and tests for new products,
Samsung Galaxy S phones. That was the best decision for Samsung. Samsung
mainly focuses on the design of its products. They thought the design would
make many people buy their products. LG, Also, each of its businesses is prov-
ing a stepping stone to other businesses and safeguards the company’s interest
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while entering the new markets. We think, Samsung will sell more products
than LG because LG does not has a plan for their production and costs, well
they have it, but they cannot follow the production of Samsung, because Sam-
sung just decreases lower their product costs, so I think LG cannot follow the
product’s costs so Samsung will produce more than Samsung.

We think that Samsung will be better at the future selling products because,
If we see the history of LG and Samsung, LG made most thing faster than
Samsung, but these days more people use Samsung products than LG and we
think that the reason that people buy more products of Samsung because Sam-
sung and LG’s technology is similar, but the style and how they promote their
products Samsung is better than LG.
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Oligopoly of the Korean Computer
Market

Robert Hong
Roy Kwon

Abstract

In this Chapter, we show a brief history of Samsung and LG, the most popular
Korean multinational conglomerate companies. Samsung and LG have been
trading, spreading their company products to other countries and got into the
top 500 companies in the world. We have concentrated on presenting the
Korean computer Companies Oligopoly, their history and a new graph of the
oligopoly markets. Samsung was founded in 1938 March 1 by Lee Byung-chul
and LG was founded in October 1958, in Yeonji-dong, Busan, and the founder
was In-hwoi Koo. More specifically in our Project, we added about the trade
in the computer market since 78% of the Korean market is made out of
exports and 12.81% is made out of machinery which contains computers. Also
we briefly talked about how the oligopoly market works.
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1 Introduction
Oligopoly is an industry of competition between few companies and the com-

panies each make prices by cartel - two firms collude with each other to make
a monopoly profit, or when one firm leads several firms which can also result
in monopoly profit if one firm does not betray. And one more reason why we
are studying the oligopoly market of the Korean computer market is because
from 1817 to the 1970s, the perfect competition market was used as the model
for trade theory. But since 1979, imperfect competition models, monopoly,
oligopoly, monopolistic competition, and monopsony, have been used in the
“new trade theory”. In this research paper, we are using oligopoly because the
oligopoly is unusual and unique which makes the oligopoly market very different
from the other imperfect markets, and we will be discussing a new graph in an
oligopoly market that we are trying to prove in this paper. Because there are
less studies in the market of oligopoly, we think that there are many other things
that we can prove from doing this research about the South Korean computer
market that is in the form of an oligopoly market. And also, we are going to
talk about the trade in the computer market since 78% of the Korean market is
made out of exports and 12.81% is made out of machinery which contains com-
puters. In Korea, there are mainly two computer producers which are Samsung
and LG. Even though there were other big Korean computer companies such
as Hansung Computers and Hyunju Computers (modern-day wolfNfox Com-
puter), we did not include them for three reasons. First, they were not as big
as Samsung and LG, and the second reason why we did not include these two
companies is because they both were small businesses compared to Samsung
and LG. And the final reason why is because they are not sold well in Korea.
Well, there is another graph (not the one that we are trying to prove) which is
the monopoly graph. A monopoly graph can also be an oligopoly graph because
if the companies Samsung and LG agree and act out a cartel. But the graph
that we are trying to prove is similar, but a bit different. So, our hypothesis is
that there will be another oligopoly graph that is not proven.

In section two of this paper, we will talk about a brief summary of how the
oligopoly market works, such as how many firms in the market are considered
oligopoly since if the limit of an oligopoly is too large, it will become a perfect
competition, or if we shrink it too much, then it will be similar to a monopoly
which makes it very different from an oligopoly or a perfect competition market.
And also in section two, we will talk about the exports of Samsung and LG
computer exports, which means that we will also talk about trade of Korean
computers. In section three of this research paper, we will talk about Samsung’s
history of how they got in the form of what they are now - how they became a
big company that represents Korea. Then, we will talk about what computer
products are sold the most because we will use that particular product to make
our graph, the new one. After we know which type of notebook is sold the most,
we will see the price of what the buyers want and with what price of computers
do the sellers want to sell with, which is shortly called the equilibrium price
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of the market. This process of finding the equilibrium price of the market
will be done by looking at the bestsellers’ price for every computer, excluding
Chromebooks, that has been published by both companies Samsung and LG. We
can find the equilibrium price of the market by averaging the computer prices of
the best sellers from 2020 and the first quarter of the year 2021. For example,
the bestseller for Samsung right now (this year which is 2021) is the Samsung
Galaxy Book Flex, at a price of $949.99 (13 inch model, for a 15 inch model,
we should pay $50 more - sales price during May 29th 2021) while for LG, the
best seller right now was the LG gram Thin & Light Laptop option 15.6" FHD
IPS Touch, 8th Gen Core i7, 16GB RAM, 1TB , at a price of $1,999.77 (based
on 2 Amazon - unavailable in May 29th 2021 in Amazon). If our team keeps
researching the best sellers of the past ten years, we will be able to average and
get the equilibrium price of the market. In section 4, we will do the same things
that we did to Samsung in section 3. In section 4, we will prove the new graph
and finally, in section 5, we will give a conclusion to this research.

2 Summary of the Oligopoly Market
An oligopoly is a market with few companies producing similar products.

The companies in the oligopoly market are price makers if we think of it since
the firms can decide at which price they will sell their products. Even though
they have the power to decide their price, high or low, the companies will just
follow the price where most of the other companies are selling since if the price
is too low, then their firm cannot operate well, but if they make the price
higher, then the customers will buy from another company. But following the
other companies’ price means that they are not price makers, they are price
takers. So, economists explain the oligopoly companies as price settlers since
they set their prices similar to their competitors. An example of this would
be Samsung and Apple’s tablet market. Like a year ago, Apple made a new
keyboard (the Magic Keyboard) that costs about $299 which was sold decently.
Few months later, Samsung made a similar product, a keyboard with trackpads
for the Galaxy Tab S7 & S7+, which costs $199.99 basic option (S7). Another
example using Apple and other companies would be the iPhone X. Before the
iPhone X, phone prices were less than $1000. But after the iPhone X being about
$1000, the other phone companies started setting prices about $1000 which
shows that in an oligopoly market, companies follow and set their products’
price similar to the other companies if it is worth it such as the examples that
we gave. For an oligopoly market, there are many barriers to entry, simply
referred as BTE, but they have less then a monopoly market. Some examples
of barriers to entry in an oligopoly market would include patent, copyright,
and other. This can apply to the Korean computer market. Samsung has a
copyright in making QLED screens, and LG has a copyright in making OLED
screens. Because many other companies cannot make the same product as
Samsung and LG, they cannot compete with the big boys Samsung and LG.
If the companies in an oligopoly market perform a cartel between two or more
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companies, they can produce a monopoly profit since they can act as one single
company and be a price taker. This process of performing a cartel is risky,
and also illegal which means that if two or more companies are caught while
performing a cartel, the company leaders will go to jail for a few years. Or
if one company is dominating the market even though there are many other
competitors, the government can break the company down into small segments
or companies. This once almost happened to Microsoft, an American company
that produces many IT products, because they were dominating the market
of almost every IT product. The American government tried to break down
the domination of Microsoft but did not do any good because Microsoft gave
some money to their competitor, Apple. The Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC) is not an illegal cartel because the United States’
government trade law protects OPEC. This case of OPEC can show that there
can be some legal cartels if the government protects the cartel because of law
and other factors. There are two graphs in oligopoly, the prisoners’ dilemma
and the kinked-demand graph. The prisoners’ dilemma is used to calculate the
nash equilibrium which is the position where any choice will be profitable. The
prisoners’ dilemma is used for prisoners also. The police officers show them what
they can do and to choose. The same thing happens to the oligopoly firms. They
have their profit, and the other competitors’ choice. If the firms had the other
companies’ choices, life would be easy to succeed. But the companies do not
have the other companies’ choices which makes the companies consider which
choice to choose which the companies should figure out based on their data and
the other companies’ past datas. For the kinked-demand graph, the graphs are
kinked because there are competition from the other companies out there in
the market of their product, and because if the other competitors lower their
prices, the other companies should lower their prices because if they do not,
the customers will buy the products from the other companies instead of your
company but if the price is higher, you have a choice, make your price similar to
other companies or stay the same to sell more. The case of making the price high
like the other companies has happened. Other smart phones’ price rose to about
$1000 after Apple’s iPhone X and Apple’s Magic Keyboard affecting Samsung’s
Bookcover Keyboard. This characteristic of a few companies competing makes
the oligopoly markets interesting and make the market full of tension between
the few companies since they need to pay attention to the other competitors to
choose the nash equilibrium and to see in which price do the other companies
set, high or low, the government if performing a cartel, and the government if
dominating the market.

3 Samsung

3.1 Brief History of the Growth of Samsung
After Samsung’s founder Byungchul Lee came to Korea for Waseda University,

he came back to Korea and made Cooperative mill (협동정미소) in Masan,
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South Korea during March, 1936. Soon in 1936, he took over Sunrise car (일
출자동차) and started transportation with twenty trucks. And also loaned
2 million pyeong land which made him start a land business. A year later,
because the China-Japan war broke out, his bank interest went up high which
made him sell his 2 million pyeong land. But Byungchul Lee did not stop. He
made Samsung Sanghoe (삼성상회) in Daegu in the year 1938 which started
the Samsung history. In Samsung Sanghoe, they usually sold some kinds of
fish which led to trading with other countries. In 1950, because the Korean
war broke out, Byungchul Lee went to Busan and made Samsung Mulsan (삼
성물산) in 1951. In a few years, he succeeded in manufacturing. He did not
stop there. He bought many companies from many different businesses and
also built JoongAng Ilbo to go into the business of news. Because of a crime
that Samsung committed, Byungchul Lee returned the company that did the
crime to the government and declared that he will retire. In 1973, Byungchul
Lee came back with Samsung Group and declared that Samsung will join the
electric device business. So in 1973, he made Samsung Electro-mechanics (삼
성전기) and Samsung Electronics (삼성전자) which made a black and white
television in 1969. In 1974, he bought Korean Semiconductor (한국반도체) and
made laundry machine and also made refrigerators to increase Samsung Group’s
business. In May, 1977, he combined Samsung Electronics and Samsung Electro-
mechanics with Samsung which made Samsung become a base for Samsung
Group. In 1980, he bought Korean telecommunications and made the world’s
third 64k DRAM. Byungchul Lee died on November 19, 1987 because of lung
cancer. After Byungchul Lee’s death, his son, Gunhe Lee, got the leadership
of Samsung Group. He declared that Samsung will start again and check to
make sure that there are no bad quality products. To make sure that he will
do that, he hammered down products that were worth $13,535,890.50. Then
Samsung put almost all the money made from the semiconductor business into
phones and LCD business to make more profit. Now, Samsung’s new leader is
Jaeyong Lee and he started Bixby, Smart things - for controlling many gadgets,
and bought Harman to be ready for the self-driving car industry. And Jaeyong
Lee declared that Samsung group will not pass on the leadership of Samsung
down to their children.

3.2 Best Sellers
Our plan of finding the equilibrium is to look at all the best sellers in 2020 to

the first quarter of 2021 and see what the price of the best seller was since the
best sellers’ price means what the buyers want. This could also mean the best
price for suppliers because if it is the best seller, it would have to be produced
in big amounts which means that the producers are producing many amounts
of the best seller. So, the best seller for Samsung in the first quarter of 2021
was the Samsung Galaxy Book Flex which was $949.99 (13 inch model, for a
15 inch model, we should pay $50 more - sales price during May 29th 2021). In
2020 the best seller was the Samsung Notebook Plus2 i5. So what we have to
do now is to average both the prices in the next sub-unit, the equilibrium price.
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3.3 Equilibrium
The formula for finding the average, also called mean, of something is done

by this formula:

Average (Mean) = sum of the values / number of values

So, if there are numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4, the average of these numbers will
be Average = sum of values / number of values which will be

Average (Mean) = 10 / 5

because 10/5 is 2, the average value of this line of values will be 2. So if
we apply this formula to our situation, the price of this notebook, Samsung
Notebook plus2, is about $1098.11(cheapest) in 11STREET (11번가), a famous
online shopping application in Korea, and the Samsung Galaxy Book Flex is
$949.99 for the 13-inch screen option. So the formula is

Average (Mean) = sum of the values / number of values

if we apply this formula to the prices of the products, we will get the average
price which will be

Average (Mean) = $2048.1 / 2 = $1024.05

4 LG

4.1 Brief History of the Growth of LG
The founder of the company LG was Inheu Ku, and he founded LuckyChem-

icals Co., Ltd which now is LG Chemicals. This company, LuckyChemicals
Co., Ltd was the base for all the LG sub-companies. They invented Korea’s
first cosmic product, the Lucky Cream, which was made in January of the year
1947. In April of the same year, the first cosmetics laboratory was established
in Changsin-dong, Seoul by LuckyChemicals Co., Ltd. 4 years later during Jan-
uary, 1951, LuckyChemicals Co., Ltd acquired Chosun Alumite Industrial Co.
and during April and August, they established Dongyang Electrochemical Indus-
trial and the LuckyChemical Co., Ltd. factory opened in Beomil-dong, Busan.
And in August, the first injection molding machine in Korea was introduced
by the LuckyChemical Co., Ltd, and they also produced Korea’s first plastic
cobs and soap cases which were under the Oriental trademark. In October of
1953, Dongyang Electrochemical Industrial was combined into LuckyChemical
Co., Ltd. In November of the same year, Lucky Industry was established which
is now LG International. During October, 1954, the LuckyChemical Co., Ltd.
factory also opened in Yeonji-dong, Busan. In September of 1955, LuckyChem-
ical Co., Ltd. started producing and selling toothpastes which were sold with
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registered trademarks which were Lucky Toothpaste and Lucky. In the follow-
ing year, Lucky Industry changed their name to Bando Corporation while in
the following month, Korea’s first PVC pipe was produced by LuckyChemical
Co., Ltd. In October, LuckyChemical Co., Ltd. starts to get some new peo-
ple for work. Next year during January, vinyl floor coverings were made by
the LuckyChemical Co., Ltd. and in October of 1958, old LG Electronics was
introduced which was Goldstar Co., Ltd. In the following year’s March, Luck-
yOil and Fat Co., Ltd. was established while in April, Bando Corp. made a
contract with Union Carbide International to supply many different kinds of
chemical products and synthetic resin raw materials, which are resins produced
industrially that hardens when going through curing, to the Korean market.
In the following August, Goldstar Co., Ltd.’s first trademark for electrical ma-
chinery and urea resin products, an example would be paper, were registered.
In November, the first Korean radio, named A-501, was produced by Goldstar
Co., Ltd. with its trademark, Goldstar. In 1960 March, three products were
produced by Goldstar Co., Ltd. which were the first Korean 6-transistor radios,
4-tube radios, and the first Korean 12-inch fans. In April, LuckyOil and Fat Co.,
Ltd. started producing cosmetic and laundry soap which included the products
named Rainbow, Croba, and Venus. The first Korean automatic telephone was
produced by Goldstar Co., Ltd. In February of the year 1962, Goldstar Co.,
Ltd. makes a contract with Fuhrmeister from West Germany in order to borrow
a non-guaranteed loan of 5 million marks to build a facility for manufacturing
to increase the quantity of watt-hour meters, which is a device that measures
and records over time the electric power flowing through the circuit. In Octo-
ber and November, four electronic equipment engineers were sent from Goldstar
Co., Ltd. to the Hitachi factory in Japan which was the first time ever in Ko-
rea’s history. And then after that, 62 radios were exported to Eisenberg, New
York, USA for the first time in Korea. November, 1963, the first cumulative
electricity meter was produced by Goldstar Co., Ltd. Kookje Daily News is
bought. EMD type automatic telephone exchangers produced for the first time
in Korea by Goldstar Co., Ltd. April, 1965, Goldstar Co., Ltd made the first
domestic refrigerator and in the next year, during January, LuckyChemical Co.,
Ltd. combines with LuckyVinyl Co., Ltd. In 1966, LuckyOil and Fat Co., Ltd.
made the first synthetic detergents domestically, named HiTi and New Hit and
in August, Korea’s first 19-inch black and white TV is produced by Goldstar
Co., Ltd and soon combines with Korea Cable Industry Co., Ltd. in September.
In October of the same year, Bando Corp.’s export profit reached $1 million and
the Korean government selected Honam Oil Refinery from the Lucky Group as
its second Oil Refinery. In June of the next year, Korea’s first FM/AM radios
were made by Goldstar Co., Ltd while in the next month, LuckyOil and Fat
Co., Ltd. produces a liquid dishwashing detergent, named Avon, and the first
Korean shampoo is made which was called the “Cream Shampoo”. In 1968,
LuckyChemical Co., Ltd. and LuckyOil and Fat Co., Ltd. were combined while
Goldstar Co., Ltd produced the room air-conditioner in Korea. During Febru-
ary of 1969, Goldstar Co., Ltd made the first elevators and escalators for the
first time domestically, produced the first pump in Korea in March, established
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Figure 1: Lucky Group Logo

the semiconductor manufacturing company, Goldstar Electronics Co., Ltd. and
they made the first Korean washing machine in May. In October, Bando Corp.’s
export profit reached $5 million and Goldstar Telecommunications was estab-
lished. And in the last month of 1969, Bando Corp. received the Bronze Twor
of the Order of Industrial Service Merit at the Export Day ceremony, establish-
ment of Lucky Development (GS EC now), Lucky International, and Yonam
Culture Foundation. The founder of the Lucky Group (now LG) passed away.

In January, 1970, a new chairman was appointed who is the son of the last
chairman, Inheu Ku, whose name is Jagyeong Ku. Goldstar Co., Ltd. became
the first company to go public in the Korean electronics industry in March. In
December of 1972, LuckyChemical Co., Ltd.’s total sales reaches ₩10 billion
and during March, 1973, the first Korean cassette recorder was developed and
produced by Goldstar Co., Ltd. In February, LuckyChemical Co., Ltd. changes
its name to Lucky Co., Ltd. and there were no more things produced and no
important thing happened in 1974. Lucky Group established Goldstar Preci-
sion Industry in February and Lucky Co., Ltd. produced Korea’s first plastic
windows and doors in September, 1976 and in August, 1977, Goldstar Co., Ltd.
started producing mass amounts of 19-inch color TVs. In March, 1978, Lucky
Group established Lucky Petrochemical Co., Ltd. and in December, Lucky Co.,
Ltd.’s total revenue becomes over ₩100 billion. In January, 1979, Lucky Group
made themselves their logo (figure 1).

In 1981, Goldstar Co., Ltd. made the first Korean electronic VCR in May and
Goldstar Semiconductor produced the first domestically produced minicomput-
ers. In the next year, the first color video camera in Korea was produced by
Goldstar Co., Ltd in May and also the first Korean projection TV was made
in July. In the first month of 1983, Lucky Group’s name changed to Lucky
Goldstar Group and their logo also changed in the next year, January (figure
2).
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Figure 2: Lucky Goldstar Group Logo

In the same month, Bando Corp. changed its name to Lucky Goldstar Inter-
national Corp. In the next year, Goldstar Software Co., Ltd. was established in
February and there was another establishment called Lucky Economic Research
Institute in April, 1986. In January of the next year, STM Co., Ltd. (LG CNS
now) was established and the first private science museum, the Yonam Science
Hall (now LG Science Hall) was built by LG in July, 1987. In 1990, Goldstar
Co., Ltd.’s total refrigerators sold exceeded 10 million. In 1992, the Yonam Sci-
ence Hall exceeded 1 million visitors in five years. In August, 1993, Utropin, the
first Korean growth hormone, was made and commercialized. Lucky Goldstar
Group changed its name to LG in January, 1995. Bon-moo Koo is claimed as
the third chairman of LG. In July, LG acquired the American home application
company, Zenith Corporation. In the next year, LG built Korean’s first e-library,
the Sangnam Library. LG telecom (LG U+) was made in July, 1996. In the
next year, LG Evergreen Foundation was founded in December. In 1999, LG
Philips LCD (LG Display) was established in August and LG Electronics made
the world’s thinnest PDP. In March, 2000, LG Chem split into three different
companies which were LGCI, LG Chem, and LG Household & Health Care.
In 2000 March, LG opened LG Art Center, and LG Philips LCD launched the
world’s first 5th-generation TFT-LCD production line in 2002 May, and estab-
lished the LG life Sciences in 2002 August. In 2003, LG Philips LCD developed
a 55-inch HDTV LCD for the first time in the world. In 2004, LG gets hon-
ored by the world and country. LG Electronics is selected as “World’s Best IT
Company” by Business Week and with the new transportation card system in
Seoul And in 2004 December, LG Electronics was named No.1 in all fields of
optical storage. Next year January, LG and GS gets separated into two different
groups LG Electronics’ Whisen Air Conditioner is ranked No. 1 in the world
for 5 consecutive years In 2005 March, LG announces the “LG Way” and LG
Philips LCD develops the world’s largest 100-inch LCD in March, LG Philips
LCD installs a 7th-generation production line in Paju, April of the year 2006.
LG Philips LCD develops Color Flexible, the world’s first electronic paper in
2007 May and LG Solar Energy was established in 2007 Nov. In the year of
2008, LG Telecom launched “OZ” 3G data services and LG Solar Energy opened
a solar power plant in Taean. In January of next year, LG Chem exclusively sup-
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plied batteries to GM for the world’s first electric cars. LG Electronics opened
“Seocho R&D Campus” in March 2009. In 2010, LG Electronics exported 3D
TVs for the first time in Korea in September 2010 September, LG expanded to
Japan. LG Electronics launched a water treatment business LG CNS exports
Korea’s first domestic financial system to Japan. A year later, in 2011, LG Chem
opened the Ochang Plant to produce electric car batteries. LG has worked on
electric car batteries and in 2012, LG Chem was selected as the world’s best
electric car battery company. In 2013, LG CNS opened “LG CNS Busan Global
Cloud Data Center”, the largest data center in Korea. In August of next year,
LG Household & Health Care’s “Whoo” brand ranked first in sales in domestic
duty-free shops for the first time. In 2015, in the month of July LG Electronics
released Tromm Twin Wash and LG Righteous Person Award was established in
September of 2015. In 2016, LG made a lot of progress. “Eupenta”, made by LG
Life Sciences, wins WHO PQ approval as Korea’s first pentavalent vaccine, LG
Chem supplies lithium-ion batteries for NASA space suits and LG Electronics’
“Gram 15” is listed in the Guinness Book as the lightest notebook computer
in the world and in 2015, Nov LG Display wins the “2016 Korea Technology
Award”. In 2017 April, LG Chem is selected as the 2017 World’s Best ESS
company in North America one month later, LG Electronics launches “LG Sig-
nature OLED TV W” Type 77, LG Chem opens a diagnostic reagent factory
and LG Chem releases Zemirou, the first compound drug in Korea, LG Innotek
develops a UV-C LED with the world’s highest output. In 2018 January, LG
Display develops the world’s first 88-inch 8K OLED display and LG Electronics
inverter DD motor production reaches 70 million units in 2018 May Chairman
Bon-moo Koo passes away who was the Korean businessman. Since taking office
as the chairman of the LG Group in 1995, he has led the management of LG
as the CEO and chairman of the holding company LG Co., Ltd. until 2018.
After Bon-moo Koo passed away, Kwang-mo Koo was inaugurated as CEO of
LG Corp in June 2018. In 2019, LG Electronics’ ’Rollable OLED TV’ makes de-
but at CES 2019, the world’s largest home appliance exhibition, LG Electronics
completes a washing machine factory in Tennessee, USA and LG Display com-
pletes OLED factory in Guangzhou, China In 2020, recently, LG Electronics
launches ’LG TROMM WASH TOWER’, a one-body laundry dryer in May, LG
Chem expands 1,200 tons of the so-called ’Dream Material,’ carbon nanotubes
LG takes first place in the world’s foremost AI(Artificial Intelligence) contest
on August 2020, LG H&H merges 3 subsidiaries including ’THE FACE SHOP’,
LG Electronics launches ’LG SIGNATURE OLED R’, the world’s first rollable
TV

4.2 Best Sellers
The equilibrium can be found by averaging the bestsellers’ prices since being

a best seller means that the customers like the price and the suppliers like the
prices because to become a bestseller, the suppliers need to produce big amounts
of that product since they need to sell them to fit the needs of the customers. So,
the best seller for the first quarter of the year 2021 was the LG gram Thin Light
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Laptop option 15.6" FHD IPS Touch, 8th Gen Core i7, 16GB RAM, 1TB , at
a price of $1,999.77 (based on Amazon - available in June 3rd 2021 in Amazon)
and the best seller for the year 2020 was the LG Gram 16 which was $1,699.99..

4.3 Equilibrium
Averaging is important in finding the equilibrium price of the Korean com-

puter market. This is how we do it. We said before, but the formula for finding
the average price is

Average (Mean) = sum of the values / number of values.

So, the sum of the values $1,999.77 and $1,699.99 is $3,699.76 if we apply the
formula to this, it becomes

Average (Mean) = $3,699.76 / 2 = $1,849.88

The average, the mean, is $1,849.88 which will be the equilibrium value. To
keep the equilibrium value simple, we will say that the equilibrium value is
$1,850 since 8 can be estimated as 10 because it is over 5. Because we did
this calculation and found the equilibrium for the best sellers of LG group, we
can use both LG’s equilibrium and Samsung’s equilibrium to find the Korean
computer market equilibrium to use while graphing. And the equilibrium of the
market can be found by the same formula:

Average (Mean) = sum of the values / number of values.

which is equal to

Average (Mean) = $1,850 + $1024 / 2.

which will be

$2,874 / 2

which is equal to

$1,437.

So, we found the equilibrium for the Korean computer market, $1,437, which
will make our graphing easier.

5 Graph
This is the process where we try to prove the new graph. The graph will

be based on the year 2020 and use the calculated equilibrium price to add, or
subtract, the marginal revenue/cost
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• MR

– Change in TR / change in Q

• TR

– P × Q

• AR

– TR / Q = P × Q / Q = P

So, in the Korean Computer market between Samsung and LG, one choice
of Samsung or LG can lead to a very different output of the market which
means that if Samsung lowers their products’ prices, then LG will need to lower
their price also because if they do not, then all their customers will go and buy
Samsung’s products. If Samsung does the opposite thing, then LG will not do
anything since Samsung’s customers can come and buy their products. This can
be described as the different elasticity of demand which means that when a firm
tries to increase their price, buyers will be driven away and the quantity sold
will decrease which makes the demand graph elastic. But if the firm decreases
their products’ prices, then the buyers from the other companies will come to
buy their own products which will make that quantity sold increase a lot which
means that the demand graph is inelastic, which means that the demand curve
is inelastic. The demand curve is both elastic and inelastic which means that
there should be two demand curves, elastic and inelastic. This means that the
demand curve is combined with both the elastic and inelastic curve which also
means that the demand curve is kinked. For the marginal revenue curve, if the
demand curve is elastic, the marginal revenue curve (MR) is elastic and if the
demand curve is inelastic, the MR curve is inelastic which also makes the MR
curve kinked but have a gap. For the marginal cost curve(MC), it is the same
for all the four market structures. This could mean that the profit maximizing
point could be found in the oligopoly market also which is the point where MR
and MC intersects each other called the Q* and the P*. There is no difference
between the computer market if things go like this. The equilibrium at $1,437.
The new graph did not exist in the world and the oligopoly market’s graphs are
proven

6 Conclusion
In this research paper, we researched about the history of both the companies,

Samsung and LG, the best sellers of both the companies to find the equilibrium
price of the new graph that we tried to prove but failed, and we researched
the oligopoly market’s characteristics to know better and research better while
researching about this topic. Our conclusion is that the oligopoly graphs are
already proven and that the history of the companies Samsung and LG show
that trying and failing is the mother of success since they both went through
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many hardships. Another thing that we learned is that the oligopoly market
seems like a mixture of almost everything that we cover in AP Microeconomics
which makes it harder and more interesting than other market structures such
as monopoly, monopolistic competition, perfect competition, and monopsony.
Even though we failed in proving our new graph, we learned why the graph of
the oligopoly markets contains a kinked-demand graph and also a split kinked
marginal revenue graph.
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A Comparative Study of The
Effects of Government Policies

On Price-Determining
Monopolies

Katherine Kim

Abstract

The purpose of this study is to find and compare the government policies and
what they would do to monopolies that misuse or abuse their market power;
how it will correct the monopoly or how it would make the misuse or abuse of
market power worse. There are two cases of misuse of market power, TasPorts,
Tasmanian Ports Corporation, and Google. This project will explain the two
cases of anti-competitive monopolies. It will also compare the effects of
government policies for each of the monopolies. The research of this project
resulted in some government policies that fixed and corrected the monopoly.
However, some government policies gave the monopoly more control and didn’t
prevent firms from harming their competitors and consumers. There will be
seven government policies for each case, breaking up the monopoly, imposing a
subsidy on the monopoly, imposing a tax on the monopoly, imposing a price
ceiling, imposing a price floor, lowering barriers to entry or exit, and antitrust
policies. This study will be about listing government policies and the effects of
the policies and it will explain about Google and Tasmanian Ports
Corporation, Tasports, the two anti-competitive monopolies. The results were:
Imposing a tax and imposing a price floor increased the market power, which
means those policies corrected neither TasPorts nor Google.
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1 Introduction

This project’s topic is a comparative study of the effects of government poli-
cies on price-determining monopolies. This study aims to analyze government
policies; what the government can do to fix monopolies that have too much mar-
ket power. The studies of these kinds of monopolies can be important because
market power will lead to reduced output and loss of economic welfare. Market
power is when producers of the good can change the price anytime they want
or in control of things. This research paper will be about 2 cases of monopo-
lies with market power and many different government policies. This study of
price-determining monopolies aims to divide four sections of this paper. The
first section will be about Google(An anti-competitive firm) and how it abused
its market power. The second section of this paper will be about government
policies for Google, the monopoly; how to correct the monopoly. The third
section of this paper will be about a case in Australia, about TasPorts(An anti-
competitive firm), which is a monopoly that misused its market power. The
last section of this paper will be about government policies to correct Tasports
and what will be the effect of government policies on Tasports. There are two
cases of price-determining monopolies, Google and Tasports. This project will
compare government policies and the effects of government policies.

2 Google

2.1 Abuse of Market Power

The first case of a price-determining monopoly is Google, which abused its
market power of how it harmed competitors and customers of Google in 2012.
Google participated in anti-competitive monopolization. It was concluded that
Google is an anti-competitive monopoly and was sued by the DOJ, known as
the Department of Justice because Google prevented other competitors(Yelp
and TripAdvisor) from joining the market to maintain monopolism. Moreover,
even if Google did abuse its market power, the firm didn’t defile anti-trust laws.
A government agency called FTC(Federal Trade Commission) had to affirm that
Google was harming both the competitors and consumers to charge the firm.
The FTC found proof that Google designed its browser in a way that benefits
the company’s products and over its competitors’ products. Google illegally
made a deal with monopolies like Apple or Android and had its default search
engine on electronic devices.

Google’s advertisements are found on more than 60 percent of all page loads.
Because Google can control most of the browser and social media, Google and
Facebook, advertising firms, trade user information for free search. Some mo-
nopolies, like Google, charge no price for their product in exchange for the
consumers’ private information/data. Google put trackers on both apps and
websites with its dominance and power, with its tracking inclinations followed
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by other monopolies with market power, Twitter, Facebook, Microsoft, Amazon,
Comscore, etc. Google, an advertising-based platform, had antitrust concerns
because it charges the consumer nothing in exchange for the user’s private in-
formation access. The private information includes the user’s history of an app
or a website. This exchange is repressive to other consumers that do not agree
to this deal. The ability for Google to access the consumer’s data increases its
dominance and market power. This condition to using the user’s information in
return for a free price to its services also increases market share. The require-
ment will restrain competition as the information can be handled to produce
advertisements which also highers market power. Through this increase of mar-
ket power, it can control most of the internet. Consumers are harmed by this
requirement because free access to devices in exchange for personal informa-
tion is not worth the information that users give GooglThe government made
a statement, that Google made deals with other companies to set Google to be
default in phones, devices, and websites. Google paid billions of dollars to a
company called “Apple” to get Google to be set default on apps and websites.
In this case, these actions of Google forced the government to interfere, in this
case, the Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission.

Google is capable of favoring its own business. It was declared that Google
misused its market power and violated the Australian Competition Law, ACCC.
Google and other companies had a supply chain to transport data easily. It was
stated to be “Continued dominance of tech giants”. Google had an enormous
amount of supply of display advertisements. There are about 16 different mar-
kets of video advertising for Google. Google’s connection with digital advertising
is trying to address the news media code that can hurt and harm consumers con-
tinuously. Google and Facebook are examples of ‘unavoidable trading partners’
that dominate almost all of the digital advertising market and the infrastructure.
A lot of news publishers are oppressed to use Google’s advertising technology
for their websites. Google misuses its market power of advertisement and uses
it to manipulate competitors to make a lot of profit. Google is known to have
a substantial degree of market power. Because of the market power, Google
is dominating the search engine market. The zero price Google is offering to
consumers can reduce competition. Google’s customers won’t be able to access
Google’s search engine without Google’s additional services. Now, this project
is going to list out government interventions/policies for price-determining mo-
nopolies, like Google.

2.2 Government Policies for Google

2.2.1 Breaking up the monopoly

Breaking up Google would allow more competitors to enter the market. Google
would have a low barrier to entry or exit. Lower barriers would allow the mar-
ket to be more competitive, which means breaking up the monopoly can turn
the monopoly into different small firms. Google would divide into many smaller
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companies. Even though Google isn’t charging a high price for its product in
this case, its market power has to be restrained. In conclusion, breaking up the
monopoly would prevent the misuse and abuse of market power of Google.

2.2.2 Imposing a subsidy

Imposing a subsidy on an anti-competitive monopoly, like Google, will in-
crease the amount sold and will lower the price of the product. Consumer
surplus will decrease and eventually Google will face higher costs because of the
subsidy. The higher the subsidy is, the weaker the market power gets. Impos-
ing a subsidy on Google will limit its market power. However, the weaker the
market power gets, the higher the cost. Although Google illegally charged no
price for the user’s information to maintain its market power, once it has none
of its market power, the price will return to the price it was before the monopoly
illegally traded with its customers. So technically, the price will rise from zero
to higher and therefore the market power for this firm will decrease. As a result,
to conclude, imposing a subsidy on Google will limit its market power and stop
it from harming consumers and competitors.

2.2.3 Imposing a price ceiling/price capping

Imposing a price ceiling on Google can correct the monopoly. A price-cap
regulation can prevent a monopoly from dominating and controlling everything.
But, efficiency will decrease because the monopoly will earn less profit than
before. Even though if Google illegally charged no price for its product in
exchange for the customers’ private user information, a price ceiling can limit
Google’s market power. A price ceiling is when the price of a firm is below
the equilibrium price, also known as a perfectly competitive firm’s equilibrium
price. As the price ceiling lowers its price, both the consumer welfare and the
monopoly’s market price will decrease. In conclusion, imposing a price ceiling
on Google can be effective however there might be negative consequences. It will
limit monopoly power(market power) and lower a price of a good/product. It
will also stop Google from misusing its market power and harming competitors
and consumers.

2.2.4 Imposing a tax

Imposing a tax on Google can instead do the opposite that the subsidy did.
Instead, a tax can lower the output and increase the product’s price. Hence,
a tax will increase the market power of Google. With more market power in
control, Google might harm and harass its customers and its competitors even
more. Google would likely try to lessen competition. Imposing a tax could
benefit both Google and the government since Google is in more control of the
market and the government could earn tax revenue. Google might keep trying
to keep this illegal exchange operating with customers to earn or maintain its
market power. To conclude, taxation will not solve the problem: abusing its
competitors and consumers.
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2.2.5 Imposing a price floor

Imposing a price floor on Google will increase its price and decrease the quan-
tity sold since a price floor forces a firm to set its price above the equilibrium.
Thus, imposing a price floor will give Google more market power instead of
decreasing it, which means a price floor is most likely to reduce competition. In
conclusion, imposing a price floor is not the solution to reducing market power.

2.2.6 Lowering barriers to entry

As barriers lower down, more competitors will enter the market, in this case,
Yelp and TripAdvisor. As more competitors join, the market will become more
competitive. Therefore, market power will diminish and it will stop Google
from abusing its market power to harm its consumers. This act of getting
rid of barriers to entry will increase market share. To be concluded, lowering
barriers to entry will correct Google and help Yelp and TripAdvisor, Google’s
competitors.

2.2.7 Antitrust act/policy

There are three antitrust policies, the Sherman Antitrust Act, the Federal
Trade Commission Act, and the Clayton Act. Google violated section 2 of
the Sherman Antitrust Act, which doesn’t allow a firm to monopolize with
market power. Enforcement remedies might be to get rid of Google’s access to
advertisements and the internet. Google won’t have control over the internment
after the enforcement that has been charged against Google. The effect of the
antitrust policy shows that it will and can stop Google from gaining too much
market power.

3 TasPorts

3.1 Misuse of Market Power

The second case of a monopoly misusing its power to harm its competitors and
consumers is TasPorts, a company in Australia. TasPorts is also known as Tas-
manian Ports Corporation. It is known for shipping which the economy relies on.
TasPorts also an anti-competitive firm, stopped its competitor, Engage Marine
Tasmania Pty Ltd, from entering the market. In this case, a government agency
called ACCC, Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, and inves-
tigated TasPorts. TasPorts was proved to be an anti-competitive firm because
it declined to provide anything for Engage Marine Tasmania Pty Ltd(Engage
Marine). TasPorts threatened to minimize MPTC. If Grange signed a contract
that was for the supply of pilotage services, Tasports would lessen MPTC. This
action proved that Tasports disobeyed section 46 of the Competition and Con-
sumer Act and that TasPorts was in control of all towage and pilotage services.
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TasPorts blocked its competitors by not contributing services that Engage Ma-
rine needed to be economical. The forbidden things that companies shouldn’t
do that violate the general law for anti-competitive companies are:

1. The firm has a substantial degree of market power

2. The firm is likely to lessen competition among its competitors

These actions that Tasports took very likely represent that it has done both
of these things. The ability that Tasports took control of MPTC, etc prove
it has a substantial degree of market power and shows it has a lot of control
over Tasmania and the fact that TasPorts refused to provide MPTC to En-
gage Marine and that it made Engage Marine sign a contract, it indicates that
Tasports wants to get rid of competition. It was proved that Tasports prac-
ticed unfair and illegal arrangements that will exclude both competition and
its competitors. The ACCC assumed that Engage Marine was restrained from
providing pilotage services under a contract that was made with TasPorts. An
access charge was imposed on Grange after notifying TasPorts that the new
provider of pilotage services was going to be Engage Marine. The access charge
on Grange had proved that TasPorts violated CCA. It was illegal for TasPorts
to impose the charge against Grange in return for providing access services.
Now, this project will move on to government policies and the effects of the
regulations of TasPorts.

3.2 Government Policies for TasPorts

3.2.1 Break up monopoly

The effect would be a lot similar to Google. TasPorts would also divide
into many small different competitive firms and the substantial degree of mar-
ket power will decrease because competitive firms are price takers. So, like
Google, breaking the monopoly, TasPorts will be beneficial to competitors and
consumers.

3.2.2 Price Cap Regulation/Imposing a price ceiling

A price cap is when a price is set to be lower than the equilibrium price.
Imposing a price ceiling/price cap will decrease the market price of TasPorts’
product. This way, forcing TasPorts to lower the price can prevent TasPorts
from misusing its market power. It now has to provide marine services to its
competitors. Since TasPorts would allow its competitors to operate, TasPorts
will slowly become a competitive firm as entry barriers lower. TasPorts might
lose its market power as it coentry barriers lowersd increase market share. Tas-
Ports will be constrained to let competitors join the market. TasPorts will drop
all the charges against Grange and allow Grange to use access services freely as
it loses its dominance. As a price ceiling is imposed, TasPorts will now not have
a substantial degree of market power or lessened competition. In conclusion,
the price ceiling will terminate the misuse of market power in Australia.
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3.2.3 Imposing a subsidy on TasPorts

When a subsidy is imposed on a monopoly with lots of market power, the
marginal cost of producing another output will be less than the marginal revenue
of the product. Therefore, as the subsidy level is higher, the market power will
reduce. So, as market power decreases, TasPorts will have less control over
Tasmania. Hence, like the effect of breaking up the monopoly, TasPorts won’t
be able to charge against Grange or it will have to provide pilotage services and
other things that TasPorts declined to provide. Therefore, imposing a subsidy
on TasPorts will help the consumers and competitors.

3.2.4 Imposing a tax on TasPorts

Unlike subsidies, imposing a tax on TasPorts will decrease the quantity sold
and increase the price of the product. A tax would instead increase the market
power as the tax level is higher and the marginal revenue of the product would
be less than the marginal cost. The misuse of market power will grow to be
worse. TasPorts would completely block out competition harming more and
more competitors. Soon, as the tax level grows, TasPorts might be able to
control everything of Tasmania and perhaps even more. The effects indicate
that imposing a tax on TasPorts will increase the market power, which means
this government policy won’t fix the problem of misuse of market power; it won’t
correct the monopoly, TasPorts or prevent it from harming its competitors like
Engage Marine and Grange.

3.2.5 Antitrust Laws/Policies (Sherman Antitrust Act)

The Sherman Antitrust Act, The Federal Trade Commission Act, and The
Clayton Antitrust Act are three major antitrust laws. The Sherman Antirust
Act is particularly used to prevent monopolies from abusing or misusing their
market power to harm consumers and competitors. Antitrust laws are made
to forbid acts that increase market power. It can be concluded that TasPorts
violated the Sherman Antitrust Act. The government can prevent TasPorts
from misusing its market power because it violated the Sherman Antitrust Act.

3.2.6 Imposing a price floor on TasPorts

Imposing a price floor on TasPorts would increase the price. TasPorts would
be forced to set the price above the equilibrium price. The price floor will
increase the price and decrease competition. As competition lessens, the mar-
ket power will increase because the firm will become more monopolistic. So,
competitors will be harmed more and more. Eventually, TasPorts will be able
to get rid of competition completely, which means that TasPorts will continue
harming its competitors and customers by increasing the future costs of con-
sumers. In conclusion, imposing a price floor on TasPorts won’t stop TasPorts
from misusing its market power, instead, its market power will grow.
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3.2.7 Lowering barriers to entry

If TasPorts were to lower barriers to entry or exit, more competitors would join
the market. Competition would increase and there would be more substitutes
for TasPorts, decreasing market power as the monopoly turns more competitive.
Since lowering barriers to entry or exit decreases market power, TasPorts won’t
have the ability to not provide basic services to Engage Marine Tasmania Pty
Ltd. To conclude, this government policy can stop the misuse of market power.
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